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Abstract
In this thesis we introduce a theory of isotopy classes of tilings with given
symmetry group on hyperbolic surfaces, possibly punctured, nonorientable, and
with boundary. We first generalise combinatorial tiling theory to incorporate
tilings with tiles that are not closed disks. To establish a combinatorial theory for
isotopy classes of tilings, based on Delaney-Dress tiling theory, we subsequently
introduce the notion of mapping class groups for general orbifolds, and use this to
find a complete enumeration of symmetrically embedded graphs on hyperbolic
surfaces, up to isotopy. We further answer some open questions relating to the
EPINET project, which enumerates structures in R3 through embeddings of
graphs on triply periodic minimal surfaces. In particular, we prove that there are
infinitely many topological types of nets in R3 that arise from different isotopy
classes of the same graph on a hyperbolic surface of finite topology that gives rise
to a triply periodic surface. We moreover derive new presentations of mapping
class groups and investigate aspects of computational group theory used in the
enumerative process. To illustrate our approach and results, we present a
catalogue of 3-periodic structures that reticulate the gyroid, primitive, and
diamond triply periodic minimal surfaces in R3. Furthermore, we introduce an
automated way to produce these structures, and develop an algorithm that finds
their topological types from their presentation as hyperbolic tilings.



Zusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit beschreiben wir eine Theorie von Isotopieklassen von
Tesselierungen auf hyperbolischen Flächen mit einer gegebenen Wirkung von einer
Gruppe von Symmetrien. Die Flächen können berandet, punktiert, oder nicht
orientierbar sein. Zunächst verallgemeinern wir kombinatorische
Tesselierungstheorie um Tesselierungen mit Kacheln zu behandeln, die nicht
topologisch äquivalent zu einer geschlossenen Scheibe sind. Um eine Theorie von
Isotopieklassen von Tesselierungen zu entwickeln, führen wir the
Abbildungsklassengruppe ein für Orbifaltigkeiten. Dies benutzen wir, um eine
Aufzählung von symmetrischen Einbettungen von Graphen auf hyperbolischen
Flächen bis auf Isotopie zu erhalten. Weiterhin beantworten wir einige offene
Fragen in diesem Zusammenhang mit dem EPINET Projekt, welches Strukturen in
R3 zählt, die durch Graphen auf dreifach-periodischen Minimalflächen entstehen.
Inbesondere beweisen wir, dass es unendlich viele topologische Klassen von
periodischen Netzen in R3 gibt, die verschiedenen Isotopieklassen des gleichen
Graphen auf der zugrundelegenden hyperbolischen Fläche entsprechen. Des
Weiteren leiten wir neue Darstellungen von Abbildungsklassengruppen her und
untersuchen in diesem Zusammenhang Aspekte der Berechenbarkeitstheorie von
Gruppen, die bei der Aufzählung der Isotopieklassen Anwendung finden. Zur
Veranschaulichung unserer Resultate, präsentieren wir eine Reihe von
dreifach-periodischen Strukturen, die auf den Gyroid, die Diamantfläche und die
primitive Fläche passen. Ergänzend stellen wir einen Algorithmus vor, der,
ausgehend von den hyperbolischen Tesselierungen, die topologische Struktur
solcher dreifach-periodischen Netze findet.
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Notation and Conventions
In this section we have gathered most of the notational conventions that we will
employ in this thesis. Mostly we will adhere to established conventions, so the
notation should appear familiar to most readers.
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we assume all manifolds in this thesis to be
connected.
By a surface we mean a 2-dimensional manifold, orientable or not, with punctures
or boundary. It is well known that any manifold admits a smooth structure as
soon as it admits a C1 structure. Moreover, every surface is known to admit a C1

structure. Therefore, the question of which category one is working in does not
arise in the context of surfaces as the categories of topological surfaces, piece-wise
linear ones, or smooth surfaces are all equivalent and, in particular, all
homeomorphic surfaces are diffeomorphic. This allows us to be a little bit lax
about our language. Therefore, a manifold will always be understood to be an
object in the smooth category of manifolds, i.e. a C∞ manifold.
Regardless of which group we investigate, we will, by a slight abuse of notation,
denote the identity element by 1.
For two sets A,B, we denote the set of maps from B to A by AB.
This thesis makes heavy use of Conway’s notation for orbifolds.
In general we will adopt the hopefully not confusing convention that new variables
are defined in such a way that the corresponding expression makes sense. For
example, 25x ∈ R should suggest that x ∈ R.
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, dimensions will be counted over R.
We denote Euclidean space, i.e. Rn with its flat metric, with En, the sphere with
its round metric, i.e. the metric induced by its standard embedding into En+1,
with Sn, and hyperbolic space with Hn.
We denote the semidirect product of two group A and B by A⋊B =: G, where A
is normal in G.
We often abbreviate triply periodic minimal surfaces as TPMS.
We make use the Hermann-Mauguin notation for space groups.
We denote the topological closure of a set A by Ā.
We assume basic familiarity with notions in differential geometry. In particular, we
only briefly touch upon or assume as known definitions of conformal maps,
Riemann surfaces, Riemannian geometry, manifolds, covering spaces and related
concepts.





1 Introduction

A guiding principle within the natural and material sciences has been to analyse
the functionality of structures in R3 by considering the properties of the
constituent parts and their local interactions. However, more recently, the role of
geometry in materials has been increasingly recognized [126, 136]. For example,
soft condensed matter such as gels, foams, polymers, colloids and liquid crystals
display behaviour that is heavily influenced by the mesoscale structure of these
materials, as opposed to simply being a result of the local interaction on the
smaller molecular level. An integral part of the analysis of the geometry of a
structure is comprised of the entangling properties of its chemical framework. See
also [112] for an account of knot theory in modern chemistry. In this thesis, we
produce a range of entangled structures in R3 that arise as graphs on a scaffold of
triply periodic minimal surfaces.
Since its inception, Delaney-Dress tiling theory [62] has led to data-structures and
algorithms that facilitate an enumeration of combinatorial classes of tilings [52].
This has culminated in a novel investigation into the entangling properties of
three-dimensional Euclidean networks by viewing them as tilings of triply-periodic
minimal surfaces (TPMS) to produce an enumeration of crystallographic nets in
R3 [203, 176, 200, 120, 195, 39]. In-surface symmetries of the TPMS are related to
ambient Euclidean symmetries [191, 125] and thus the problem of graph
enumeration and characterisation in R3 is transformed into a two-dimensional
problem in equivariant tiling theory. This idea has been explored in several
contexts for many years. The cases that have been treated include standard
hyperbolic tilings by disk-like tiles with symmetries generated by
reflections [124, 195], infinite tiles with network-like
boundaries [121, 115, 123, 127, 122, 71, 70, 136], and infinite tiles with geodesic
boundaries [72].
From a chemical perspective, the approach is motivated by the fact that many
zeolites and metal-organic frameworks were found to reticulate
TPMS [116, 117, 119, 41]. In particular, this approach has led to new insights into
the structural properties of chemical frameworks in R3 [118]. A further example
illustrating the worth of investigating 3D structures with the help of
two-dimensional tilings is the discovery that star co-polymer systems consisting of
three mutually immiscible arms can self-assemble into structures modelled by
stripes on the gyroid triply periodic minimal surface [136, 50].
Many chemical frameworks and physical systems can be modelled as graphs on
prominent examples of minimal surfaces. Therefore, studying structures that arise
as graphs on such surfaces has been an important focus of the natural sciences. We
call a simple1, locally finite2, embedded (connected) graph in R3 that is invariant
under three linearly independent translations, with finitely many vertex orbits, a

1This means that the graph does not contain edges incident to only one vertex.
2This means that every compact subset of R3 meets only a finite number of edges.
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1 Introduction

(3-periodic) net.3 We will also sometimes use the term to refer to multiple
component nets. The aim of the EPINET project is to produce and analyse
chemical structures by investigating how graphs embed on triply periodic minimal
surfaces. The original aim of this thesis was to expand the EPINET project by
enumerating and investigating symmetric embeddings of simple graphs on the
gyroid, primitive, and diamond TPMSs that lift to tilings in H2.
Computer implementations of algorithms based on Delaney-Dress tiling theory can
enumerate the combinatorial types of equivariant tilings [113]. This yields a finite
symbol encoding the combinatorics of any classical tiling as a combinatorial object
on the orbifold associated to the symmetry group of the tiling. What was until
now missing is an understanding of the distinct ways in which the surface can be
reticulated by the tiling, i.e. in which ways the orbifold sits inside the surface. For
example, the orbifolds 2223 and 2224 (see [47] or section 2.3 for notation) can be
decorated by a simple combinatorial structure consisting of one edge only.
However, this simple structure can manifest as an infinite set of isotopically
distinct embedded hyperbolic tilings with the given symmetries on the gyroid
minimal surface [71, 72, 189, 188]. Note that any symmetry group of a tiling on a
hyperbolic surface is a Non-Euclidean Crystallographic (NEC-) group.
To provide some context, we comment on different approaches to enumerations of
entangled periodic nets in R3. Considerable efforts have been devoted to the
enumeration of nets, focussing almost exclusively on topological aspects that
ignore entangling properties. We briefly describe some of these and refer to [56] for
a more complete account of attempts of enumerations. Sphere packing structures,
which are 3-periodic nets characterised by having equal edge lengths that
correspond to shortest intervertex distances have received notable attention [76],
with several systematic enumerations of many classes of these included in the
Reticular Chemistry Structure Resource [182, 4]. Rod packings, which also
comprise interpenetrating nets with several components, are modelled as infinite
cylinders and have similarly received considerable attention, see [181, 202]. In the
context of metal-organic frameworks (crystalline compounds that form porous
structures from metal ions or clusters coordinated to organic molecules), 3-periodic
nets and enumerations have also risen to prominence [132], where 3-periodic nets
are interpreted more loosely and each vertex can represent whole arrangements of
atoms.
Another approach for constructing 3-peridic structures in R3 comes from
considering packings of polyhedra into a unit cell. The resulting structures vary
with the definition of polyhedra and are particularly interesting for their relative
simplicity in applications [15, 16] and description [180]. Although we will not
explicitly pursue this approach here, it is straightforward to obtain polyhedral
structures from the EPINET approach, by simply filling in the faces of tiles and
has also been done in a number of special cases [189].
Different approaches to systematic enumerations of 3-periodic nets also arise from
more mathematical descriptions of crystals in terms of so-called abelian covering
spaces [214, 215]. A related approach, also based on graph theory, is detailed in
[220].
As an example that inspires the EPINET approach, consider figure 1.1, which
shows Sodalite, an aluminosilicate, which is a real Zeolite that reticulates the

3Some authors require nets to be 3-connected. Our definition is loosely based on the kind of nets
whose components the program SYSTRE can handle and the definition in [215].
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(a) The resulting net in R3. (b) The tiling from (c)
projected onto the
primitive surface.

(c) A hyperbolic tiling in
H2 commensurate with
the primitive surface.

Figure 1.1: The progression from a tiling of the hyperbolic plane to a 3-dimensional
net via a decoration of the primitive surface. Image courtesy of [1].

(a) The resulting net in
R3 when the tile
boundaries are taken
as trajectories in Eu-
clidean 3-space.

(b) The decoration from
(a) and a fundamen-
tal domain shown
as a decoration of
the Diamond triply-
periodic minimal
surface.

(c) A tiling of the hyper-
bolic plane with sym-
metry group 22222,
represented by the
green and red edges.

Figure 1.2: The progression from a tiling of the hyperbolic plane to a 3-dimensional
net via a decoration of the Diamond triply-periodic minimal surface.

primitive surface, shown in (b). Note that the Sodalite graph also reticulates the
diamond surface [1], another well-known triply periodic minimal surface. In (c), we
see the hyperbolic tiling which gives rise to the graph embedded in the primitive
surface in (b), which yields the net in R3 in (a).
For another example that shows a net produced from a hyperbolic tiling with
unbounded tiles, see figure 1.2. In this case, the net in R3 is connected. Again, (c)
shows the hyperbolic tiling, (b) a part of the edge graph of the tilings on the
diamond surface, and (a) shows a bigger portion of the net in R3.

In this thesis, we develop a general way to enumerate graphs that reticulate
hyperbolic surfaces. The approach we present here, in particular, allows for a
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1 Introduction

complete enumeration, at least in theory, of symmetric embeddings of any type of
graph on any hyperbolic surface, up to isotopies of the surface. We hereby solve a
long-standing problem: Given a symmetry group, find all ways in which one can
assemble a hyperbolic surface from copies of a single polygon by imposing the
symmetries. Up until now, all attempts to further EPINET have involved ad-hoc
ideas that work only for a particular class of tilings. Moreover, since most surfaces
are inherently hyperbolic, our methods allow an enumeration of tilings for a large
class of surfaces. Many tilings yield different symmetric embeddings of the same
graph on a surface in R3, similarly to how torus knots are different embeddings of
a circle on the torus.

1.1 Structure of the thesis
To accomplish our goals of an unambiguous enumeration and classification of
isotopy classes of tilings on hyperbolic surfaces, we take several steps. First, we
generalize combinatorial tiling theory to incorporate tilings with unbounded tiles
or tiles with non-disk-like topology. This is work done in collaboration with
Vanessa Robins and appears in [140], and will occupy the bulk of chapter 3. Next,
in chapter 4, we introduce the notion of isotopy classes of tilings as the ‘correct’
way to look at equivalence among tilings of minimal surfaces in R3. Furthermore,
we find a way to classify isotopy classes of classical tilings using a new extension of
mapping class groups to orbifolds, based on similar ideas found in the literature.
Most of this work appears in the publication [139]. Subsequently, in chapter 5, we
develop the results of the previous chapter to achieve an enumeration of isotopy
classes of tilings. The details are given in a number of special cases. We
subsequently focus on enumerating tilings that reticulate the prominent family of
triply periodic minimal surfaces associated to the gyroid. The results of this
chapter are part of the publication [138].
In chapter 6, we start by discussing some of the computational group theory and
algorithmic aspects involved in unambiguous enumerations and producing visual
representations of tilings in H2 and on minimal surfaces in R3. Here, we also focus
on the marriage of the two ideas introduced above: The development of an isotopy
theory and enumeration of istopically distinct tilings with unbounded tiles. We
produce a range of examples of nets in R3 that reticulate the gyroid, diamond and
primitive minimal surfaces. Furthermore, we implement an algorithm that, with
the help of established methods such as SYSTRE [54], finds the topological type of
a net in R3 produced from an embedding of a tiling in H2 onto some surface,
without actually embedding the tiling as a graph onto the surface.
We solve some long-standing open problems along the way. In section 4.4, we
prove that there are infinitely many topological types of 3-periodic nets in R3 that
arise from a single topological type of embedding of a graph onto a triply periodic
surface. Furthermore, we establish some general results that facilitate other future
applications of isotopic tiling theory to graph embeddings on surfaces or to the
construction of nets in R3.
We conclude this thesis by presenting a sequence of nets on triply periodic minimal
surfaces that illustrates the usefulness of our approach with a symmetry group
that has not been studied before in this context and is general enough to produce
a range of structures in R3.
Before we delve into the development of isotopic tiling theory, we need some
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1.2 Overview of the Problem

preparation. In chapter 2, we review results on surfaces and their isometries and
review orbifolds as we need them in the context of tiling theory, discuss triply
periodic minimal surfaces and some structural results as they pertain to our
setting. Moreover, we present a brief introduction of combinatorial tiling theory.
While most of the results in this chapter are well-known, we also present some
proofs and statements not easily found in the literature, as we point out along the
way.
The results of this thesis are heavily inspired and driven by their applicability,
evidenced by the growing number of papers in the field. Since the research
presented here has a potential audience outside of maths, an effort has been made
to make it accessible. There are some notable exceptions to this, for example
sections 4.3, 5.2, and 6.2, where a nonmathematical treatment of the material
would certainly take away its rigour, and we follow a more mathematical
exposition there. However, in the rest of the thesis, with a broader readership in
mind, we will not stick to a purely mathematically inspired account. We hope that
in this way, the techniques (and their implementations) of this thesis can become
useful to other scientists in different fields. To not lose sight of our goals, we briefly
review the main problem in the next section. When introducing new concepts from
various fields of mathematics, it can sometimes be helpful to review this
description of the problem.

1.2 Overview of the Problem
We summarize the problem as detailed in the introduction. The EPINET project
produces and analyses chemical structures by investigating how graphs embed
symmetrically on triply periodic minimal surfaces (TPMS). The aim of this thesis
is to enumerate and investigate symmetric embeddings of graphs on the gyroid,
primitive, and diamond TPMSs. Up until now, this problem has been investigated
only for certain classes of simple graphs. For example, [71, 72, 70] deals with one
edge orbit, and [195] deals with tilings for simple symmetry groups generated by
reflections. To organize the ensuing structures, the problem of a complexity
ordering in the enumeration takes up an important role in our investigation. We
seek a systematic approach to investigating graph embeddings on surfaces with a
given symmetry group, in an attempt to develop a general framework to tackle
similar problems in the future, as so far all attempts to further EPINET have
involved ad-hoc ideas that work only for a particular class of structures. To
achieve these goals, the investigation of tilings in H2 with a given symmetry group
will be the focus of our interest for the greater part of this thesis.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Isometries and Covering Spaces
This section will present a largely self-contained account of some of the statements
from Riemannian geometry that we will use in later chapters. We present proofs
for which we could not find a reference in the literature. Most of the statements
are no-doubt well-known.
We start with a technical lemma whose statement is somewhat stronger than most
of its formulations in the literature. We later became aware of a version of the
statement in [183, Chapter 3, Proposition 62].

Lemma 2.1.1. Let f, g : M → N be local isometries defined on connected
Riemannian manifolds M,N . If for some x ∈ M , dfx = dgx, then f = g.

Proof. Note first that dfx = dgx implies f(x) = g(x). Since f, g, df, dg are
continuous, both the set where f = g and df = dg is closed. To see this, observe
that for continuous maps the pair (h1, h2) : A2 → B2, where A,B are Hausdorff
spaces, is continuous w.r.t. the product topology. Therefore, (h1, h2)−1(D) is closed
for D = {(x, y) ∈ B2|x = y}, since the complement of D is clearly open in
Hausdorff spaces.1
The geodesic exponential map for Riemannian manifolds is a local diffeomorphism
on any Riemannian manifold, so there is a neighbourhood U of any point x with
dfx = dgx for which both f, g are isometries and the exponential map is a
diffeomorphism. For every point y ∈ U there is a unique geodesic c : I → M with
c(0) = x to c(1) = y in U . Local isometries map geodesics to geodesics, since the
property of being a geodesic is local and invariant under isometries. Now,
f ◦ c = g ◦ c, since geodesics are determined by their initial values and these agree
at g(x) = f(x) and therefore f(y) = g(y).2 This holds for every y in a
neighbourhood of x. In particular, it also holds for all z in a neighbourhood of y
and therefore dgy = dfy. Thus, the set where df = dg is also open, non-empty and
thus must equal M.

We can now prove a fundamental result on covering spaces of Riemannian
manifolds. Recall that a Riemannian covering is a topological covering space such
that the projection map is a local isometry.

Lemma 2.1.2. Let (X, g) be a Riemannian manifold with universal Riemannian
cover p : X̃ → X. Then any isometry f of X lifts to an isometry f̃ of X̃.

Proof. Since X̃ is simply connected, there is a lift f̃ : X̃ → X̃ of f ◦ p : X̃ → X
such that f̃(z) = x, for a fixed pair of points z, x ∈ X̃ with p(x) = f(p(z)). Any

1In fact, the diagonal being closed is an alternative definition of the Hausdorff property for
topological spaces, common in algebraic geometry.

2This relationship is often described as the naturality of the geodesic exponential map,
f(expx(v)) = expf(x)(dfx(v)).
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2 Preliminaries

lift ˜︃f−1 of f−1 ◦ p necessarily satisfies p ◦ ˜︃f−1(x) = f−1(p(x)) = p(z) so we can
assume ˜︃f−1(x) = z, which leads to f̃(˜︃f−1(x)) = x and ˜︃f−1( ˜︁f(z)) = z. Note that
the regularity of f implies that of f̃ . The lifting properties yield

dp ◦ d˜︃f−1 ◦ df̃ = df−1 ◦ dp ◦ df̃ = df−1 ◦ df ◦ dp = dp.

Thus, since dp is bijective, d(˜︃f−1 ◦ f̃) = idT X . Since ˜︃f−1 ◦ f̃ is clearly a local
isometry as both constituent functions are, and these are determined by where
they send a fixed point along with their derivative at that point by lemma 2.1.1,
we obtain ˜︃f−1 ◦ f̃ = idX . The same calculation holds for f̃ ◦ ˜︃f−1 and since any
bijective local isometry is an isometry, the statement holds.

Note that the lift of an isometry is generally not unique.
It is often useful to introduce a classification of the types of an isometry ϕ of any
metric space (X, d) by its translation length t(ϕ) = inf

x∈X
d(x, ϕ(x)). The isometry ϕ

is elliptic, if t(ϕ) = 0 and the infimum is a minimum, parabolic if t(ϕ) = 0 is not
realized, and hyperbolic if t(ϕ) > 0. Clearly, these three cover all possible cases
and are mutually exclusive.
For the hyperbolic plane H2, which we will introduce in more detail in section 2.2
and orientable isometries, this characterisation corresponds to the well-known
classification of isometries using their fixed points. Elliptic isometries have exactly
one fixed point lying in H2, parabolic isometries have exactly one fixed point at
infinity (on the boundary of the unit disk in the Poincaré disk model), and
hyperbolic isometries have exactly two fixed points at infinity and an invariant
axis, i.e. a geodesic in H2 connecting these two fixed points. Also, the positive,
translation length of a hyperbolic transform is always realized and corresponds
exactly to the distance of translation in the associated invariant axis, the unique
geodesic invariant under such a transformation.
In E2, under this characterization, rotations and reflections are elliptic,
translations and glide reflections hyperbolic, and there are no parabolic elements.
Also, we can find a hyperbolic transformation in the subgroup generated by any
two elliptic transformations that do not share a fixed point, if we assume that this
subgroup is discrete. For this, note that the group of Euclidean motions has the
form O(2) ⋉R2. The first factor corresponds to transformations that fix a point in
E2. The second factor corresponds to translations. A purely elliptic discrete
subgroup must be contained in O(2) and thus, because of compactness of O(2),
must be finite. Thus, by the classification of finite subgroups of O(2), such a
subgroup has to be of the form of a subgroup of the dihedral group. If a subgroup
is not of this form, not all elements can be elliptic, and these correspond to a
translation, which are hyperbolic. Now, clearly, two elliptic transformations with
disjoint fixed point set cannot just generate a subgroup of a dihedral group.

2.1.1 Split Group Extensions
Let N and Q be two groups. Then a group G is an extension of Q by N if there is
a short exact sequence

1 → N → G → Q → 1, (2.1)

12
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with morphisms i : N → G and π : G → Q. If G is a group extension of Q by N ,
then N is necessarily a normal subgroup, as the kernel of a group morphism, and
Q is isomorphic to G/N , by the first isomorphism theorem.
Note that, unfortunately, there is no consensus in the mathematics community on
how to articulate the above situation. Some authors also express it by saying that
G is an extension of N by Q, and this can lead to confusion, so we will always
make explicit which subgroup of G is required to be normal, by calling it N .
We will only be interested in split extensions, which can be defined in a number of
equivalent ways, and correspond to semidirect products. First, if there exists a
section of (2.1), i.e. a morphism s : Q → G such that π ◦ s = idQ, then the
extension is said to be split. Notice that in this case Q can be interpreted as a
subgroup of G.
Also, if G = NQ for a subgroup Q ⊂ G and a normal subgroup N ⊂ G with
N ∩Q = {e}, then G is the semidirect product of N and Q. We also write
G = N ⋊Q for a semidirect product, and it is easy to see that we obtain a version
of the above short exact sequence (2.1). Note that if in a split extension both Q
and N correspond to subgroups in G that are normal, then G is isomorphic to the
direct product of Q and N . This is well-known, but also follows directly by
considering the product qnq−1n−1 for q ∈ Q and n ∈ N and showing that it is
contained in both Q and N by normality, and must thus be trivial.
Semidirect product are important because they allow to build more complicated
groups from simpler ones by relatively simple extensions, which retains some of the
properties of the original groups. We will use this construction when discussing the
structure of mapping class groups of orbifolds in section 4.3. Another very
important example for us is the case where the group Q is an automatic group.

2.2 Hyperbolic Geometry
The aim of this section is to introduce the hyperbolic plane and some of its
properties. Moreover, we start making precise and discuss mathematically some of
the reasoning behind the Epinet project [1], including the ideas behind [203],
which contains the basis of using the hyperbolic plane to study tilings of triply
periodic minimal surfaces. For more background on conformal geometry, refer to
The two-dimensional hyperbolic plane H2 will play a central role in our
investigations. Recall that H2 has the diffeomorphic structure of R2, but a metric
with constant negative Gaussian curvature of −1. There is no isometric model of
the hyperbolic plane in R2 (or even in R3 [104]), but there is a well-known
conformal model that helps in the visualization of hyperbolic objects. This model
works in arbitrary dimensions and models n-dimensional hyperbolic space on the
n-dimensional unit ball, where geodesics are circle arcs, possibly with infinite
radius, intersecting the boundary of the unit sphere perpendicularly. In this
model, the apparent distances between objects are distorted and do not coincide
with their real values, with the unit sphere representing infinity in hyperbolic
space. On the other hand, the model is a result of a conformal map from Hn and
as such the values of all angles in the model are their actual values in Hn. The
Riemannian metric tensor in the Poincaré model P = {z ∈ Rn||z| < 1} is given by

ds2 = 4|dz|2

(1 − |z|2)2 , (2.2)
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which leads to the distance between points u, v ∈ P given by

d(u, v) = arcosh
(︄

1 + 2 |u− v|2

(1 − |u|2)(1 − |v|2)

)︄
. (2.3)

Note that (2.2) immediately implies that the hyperbolic metric on the unit disk is
conformally equivalent to the induced Euclidean metric on the unit disk.
Geodesics in the Poincaré model for H2 are given by circular arcs that intersect the
boundary of the unit disk perpendicularly, where an infinite radius for these arcs is
allowed and corresponds to straight lines through the origin. An important
fundamental property of this metric is that the biconformal transformations of P ,
with its usual conformal structure, correspond to those homeomorphisms that map
circles to circles, and these in turn correspond to (orientation preserving)
isometries of H2 = (P , d).
Although we also make use of other spaces where indicated, the hyperbolic plane
H2 is the most important manifold for our purposes, for a multitude of reasons
that will subsequently become clear.
From the point of view of synthetic geometry, there is only one real difference
between the Euclidean and hyperbolic plane and it deals with parallel lines. In
Euclidean geometry, Euclid postulated that given a line and a point away from
that line, there exits a unique line meeting the given point that never intersects the
original line, a parallel. To obtain hyperbolic geometry from the rest of Euclid’s
axioms, we simply drop the uniqueness assumption. Figure 2.1a shows different
parallel lines, each containing a common point away from a fixed line. It turns out
this one change leads to a geometry with many more facets than its Euclidean
counterpart. See figure 2.1 for an illustration of parallel lines in H2 that is
suggestive of why the geometry hyperbolic geometry is richer than its Euclidean
counterpart. Figure 2.1b shows an arrangement of pairwise parallel lines bounding
a region with more than 2 topological ends, which is impossible in the Euclidean
plane. Figure 2.1c shows a tesselation of the hyperbolic plane with one symmetry
class of quadrilaterals that have three right angles, without the fourth one being
right.
Of particular interest to us is the fact that there are infinitely many isomorphism
classes of groups acting properly discontinuously3 as isometries on H2, in contrast
to only finitely many acting on E2. This can be seen as a consequence of the
uniformization theorem and the topological classification of closed surfaces using
the Euler characteristic. Recall that the uniformization theorem states that every
simply connected Riemann surface M is holomorphically equivalent to either the
sphere, the Euclidean plane, or the hyperbolic plane, each with their standard
complex structure, induced by their standard metric. The standard metrics on
these spaces have a constant curvature of +1, 0 or −1, respectively. Here, the sign
of the curvature corresponds to the sign of the Euler characteristic of M , by the
Gauss-Bonnet theorem. Any Riemann surface is thus covered conformally by the
hyperbolic plane for every genus > 1 and by E2 when the genus is 1. Another
well-known formulation of the uniformization theorem states that on every
Riemann surface, there exists a complete metric with constant Gaussian curvature

3To avoid confusion, in this thesis we use the following definition. An action of a group G
on a topological space X is properly discontinuous if for every compact set K ⊂ X, the set
{g ∈ G|gK ∩ K ̸= ∅} is finite.
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(a) Lines in H2, passing
through a given point
not on the parallel hor-
izontal.

(b) An arrangement of
mutally parallel lines
giving rise to region
bounded by these lines
with more than 2
topological ends.

(c) A tesselation of the
hyperbolic plane with
quadrilaterals.

Figure 2.1: Some properties of the hyperbolic plane.

−1, 0, 1, compatible with the complex structure. We shall call this metric a
uniformizing metric. In particular, Riemannian surfaces of genus k > 1 admit a
hyperbolic metric in the conformal equivalence class of the given metric, but no
flat or spherical metric, each metric characterised by having a constant curvature
of −1, 0 or 1, respectively. In particular, the fundamental groups of these surfaces
act as deck transformations of the covering and for every k yield distinct discrete
groups of isometries acting on H2. We will briefly explain the equivalence of the
two formulations of the uniformization theorem after some preparation, because we
could not find a written account in the literature.
Let (M, g) be an orientable Riemannian surface. Then g induces a conformal
structure on M . In fact, it is well known that M is locally conformally flat, i.e.
there always exist locally around every point isothermal coordinates that guarantee
that locally M conformally looks like a part of the Euclidean/complex plane with
its natural complex structure. It is well-known that (orientable) conformal maps
can equivalently be defined in the following three ways. Firstly, as smooth maps
that preserve (oriented) angles. Secondly, as smooth orientable maps that preserve
the conformal equivalence class of a given metric. Thirdly, as holomorphic maps
with nonzero derivative, when given a complex structure. Therefore, by the third
definition, if M is orientable, the local isothermal coordinate charts are compatible
in the sense that coordinate changes are biholomorphic maps and therefore M
carries a complex structure, making it a Riemann surface in a natural way. The
complex structure, on the other hand, induces a conformal structure simply by
using the multiplication by i to rotate vectors in tangent spaces by 90 degrees to
obtain an orthonormal basis, which uniquely defines a conformal structure. Note
for this that it is well known that maps preserving orthogonality preserve all
angles. In case M is not orientable, we can basically argue in the same way, but it
can happen that the coordinate change maps are anticonformal.
We now explain the two equivalent formulations of the uniformization theorem.
First assume that the statement about the Riemann surfaces is true, i.e. on any
Riemann surface there exists a complete Riemannian metric with constant
curvature −1, 0, or 1 realizing the complex structure. Then, passing, if necessary,
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to the universal Riemannian cover M̃ yields a universal Riemannian covering space
with a pulled back complete metric with constant Gaussian curvature. From basic
differential geometry we know that simply connected spaces with such metrics of
constant curvature are uniquely determined up to isometry, so this cover must be
isometric to the sphere, the Euclidean plane, or the hyperbolic plane, each with
their standard metric. Therefore, M̃ is isometric to one of the three standard
spaces w.r.t. a metric that induces the complex structure we started out with. In
particular, this isometry induces a biholomorphic equivalence.
Now start with any Riemann surface M . By passing over to the universal
holomorphic covering space M̃ , which is either biholomorphically equivalent to the
unit disk, the sphere, or the plane with the complex structure induced by their
standard metrics, we obtain M as M̃ modulo some group of freely acting
conformal transformations. The classification of conformal maps of these spaces
then shows that M is actually M̃ modulo a group of isometries and therefore the
metric on M̃ yields a complete metric of constant Gaussian curvature on M in the
conformal equivalence class of metrics we started off with. Indeed, it turns out
that no fixed point free conformal transformations exist on the sphere (by the
Lefschetz fixed point theorem, using that the homology of the sphere is trivial
except in dimension 2) [100] and that those of the plane are actually isometries, as
all conformal maps have the form f(z) = az + b. The conformal transformations of
the unit disk are also honest isometries of P , which finally explains the equivalence
of the two formulations of the uniformization theorem.
We furthermore claim that the uniformizing metric is unique, up to a global change
of coordinates. A complete Riemannian 2-manifold (M, g) with Gaussian curvature
K equal to −1, 0, or 1 has a universal Riemannian cover (M̃, g̃), which again must
be isometric to (X, g1), the hyperbolic plane, the Euclidean plane or the sphere
with standard metric. Thus, we have a local isometry that is a covering map from
(X, g1) to (M, g). For any metric h conformally equivalent to g on M we have that
(X, g1) is also the universal Riemann covering of (M,h) and therefore the two
coverings must be related by a conformal transformation. Recall from above that
the conformal transformations of X that are compatible with covering maps are
actual isometries of (X, g1). Therefore, since the holomorphic covering of (M, g)
and (M,h) by (X, g1) are related by such a conformal transformation, they must
be related by an isometry. Finally, that the three possibilities for the Gaussian
curvature are mutually exclusive can be seen directly from the pulled back complex
structure on the universal covering space X of M . The sphere is different from the
rest in that it is topologically distinct. There cannot exist a conformal map from
the Euclidean planes to the hyperbolic plane simply because any nonconstant
entire holomorphic function must be unbounded by Louisville’s theorem.
The uniqueness of the uniformizing metric can also be seen in a different way.
Consider how the Gaussian curvature changes when a conformal transformation is
applied to a metric, say g̃ := e2ug. This leads to [103, P.2.7]

K̃ = e−2u(−∆u+K).

For fixed K̃ and K, this is a PDE for u : M → R. Our uniqueness result above
tells us that the solution to this PDE must be unique in the cases where
K̃ = −1, 0, 1. On the other hand, uniqueness and existence results for this PDE
have been obtained in many special cases [218]. The uniqueness of the solution to
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this PDE not only yields the uniqueness statement of the uniformizing metric, but
shows that the Gaussian curvature at every point determines the conformal factor.
In particular, two nonisometric metrics with the same curvature everywhere have
isometric uniformizing metrics. We now state the most important implication of
the above discussion for our purposes.

Lemma 2.2.1. Let (M, g̃) be a Riemannian surface with constant Gaussian
curvature and (M, g) such that (φ∗g̃)x = λ(x)gx for a positive smooth real-valued
function λ and a biholomorphic map φ : M → M w.r.t. to the induced complex
structure on M by g. In other words, let g̃ be a uniformizing metric for g on M.
Then there is a monomorphism from Iso(M, g) to Iso(M, g̃).

Proof. Assuming that f : M → M is an isometry of g, with f ∗g = g, we first argue
that the conformal factor λ is also symmetric w.r.t. f , i.e. λ(f(x)) = λ(x)
∀x ∈ M . To see this, note first that f -related points have the same curvature.
Therefore, if λ(x) ̸= λ(f(x)), one could find two distinct uniformizing metrics λ(·)g
and f ∗(λg) = λ(f(·))g within a conformal equivalence class, contradicting the
uniqueness of this metric. Defining f̃ := φ ◦ f ◦ φ−1 yields an isometry of g̃ by
applying (φ−1)∗ to both sides of

((φ ◦ f)∗(g̃))x = (f ∗(φ∗g̃))x = (f ∗(λ(·)g))x = λ(f(x))(f ∗g)x = λ(f(x))gx

= λ(x)gx = (φ∗g̃)x.

It is clear that this map is injective and a morphism.

Note that, in general, the uniformized metric has a different group of isometries
than the original metric. Also, notice that clearly an isometry is orientation
preserving in (M, g) if and only if its image in Iso(M, g̃) is orientation preserving.
Assume that (M, g) is a closed Riemannian surface of genus g ≥ 1, universally
covered conformally by the Euclidean or hyperbolic plane. Note that these are not
Riemannian covering spaces as the projection map is generally not a local
isometry. However, by lemmas 2.2.1 and 2.1.2, symmetries of (M, g) lift to
isometries of the holomorphic universal covering space. We will frequently appeal
to the correspondence of symmetries of a Riemannian surface of genus > 1 and
some subgroup of Iso(H2) in the sequel.
For example, consider the diamond triply periodic minimal surface D in R3. The
surface inherits an induced metric through its embedding into E3 and is orientable.
Every in-surface symmetry of D is actually induced by ambient symmetries of R3,
a fact we will say much more about in section 2.4. The symmetries of the D
surface are cubic and correspond to the space group Pn3̄m. The smallest
asymmetric domain, i.e. the smallest domain from which the entire structure can
be reproduced by applications of elements of a discrete group of symmetries, is a
triangle and there are 96 copies of one inside a unit cell4. The in-surface
symmetries correspond to reflections across the boundary of the triangle and
therefore to reflections in the universal holomorphic covering space M̃ . A look at
the triangles in figure 2.2 tells us that the angles of the triangles in R3 are π/6,

4A unit cell for a periodic structure is the smallest translational domain, i.e. a domain from which
the whole structure can be reproduced with translations, compatible with the space group of
the structure. This means that the translations of the unit cell generate a normal subgroup of
the maximal discrete symmetry group under which the structure is invariant.
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(a) Tesselation of H2 by
dodecagons corre-
sponding to the genus
3 Riemann surface
that gives rise to the
D-surface.

(b) The symmetries of the
D-surface within a unit
cell in H2. Each
line represents a mirror
symmetry.

(c) A section of the D-
surface in R3, together
with its smallest asym-
metric triangle patches.

Figure 2.2: Symmetries of the D-surface in R3 and its uniformization in H2.

π/4 and π/2. The angles of the triangular fundamental domain5 in M̃ correspond
to their values on the surface in R3. It turns out that symmetry group generated
by reflections across the boundaries of a triangle with these angles is a hyperbolic
symmetry group with orbifold symbol ⋆246. The notation and other elementary
facts about symmetry groups is explained in section 2.3 below. Its orbifold Euler
characteristic is equal to − 1

24 , and since it is multiplicative for coverings, the genus
of the closed Riemann surface S obtained by identifying the boundaries of the D
surface within a unit cell according to its translations is 3. Note that we could
have also argued the other way around, i.e. seen from a geometric representation
of the D surface that the genus of the surface S glued by translations of the unit
cell has to be 3 and that it is therefore hyperbolic.
Figure 2.2a illustrates the covering map H2 → S, with each dodecagon representing
a fundamental polygon of S, with opposite sides identified. Figure 2.2b shows how
96 ⋆246 triangles assemble to produce a fundamental dodecagon of S and figure
2.2c illustrates how some of these triangles look like on D in R3. Note that the
embedding of the D surface in R3 is the lift to R3 of the surface embedding of S
into the flat three-torus T3 that represents the unit cell of the D-surface.
Note that there is a version of the uniformization theorem for Riemannian surfaces
with boundary, which asserts the existence of a conformally equivalent metric
w.r.t. which the surface has constant Gaussian curvature and the boundary has
zero geodesic curvature. Unfortunately, it is hard to track down a proof of this
well-known generalization of the uniformization theorem. For example, [130] refers
to [131], where the proof is posed as an exercise problem. We shall give an outline
of the argument for orientable hyperbolic surfaces. For a surface S with b
boundary components, consider the Schottky double of the surface, obtained from
S by reversing its orientation to obtain S̄ and further gluing S to S̄ along the
boundary components. The resulting surface Sd has genus 2g + b− 1, if S had

5As usual, we define a fundamental domain of a symmetry group to be a closed domain, i.e. a
subset equal to the closure of its interior, such that elements of the symmetry group can be
applied to it to recover the whole space such that the interiors of the individual copies of the
fundamental domains have pairwise empty intersection.
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genus g, and carries a unique conformal structure [6]. Furthermore, Sd is
hyperbolic whenever S was. Now, the boundary curves of S correspond to
hyperbolic elements of π1(Sd) [6] and also to simple closed curves in Sd. Therefore,
in the uniformization of Sd, we can assume they are given by geodesics by applying
an isotopy of Sd, by a well-known result [75, Section 1.2]. The metric induced on S
by the uniformized metric on Sd is called the uniformized metric on S and
generalizes the uniformization theorem to bordered surfaces. For a nonorientable
hyperbolic surface, one must first pass to the orientable double cover before
applying the above arguments.
A hyperbolic structure for a surface, i.e. a covering of the surface by H2, in case
the surface has punctures (not lying on any boundary curve) is somewhat different
than for the classical case above. The length of a boundary curve in its hyperbolic
metric parametrizes different hyperbolic structures. A puncture corresponds to a
boundary curve of length 0. The completeness of the uniformized metric means
that in the universal covering by H2 the deck transformations corresponding to
punctures must be parabolic. For more details, see [6]. We will also discuss
uniformizations of more general surfaces in the context of hyperbolic structures on
orbifolds in chapter 2.3 below, which comes from decomposing surfaces into
simpler constituent parts, which admit hyperbolic structures. For further details,
also refer to [75] or [221].

2.3 Orbifolds and symmetry groups
In this section, we will explain the standard presentation of an orbifold [47, 221, 7]
and give the relevant definitions. For a more comprehensive treatment of orbifolds,
refer to [7] for a treatment that includes different points of views, such as
groupoids, and [196] for a hands-on introduction from the viewpoint of hyperbolic
manifolds.
Orbifolds are topological spaces with some extra structure. We shall only discuss
developable orbifolds in this thesis, characterised by admitting an orbifold covering
space that is a manifold.6 For a more general notion of orbifolds and their rigorous
definitions, refer to [7]. Note that we do not want to rigorously define what a
general orbifold covering space is, since a simpler definition suffices for developable
orbifolds, as we shall see.
To explain some of the nice properties orbifolds have and motivate their
introduction, we start by recalling some fundamental properties of actions of Lie
groups on manifolds. Let M be a manifold and Γ a discrete Lie group with a
proper action on M .
Recall that a continuous action of a topological group G on a manifold X is proper
if the map

Ψ : G×X → X ×X, (g, x) ↦→ (x, g.x)
is proper, i.e. preimages of compact sets are compact.7 An important conceptual

6For general orbifolds, there are a number of equivalent definitions of developable orbifolds, in
varying degrees of abstractness, that require more preparation in defining the terminology. For
example, an orbifold is developable if and only if its higher orbifold homotopy groups(see [7])
vanish [157].

7An equivalent definition for a map between metrizable spaces to be proper that is perhaps
intuitively clearer is that for any unbounded sequence in the domain space the image must also
be unbounded.
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consequence of being proper is that the orbits under Γ of any point are closed
manifolds embedded in M [171]. For the spaces of interest to us, this is also a
corollary of lemma 2.3.1 below, proven in a very different way.
For a discrete group, proper actions imply finite stabilizer groups for every point.
More generally, we can establish property (p1), defined by every two points
x, y ∈ M admitting open neighbourhoods U of x and V of y such that γU ∩ V ̸= ∅
for only finitely many γ ∈ Γ. In fact, all relatively compact neighbourhoods of x, y
satisfy this property. Indeed, for such neighbourhoods U of x and V of y, if
γU ∩ V ̸= ∅ for infinitely many γ, Ψ−1(Ū , V̄ ) would be noncompact. The action of
a discrete group acting on a manifold M with property (p1) is also often called
proper discontinuous.
Although the next statement is surely widely known, we know of no reference for
it, except [49], where a similar problem is posed as an exercise problem. It is a first
indication that the quotient space M/Γ has nice properties.

Lemma 2.3.1. Let Γ be a discrete Lie group with a proper action on a manifold
M . Then the map Ψ2 : (γ, x) ↦→ γx for x ∈ M and γ ∈ Γ is closed. Moreover,
M/Γ with the quotient topology is Hausdorff.

Proof. Let C ⊂ Γ ×M be closed and consider a point c ∈ Ψ2(C). Now, c must be
an accumulation point of some net (gi, xi)i∈I ⊂ C with Ψ2(gi, xi) = gixi converging
to c. We can assume that gi converges to g because of property (p1) above. By
continuity, Ψ2(g−1

i , gixi) = xi converges to Ψ2(g−1, c) = g−1c. Therefore, (gi, xi)
converges to (g, c), which is an element of the closed set C and thus
c = Ψ2(g, g−1y) ∈ Ψ2(C). This establishes the first part.
Since Γy is closed and M ∋ y is a manifold, for a point x /∈ Γy, we can find a
neighbourhood Ux, with Ux ∩ Γy = ∅. This clearly implies γUx ∩ Γy = ∅ ∀γ ∈ Γ
and therefore ΓUx, which clearly contains Γx, and Γy, are disjoint. Since the
projection map to the orbit space is open w.r.t. the quotient topology ΓUx is an
open subset in M/Γ. Now, by the first part, ΓUx is closed in M/Γ and therefore its
complement X/Γ − ΓUx is open and contains Γy, and thus M/Γ is Hausdorff.

Let X be a manifold with a proper discontinuous action of a discrete Lie group Γ
and canonical projection p : X → X/Γ. We call a quotient space with quotient
topology arising in this way an orbifold’s quotient space and Γ the orbifold’s
symmetry group8. A branch point of p is the image, under p, of any point in X
with nontrivial stabilizer. We shall call the nowhere dense set of branch points in
X/Γ of the covering p the singular locus of the orbifold O. The orbifold structure
is more than the topological structure in that it keeps track of how the
fundamental domains representing X/Γ fit together to form X , as a branched
covering space, by applications of elements of Γ. For example, using the notation
we introduce below, the orbifolds with symmetry groups ⋆246 and ⋆237 yield
homeomorphic quotient spaces (both are simply a disk with boundary), but as
orbifolds they are distinct. This suggests that an orbifold O is best encoded by its
symmetry group along with its action on X . If, given an isomorphism φ : G1 → G2
of symmetry groups G1, G2 acting on X , this isomorphism is realized geometrically,
i.e. φ(g) = tgt−1 for some homeomorphism t : X → X , then the orbifolds X/G1
and X/G2 are homeomorphic as topological spaces and as orbifolds. In fact, for
our purposes, we define orbifolds to be homeomorphic exactly when the action of

8This corresponds to developable orbifolds in the literature on general orbifolds
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their symmetry groups on X are topologically equivalent, i.e. the same up to a
homeomorphism. Note that two symmetry groups act topologically equivalently on
X if and only if there is an isomorphism of the symmetry groups that is realized
geometrically. For a related but more general definition of
homeomorphisms/diffeomorphisms of more general orbifolds, see [7, Def. 1.3]. It
turns out that in many cases the isomorphy class of the symmetry group alone is
sufficient to uniquely determine its action on X , up to topological equivalence.
We now focus on the case where X is a metric manifold and endow Iso(X ) with
the standard compact-open topology9 to make it into a topological group. Note
that we can assume that the symmetry group of the orbifold Γ satisfies
Γ ⊂ Iso(X ), and we call the choice of Γ a geometric structure on O. This
statement means that the action of a discrete group on X is always equivalent to
the action of a discrete subgroup of Iso(X ). We will explain the construction of
geometrical structures in more detail below. Note already, however, that at least
locally around any point x, because the stabilizer subgroups Γx of x in X are
finite, we obtain a Γx-invariant metric on TxX by averaging any initial metric. The
symmetry groups Γ we will be interested in mostly are those whose quotient spaces
are cofinite, i.e. for which X/Γ has finite area, and particularly those that are
cocompact, for which any fundamental domain for Γ in X is compact.
In two dimensions, any closed Riemannian manifold M is biconformally equivalent
to a Riemannian manifold whose universal Riemannian cover is the standard
sphere, disk, or plane. Then, Iso(M) injects into the isometry group of one of these
three spaces with constant curvature metric, as explained in section 2.2.
Furthermore, by a theorem of Macbeath [158], or the more general theorem 2.3.2
below, any isomorphism of cocompact symmetry groups of the hyperbolic plane is
realized geometrically.10 By Bieberbach’s celebrated theorems [216, 21, 22], the
same is true for Euclidean space in any dimension. The sphere is the only case
that presents more difficulty. Any discrete symmetry group acting properly on the
sphere must be finite by compactness. The topological equivalence classes of
discrete groups acting properly on the sphere are described in [46], and section 3.9
in particular shows that there are infinitely many versions of both the cyclic group
Cn and the dihedral group Dn, with n elements, acting on S2 in inequivalent ways.
For example, 3⋆ and 66 both act inequivalently on S2, but are each isomorphic to
C6. Also, ⋆22 is isomorphic to 222, both abstractly being the dihedral group D4.
The most obvious example is undoubtedly ⋆ and 2 both being C2. We explain the
notation for the symmetry groups below. Note that, clearly, there are infinitely
many isomorphism classes of discrete groups acting properly discontinuously on
S2, making E2 the only geometry with only finitely many.
All in all, by the results of section 2.2, every isometry group of a Riemannian
manifold is realized as a subgroup of the isometry group of one of the 3 constant
sectional curvature surfaces, S2, E2, or H2, which for simplicity we shall denote by
X in the sequel. By the previous paragraph, the equivalence classes of topological
actions of discrete Lie groups acting properly correspond to the isomorphism
classes of groups in the case of H2 and E2 and have been classified in the spherical

9The compact-open topology’s subbase for the set C(X, Y ) of continuous maps from topolog-
ical spaces X to Y is defined as the collection of B(K, U) := {f ∈ C|f(K) ⊂ U, K ⊂
X compact, U ⊂ Y open}.

10By the celebrated Mostow rigidity theorem [174] and its generalizations [194] the same is true
for higher dimensional hyperbolic manifolds.
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case. We treat the spherical case only for the sake of completeness, as this thesis
will not deal with spherical orbifolds.
We need one more technical detail, namely to explain what a metric on an orbifold
is. The tangent space of an orbifold O at x ∈ O is the tangent space of X at x̃,
where p(x̃) = x, mod the induced action of Γx on TxX . The smooth coordinate
transition functions11 for orbifolds commute with the group action and therefore
the tangent spaces fit together smoothly to form the tangent bundle TO of the
orbifold O. Since Γ acts by isometries, the orbifold inherits a metric from X , a
non-degenerate symmetric 2-tensor on TO. Actually, we will not be making much
use of the metric, but instead the conformal structure it induces, which, in
particular, gives a value to angles in O.
We are finally in the position to explain Conway’s notation for 2-dimensional
orbifolds, a highly-readable version of Macbeath’s group signature [158]. The
quotient space along with its set of branch points determines elements of the
orbifold symmetry group Γ that are part of a generating set according to the
following:

• Reflections in a line in X , corresponding to a part of a boundary component
B of the orbifold’s quotient space O, called a mirror and denoted by the
symbol ⋆. A single mirror boundary of the orbifold may be broken up into
finitely many different geodesic segments that meet at points {pi}k

i ∈ B at
angles. Each angle has a value of 2π/ni, where ni is an integer. In X , at any
x̃i s.t. p(x̃i) = pi, ni mirrors intersect. Reading the angles counter-clockwise
(where possible), we denote the mirror boundary component as ⋆n1...nk.

• Rotations of X of order A. These correspond to isolated branch points of the
covering of O by X and are denoted by their orders A.

• Translations, corresponding to a handle in O. These correspond to pairs of
fixed point free, orientation preserving transformations of X and are denoted
by ◦.

• Glide reflections, which in X correspond to a composition of a translation
along an invariant axis and a reflection across that axis. In O, these
correspond to crosscaps and are denoted by ×.

Note that this classification of the types of isometries in H2 and E2 is a result of
checking whether a given transformation is orientation-preserving and looking at
the fixed points.
The Conway symbol for Γ has the form A · · · ⋆ abc · · · × · · · ◦, where the different
symbols represent special elements of Γ that correspond to features of O, or
transformations of X that generate Γ. For example, the symmetry group 2226 is
the symmetry group generated by four rotations of order 2, 2, 2, and 6,
respectively. As further simple examples, the group of isometries for a tiling of E2

by squares meeting four to a corner is ⋆244 (p4m in Hermann-Mauguin notation),
but for a Euclidean pattern with only translational symmetries it is ◦ (p1). It is
known [221, 47] that any orbifold symbol will correspond to a group of isometries
of E2,H2, or S2, except for the symbols A, ⋆A, AB, and ⋆AB, with A ̸= B.
11Orbifolds have coordinate charts induced by coordinate charts of the universal covering and

projected down to the orbifold. For further technical details, refer to [221]
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2.3 Orbifolds and symmetry groups

Figure 2.3: Paths in the orbifold that lift to generators of its symmetry group. Image
courtesy of Daniel Huson.

The symmetry group Γ is also called the fundamental group of the orbifold O,
denoted as usual by π1(O), as it acts by deck transformations of the cover
p : X → O. Additionally to their interpretation as deck transformations, elements
of Γ also have an interpretation as based closed curves in O [47, 196]. We will
make use of and elaborate more on this interpretation below. To obtain the
standard group presentation for Γ from its orbifold symbol, one proceeds as
follows. Also see [47] for illustrations.
There are generators for the translations associated to the handles ◦, given by, say,
X and Y , and there is an oriented curve going around a handle that traces the
commutator [X, Y ] = XYX−1Y −1 =: α. There are also generators for each
gyration point of order A, and for a curve γ in O going around the gyration point
once we have γA = 1. Furthermore, for each mirror we have the usual Coxeter
group relations, which depend on the angles of the intersecting mirrors. This
means that each substring of the form ⋆abc corresponds to a sequence of mirrors
that together form a boundary component. Each of the letters a, ... corresponds to
a mirror a with relation a2 = 1, ... and the mirror a meets the mirror b at an angle
of π/a, which yields the relation (ab)a = 1. As closed curves, each generator of a
mirror corresponds to a closed curve from a base point that touches that mirror
transversally and backtracks. In the case where the interior of the orbifold contains
nontrivial features, we need to choose one mirror per boundary component that we
give two generators, say P and S, corresponding to the two ways of going around
the mirror boundary component, and one generator λ for the curve that goes
around this boundary component once in positive orientation. We then add the
relation P = λSλ−1. In the literature, λ is sometimes called a connecting
generator. See figure 2.3 for an illustration. Note that as a deck transformation, λ
corresponds to a hyperbolic transformation, whenever O has more than one
nontrivial feature in its interior, or whenever there is another boundary
component. Next, going around a crosscap corresponds to a group element ω with
Z2 = ω, where Z is a generator, corresponding to the curve passing through the
crosscap once. There is one global relation for an orbifold, namely, the product of
all Greek letters in the above has to be trivial, i.e.

γ...λ...ω...α... = 1. (2.4)

In the sequel, we shall refer to the presentation thus obtained as the standard
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Feature Orbifold Symbol di
Mirror ⋆ 1

Crosscap × 1
N -th order gyration point N N−1

N

n-th order kaleidoscopic point n n−1
2n

handle (translation) ◦ 2
boundary (hyperbolic) b 1
puncture (parabolic) ∞ 1

puncture on mirror (parabolic) ∞ 1
2

Table 2.1: Values of each orbifold feature in the Euler-characteristic.

presentation of the fundamental group of O. For example, the symmetry group
2226 from above has the natural relations for the orders of its elements and one
extra relation, namely r21r22r23r6 = 1, where r21 is a rotation about the first 2-fold
rotation center and the subscripts are simply to keep track of the order. We shall
call any orbifold with a symmetry group generated entirely by rotations a stellate
orbifold, and any orbifold symmetry group generated entirely by reflections a
Coxeter orbifold.
While a Conway symbol defines an isomorphism class of groups, this is not
unambiguous as many different symbols describe the same class. Most of these
ambiguities are related to the order of the symbols, but there are also others,
see [47]. In particular, for convenience, we can assume that in the presence of a
crosscap, all handles are replaced by two crosscaps each [80]. Moreover, when we
talk about a set of geometric generators for an orbifold, we mean a set of
generators as provided by the Conway symbol like above.
An important tool for the study of orbifolds is the so-called orbifold
Euler-characteristic, also known as the orbifold cost formula. For a
two-dimensional orbifold O, this is given by

χ(O) = 2 −
∑︂

di, (2.5)

where the sum is over the features of the orbifold and di takes the values specified
in table 2.1 for different features. We initially exclude boundaries and punctures
from our discussion, as their treatment is somewhat more technical.
There are three main things to remember about (2.5). The first one is arguably
the most important because it helps makes sense of the others. The statement is
that χ(O1) = n · χ(O2) whenever G1 := π1(O1) is a subgroup of index n in
G2 := π1(O2). More generally, whenever G1 is a subgroup of G2, we call O1 an
orbifold covering of O2. In case G1 is normal in G2, the covering map is just the
projection from X/G1 to X/G2 obtained by adding to G1 the missing elements of
G2, which themselves generate a group G acting on X/G1.
The multiplicative property can best be seen by looking at an alternative
definition of the orbifold Euler-characteristic, as suggested as an exercise problem
in [49]. For an orbifold O, find a cellulation as a CW complex such that the
stabilizer subgroup G(c) ⊂ Γ is constant on open cells c. The existence of such a
cellulation follows from results on strata in [49]. Denoting with |G(c)| the order of
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the group |G(c)|, define

χ(O) =
∑︂

cells c

(−1)dim(c)

|G(c)| . (2.6)

For a cell c in O we find k distinct cells in O′ that project onto c and we readily
see that we have n = k ·m for some integer m. Consequently, m elements of G fix
c, and all in all we have |G̃(c)| = m · |G′(c′)|, where c′ is any cell in O′ with
p(c′) = c, with stabilizer subgroups that are conjugate in G̃. We hence obtain

1
|G̃(c)|

= k

n|G′(c′)| = 1
n

∑︂
c′∈p−1(c)

1
|G′(c′)| .

Therefore, every term of (2.6) for χ(O) gets a factor 1/n and thus nχ(O) = χ(O′).
Note that a reference for a proof of the multiplicative property is hard to track
down in the literature, although the statement itself is well-known [221, Chapter
13].
That the second definition (2.6) of the Euler characteristic leads to the same
formula (2.5) can be checked directly by looking at some oriented manifold finite
sheeted covering of an initial orbifold and using the Riemann-Hurwitz formula to
obtain a relation for their Euler characteristics. Then notice that (2.6) gives the
alternating sum of the Betti numbers in the case where all stabilizer groups are
trivial, i.e. yields the usual Euler characteristic in case O is a manifold.
There exists a finite manifold covering for every developable orbifold. For
hyperbolic orbifolds, this is a consequence of a theorem [79, 37, 40] that states that
every hyperbolic symmetry group has a torsion-free subgroup of finite index. This
statement is also true for Euclidean symmetry groups, again by the Bieberbach
theorems in the cocompact case (and simply by considering every Frieze group in
the noncompact case, see table 2.2 below). Note also that the statement is trivially
true in the spherical case.
The second property of (2.5) is a result of the first. Since, like above, every
orbifold has a finite manifold covering under which the orbifold Euler characteristic
is multiplicative, we immediately see that χ(O) > 0,= 0, < 0 if O is spherical,
Euclidean, or hyperbolic, respectively, since for compact surfaces this statement is
true by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. Note that the converse is also true, i.e. the
sign of χ(O) determines the kind of structure that exists on O, as we shall explain
in more detail below.
Another way of viewing the second property leads to the third property, namely
that the Gauss-Bonnet theorem holds for orbifolds [204], with the immediate
consequence that the absolute value of χ(O) is, if ̸= 0, equal to the area of any
fundamental domain in X for π1(O).
The above concludes what we shall refer to as the classical setting for developable
orbifolds, and all of the applications we exhibit later will not use the following
generalizations. We include them for the sake of completeness and because they do
not require too much extra effort.
We extend the framework for orbifolds slightly by adding more allowed features to
orbifolds, namely punctures and boundary components, as indicated in table 2.1.
We will assume, for simplicity, that neither punctures nor other points of the
singular locus lie on any boundary component b. It is possible to generalize further
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to include punctures on the boundary, but this lies outside the scope of this thesis.
We do allow punctures on mirror boundaries. Punctures are also discussed in [45]
to classify the symmetry groups of Frieze patterns, which we discuss below.
Punctures are denoted by the orbifold symbol ∞, while a non-mirror boundary
component is denoted with a b. Both of these have an associated cost in (2.5) of 1.
The three main properties of the orbifold Euler characteristic are still true in this
new setting, with the same explanation as above. We are only interested in the
hyperbolic case, where χ(O) < 0, so we shall assume this to hold in the following
discussion for simplicity and discuss the situation. A puncture in the orbifold,
corresponding to a parabolic transformation in H2, can be seen as the limit of a
sequence of gyration points of increasing order, with order ∞. This is in line with
the Conway notation for orbifolds and also the cost of a puncture.
Chapter 13 of [221] describes a generalized pants decomposition that adds different
types of pieces that can also be used for orbifolds and [43] contains a description of
all pieces that are needed for the decomposition if one also allows boundaries. In
[185], hyperbolic structures and the Teichmüller space of classical nonorientable
surfaces with boundary are discussed in detail. By extension, we obtain a pants
decomposition of orbifolds with punctures and boundary components, showing in
particular that the condition χ(O) < 0 is also sufficient to produce a hyperbolic
structure on O. Now, the universal covering space Ũ of a generalized hyperbolic
orbifold is not necessarily H2, but a totally geodesic subspace thereof, i.e. where all
geodesics in Ũ are geodesics in H2 [133, 6]. In particular, the boundaries of Ũ are
geodesics in H2.
We now prove that our extended orbifold notation makes sense, i.e. that it
determines the homeomorphic structure of any orbifold it designates. Note that, to
the best of our knowledge, this statement does not appear in print elsewhere,
although it is probably known. The proof is a generalization of a similar argument
found in [158].

Theorem 2.3.2. Let Ψ : Γ → Γ′ be an isomorphism of generalized cofinite area
hyperbolic orbifold groups with the property that when Ψ(b) is a boundary
transformation, b is too, and that Ψ(p) is parabolic whenever p is. Then Ψ is
realized geometrically, i.e. there is a homeomorphism h : H2 → H2 such that for all
g ∈ Γ, Ψ(g) = hgh−1.

Proof. First consider a finite index subgroup N of Γ that contains only orientation
preserving elements, is torsion free, and normal in Γ. This is possible by a theorem
of Fox [79, 37, 40]. Now, N and N ′ := Ψ(N) are both fundamental groups of
orientable surfaces of finite topological type12, so by [163], there is a
homeomorphism τ of H2 that induces the isomorphism ψ := Ψ|N from N to N ′.
Define φ : N ∋ n ↦→ τnτ−1. Then ψ ◦ φ−1 is an automorphism of N that takes the
transformations associated to boundaries and punctures to likewise
transformations, respectively. Again by [163], ψ ◦ φ−1 is realized geometrically, and
thus also ψ = ψ ◦ φ−1 ◦ φ is. Now, in the nonempty set of all homeomorphisms
t : H2 → H2 satisfying ψ(n) = tnt−1 ∀n ∈ N, by the results of [6], there is a unique
extremal quasi-conformal homeomorphism h. Now define for arbitrary g ∈ Γ

h′ := Ψ(g)hg−1.

12A surface is said to have finite topology if it is homeomorphic to a compact surface with finite
genus with finitely many points removed.
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Observe that h′ has the same maximal dilation as h, since both g and Ψ(g) act as
isometries of H2. For n ∈ N we obtain

h′nh′−1 = Ψ(g)h(g−1ng)h−1Ψ−1(g) = Ψ(g)Ψ(g−1ng)Ψ(g−1) = Ψ(gg−1ngg−1) = Ψ(n),

where we used that N was normal in the second step. Thus, by the uniqueness of
extremal quasi-conformal maps, h′ = h, whence Ψ(g) = hgh−1 for all g ∈ Γ.

In particular, the universal covering space of an orbifold with boundary is a simply
connected totally geodesic subspace of H2 that is uniquely determined up to
topological equivalence in H2. Many of the statements for orbifolds with boundary
actually result from the corresponding classical statements by studying the
Schottky double encountered in section 2.2, where the orbifold is glued to a mirror
image of itself along all boundary components. Note that the proof of theorem
2.3.2 implies, in particular, that for classical orbifolds without boundaries or
punctures, all isomorphisms are realized geometrically.
To get a presentation of the orbifold fundamental group for generalized orbifolds,
we need to add a generator hi for every boundary b in the symbol. Note that h is a
hyperbolic transformation, and is called a boundary hyperbolic transformation. For
every ∞, we add a generator pj, which is a parabolic deck transformation in the
universal covering by (a subspace) of H2 [75]. The global relation (2.4) now
becomes

γ...hi...pj...λ...ω...α... = 1. (2.7)

The elements of an orbifold fundamental group Γ can be assigned types according
to their algebraic properties and their action on the hyperbolic plane. Similar to
[160, 233], we define the type of an element in Γ as follows. Torsion elements that
preserve the orientation of H2 are the elliptic transformations of a given order.
Mirrors represent torsion elements of order 2 that reverse the orientation. The
conjugates of powers of the hyperbolic transformations associated to the boundary
components of O are called boundary hyperbolic. Also, there are the parabolic
transformations corresponding to the punctures. Furthermore, we have the
orientation preserving as well as the reversing hyperbolic transformations
associated to the genus of a surface. All of these designations yield the type of an
element in Γ. We call an automorphism of Γ type preserving if it preserves the
types of all elements in Γ. Hyperbolic orbifold groups, when viewed as conformal
transformations of the unit disk D ⊂ C, have an associated limit set Λ ⊂ ∂D. The
complement C of Λ in ∂D has more than one connected component if O has a
boundary. Boundary hyperbolic transformations are distinguished topologically as
hyperbolic transformations that map some component of C to itself [160]. We will
make more use of these notions in section 4.3.
So far, in this section we have introduced a symbol that characterizes a
two-dimensional orbifold. We will use orbifolds to study symmetries and tilings on
surfaces. Note that the orbifolds introduced above are as general as possible in the
sense that, if we want the symmetry group to be finitely generated, then it cannot
have other features than finitely many of those listed in table 2.1.
Other discrete groups of isometries will be important when we discuss the internal
symmetries of tiles, as defined in section 2.5 below. For a bounded tile T ⊂ X ,
homeomorphic to a disk, the possible symmetry groups up to topological
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equivalence, include that generated by a single reflection (D1) and those that fix a
single point. The latter are well known as the cyclic and dihedral groups,
respectively:

CN =
⟨︂
q | qN = 1

⟩︂
,

DN =
⟨︂
r1, r2 | r2

1 = 1, r2
2 = 1, (r1r2)N = 1

⟩︂
,

where N ≥ 2. When these groups are viewed as acting on the tile T , we can form
the quotient space T/CN or T/DN and describe the topology of these quotient
spaces similarly to the orbifold symbol above. This yields what Conway et al. [45]
call signatures for rosette patterns: N• and ⋆N• for the cyclic and dihedral groups
respectively. The symbol • represents for us a section of tile boundary in the
quotient space. Note that, similar to the situation above for classical orbifolds, we
want to distinguish topologically inequivalent group actions. Thus, the group
generated by a single reflection isometry, D1 = ⟨r | r2 = id⟩ is abstractly
isomorphic to C2, since both are just Z2, but again, as an orbifold has the
signature ⋆•. We call these groups rosette groups.
Eventually, we want to classify fairly general tilings, so we also need to consider,
for example, isometries of a tile T that is homeomorphic to [0, 1] × R. The possible
discrete symmetry groups for such a tile are D1, D2, C2 or one of the seven frieze
groups. Again, we can specify the quotient space structure of T/G using a
descriptive signature or symbol. In Table 2.2 we give the signatures (from [45])
and Hermann-Mauguin (IUCr) name of each of the frieze groups. In these
signatures the ⋆ symbol still represents a single mirror boundary component of
T/G and in our setting the ∞ symbol represents a segment of tile boundary in
T/G. So the signature ⋆∞∞ implies that T/G is a disk with a mirror boundary
interrupted by two tile boundary segments and so combinatorially a quadrilateral.
Note that the different contexts in which the ∞ symbol is used to designate a
group action are just other ways of obtaining a geometric realization of the same
abstract group on different spaces.

T/G name index group presentation
∞∞ p1 1 ⟨t⟩
∞x p11g 2 ⟨g, t | g2 = t⟩
∞⋆ p11m 2 ⟨r, t | r2, rtr = t⟩
⋆∞∞ p1m1 2 ⟨r1, r2, t | r2

1, r
2
2, r1r2 = t⟩

22∞ p2 2 ⟨q1, q2, t | q2
1, q

2
2, q1q2 = t⟩

2 ⋆∞ p2mg 4 ⟨r, q, t | r2, q2, (qr)2 = t⟩
⋆22∞ p2mm 4 ⟨r1, r2, r3, t | r2

1, r
2
2, r

2
3, (r1r2)2, (r2r3)2, r1r3 = t⟩

Table 2.2: Signature of T/G and IUCr name for the seven frieze groups, the in-
dex of the translation isometry in G, and a presentation that makes the
translation isometry t explicit in each case.

It is important to note that the above rosette and frieze groups can be realized
using isometries of either the Euclidean or hyperbolic plane. However, considering
(2.5) and the multiplicative property of χ, it is natural to interpret the Frieze
groups as acting on patterns that are invariant in one translational direction in E2.
If a rosette or frieze group, G, occurs as the subgroup of a wallpaper or NEC
group, Γ, then it has infinite index, i.e. there are infinitely many cosets γG. The
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general question of characterising the subgroups of infinite index in NEC groups is
covered in [107, 106] where it is shown, as a special case, that if the subgroup has
no reflection elements then it must be a free product of cyclic groups (of finite or
infinite order). So, for example, in this context 22∞ is simply the free product of
two copies of C2. The frieze groups are listed in Table 2.3.

G group presentation
∞∞ C∞ = ⟨t⟩
∞x C∞ = ⟨g⟩
∞⋆ C2 × C∞ = ⟨r, g | r2, rtr−1t−1⟩
⋆∞∞ C2 ∗ C2 = ⟨r1, r2 | r2

1, r
2
2⟩

22∞ C2 ∗ C2 = ⟨q1, q2 | q2
1, q

2
2⟩

2 ⋆∞ C2 ∗ C2 = ⟨r, q | r2, q2⟩
⋆22∞ C2 × (C2 ∗ C2) = ⟨r, q1, q2 | r2, q2

1, q
2
2, (rq1)2, (rq2)2⟩

Table 2.3: Frieze groups and their presentation as per results in [106]. The symbols
t and g are generators of infinite order, with t having a geometric inter-
pretation as a translation and g as a glide. The other generators use r
and q which can be interpreted geometrically as reflections and rotations
respectively.

In the hyperbolic plane, we will also naturally encounter unbounded simply
connected tiles with branching structure homeomorphic to a neighbourhood of an
infinite tree embedded in H2. We call such tiles branched ribbons, and will discuss
them in much more detail in section 3.3. The isometries of such a tile are
isomorphic to a group action on a tree, and are covered by the theory of
Bass-Serre [212]. The simplest examples of group actions on trees are those that
have a line segment as fundamental domain. These groups are a free product with
amalgamation of the subgroups that fix the vertices, amalgamated via the
subgroup that fixes the edge (the oriented line segment). For example, if the line
segment generating the tree has end points on rotation centers of order A and B,
and the edge group is trivial, then the group is G = CA ∗ CB and T/G has the
signature AB∞.

2.4 Minimal Surfaces

2.4.1 Background material
The idea of the EPINET project is to study embeddings of graphs in R3 that
reticulate triply periodic minimal surfaces (TPMS). TPMS are minimal surfaces
that are invariant under a lattice in R3. The aim of this section is to provide a
different perspective on this approach, supplementing the justification for using
TPMS in [195] from a mathematical point of view. While numerous intuitive
motivations behind the approach have been discussed in the past, this is, as far as
we know, together with the discussion in section 2.2, the first mathematically
rigorous analysis of the situation. To avoid some of the pitfalls in the field and
clear up the situation, we will delve into minimal surface theory in some detail. We
start by reviewing the set-up for studying TPMS in [170]. For a more general
introduction to minimal surfaces, see [59].
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Instead of considering a TPMS as a surface in R3 of infinite topology, it is useful to
consider it as a minimal embedding of finite genus, orientable surface M into the
flat three-torus T3. The TPMS can then be viewed as the lift of the embedding to
the universal covering space R3. We assume that M has finite genus.
Geometrically, this point of view corresponds to simply gluing the TPMS back to
back along the translations of a translational fundamental domain in R3 and
counting the handles. We generally assume that the TPMS is glued back to back
along the translations of the unit cell, which means that there is no smaller
Riemann surface sitting inside a smaller version of T3 which yields the original
TPMS in its universal covering in R3.
The definition of a minimal surface usually starts by considering a 2-dimensional
Riemannian manifold M along with an isometric immersion f into R3. There exist
generalizations of this notion to arbitrary dimensions and other ambient manifolds,
including the flat three torus T3. Requiring the immersion to be isometric means
that the induced metric as an immersed submanifold of R3 coincides with the
given one and often does not require M to have a metric before the immersion.
The defining property of a minimal surface has a number of equivalent
formulations. The first asserts that a surface M immersed in R3 is minimal if the
trace of the second fundamental form, the so-called mean curvature, vanishes.
Since the second fundamental form is symmetric, it is diagonalisable over R and its
trace is equal to the sum of its two eigenvalues, the two principal curvatures.
Therefore, for minimal surfaces the two curvatures have to be opposites of each
other. The ensuing geometric intuition can be made precise.
Lemma 2.4.1. Any neighbourhood of the origin of the tangent plane at any point
of a minimal surface intersects the surface in more than one point. Thus a minimal
surface cannot lie on one side of the tangent plane to any point, even locally.
We sketch a short proof of this geometric intuition below, after some preparation.
In view of lemma 2.4.1, any non-flat point on a minimal surface is saddle shaped,
or hyperbolic.
The following is an equivalent definition of minimal surfaces, which explains the
word minimal. An immersed surface S is minimal if every point of S admits a
neighborhood U such that the surface area of U is locally the minimal area of any
surface in R3 spanning ∂U . For a detailed discussion, refer to [101]. In this
definition, the metric on M is induced by the ambient space’s metric.
Any orientable minimal surface M carries a conformal (or complex) structure
induced by its metric, whose study gives many insights into the structure of M , as
we shall see. A general fact for minimal surfaces states that an isometric
immersion of a Riemannian manifold M into Rn is minimal if and only if the
coordinate functions are harmonic w.r.t. the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M [59].
In particular, assume a Riemann surface M is conformally immersed13 in Rn.
Then, by the existence of isothermal coordinates on M , the immersion is given in
conformal parameters, meaning that the surface is locally conformally equivalent
to C. In this situation, harmonicity w.r.t. the Laplace-Beltrami operator is
equivalent to harmonicity of the coordinate functions w.r.t. the standard
Laplacian in isothermal coordinates,14 so that no metric is a priori required on M

13A conformal immersion f : M → M̃ of a Riemann surface M into a Riemannian manifold M̃
is an immersion for which the induced metric from M̃ induces the original conformal structure
on M . Equivalently, f is an immersion that preserves the angles and orientation of M .

14In well-known formulas: If g̃ = e2ug, then ∆̃ = e−2u∆.
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to define harmonicity. In particular, a conformal immersion is a minimal surface if
and only if the coordinate functions are harmonic w.r.t. to the standard Laplacian
in conformal parameters. We shall call such conformal immersions that give rise to
minimal surfaces minimal. To emphasize the Riemann surface structure of a
minimal surface, we shall sometimes write Mg for a closed Riemannian surface M
of genus g, viewed as a Riemann surface.
Using harmonic one-forms15 on Riemann surfaces, one can find expressions for
arbitrary conformal minimal immersions of surfaces into Rn. This is known as the
Weierstrass representation of the minimal surface and gives rise to the Bonnet
transformation of minimal surfaces.
Let U be a simply connected domain in C. Then the Weierstrass representation is
a minimal immersion in R3 in terms of harmonic coordinate functions and takes
the form [59, Theorem 2]

Yθ(ω) = X0 + Re

⎡⎢⎣
∫︁ ω

ω0
eiθ(1 − ω̃2)F(ω̃)dω̃∫︁ ω

ω0
eiθi(1 + ω̃2)F(ω̃)dω̃∫︁ ω
ω0
eiθ2ω̃F(ω̃)dω̃

⎤⎥⎦ (2.8)

for any holomorphic function F : U → C with F ̸≡ 0, also known as the Weierstrass
function, and an angle θ, the Bonnet angle. By the simple connectedness of U , the
integration does not depend on the path from ω0 to ω in U and the points X0 ∈ R3

and ω0 ∈ U are arbitrary, as a different choice of either corresponds to a
translation of the surface Yθ(U) in R3. Note that the Weierstrass parametrization
is sometimes used to refer to the above formula (2.8) with θ = 0. The Weierstrass
function F and the Bonnet angle θ must be varied according to the desired TPMS.
The resulting Bonnet family of surfaces obtained by varying the angle are called
associate surfaces, and an angle of π/2 gives rise to the parametrization of the
conjugate, or adjoint surface Y ∗

0 , so called because P := Y0 + iY ∗
0 is a holomorphic

function on U [59, Section 3.1]. This insight also makes it possible to obtain a
global parametrization of minimal surfaces by analytic continuation of P with
parameter domain a Riemann surface. The transition of a minimal surface to any
associate surface is called a Bonnet transformation. All associate surfaces on
simply connected domains are mutually isometric [59, Proposition 6] and locally
embed into R3 if and only if Y0 is locally an embedding by Krust’s theorem [59,
Section 3.3]. In particular, (2.8) yields a local parametrization of minimal surfaces
for all angles. Moreover, by [59, Theorem 2], the Gauss map is the same at every
point for all associated minimal surfaces. The parameter domain U is actually the
range of the holomorphic Gauss map defined on an open set on the surface where
it is invertible, with subsequent stereographic projection, a fact which will turn out
to be important later, in section 6.3. We remark that because the statements
about the harmonicity of coordinate functions for parametrizations of isometric
embeddings are true more generally in any dimension, similar presentation to (2.8)
is possible for more general minimal submanifolds in Rn [170, Theorem 2.2].
We will discuss the Weierstrass parametrization (2.8) again in section 6.3 for a
particular class of TPMS. Since Tn carries the flat metric, we find expressions very
similar to (2.8) for parametrizations of minimal surfaces into Tn [170, Theorem
2.4].

15Recall that a one-form ω is called harmonic if it is both closed, i.e. dω = 0, and co-closed, i.e.
d ∗ ω = 0, where d is the exterior derivative and ∗ is the Hodge star operator.
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We now prove lemma 2.4.1.

Proof. Let f be an immersion of M giving rise to a minimal surface. For any point
p ∈ f(M), f(M) can be rotated that the vector p ∈ R3 is orthogonal to the tangent
plane at p. If locally the tangent plane lies to one side of the minimal surface, then
we may assume that {|x||x ∈ f(M)} attains a local maximum at p. However, since
minimal surfaces have a harmonic parametrization, locally around p we can find a
component-wise harmonic function h : U ⊂ C → R3. Then, |h|2 is subharmonic16

by a direct computation17. Therefore, |h|2 (and therefore |h|) cannot attain its
maximum in the interior of U , unless it is constant, which proves the claim.

We observe that a compact minimal surface in R3 must have a point p at
maximum distance to the origin. We can assume, like in the above proof, that the
tangent plane at p is orthogonal to the vector p. However, lemma 2.4.1 implies
that there must be other points further away from the origin on one side of the
tangent plane, so there cannot exist compact minimal surfaces in R3. The
situation is very different for minimal surfaces in T3.
The Gauss map G : M → S2 of a surface in R3 is well-known to be holomorphic if
and only if M is a minimal surface [170, Proposition 2.1]. The same arguments
show that the Gauss map of a minimal conformal immersion of Mg is holomorphic.
Moreover, branch points occur exactly at flat points of M [170, Corollary 2.1]. As
a consequence that illuminates the importance of conformal geometry in the study
of minimal surfaces, we shall see that the holomorphic Gauss map for Mg in T3 is
surjective.18 Therefore, one can view G as a conformal map that gives rise to Mg

as a conformal branched covering of the sphere. Note that the Gauss map is
defined for oriented surfaces in T3 in the usual way. It is a well-known consequence
of the Poincaré-Hopf theorem that for even dimensional compact manifolds, the
degree of the Gauss map for a hypersurface Mg is equal to exactly half of the Euler
characteristic χ(Mg) [184]. Thus, the Gauss map of Mg in T3 is surjective and
represents Mg as a (g − 1)-sheeted conformal branched covering space of S2. In
particular, if g = 2, M2 would, as a 1-sheeted covering of S2, be the sphere itself,
so g ≥ 3. Note that an embedding of a torus in T3 gives rise to a homomorphism
of the group of deck transformations of the torus, Z2, to the deck transformations
of the covering R3 → T3, namely Z3. Therefore, the image of a torus in T3 can give
rise to an at most 2-periodic structure, and will be disconnected in its lift to R3.
The case g = 0 is similarly impossible.
The essence of the above is that we can use complex analysis to study minimal
surfaces as they arise as images of abstract closed Riemann surfaces Mg that
conformally immerse into T3. It is this common compact Mg that lets us define
associate surfaces using the Bonnet transformation as in [59] and consider the
Riemann universal covering w.r.t. all associate minimal surfaces at once, which,
because of the genus restriction for TPMS, must be the hyperbolic plane H2. All
associate surfaces on simply connected domain are isometric [59] and thus, by
construction, all associate TPMS are isometric. This is not true in general for
minimal surfaces, as the helicoid/catenoid family shows, which have different
topologies. In particular, although the Bonnet transformation leaves the induced
metric on Mg locally invariant it does not generally yield global isometries of the
16Recall that a twice continuously differentiable function φ is subharmonic iff ∆φ ≥ 0.
17Start with ∂2

xh2
1 = 2((∂xh1)2 + h1(∂2

xh1), from which the rest follows easily.
18For minimal surfaces in R3, a famously elegant and simple proof is attributed to Hilbert.
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embedded surfaces. On the other hand, it is generally true that the Riemannian
universal covering spaces of any associate minimal surfaces are isometric with their
pulled back covering metric because for simply connected 2-manifolds, one can
extend locally given isometries in many cases using the so-called Myers-Rinow’s
theorem, which states that two analytic19, complete, simply connected Riemannian
manifolds M1,M2 are isometric if they contain two isometric open subsets.
Unfortunately, a reference for this theorem with proof is hard to find in the
literature, but it is posed as an exercise problem in [102, p. 91]. We just sketch a
proof. First note that by [102, Section 11], all locally defined isometries can be
extended along a given path and extensions along homotopic curves yield the same
isometry in a neighborhood of the endpoint. Using this, we can find a well-defined
local isometry from M1 to M2 starting from a locally defined isometry by simple
connectedness. By completeness, this map is a Riemannian covering map, so
simple connectedness implies that this map must be an isometry by the uniqueness
of universal Riemannian covers.
The above paragraph illustrates, in particular, that associate surfaces do not
necessarily feature isomorphic groups of isometries and that, in general, the
Riemannian universal covering space of a minimal surface is in some sense the
natural parameter domain for a parametrization of a minimal surface. In our case,
it is very convenient to use the Riemann surface Mg of finite topology as the
parameter domain for TPMS embeddings. We emphasize the above way of
analysing the situation because of its importance to our work, and to supplement
the analysis presented in [151], [5] and [146]. Moreover, because of the existence of
nonflat minimal surfaces that are parabolic [59], in the sense of conformal to C, we
need the above to justify the covering of TPMS by H2.
In this thesis, we mostly focus on the gyroid, the diamond and the primitive
surface, the simplest TPMS. The claim to being the simplest class of TPMS is
justified in a number of senses, two being the high degree of symmetry and the
lowest possible genus 3 for TPMS. Another is explained in [77], another in [207],
and yet another point of view in [8]. All of these minimize some form of
complexity, the first its Weierstrass presentation, the second the distortion of the
curvature along the surface, and the third the length of the network spanned by
their inner labyrinth of channels. In physics and chemistry, TPMS are important
because they are ubiquitous in nature [58], or closely resemble surfaces
encountered in nature [159]. Apart from simplicity, there are many things to be
said about why this might be the case, see [207] for an overview of some of the
aspects involved. The gyroid and its cousins have also risen to prominence in
biology [144], where they have structural as well as functional properties. For
example, they are responsible for the colours of the wings of some butterflies and
beetles [227]. They are also of interest to material scientists because of their
mechanical properties [229].

2.4.2 Lifts of intrinsic isometries
Theorem 5.3 in [170] states that any two proper, non-planar TPMS in R3 that
arise as isometric immersions of the same Riemannian surface M are congruent.
We emphasize that congruence here is meant as point set surfaces in R3. It does
19An analytic Riemannian manifold has an atlas with analytic charts, and a metric given by

analytic functions w.r.t. these charts.
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not mean that the immersions of M differ by a symmetry of R3, and neither that
there are not more ways of embedding M as a minimal surface into some flat T3.
We shall see an example of this below, after some preparation.
We will now discuss the lifts of intrinsic isometries of immersed minimal surfaces
(w.r.t. the induced metric) in R3 to ambient isometries in Iso(R3). Given a TPMS
f : M → T3, where f is a minimal conformal immersion, consider the universal
covering spaces π1 : M̃ → M and R3 → T3. By normal covering space theory,
f ◦ π1 lifts to a conformal map f̃ : M̃ → R3, yielding a minimal immersion (this is
a local property) of a simply connected surface in R3. Using a generalized
Weierstrass parametrization, [166, Theorem 5.5] shows that for simply connected
parameter domains, the orientable symmetries that lift are equal for all associate
surfaces, while orientation reversing symmetries of M lift only for a pair of
conjugate surfaces. Therefore, if there are at least three embedded members of an
associate family of a surface that has an orientation reversing symmetry in its
isometry group, then we have found a surface with an orientation reversing
symmetry that is not realized as an ambient symmetry of R3.
In fact, the gyroid is an embedded member [93] of the associate family of the P
and D surface and we will see many examples in section 6.4, where applying the
in-surface symmetry to a tiling of the gyroid results in a different topology of its
edge graph in R3. For other examples, see [200]. This is an important observation,
as this phenomenon has not received much attention in the mathematics
community and [167], [190] assert the minimal rigidity of TPMS, meaning that
any two isometric minimal immersions must be related by a rigid motion in R3. By
precomposing any minimal isometric immersion with an in-surface isometry, we
obtain another immersion, so minimal rigidity implies that all intrinsic symmetries
lift to symmetries of R3. It is only the triply periodic case for which there is a
problem. The statements made in [190], [167] remain true if one weakens them to
saying that minimal surfaces are congruent as point sets, meaning that a properly
embedded TPMS has the same point set in all its minimal embeddings into R3, as
mentioned above [166, Theorem 5.3].
Apart from this situation, all surface symmetries lift to ambient isometries, or
there is an index 2 subgroup for which this is true. Now, all symmetries of any
immersion of Mg are (anti-)conformal self-maps of Mg, which lift to isometries of
H2 (see section 2.2). This means that the symmetries of TPMS can be viewed as
hyperbolic symmetries of H2. Now, by construction, all associate TPMS of some
isometric immersion of M into T3 are isometric and therefore have the same
isometry groups. In particular, the symmetries of a graph that are realized as
hyperbolic isometries in an embedding into the uniformized Mg, realized as a
domain in H2, almost always lift to actual Euclidean symmetries via the TPMS
that results from the minimal conformal embedding of Mg into T3. Therefore, by
studying the symmetries of tilings of H2 that fit onto TPMS, we can predict the
symmetry group of the 3D structures we produce through the TPMS embedding.
For our purposes, the above has far-reaching consequences. Given a tiling of H2

that is not invariant under an orientation reversing symmetry that does not lift to
a rigid motion of R3, there are two ways of projecting it onto the surface to
produce distinct nets in R3. These two covering maps for the gyroid are studied in
more detail in [200]. Note that the number of TPMS arising from an embedding of
a surface in T3 are limited, since by theorem 6.1 of [170], we have that a
Riemannian surface can only isometrically immerse in a fixed 3-torus a finite
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number of times. See [77] for an account of some of the restrictions resulting from
prescribing the complex structure of the surface.
Note also that [170, Theorem 5.5] states that if g : M → M is an orientation
reversing isometry of a simply connected Riemannian manifold M with minimal
isometric immersion f : M → R3, then g lifts to an ambient isometry of R3 that
induces g for some associate minimal surface. In particular, while examples like
the gyroid are possible, there is always an associated surface (of the universal
Riemmanian cover) for which all intrinsic isometries lift.
Before considering more general questions related to the entanglement of TPMS,
we remark on several properties of the Gauss map of a minimal surface M that
make it an important tool that we haven’t touched upon yet. By [108], any
symmetry of the Gauss map on S2 of a finite topology minimal surface in R3 gives
rise to a conformal transformation of the underlying Riemann surface, which
corresponds to a symmetry of the uniformized surface. Similarly, proposition 7.1 in
[170] shows that symmetries of the Gauss map that lift to transformations of M
yield isometries of M . This is particularly important for hyperelliptic surfaces20

that give rise to TPMS. These observations are helpful in determining the
symmetry group of M .
The extension of our techniques to surfaces of constant mean curvature is
promising as well, as their intrinsic symmetries also almost always lift to ambient
symmetries similarly to minimal surfaces [168].

2.4.3 Ambient isotopy classes of nets in R3

We consider next the question of the ambient isotopy classes of 3D structures one
can produce by embedding hyperbolic tilings into a TPMS(see section 1.2). Fairly
recently, a general topological classification of minimal surfaces in R3 was
established in a series of papers (to name a few: [82, 166, 169]). The final result, in
[83], is that homeomorphic embedded TPMS, having only one topological end, are
in fact ambiently isotopic. Note that [82] also settles this question for TPMS in a
different way. For the gyroid, P and D surface as well as some others, such as the
H surface, the deformations of the surfaces into each other in R3 have been studied
in more detail numerically [78] and analytically [225, 42]. It turns out that in this
case the deformations can be achieved in such a way that at every stage the
surface is a TPMS. However, symmetries are broken in every examined
transformation mode.
This means that one can concentrate on one particular minimal surface of a given
genus for the study of ambient isotopy classes of entangled graphs in R3 that
embed as graphs in a minimal surface of a given genus. Moreover, a deformation of
a surface S leaves invariant the ambient isotopy class of the ribbon graph21

obtained from any tubular neighborhood in S of the graph embedding into S. This
means that the 3D nets we will produce through TPMS reticulations can
reasonably be considered as framed or ribbon graphs. For knots, i.e. embeddings
of S1, this corresponds to the equivalence classes of physical knots, also known as
framed knots.
20Recall that these can be defined as Riemman surfaces that can be represented as two-fold holo-

morphic coverings of the sphere.
21Recall that a ribbon graph is a normal graph with the vertices and edges replaced by topological

disks and rectangles, respectively.
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We now turn to the question of which kind of limitations arise when producing
nets, or other structures, in R3 from tilings of TPMS. Since there is a TPMS of
any given arbitrary genus ≥ 3 [222], going via TPMS to an embedding into R3 of
the hyperbolic tilings provides a stable approach to study embeddings of graphs.
On the other hand, classical combinatorial tiling theory treats tilings of a simply
connected metric space M̃ , where every tile’s closure is homeomorphic to a closed
disk. This implies that the induced graph embeddings on M , where M is any
surface covered by M̃ commensurate with the tiling, are 2–cell embeddings, i.e.
embeddings of a graph G into M for which M −G consists entirely of components
that are homeomorphic to an open disk. Indeed, first note that we only need to
consider the case where M is covered universally by (subsets of) E2 or H2. Assume
there was a classical tiling with edge graph G̃ in M̃ that gives rise to a graph G in
M such that M −G had a component C that is not a disk. Let c be a
noncontractible loop in C. Now, c cannot be contractible in M because G in M is
connected. Thus, c is noncontractible in M and corresponds to a deck
transformation which is a translation. Denote by c̃ a maximal lift of c in the
universal cover M̃ . Now, c̃ cuts M̃ into two pieces and is entirely contained in a
component of M̃ − G̃, where G̃ is the lifted graph of G, which contradicts the
assumption on the tiling in M̃.

We will get rid of this restriction in chapter 3, where we develop a combinatorial
tiling theory for more general tilings. Note that it is not true in general that the
graph embeddings on M from classical tilings are closed 2–cell embeddings. The
next section will focus on reviewing combinatorial tiling theory.

2.5 Combinatorial tiling theory

There are two main perspectives on combinatorial tiling theory that we make use
of. Both of these are restricted to the case of locally finite tilings of simply
connected spaces in which each tile is a compact disk. The first, more general
approach is what we shall refer to as Delaney-Dress tiling theory and was
developed in the late 80s by Dress [62, 60]. It describes the combinatorial structure
of tilings of a simply connected space invariant under the action of a discrete
group. The second derives from the papers by Lucic et al. [153, 154], and the more
recent [155], that deal with simple tilings as embedded graphs of the quotient space
of a simply connected manifold by the action of the symmetry group of the tiling.
Note that there are also other approaches to the classification and/or enumeration
of combinatorial classes of tilings of simply connected spaces. To name just one
prominent example, a classification and enumeration of all uniform locally finite
tilings of any of S2, E2, or H2 was acheived in [198], with a method that even
permits tilings with combinatorial symmetries that are not realised by geometric
isometries. However, the assumption of uniformity means that these tilings only
have one type of vertex orbit, which is too restrictive for our purposes. Many more
approaches to studying tilings are discussed in [94]. However, Delaney-Dress tiling
theory offers a much more comprehensive and systematic treatment than its
competitors.
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2.5.1 The set-up and construction of the D-symbol
This section will introduce Delaney-Dress tiling theory, which describes the
combinatorial structure of tilings of a simply connected space for which each tile is
a compact disk. We will first outline the general case, with an eye for the
generalizations that we are interested in. Then, we review the set-up in the
two-dimensional case, which is the most relevant for this thesis.
In its original formulation in [62], the theory applied to the situation where a
discrete topological group acts, without cusps22, on a simply connected manifold X
without boundary. We will focus on the situation where the group is finitely
generated and acts properly discontinuously as isometries, and where X is (a
totally geodesic subspace of) one of S2, E2, or H2, each with their standard metric.
As explained in sections 2.2 and 2.3, any discrete group of symmetries acting on a
Riemannian manifold of dimension 2 corresponds to a finitely generated subgroup
of Iso(X ) and therefore an orbifold symmetry group as introduced in section 2.3.
The generalization of combinatorial tiling theory to include the case of boundaries
and cusps is more or less straightforward and indeed, section 4,d) in [62] contains a
brief description of the necessary adjustments that have to be made to the set-up.
To introduce these, we first need to present a few definitions, where we add further
detail to the discussion in [62].
Firstly: We call two polygonal fundamental domains in X for the action of a
symmetry group G combinatorially equivalent if there is a bijection mapping one
onto the other which preserves the relation of incidence of vertices and edges, their
cyclic order, and the equivalence of vertices as well as the directed edges under G,
together with their induced stabilizers. This definition can readily be generalized
to define combinatorial equivalence for more general tilings. We then define
tesselations of manifolds invariant under some group in terms of CW-structures
invariant under G, so that the cells in the CW-structures become the tiles of the
tesselation.
Let X be a topological space. A set T of topological cells (Dn), i.e. tiles, in X is
called a tiling if every point x ∈ X belongs to at least one tile T ∈ T and every
two tiles T1 and T2 of T have disjoint interior. All tilings in this thesis will be
assumed to be locally finite, i.e. any compact subset in X meets only a finite
number of tiles.
Let ∆(I) = ∆ denote the standard geometric realization of an abstract simplex
over the vertex set I := {0, ..., n}, i.e.

∆(I) :=
{︄
x ∈ RI | xi ≥ 0,

n∑︂
i=0

xi = 1
}︄
,

and denote by ∂i∆ the i-th face, where xi = 0.
We call a finite-dimensional pure23 simplicial complex E a chamber system24, if for
every pair of maximal25 simplex, or chamber, x, y ∈ E there is a sequence of
maximal simplices x0, ...xn, such that xi is adjacent to xi+1, where 0 ≤ i ≤ n with
x0 = x and xn = y. Note that by the assumption of finite-dimensionality, any
22The term cusp generally refers to the situation where there is a fundamental domain for the

action of the group that is noncompact.
23A simplicial complex is called pure if every facet, i.e. maximal simplex has the same dimension.
24Some authors also use the term chamber complex.
25A simplex is called maximal if it is not properly contained in another simplex.
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simplex is contained in a maximal one. We further call a chamber system thin, if
each codimension one face, i.e. ridge, in E is contained in exactly two chambers.
Recall that a simplicial complex X may be viewed abstractly as a family of finite
subsets of some given set V with the property that if x ∈ X and y ⊂ x, then
y ∈ X, i.e. the sets in the simplicial complex are transitive. One usually assumes
for simplicity that every singleton in V is in X. The set V is called the vertex set
of X and in a geometric realization of X, any set x ∈ X becomes a simplex with
vertex set x. This point of view leads to the definition of an abstract thin chamber
system C over a finite index set I := {0, ..., n} as a set with a transitive action of
the free Coxeter group

ΣI := ⟨σi|σ2
i = 1, i ∈ I⟩.

Indeed, to define a thin chamber system from this abstract version in the above
sense, we define a topological realization |C| of C as C × ∆ with the identifications
(C, ∂i∆) = (σi(C), ∂i∆) for all i. The topology on |C| is defined as the product
topology of the induced topology on ∆ from RI and the discrete topology on C,
with subsequent quotient topology. We will, by a slight abuse of notation, also call
subsets of |C| of the form (C,∆) chambers, and simply denote them by C. Note
that the transitivity of the action of ΣI on C implies that C is countable. The
action of σi on |C| can be interpreted as the operation that sends a chamber C to a
unique neighbor across ∂iC. We now define for each chamber C ∈ C

M(C) := (mij(C))i,j∈I ∈ (N ∪ ∞)I×I , (2.9)

where mij(C) := min(m ∈ N|m > 0 and (σiσj)mC = C).
A chamber system structure on a (connected) pl-manifold M without boundary of
dimension n is given by a thin chamber system C along with a pl-homeomorphism
φ : |C| → M . Observe that for any such chamber structure on a manifold the set
Cσi of chambers C ∈ C fixed under σi is empty for all i. Then, by local
compactness of M , the collection of chambers in M is locally finite26. Furthermore,
mij(C) < ∞ for all i, j ∈ I, as we will now show. Recall that in a simplex C, every
face intersects every other face nontrivially. Now, σiσj acts on C by crossing over
the j-th facet of C and subsequently the i-th facet of σjC. Furthermore,
∂iσjC ∩ C ̸= ∅, since the orientation of ∆ is uniquely determined by the placement
of one face. In particular, we can interpret σi as acting as a reflection along the
i-th face on any copy of ∆ in |C|. Moreover, the i-th face of σjC has non-empty
intersection with the i-th face of C and thus, σiσjC ∩ C ̸= ∅. By extending this
argument, we obtain (σiσj)kC ∩ C ̸= ∅ for all k. Since every chamber C has only
finitely many incident faces, ((σiσj)kC)k∈N must have a subsequence that converges
to a chamber C ′ = (σiσj)pC that shares a face with C and there must exist an
index m < ∞ such that (σiσj)mC ′ = C ′ and we can assume m > p. Then,

(σiσj)2mC = (σiσj)m−pC ′ = (σiσj)mC,

whence (σiσj)mC = C for some finite m.
26We sketch the argument, for which we found no reference in the literature. Local compactness

implies that only finitely many chambers meet at each vertex. To see this, assume there
were infinitely many chambers Ci at some vertex with a relatively compact neighbourhood U .
Choosing open sets Oi ⊂ Ci ∩ cl(U), we have that the union of the Oi and cl(U)\

⋃︁
i Oi is

an open cover of cl(U) without a finite subcover. From this, [209, Theorem 5.1] implies local
finiteness, where the exact same proof works word for word for manifolds of any dimension.
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The motivation behind thin chamber systems comes from the fact that they
naturally appear as baycentric subdivisions of tesselations of manifolds M , as
described in [62, 60]. In this context, the above set-up is augmented by introducing
a properly discontinuous, faithful action of a group Γ on M . Here, one starts with
a CW-structure on M that represents the tesselation and is invariant under Γ.
One obtains a thin chamber system C that inherits an action of Γ through
(Γ-equivariant) barycentric subdivision. This action is free. Indeed, suppose γ ∈ Γ
satisfies γC = C for some chamber C. Then, for any other chamber C ′, there is
some σ ∈ ΣI s.t. C ′ = σC, by the transitivity of the action of ΣI on C. Then, the
action of ΣI necessarily commutes with that of Γ, by construction of the
barycentric subdivision of the invariant Γ-invariant CW-structure. Thus,
γ(C ′) = σ(γ(C)) = σ(C) = C ′ and therefore γ acts trivially on all cells of the
tesselation, i.e. γ = 1.
See [87] for a detailed discussion of fundamental properties of chamber systems
and [62] for more on how the barycentric subdivision gives rise to a classification,
up to topological equivalence, of tesselations invariant under a symmetry group.
We now discuss the changes necessary to the above set-up to include the case
where the manifold whose tesselation we want to describe, has a boundary, and
also the case where the symmetry group acts with cusps. A cusp at a chamber C is
characterized by having mij(C) = ∞. Now, by the above, this is impossible if the
chamber C is embedded into a manifold M . Define

|C|∞ :=
⋃︂

mij(C)=∞
{(C, x) ∈ |C||xi = xj = 0}, (2.10)

which is the union of all cusps of the group action. Then, a thin chamber system
of a manifold M for a tesselation with symmetry group acting with cusps is
realized by a (pl-)homeomorphism φ : |C| − |C|∞ → M. In particular, this gives rise
to the notion of a barycentric subdivision of an unbounded tile.
In case of boundaries, the only difference from the original set-up is that there are
some chambers which are fixed by generators σi, whenever crossing over the
corresponding face would amount to crossing over a boundary of the manifold.
While in its totality the above set-up for studying combinatorial classes of
tesselations on manifolds may look somewhat mysterious, and indeed in general it
is far from clear when a thin chamber system with given M(C) like above gives rise
to a compatible tesselation on a simply connected manifold, the situation is much
simpler in dimension 2, which we will now turn to in much greater detail. Since we
are interested in tilings of TPMS, we will restrict our attention to the classical
setting and discuss the case of cusps and boundary later. The following also sets
up the notation for tilings that we will adhere to for the remainder of the thesis.
Let X be a simply connected manifold with no boundary, equipped with a metric,
of dimension 2. Then, each tile is a closed disk. The vertices and edges of a tile are
defined purely topologically. We call a point that is contained in at least 3 tiles a
vertex, and the closures of connected components of the boundary of a tile with
the vertices removed edges. Let T be a tiling of X and let Γ be a discrete subgroup
of Iso(X ). If T = γT := {γT | T ∈ T } for all γ ∈ Γ then we call the pair (T ,Γ) an
equivariant tiling. Two tiles T1, T2 ∈ T are equivalent or symmetry-related if there
exists γ ∈ Γ such that γT1 = T2. The orbit, or equivalence class, of a tile is the
subset of T given by images of T : Γ.T = {γT for γ ∈ Γ}. Given a particular tile
T ∈ T , the stabilizer subgroup ΓT is the subgroup of Γ that fixes T , i.e.
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ΓT = {γ ∈ Γ | γT = T}. Notice that the stabilizer subgroup of a tile is necessarily
finite, see also the discussion in section 2.3. In particular, ΓT has infinite index in
Γ if X = E2,H2.
A tile is called fundamental if ΓT is trivial and we call the whole tiling
fundamental if this is true for all tiles. An equivariant tiling is called
tile-k-transitive, when k is the number of equivalence classes of tiles under the
action of Γ. One can also look at the action of Γ on tile edges and vertices and
define edge- and vertex-k-transitivity similarly. Note that the above definitions do
not require Γ to be the maximal symmetry group for the tiling T .
Two equivariant tilings (T1,Γ1) and (T2,Γ2) of a simply connected space X are
equivariantly equivalent if there is a homeomorphism, ϕ, of X such that ϕ(T1) ∈ T2
for all T1 ∈ T1 and such that ϕ induces a group isomorphism of Γ1 onto Γ2 by
Γ2 = ϕΓ1ϕ

−1. A natural question is whether there is an invariant that detects when
two tilings are equivariantly equivalent. Dress [62] shows that a complete invariant
is indeed possible for tilings of simply connected manifolds. This invariant is called
the D-symbol and consists of a graph that records adjacencies between tiles and
their faces, augmented by weights that encode the group action of Γ on T . Before
discussing the construction of a D-symbol for a tiling, we want to highlight a
special case of the classification, which we will study in much more detail in
chapter 4 as it provides the basis for our generalization of Delaney-Dress tiling
theory. Consider two tilings (T1,Γ) and (T2,Γ) with the same symmetry group.
The classification of equivariant tilings up to equivariant equivalence using
D-symbols implies that (T1,Γ) and (T2,Γ) have the isomorphic D-symbols if and
only if there is a homeomorphism ϕ of X such that ϕ(T1) ∈ T2 for all T1 ∈ T1 and
such that Γ = ϕΓϕ−1. The second condition means that ϕ induces a
homeomorphism of the orbifolds associated to Γ and an automorphism of Γ. This
means that the D-symbol characterizes the topological embedding of the graph in
X/Γ giving rise to the tiling of X by lifting.
Note that a homeomorphism of H2 giving rise to a group automorphism of Γ
necessarily has to map parabolic elements and boundary hyperbolic
transformations to likewise transformations, respectively.
Given a tiling T of X , the D-symbol is constructed using the following recipe:

1. Perform a barycentric subdivision27 for each tile, and mark the vertices at
barycenters with a ‘2,’ those located at (ideal) vertices of the tiling with a
‘0′, and all remaining vertices, i.e. those located at centers of edges of the
original tiling, with a ‘1.’

2. The resulting simplices of the barycentric subdivision are called chambers
and the symmetry group acts on these chambers. Each chamber edge is
labeled with a 0, 1, or 2 according to the label of the one vertex in the
chamber not incident to it. colour the different orbits of chambers under the
symmetry group using different colours.

3. Record the adjacencies of each chamber, using the notation σi for the
transformation that takes a simplex to the neighboring one separated by an
edge marked with an i. For example, if an application of σ2 to a red chamber

27Note that generally one needs to employ a purely topologically defined, more general barycentric
subdivision, which also works for nonsimplex cells [60].
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(a) A tiling of the hyper-
bolic plane H2 with
symmetry group ⋆246.
Image from [1].

(b) Baycentric subdivison,
colouring of chambers,
and labelling of edges
according to the first
two steps above. Image
from [1].

R(6, 4) B(4, 4)
σ2

σ1

σ0

σ1

σ0

(c) One way of organising the
data associated to a D-
symbol, as a graph. Here,
there are two chambers,
hence two nodes.

Figure 2.4: Construction of the D-symbol from a classical tiling.

takes it to a blue one, then this is true for all chambers coloured red and we
write σ2(red) =blue.

4. The transformations σiσj for i ̸= j have order mij corresponding to the
number of pairs of edges i and j incident to the vertex k, where i ̸= k ̸= j. If
the vertex k is ideal, mij = ∞ is possible. The next step is to record all
values for mij for each chamber colour.

5. The above information is organized as a labelled diagram as in figure 2.4,
which is the D-symbol.

In the above, one needs to construct the barycentric subdivision in such a way that
the symmetry group induces an action on the chamber system, i.e. that is
compatible with the symmetry group. Said in another way, similarly to section 2.3,
we want the local group to be constant on individual simplices in the chamber
system.
There are a number of conventions for the construction of the graph that
represents the D-symbol, see [1]. We will adhere to the convention from [52],
shown in figure 2.4, where the chambers are assigned labelled nodes with the two
numbers (a, b) = (m01,m12). We draw a dashed line for σ0, a dotted line for σ1,
and a solid one for σ2, with endpoint defined by where the transformation takes
the chamber class. The construction of the D-symbol graph works similarly in all
dimensions, with slightly adjusted terminology. We again refer to [62, 60] for
further details. Once one has constructed a D-symbol of an equivariant tiling
(T ,Γ), its graph isomorphism class (for weighted graphs) uniquely determines the
equivariant equivalence class of (T ,Γ).
The construction of the barycentric subdivision above implies that a D-symbol can
be interpreted as (the dual of) a chamber system which is a simplicial structure on
an orbifold. In particular, every tiling can be represented as a triangulation on an
orbifold, where each 2-simplex spans a tile centre-point, edge mid-point and tiling
vertex. As explained above, in case of a symmetry group with cusps, i.e. an
orbifold with punctures, this has to be slightly adjusted to include the case where
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mij(C) = ∞ for some chamber C, in which case the vertex k ̸= i, j of C is not
contained in X , but is ‘located at ∞.’ As a triangulation of a 2D orbifold, this
means that there is a vertex of the triangulation that is placed on a puncture. For
boundaries, the procedure stays the same, except that some ‘1’ vertices are placed
on the boundary, which we can always assume to be part of the tiling, i.e. covered
by edges of the tiling. This leads to alternating ‘1’ and ‘0’ vertices on the boundary.
Note that there is a notion of curvature of a D-symbol as defined in [62] and
discussed for the 2-dimensional case in [113] in more detail. The definition is
exactly that of (2.6), one variant of the orbifold-Euler characteristic. Therefore,
since we have introduced a generalized orbifold-Euler characteristic for
non-classical symmetry groups, we can use the same extended definition for the
curvature of a D-symbol that characterizes a tiling of a space with boundary, and
of tilings with a symmetry group with cusps. Methods to obtain the isomorphism
class of a symmetry group of a tiling from a D-symbol are desribed in [113, 52],
and have been further developed (private communication, Vanessa Robins and
Olaf Delgado-Friedrichs).
The orbifold structure is exploited in [113] to achieve a fully algorithmic approach
to the enumeration and identification up to equivariant equivalence of classical 2D
tilings of S2,E2 and H2. Moreover, [52] introduces a complexity ordering and data
structures for tilings using D-symbols that allow for efficient computations of
D-symbols abstractly representing equivariant classes of tilings and includes a
discussion of the running time and space of the algorithms involved.
It turns out that the methods of [113, 52] extend well to our setting. The idea of
the enumeration of tilings up to equivariant equivalence in X can be reduced to
the problem of enumerating equivariant equivalence classes of fundamental
tile-1-transitive tilings. A fundamental result of combinatorial tiling theory is that
there are only finitely many equivariant equivalence classes of fundamental
tile-1-transitive tilings [113, 154]. Other tilings are obtained from these by two
operations, called GLUE and SPLIT, which we will describe now. GLUE was
introduced already in [57] in the late 70s and SPLIT goes back to the ideas of
[230]. Both were worked out in more detail in [113].
Assuming (T ′,Γ) is a fundamental tile-k-transitive tiling with tile A ∈ T ′, a
tile-(k+ 1)-transitive tiling (T ,Γ) can be obtained by dividing A into two new tiles
using a simple curve α. Then, for all γ ∈ Γ, divide γA into two tiles using γα. We
call this operation SPLIT.
The idea behind SPLIT is best summarized by quoting theorem 3.1 from [113]: Let
(T ,Γ) be a fundamental tile-k-transitive tiling of X , with k > 1. Then there exists
an edge e contained in two non-equivalent tiles A,B ∈ T such that gluing γA and
γB along γe for every γ ∈ Γ results in a fundamental tile-(k − 1)-transitive tiling.
This means that every fundamental tile-k-transitive tiling can be obtained from a
fundamental tile-1-transitive tiling by appropriately applying SPLIT k − 1 times.
GLUE is based on the following observation from [55]. Let (T ,Γ) be a
tile-k-transitive tiling with non-fundamental tile A ∈ T . The stabilizer subgroup
ΓA is a cyclic or dihedral group of some finite order h fixing some inner point of A.
One can partition the A into h parts and the resulting tiling, from imposing the
same partition on all tiles equivalent to A, will still be a tile-k-transitive tiling, but
it will have one more class of fundamental tile than (T ,Γ). GLUING can be
viewed as the opposite of this.
Given a tile-k-transitive tiling with j < k equivalence classes of non-fundamental
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tiles, with fundamental tile A, find a vertex v of A with induced stabilizer
subgroup Γv, necessarily a dihedral or cyclic group, of order h > 2. Then v is
contained in at least h tiles, equivalent to A, but possibly also in more. In case v is
contained in exactly h tiles, deleting v along with all incident edges produces a
new tile A′, and carrying out this process at every point γv for γ ∈ Γ produces a
new tile-k-transitive tiling (T ,Γ) with j + 1 classes of non-fundamental tiles. Note
that we do not glue vertices where |Γv| = 2, but instead require such a v to be the
midpoint of an edge of A. This ensures that we only glue tiles along boundaries.
We call this operation GLUE. By the previous paragraph, any non-fundamental
tile-k-transitive tiling can be obtained from some fundamental tile-k-transitive
tiling using repeated applications of GLUE.
Note that GLUE always produces tiles whose interior is a disk, but it can happen
that the closure of a glued tile is not a disk. Following [113, Section 5], one can
find combinatorial requirements for the D-symbols to exclude such cases, once one
translates the operations SPLIT and GLUE into operations on D-symbols.
However, the theory also works if one includes such cases, even if the interior of
the resulting tile is not a domain, as for example if one tile is entirely contained in
another and only connected to the boundary by one edge. Moreover, given a
D-symbol one can check, without explicitly constructing the tiling, whether or not
the tiling is fundamental tile-1-transitive.
What the above means is that it is the equivariant equivalence classes of
fundamental tile-1-transitive tilings that give rise to all other equivariant
equivalence classes of tilings. One thing that is missing from the description of
tilings via their D-symbols is the possibility to directly construct a tiling in X with
a given symmetry group Γ ∈ Iso(X ) in the combinatorial class. A second approach
to combinatorial tiling theory, which we discuss in the following section, provides a
more direct approach to constructions of tilings that are limited to fundamental
tile-1-transitive tilings.

2.5.2 Fundamental domains
A fundamental tile-1-transitive equivariant tiling (T ,Γ) has a single type of tile,
T0, that is a fundamental domain for Γ. Conversely, any fundamental domain for Γ
homeomorphic to a disk also gives rise to such a tiling. As established by Wilkie
in [226] (T ,Γ) corresponds to a presentation for Γ, with each edge of T0
corresponding to a generator and each vertex to a relation. If ei = T0 ∩ Ti is an
edge, then the edge-generator is the element, [ei] ∈ Γ, such that Ti = [ei]T0. The
relation at vertex v is found by listing the generators associated with each edge
crossing when making a clockwise circuit around v. See [226] for further details.
Because of its importance for us, to illustrate Wilkie’s approach, we briefly discuss
an example of the correspondence between the group presentation given in section
2.3 and the presentation of Γ given by (T ,Γ) for Γ = 2224 in terms of Wilkie
generators. Figure 2.5 shows a representative for each cone point in green, with
v1, v2, v3 having order 2, and v4 having order 4. We use an order of operations here
from left to right. The standard presentation is given in terms of generators ri,
i ∈ {1, ...4}, the rotations around vi with their orders, along with the global
relation Π4

i=1ri = 1, as described in section 2.3. Each tile is a fundamental domain
for the group with four edges, i.e. Wilkie generators of Γ labelled in blue. The
edge-generator presentation for the group is as follows. Edges e2 and e4 are
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Figure 2.5: A fundamental tiling with symmetry
group 2224, with generators corre-
sponding to edge traversals.

mapped to themselves by [e2] and [e4], respectively, so [e2]2 = I = [e4]2, where
clearly [e2] = r2 and [e4] = r3. The edges e1 and e3 are in the same symmetry class,
so [e3] = [e1]−1, or [e3][e1] = I. The canonical relation associated with v1 is found
by clockwise traversal of edges around it, giving [e1][e2][e1][e2] = ([e1][e2])2 = I. For
v4 it is [e4][e3][e4][e3][e4][e3][e4][e3] = ([e4][e3])4 = I, as indicated by the labels in the
figure 2.5. This means we have found 3 isometries of order 2 and one of order 4, as
expected from the group signature. Moreover, we also find the global relation from
these, since ([e1][e2])([e2])([e4])([e4][e3]) = [e1]([e2][e2])([e4][e4])[e3] = [e1][e3] = 1.
We require both the topological view point and orbifold structure of the quotient
space in the sequel, and will use the script notation O for the orbifold with the
additional structure and plain O for its underlying topological space.
The papers by Lucic et al. [153, 154, 155] present a method for enumerating the
different combinatorial forms of disk-like fundamental domains for crystallographic
groups. In particular, the authors establish that vertices and edges of a tiling
(T ,Γ) map via the group action onto vertices and edges of a graph C = (V,E)
embedded in the quotient space O = X/Γ. In general, vertices of C come from
vertices of T , except in the case that an edge midpoint in T is a cone point of
order 2. Such an edge of T maps onto an edge of C with a vertex of degree 1 on
the cone point. The graph C embedded in O has the following properties:

1. O \ C is an open disk.

2. Each cone point is a vertex of C with at least one incident edge in C.

3. Each boundary component of O lies in a subgraph of C.

4. Each corner point is a vertex of C with at least two incident edges.
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5. Let Õ be the closed surface of genus g obtained from O by capping each
boundary component of O with a disk. Then C is contractible in Õ to the
graph C̃ with one vertex and 2g loops if O is orientable and g loops if O is
non-orientable. In particular, each subgraph Ci that belongs to the i-th
boundary component of O is a contractible loop in Õ.

6. Any vertex of C that does not lie on a cone point, corner point or boundary
must have at least three incident edges in C.

See [154, 155] for representative figures.
It is very useful to consider tilings as graphs, or decorations, in O. As a first step
in bringing together the two viewpoints on combinatorial tiling theory, we will now
describe the operations GLUE and SPLIT introduced in the previous section in
terms of modifications to the graph C, the graph of tile edges in O, where we do
not limit ourselves to graphs in O that represent fundamental tile-1-transitive
tilings.
Tile-splitting adds a new segment e to C such that O \ (C ∪ e) is the union of
k + 1 disks. To avoid creating tiles whose closure is not a disk, the end points, u, v
of e must be distinct points of the tiling (T ,Γ). Note that it is not true that the
end points have to be distinct points in C. To see this, consider adding a diagonal
to a rectangle tiling in ◦. If one wants to avoid creating tiles with only two
boundary edges, which happens if u, v belong to the same edge in C, then e should
not be homotopic in O to the existing edge segment between u, v. Here, one can
think of a homotopy in O to be a Γ-equivariant homotopy in the universal covering
space X . For more details on homotopies, refer to [196, Chapter 13], which offers a
very detailed discussion.
Now, suppose we have a tile-k-transitive tiling with j ≤ k classes of fundamental
tile. A fundamental tile is identified as a component of O \C that contains no part
of the singular locus of O. Tile gluing erases at most two edges from C to get C ′

so that C ′ is connected, O \ C ′ is still the union of k disks, and the tiling has
(j − 1) classes of fundamental tile. The edges of C that can be erased to produce a
classical tiling must be incident only to one transitivity class of fundamental tile
and are of three types, as follows from the discussion of rosette patterns in section
2.3.

1. An edge of C that has a vertex of degree 1 at a cone point of order N. This
glues N copies of a fundamental tile into one new one with stabiliser group
N•.

2. A pair of edges of C that lie in a mirror boundary and meet at a vertex of
degree 2 on a corner point of order N. This glues 2N copies of a fundamental
tile into one new one with stabiliser group ⋆N•.

3. A single edge of C that is a segment of mirror boundary and has vertices of
degree at least 3 (or degree 2 on a corner point). This glues two copies of a
tile together into one with stabiliser group ⋆•.

Using the tools of combinatorial tiling theory from this and the previous section,
one can enumerate and classify all equivariant equivalence classes of tilings of X by
compact disks. This also concludes the introduction to the background material
necessary for the results of this thesis. In the following chapter, we develop the
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mathematical groundwork required to generalize combinatorial tiling theory to
classify and enumerate all equivariant equivalence classes of crystallographic tilings
of X . The idea is to characterise edge erase operations on a classical tiling that
lead to unbounded tiles or tiles with nondisklike topology.
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In this chapter we describe a method to classify crystallographic tilings of the
Euclidean and hyperbolic planes by tiles whose stabiliser group contains
translation isometries or whose topology is not that of a closed disk. We tackle
this problem from two different viewpoints, one with constructive techniques to
enumerate such tilings and the other from a viewpoint of classification. The
methods are purely topological and generalise Delaney-Dress combinatorial tiling
theory. The classification is up to equivariant equivalence and is achieved by
viewing tilings as decorations of orbifolds. This chapter is largely based on the
paper [140], the result of research done in collaboration with Vanessa Robins, who
suggested working on the problem of classifying ribbon tilings, as it had puzzled
researchers for some time.
An example that inspires the work in this chapter is the discovery that star
co-polymer systems consisting of three mutually immiscible arms can self-assemble
into structures modelled by stripes on the gyroid triply periodic minimal
surface [136, 50]. The Euclidean case of striped patterns is described in Section 6.5
of [94] citing earlier work by Wollny [228]; there are 26 distinct types of
crystallographic ribbon tilings of the Euclidean plane. To obtain corresponding
results for the hyperbolic plane we require different mathematical techniques to
those used by Grünbaum and Shephard.
Although the full theory of D-symbols does not directly generalize to our setting of
tilings by ribbons, the correspondence between crystallographic patterns and
decorations of 2-orbifolds certainly does. The main issues to overcome are
characterising the possible stabiliser subgroups for unbounded ribbon tiles, and
constructing triangulations of orbifolds from given decorations. For Euclidean
tilings by ribbons the possible stabiliser groups are the seven frieze groups; for the
hyperbolic case, infinitely many non-euclidean frieze groups, i.e. stabilizer
subgroups of unbounded tiles, are also possible.
Previous work related to this chapter includes Huson’s paper on tile-transitive
partial tilings of the Euclidean plane [114], and the exploration of crystallographic
line and tree patterns in the hyperbolic plane by Hyde et al. [121, 71, 72, 70]. In
this chapter, for simplicity, we assume the tilings are symmetric w.r.t. a discrete
group of isometries of the plane with compact fundamental domain, although
extensions to more general orbifold symmetry groups are possible and discussed
later.
Results characterising the existence and structure of ribbon tiles are in section 3.1.
Algorithms for enumerating and classifying tilings are described in section 3.2,
with examples in sections 3.2 and 3.3. We further discuss some applications of the
theory developed and open problems in section 3.4. The results of this chapter are
an essential ingredient in our enumeration of entangled graphs in R3 by TPMS
embeddings, which we tackle in chapter 6, but are not used in the development of
isotopic tiling theory in chapter 4.
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3.1 Orbifold paths and tile gluing
We will study the relationship between closed paths in the orbifold O = X/Γ, their
lifts in X = H2,E2, and equivariant tilings that contain unbounded tiles. Firstly:

Definition 3.1.1. A (possibly branched) ribbon tiling of X is a countable set T of
connected closed domains1, Ti, such that every point x ∈ X belongs to at least one
tile, all tiles have pairwise disjoint interiors, and such that any bounded disk in X
intersects finitely many tiles.

An equivariant ribbon tiling is one that is mapped to itself by a discrete group of
isometries of X . A simple example of a ribbon tiling that is not an example of a
classical tiling is the trivial tiling, where there is only one tile that is all of X .
Other examples are the partial tilings enumerated by Huson in [114], if we treat
his complementary regions as ribbon tiles.
Below, we denote the singular locus of O (and its underlying topological space O)
by Σ, and the projection map as p : X → O.

Definition 3.1.2. An orbifold loop in O is built from a sequence of paths
{αi}k

i=1 : [ti−1, ti] → X where 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tk = 1 such that the αi project to
a loop in O, i.e. p(αi(ti)) = p(αi+1(ti)) ∀i ∈ {1, ..., k − 1} and p(αk(tk)) = p(α1(0)).
Furthermore, we require each segment αi([ti−1, ti]) to be contained in a single
orbifold coordinate patch, and attach to each ti, i = 1, . . . , k, an element γi ∈ Γ
that corresponds to a coordinate change map from the patch containing αi to that
containing αi+1, with γk being a coordinate change from αk to α1.

The group elements γi that lift the coordinate changes at the points where the αi

fit together let us distinguish the situation where an orbifold path crosses a mirror
line in X (γ is the reflection) or simply backtracks after touching it (γ is the
identity). Note that it can be useful to declare that an orbifold path touching a
mirror boundary transversally2 in the underlying quotient space always lifts to a
curve that crosses the mirror in X . We will use this assumption in chapter 5 to
view deck transformations as paths on the orbifold’s underlying topological space.
We also define a simple orbifold loop as one that has no self-intersections in O and
does not pass through any cone or corner points.
Two orbifold loops are homotopic if the sequence of paths in X are Γ-equivariantly
homotopic. Note that we explicitly allow for concatenation and splitting of paths,
where applicable, i.e. the number of segments, k, in the definition above is not
necessarily fixed during a homotopic deformation. Also refer to [196] for further
details on homotopies of curves on orbifolds.
The orbifold fundamental group πorb

1 (O, x), x ∈ O \ Σ, can be defined as the set of
homotopy classes of orbifold loops based at x0 ∈ X up to homotopy equivalence in
X , where x0 ∈ p−1(x). In practice, one can interpret this to mean that a loop in O
that winds once around a cone point of order N cannot be contracted to the point
x, but a closed path that winds exactly N times around a neighbourhood of this
cone point (and avoids the rest of Σ) is null-homotopic. Note that the
contractibility of an orbifold loop cannot be seen simply by looking at the
corresponding image curve in O, in contrast to the classical situation for manifolds.

1We define a domain T as a subset of X with the property that cl(int(T )) = T .
2Note that any orbifold path can be homotoped to intersect the boundary transversally.
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It is known that for our geometric 2-orbifolds, πorb
1 (X/Γ) ≃ Γ in the natural way.

In other words, πorb
1 (X/Γ) is the group of deck transformations for the branched

covering map p : X → O. For proofs and a more detailed account, refer to [196,
chapter 13].

We now study what happens when we erase a subset of edges from a
fundamental-domain tiling. Recall that the edges of a tiling map to an embedded
graph C = (V,E) in O. Let S = {e1, . . . , ek} ⊂ E be the edges to be erased and
R = E \ S be the edges that remain. Let CR = (VR, R) ⊂ C be the subgraph
obtained from C by erasing S and any vertices left isolated. We also want to avoid
“dangling ends”, so for all e ∈ R with a vertex v of degree-1 in CR with v /∈ Σ we
add e to S.

Theorem 3.1.3. Let X = E2 or H2 and suppose Γ is a wallpaper or NEC group
Suppose we are given a fundamental tile-1-transitive tiling (F ,Γ) whose edges map
onto a graph C embedded in O = X/Γ. Let S = {e1, . . . , ek} be a subset of edges of
C whose removal avoids dangling ends. Then erasing all preimages of these edges
from F results in a non-fundamental tile-1-transitive ribbon tiling (T ,Γ), such that
the stabiliser group of each tile T ∈ T is isomorphic to the subgroup of Γ generated
by the erased edges.

Proof. The correspondence between edges of a fundamental domain, F ⊂ X , and
generators for a presentation of Γ are established in [226], as summarised in
section 2.5. If f is an edge of F , then f = F ∩ γ(F ) for an element γ ∈ Γ, and we
use the notation [f ] for this group element. We also know that each edge f that is
not a segment of mirror boundary is glued to another edge f ′ ∈ F (possibly itself)
so that [f ′] = [f ]−1. The image of f in O is an edge of C, p(f) = p(f ′) = e.
Choose a point x ∈ int(F ), and for each ei ∈ C choose a single tile edge
fi ∈ p−1(ei) ∩ F . Then for each fi, there is a simple orbifold loop αei

with
αei

(0) = x and αei
(1) = [fi](x), such that αei

([0, 1]) is a connected curve in X that
intersects the boundary of F in a single point of fi. This follows from the fact that
F is a topological disk. In the deck-transformation correspondence between the
orbifold fundamental group and Γ, we then have that [αei

] ∼ [fi].
Now let H be the subgroup of Γ generated by the group elements associated with
edges ei ∈ S and let T = ⋃︁

η∈H η(F ). T is path connected by the following
argument. Each orbifold loop αei

has a connected representative from x ∈ F to
[fi](x) in X , and any other such connected representative of αei

has the end-points
γ(x) and γ[fi](x) for some γ ∈ Γ. Therefore, for each η ∈ H, there is a path in X
from x to η(x) that lies entirely within T , obtained by writing η as a word in
[f1], . . . , [fk], and forming the corresponding concatenation of the lifts of the αei

loops.
By their definitions, H is the stabiliser subgroup of the ribbon tile T . If H is finite,
then it must be a cyclic or dihedral group, the erased edges must be one of the
three cases discussed in Section 2.5, and T will be bounded. If H is infinite, T
must be unbounded as it is the union of infinitely many distinct copies of F . Note
that when H is a proper subgroup of infinite index, then it is a free product of
groups as described in [107, 106]. Moreover, the case of finite index implies that
H = Γ, as we discuss further below, and means T is the whole of X .
Next consider the action of an isometry, γ ∈ Γ on a glued tile T . Recall that the
construction of T began with a particular choice of fundamental domain tile
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3 Ribbon tilings

F ⊂ X , and that Γ acts transitively on the tiling F . If γ ∈ H, then γF ∈ T ,
γη ∈ H for all η ∈ H and so γT = T . If γ /∈ H, then γF /∈ T , and in particular,
γηF /∈ T for any η ∈ H, so that γ(int(T )) ∩ int(T ) = ∅. It follows that for any two
γ, γ′ /∈ H, that either γT = γ′T or γ(int(T )) ∩ γ′ int(T ) = ∅. So let T be the union
of all distinct images of T . It then follows from the tile-transitivity of (F ,Γ), that
(T ,Γ) is also a tile-transitive ribbon tiling of X .

Lemma 3.1.4. The stabiliser subgroup, H, for the non-fundamental tile T ,
generated by erasing edges as in Theorem 3.1.3 is infinite if and only if it contains
a translation isometry.

Proof. First note that if H contains a translation isometry then it must be infinite.
And recall that a glide applied twice is a translation.
Now assume H is an infinite group of isometries of H2. If H is abelian, then it
must be generated by a single isometry of infinite order, i.e., a translation, glide or
parabolic rotation (an isometry with a single fixed point at infinity). This last case
can be ruled out as our tiling group Γ is assumed to have a compact orbifold. If H
is non-abelian, then we have a result from [81, Section 4.5] that such a group must
contain a translation.
Finally, we consider the case that H is an infinite discrete subgroup of isometries
of E2: H ⊂ O(2) ⋉R2. If H consists entirely of rotations and/or reflection
isometries and is discrete, then it must be a discrete subgroup of O(2), and
therefore finite. Since we assume H is infinite, not all its elements can be rotations
and reflections and we see that it must contain a translation or glide.

Lemma 3.1.5. Let (T ,Γ) be a tiling obtained via edge deletion from a
fundamental tile-1-transitive tiling as in theorem 3.1.3. If the stabiliser group H is
infinite, then the tile T is simply connected: it is a ribbon or branched ribbon.

Proof. From theorem 3.1.3, it follows that X is the union of path-connected,
unbounded tiles of the form γT for γ ∈ Γ and that all of these tiles have disjoint
interiors. If T is not simply connected, then its complement includes a bounded
component of X that is covered by isometric copies of T , which is clearly a
contradiction.

We briefly discuss the tile-k-transitive case. By the results of section 2.5, every
tile-k-transitive fundamental tiling comes from splitting an initial fundamental
tile-1-transitive tile into k pieces, each homeomorphic to a disk. Now suppose that
0 < j ≤ k tiles are fundamental, and consider what edges may be erased so that we
obtain a tiling with (j − 1) fundamental tiles. We want to stay within the class of
tile-k-transitive tilings, so the allowed deletions are restricted to edges that are
incident to only one symmetry class of fundamental tile, as required in the classical
setting. The construction of the glued tile, T , and its stabiliser group, H, then
proceeds in the same manner as for the tile-1-transitive case discussed above. Each
deleted edge has a simple orbifold loop associated to it avoiding all other edges, so
the resulting tile is path-connected, but not necessarily homeomorphic to a disk,
nor simply connected. There are three cases to consider.

1. H is finite, then the topology of T may be that of a closed disk (as before) or
a closed disk with finitely many holes.
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3.2 Enumeration and classification of branched ribbon tilings

2. H is infinite with finite index in Γ. This occurs only if H = Γ, as we prove
below. We call such a tiling “patchy,” because the tile with stabiliser group
H may have bounded holes containing other tiles; Euclidean examples of
these are enumerated in [114].
We now prove that H = Γ in this case.

Proof. Assume that the stabilizer H of T has finite index and is not all of Γ.
Then X is covered by finitely many copies of T and there is an edge of T
that corresponds to a group element γ not in H. Moreover, all conjugates of
γ in Γ are also not in H. Since H has finite index, it contains a subgroup N
of finite index that is normal in Γ. Since N has finite index in H, it must be
infinite and therefore contains translations of its own by lemma 3.1.4. Also,
because N is normal, Γ/N is a finite group of isometries of X and must
therefore be a subgroup of the dihedral group. However, this is impossible as
there must exist a translation in N corresponding to an orbifold loop whose
lift to X separates the connected component C of edges containing the edge
corresponding to a conjugate of γ from some of its conjugate copies. If not,
then the edges in C would bound a bounded region of X , in contradiction to
the assumption that H contained a translation to begin with.

3. H is infinite and has infinite index in Γ. If Γ is an NEC group it must be a
free product of groups of the form in [106] and contain a translation isometry.
The Euclidean case is called “stripey” in [114]. The complementary region in
those examples is a tile with infinite stabiliser group and so a ribbon.

3.2 Enumeration and classification of branched
ribbon tilings

We are now in a position to enumerate crystallographic tilings with ribbon tiles.
The steps are as follows:

1. Select a symmetry group of interest, and construct its orbifold.

2. Enumerate the possible tile-1-transitive fundamental tilings with methods
described in [154, 155] or [113], and represent these as graphs embedded in
the orbifold.

3. Systematically delete subsets of edges from the embedded graphs as
described in the section above to derive all tile-1-transitive non-fundamental
tilings, both regular ones with bounded tile and ribbon ones with unbounded
ribbon or branched-ribbon tiles.

4. To enumerate tile-2-transitive tilings, apply Huson’s SPLIT algorithm to the
fundamental-domain tile, then systematically delete allowed sets of edges
incident to one tile type, and then the second tile type.

5. To build more complex examples, apply successive split operations to
fundamental tiles, followed by edge erasing or tile gluing on each type of tile.
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3 Ribbon tilings

(a) The Euclidean orbifold
22⋆ which is a sphere
with one boundary
curve (the red dotted
line) and two cone
points of order 2.

(b) A slightly deformed
standard fundamental
domain for 22⋆. Four
fundamental domains
make up the rectan-
gular translational unit
cell shown.

(c) The standard funda-
mental domain drawn
as a graph embedded
in the orbifold quotient
space.

Figure 3.1: An example of a Euclidean orbifold quotient space, its geometric real-
isation and edge graph diagram. The vertical lines of (b) lie along the
mirrors and the two inequivalent centres of rotation are marked.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3.2: The other combintorial types of fundamental domain for 22⋆ with (a)
triangular, (b) quadrilateral and (c) pentagonal polygon regions. (d)–(f)
The corresponding edge graphs embedded in the orbifold quotient space.
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(a) Ribbon tile with sta-
biliser ∞∞.

(b) Ribbon tile with sta-
biliser ∞⋆.

(c) Ribbon tile with sta-
biliser 22∞.

(d) Ribbon tile with sta-
biliser ⋆∞∞.

(e) Ribbon tile with sta-
biliser 2 ⋆ ∞.

Figure 3.3: By deleting subsets of edges from the four fundamental domain edge
graphs shown in figures 3.1 and 3.2, we obtain five possible non-
fundamental tilings of 22⋆ with frieze group stabilisers.

(a) Ribbon tile with sta-
biliser ∞∞.

(b) Ribbon tile with sta-
biliser ∞⋆.

(c) Ribbon tile with sta-
biliser 22∞.

(d) Ribbon tile with sta-
biliser ⋆∞∞.

(e) Ribbon tile with sta-
biliser 2 ⋆ ∞.

Figure 3.4: These ribbon tiling patterns correspond directly to the quotient graph
diagrams in figure 3.3. Each drawing shows 2 by 2 translational unit
cells in the symmetry group 22⋆. The symmetry of the ribbon in (c)
can only be geometrically depicted by marking the tiles, e.g. with an ‘L’
motif.
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Steps 1-3 are illustrated for the wallpaper group pmg with Euclidean orbifold 22⋆
in figures 3.1–3.4, reproducing parts of the results from [114] with our methods.
The resulting list of tilings from this enumeration will naturally contain
equivariantly equivalent duplicates. For many tile-1-transitive cases where the
orbifold topology and singular locus is not too complex, it is possible to determine
the equivalence classes by eye. For the more complex orbifolds, and
tile-k-transitive cases, it is desirable to have a computable invariant. As already
known, the D-symbol provides such an invariant for tilings by closed disks. We
now present a method for the general case, based on introducing coloured edges to
the tiles with infinite stabiliser group to obtain a classical tiling-by-disks. As there
is more than one way to introduce the coloured edges, we describe how to find a
minimal symbol, and call this the coloured D-symbol.
Given a (ribbon) tile-k-transitive tiling of the Euclidean or Hyperbolic plane, first
identify a crystallographic symmetry group acting on the tiling (T ,Γ). Map the
tile pattern onto the symmetry group quotient space, i.e. its orbifold, O to obtain
a graph. In practice, this can be accomplished by finding some fundamental
domain F for the symmetry group. Note that the pattern of tile “edges” on the
orbifold is not necessarily connected and may contain simple closed curves with no
natural “vertex” (i.e. no intersection with the singular locus of O). We therefore
place a single vertex at an arbitrary point on any such loop. The next step is to
cut up the orbifold along the existing edges (coloured black) to obtain k pieces,
with tile vertices, orbifold cone points, mirror boundaries and corner points
marked with their order. Any piece that comes from a bounded disklike tile can be
treated as per the usual D-symbol process of barycentric subdivision. All other
pieces require extra cuts to create a polygonal domain for barycentric subdivision.
We will colour the edges along which these cuts are made green. We now describe
the process of inserting the green edges.

1. Let T be a tile from T that is not a disk or has infinite stabiliser group
H ⊂ Γ, and let T/H be the decorated quotient space with black tile edges
and vertices, cone points, mirror boundaries and corner points marked. T/H
is a compact 2-manifold with m boundary components, where these can now
be mirror boundaries or tile edges. Cap the boundary components to obtain
a closed surface A and compute the genus, g(A) ≥ 0 and orientability.

2. Add green edges, M , to all mirror boundaries not already coloured black. If
the mirror boundary has no corner points or intersection with black tile
edges, then insert a vertex at an arbitrary point.

3. If g(A) > 0, construct all possible finitely many graphs C on A (up to
combinatorial equivalence, where the marked points in A are ignored)
consisting of a single vertex v and αg loops (with α = 2 if A is orientable and
α = 1 if not) such that A \C is a topological disk. We then embed the graph
C in T/H, treated as a subspace of A. Otherwise, choose an arbitrary vertex
v.

4. Construct a neighbourhood D ⊂ T/H of the vertex v s.t. D is a disk
containing all boundary components and marked points in A and ∂D
intersects each of the αg paths twice.

5. Discard C ∩D to leave αg disjoint paths on T/H with endpoints vi on ∂D.
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3.2 Enumeration and classification of branched ribbon tilings

6. Construct all possible combinatorially distinct trees S in D such that S
spans exactly the following vertices:

a) the path endpoints vi, each of degree one.
b) cone points not already marked as belonging to a tile edge.
c) a single point on each boundary component and other component of

black edges of T/H, at an existing vertex of minimal degree, or cone
point.

7. Let U be the union of the green edges from M , one choice of C, and one
choice of S.

8. (*) From all possibilities for U , keep those such that T/H \ U is a
combinatorial polygon with a minimal number of edges.

The above algorithm is adapted from [155], but we have restricted it to insert as
few vertices and extra edges as possible. Note that there must be at least one tile
boundary component in T/H, so the construction of the tree, S, is well defined.
Illustrations and examples are provided in the following section.
Once we have candidate sets of green edges U , that cut each tile class into a
minimal polygon, we reassemble the fragments to form a tiling-by-disks with the
two edge colours, black and green. From this, we create a classical D-symbol for
each possible combination of cuts found in step (∗). A canonical representative
D-symbol for the tiling, the coloured D-symbol, will be the one that appears first in
the ordering as defined in [52], with green and black edges. Two such coloured
D-symbols are isomorphic if they are isomorphic in the usual sense, with the extra
requirement that the isomorphism preserves the (green and black) edge-colours.

Theorem 3.2.1. The graph isomorphism class (of weighted and coloured graphs)
of the coloured D-symbol uniquely determines the equivariant equivalence class of a
generalized tiling.

Proof. First note that the result of the above algorithm is a graph embedded in an
orbifolds quotient space that gives rise to a tiling by disks. Indeed, for every tile T
in T that is not a bounded disk there is a nontrivial loop γ in T/H. Since green
edges are inserted in such a way that the tile T is cut into a disk, with edges
connecting all boundary components given by tile edges, γ must intersect a green
edge. Since for classical tilings the isomorphism class of a D-symbol completely
characterises the isomorphism class of the symmetry group and the tiling
combinatorics, it suffices to show that the above algorithm for the construction of
the coloured D-symbol leads to a unique D-symbol for a classical tiling. Notice
also that the resulting disk tile has no further internal symmetries, in line with the
complexity ordering of D-symbols, whereby a tile with internal symmetries is more
complex.
The constructions on each tile involved are made in the quotient space T/H ⊂ O
and so do not depend on the particular realization of the tiling in X , i.e. do not
depend on the representative tiling T of the equivariant equivalence class. In each
step we construct only finitely many admissible combinatorially distinct classes of
graphs on O, since there are a finite number of combinatorially distinct
fundamental tilings for a given wallpaper or NEC group. Note that we can use
classical D-symbols to check for equivalence in every step of the algorithm. By the
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3 Ribbon tilings

methods of [52], one can rank D-symbols for classical tilings, so the definition of the
canonical D-symbol as the coloured classical D-symbol with minimum complexity
that is a result of the concatenation of the all green and black edges of all tiles in
T gives rise to a unique D-symbol encoding the tiling. Since the isomorphism class
of a coloured D-symbol is required to conserve the colouring of edges, any other
tiling equivariantly equivalent to T gives rise to green edges in the same way.

The enumeration of non-fundamental tile-1-transitive tilings, in both the classical
(disk-like) and ribbon tiling cases effectively constructs those subgroups that are
generated by a subset of the parent group Wilkie generators for fundamental
tilings. The subgroups are the stabiliser groups of the non-fundamental tile while
the parent group generators are dictated by the particular fundamental domain
that we start with. The following is helpful for applications. We observe that some
stabiliser subgroups are derivable from each fundamental domain for a particular
group, but this does not always hold. In fact, there are some non-fundamental
tilings that arise from edge deletion in just one combinatorial class of fundamental
domain (see figure 3.3d for example). Note, also, that it is possible that tilings
with more tile orbits give rise to more complicated stabilizer subgroups for ribbon
tilings, which will be subgroups of the stabilizer subgroups of the ribbon tilings
with one tile orbit.

3.3 Hyperbolic tiling examples
In this section we look at further examples of ribbon tilings that illustrate the
theory developed above and show how to apply our results in practice. We start
with an example of the classification of a ribbon tiling via coloured D-symbols.
Consider the ribbon tiling in figure 3.5. We identify its symmetry group as
G = 2223. Figure 3.5b shows a fundamental domain with the cone points on its
boundary. We see that this ribbon tiling has only one class of edge and tile. The
orbifold is (topologically) a sphere with four cone points, and the ribbon edge joins
the cone point of order 3 to one of order 2; see figure 3.5c. There are four possible
combinatorially distinct trees that span the black edge and the two other cone
points, as required by the algorithm at the end of Section 3.2, one of these is
drawn with green edges in figure 3.5c. The corresponding tiling is shown in figure
3.5d. Figure 3.5e shows the tiling corresponding to the tree that connects the
three-fold rotation point to each of the two-fold rotation points. It only has three
edges bordering each fundamental tile, hence it is the simplest classical tiling
encoding this ribbon tiling, as the other possible trees lead to more edges.
Barycentric subdivision as shown in figure 3.5f leads to the coloured D-symbol
shown in figure 3.6.
Now we will show how to enumerate the ribbon tilings with symmetry group 2224.
There are nine combinatorially distinct fundamental domain tilings with this
symmetry, shown in figure 3.7. More information about these tilings, coloured
pictures, their D-symbols and their transitivity classes can be found in [2]. The
nomenclature used here, i.e. QS20 to QS28 is that of EPINET and is used to
denote a combinatorial class of tiling, for the symmetry groups that are
commensurate with the gyroid family of triply periodic minimal surfaces. Classical
non-fundamental tilings are built from these by deleting from the tile-boundary
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(a) A tile-1-transitive rib-
bon tiling with symme-
try group 2223.

(b) The ribbon tiling from
(a) with a fundamental
domain FD of the
symmetry group. The
points of increased
symmetry on the
boundary of FD are
marked with their
orders.

(c) The orbifold is topo-
logically a sphere with
4 marked points. The
green edges are intro-
duced to form a tree.

(d) A classical tiling result-
ing from the insertion
of the edges indicated
in figure 3.5c. Each
fundamental tile is bor-
dered by four edges.

(e) The simplest classical
tiling, with fundamen-
tal tiles bordered by
only three edges.

(f) Barycentric subdivison
of the simplest classi-
cal tiling leads to the
coloured D-symbol for
the ribbon tiling.

Figure 3.5: Ribbon tiling with symmetry group 2223.
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A(3,9) B(3,9)

C(3,9)

D(3,9)E(3,9)

F(3,9)

s2

s2 s2

s0

s0 s0

s1

s1

s1

Figure 3.6: The coloured D-symbol for the ribbon tiling from figure 3.5 with sym-
metry group 2223. As in the classical setting, the D-symbol is a graph
that records adjacencies between triangles (or chambers) using different
line styles for adjacencies opposite a vertex (dashed), edge (dotted) and
face (solid). The two numbers associated with each chamber are face
and vertex indices: (f, v) where (σ0σ1)f (A) = A and (σ1σ2)v(A) = A are
orbits in the plane X that return to the starting chamber, A. Note that
it is always the case that (σ0σ2)2(A) = A as there are four chambers
around the midpoint of an edge. Our coloured D-symbol augments this
graph by recording the black or green colour for the tile edges shared by
σ2-adjacent chambers.
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(a) Corresponds to the
tiling QS20.

(b) Corresponds to the
tiling QS21.

(c) Corresponds to the
tiling QS22.

(d) Corresponds to the
tiling QS23.

(e) Corresponds to the
tiling QS24.

(f) Corresponds to the
tiling QS25.

(g) Corresponds to the
tiling QS26.

(h) Corresponds to the
tiling QS27.

(i) Corresponds to the
tiling QS28.

Figure 3.7: The different fundamental tilings with symmetry group 2224 generated
by the indicated generators, with the 4-fold rotation located at vertex
4. The naming QSn is that used in the epinet database [2]. Further
information about the tilings including their D-symbols is accessible at
epinet.anu.edu.au/QSn.
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graph C ⊂ O, a single edge incident at a cone point with degree-1. This process
results in five combinatorially distinct tilings, each with stabiliser group either
2• = C2 or 4• = C4.
When constructing the ribbon tilings, first note the following observations that are
a consequence of our results in the previous sections. In order to produce a ribbon
tile, we need to delete at least two edges from a fundamental domain.
Furthermore, deleting edges that are non-adjacent in the tile boundary must result
in a ribbon tile: If the two edges are related by a symmetry, then this symmetry
must shift all points in H2 by some length bounded from below, i.e. the symmetry
generates a translation or glide. If the two edges are not related by a symmetry
then the subgroup generated by the corresponding symmetry operations must be
non-abelian, and we are in the situation of Lemma 3.1.4.
For example, notice that the tiling in figure 3.7i can be obtained from the tiling in
figure 3.7d by splitting the degree-4 vertex between the cone points labelled ‘2’ and
‘3’ into two degree-3 vertices by introducing a new edge. Observe that the new
edge does not intersect any cone points, that it connects two distinct vertices in
the orbifold, and is not adjacent to a copy of itself. Therefore, deleting this new
edge must result in a ribbon tile with stabilizer group ∞∞. Here, while figure 3.7i
supports the ribbon tiling in figure 3.8a, the tiling from figure 3.7d does not.
A helpful observation for the enumeration of tile-1-transitive ribbon tilings is the
following. Consider such a ribbon tiling as a graph on the quotient surface O that
is a collection C of proper arcs, where we place additional marked points at every
vertex of the graph that is not already a cone point and mark them with a
common label. Consider further the case where the orbifold O contains no handles
or cross caps. In this case, we see that the two sets of simple proper arcs on the
quotient surface are related by a homemomorphism of the orbifold if and only if
they are isomorphic as graphs, under an isomorphism that preserves the vertex
colouring. This statement follows immediately from the above construction of the
canonical coloured D-symbol for ribbon tilings.
From the nine fundamental domain tilings for 2224, just three combinatorially
distinct ribbon tilings are possible; these are shown in figure 3.8. The example in
figure 3.8a can be generated by deleting suitable subsets of edges from six
fundamental domains, namely those of figures 3.7c and 3.7e–3.7i. The one in
figure 3.8b can be built from each of the nine fundamental domain tilings with
multiple distinct edge deletions from some domains giving the same tile-class. The
branched ribbon tiling in figure 3.8c can be found in eight of the fundamental
domain tilings: the minimal triangular fundamental domain outlined in figure 3.7a
cannot support this branched ribbon. Figure 3.9 illustrates that this fundamental
domain supports only one type of ribbon tile, the one with stabiliser 22∞ shown in
figure 3.8b.
Unlike the Euclidean 22⋆ example given in the previous section, all three classes of
ribbon tilings in figure 3.8 can be found within a single fundamental domain tiling.
For example, the fundamental domains in figures 3.7c and 3.7f support all three
ribbon tilings.
Finally, we provide a few examples of tile-2-transitive tilings. Figure 3.10 shows
two examples of tile split operations that each add a new edge to the fundamental
domain of figure 3.7f. The tiling in figure 3.10c shows an example of a non-classical
tiling with a finite stabilizer group, 4• = C4. Deleting the green edges in this case
results in a tile with the topology of an annulus.
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(a) Ribbon tiling with sta-
biliser group ∞∞.

(b) Ribbon tiling with sta-
biliser group 22∞.

(c) Branched ribbon tiling
with stabiliser group
24∞. The medial
axis is drawn in red
to show the branching
structure.

Figure 3.8: The three distinct classes of ribbon tilings with symmetry group 2224.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.9: Deleting any pair of edges from the triangular fundamental domain of
figure 3.7a leads to a ribbon tiling with stabiliser 22∞. Each of these
three tilings is equivalent to that in figure 3.8b

(a) Tile-2-transitive tiling
with symmetry group
2224 obtained by split-
ting the tiling in figure
3.7f.

(b) A different way of split-
ting the fundamental
tile in the tiling in fig-
ure 3.7f.

(c) The tiling resulting
from removing the
green edges from the
tiling in (b), resulting
in a ribbon tiling with
stabilizer group 4•.

Figure 3.10: Tile-2-transitive fundamental tilings with symmetry group 2224 and an
associated non-fundamental tiling.
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(a) A tile-2-transitive rib-
bon tiling with a non-
fundamental tile ob-
tained by deleting the
green edges from the
split tiling in figure
3.10a. The ribbon has
stabilizer group ∞∞.

(b) A tile-2-transitive rib-
bon tiling with a non-
fundamental tile ob-
tained by deleting an
edge from the split
tiling in figure 3.10c.
The ribbon has stabi-
lizer group 24∞.

(c) Gluing copies of the
remaining funda-
mental tile in (b)
produces a second
non-fundamental tile
with stabilizer group
4•

Figure 3.11: Tile-2-transitive ribbon tilings with symmetry group 2224.

Removing different edges from these split tilings gives the examples in figure 3.11.
The tilings in figures 3.11a and 3.11b each have one fundamental tile and one
non-fundamental tile with infinite stabiliser group, while 3.11c has two
non-fundamental tiles. The ribbon tiles in figure 3.11b and 3.11c have stabiliser
group 24∞ and are non-simply connected. In fact, the fundamental group of each
of these tiles is not even finitely generated.

3.4 Summary and applications
In this chapter, we showed how to enumerate and classify periodic, locally finite
tilings of the Euclidean or hyperbolic plane X , possibly with unbounded tiles with
nontrivial topology. The enumeration is based on gluing together fundamental
domain tiles to create non-fundamental ones, possibly with stabiliser groups of
infinite order. The method adapts well to the sequential enumerative aspects of
the classical theory estabilished in [113] because the new glue operations naturally
extend to split fundamental domain tilings.
The classification builds on the classical D-symbol by introducing coloured edges
that cut a ribbon or annulus tile into symmetry-related fundamental disks. The
coloured D-symbol encoding a ribbon tiling is isomorphic to another coloured
D-symbol if and only if the tilings may be deformed into one another while
preserving their abstract symmetry. When constructing the coloured D-symbol, it
is necessary to construct the possible trees on n vertices. For distinguishable
vertices, it is well-known that there are nn−2 spanning trees. As illustrated in
section 3.3, it is often possible to discard some trees in the construction of the
D-symbol. However, to prevent a combinatorial explosion in the classification
algorithm, future work should focus on a priori estimates of the D-symbol in this
enumeration and explore more efficient approaches to constructing the coloured
D-symbol of a given ribbon tiling.
Note also that the theory developed here extends to the situation of hyperbolic
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symmetry groups Γ, where the quotient space X/Γ has finite area but is not
compact. The situation is exactly the same as before and it makes sense to
interpret the punctures that appear in the orbifold as gyration points of infinite
order (i.e. parabolic isometries of X ). For example, it would still be the case in
this more general setting that deleting two non-neighbouring edges of a
fundamental tile-1-transitive tiling would lead to a tile with a translation in its
stabilizer subgroup, and consequently a tile with infinite area.
We will now look at an application of these results to surface embeddings of
graphs. Suppose (Ti,Γ), i = 1, 2 are two ribbon tilings in X , with Γ ⊂ Iso(X ) the
fundamental group of a Riemann surface S. Then Ti can be interpreted as graph
embeddings on S. Conversely, any embedding of a graph into S lifts to a ribbon
tiling of X . Note that for surface embeddings of graphs into topological surfaces,
one has to choose and fix some arbitrary complex structure on S, which defines the
covering by X .
Using these observations, our results on ribbon tilings yield a new algorithm to
determine whether two embedded graphs Gi in some topological surface S are
related by a homeomorphism of the surface. Like above, fix a complex structure on
S to obtain a covering by X along with two ribbon tilings (Ti, π1(S)), where
naturally π1(S) =: Γ ⊂ Iso(X ). Next, construct the coloured D-symbol for (Ti,Γ).
We know that the coloured D-symbols will be isomorphic if and only if there exists
a homeomorphism φ of X with φ(T1) = T2 and φΓφ−1 = Γ. Now, φΓφ−1 = Γ
implies that φ preserves Γ orbits as x ∼ y implies φy = φγx = γ̃φx for some
elements γ, γ̃ ∈ Γ, i.e. φ induces a homeomorphism of the surface S. This
reasoning can, with the results of section 2.3, be extended to include more general
surfaces with punctures, boundaries, or orbifolds.
Returning to the initial inspiration of this work — the question of how to
enumerate stripe patterns on the gyroid — this can now be achieved by finding
(branched) ribbon tilings in the symmetry groups compatible with the covering
map that wraps the hyperbolic plane onto this TPMS.
The next chapter will tackle the problem of generalizing combinatorial tiling
theory in an appropriate way to non-simply connected hyperbolic surfaces, giving
rise to what we refer to as isotopic tiling theory.
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In this chapter, we develop the mathematical tools needed to explore isotopy
classes of tilings, invariant under a given symmetry group, on hyperbolic surfaces
of finite genus, possibly nonorientable, with boundary, and punctured. More
specifically, we generalize results on Delaney-Dress combinatorial tiling theory
using an extension of mapping class groups to orbifolds, and use this to study
tilings of finite covering spaces of orbifolds. Our results can be used to extend the
Delaney-Dress combinatorial encoding of a tiling to yield a finite symbol that
encodes an isotopy class of tilings. Explicit constructions of tilings from this finite
symbol are quite involved, however, and are carried out in chapter 6. This chapter
focusses on theoretical aspects of isotopic tiling theory. The results provide the
basis for a complete enumeration of isotopically distinct tilings of hyperbolic
surfaces.
We first present an intuitive explanation of our approach. Recall that the aim of
this thesis is to investigate tilings of TPMS, where the tilings become entangled
graphs or polyhedra through the embedding into R3. As noted in section 2.5,
Delaney-Dress combinatorial tiling theory can be used to classify and enumerate
symmetric tilings of simply connected spaces such as H2 with closed disks, up to
equivariant equivalence, which includes isomorphisms of its symmetry group. The
enumeration starts from fundamental tile-1-transitive tilings to produce all others
by applications of GLUE and SPLIT.
In chapter 3, we saw how to generalize combinatorial tiling theory to include
unbounded tiles or tiles not homeomorphic to disks in the Euclidean or hyperbolic
plane. We found that it is still true that the fundamental tile-1-transitive tilings
can be used to construct all ribbon tilings using an extension of GLUE and SPLIT.
Also, we found that any graph embedded on a hyperbolic or flat surface S gives
rise to a ribbon tiling and therefore ribbon tilings are general enough to account
for all graph embeddings into a surface, up to homeomorphism.
What this means is that in order to study all ways of embedding a graph into a
hyperbolic surface S invariant under a discrete symmetry group Γ, it is enough to
find all ways of embedding into S fundamental tile-1-transitive tilings for the
symmetry group Γ. Recall from section 2.4 that we can view any TPMS as an
embedding of a finite genus hyperbolic surface in the flat three-torus T3.
Therefore, the problem we need to address is to find all ways to cut a hyperbolic
surface in T3 into smallest polygons that are mutually congruent. Each such
polygon will correspond to a fundamental tile-1-transitive tiling.
Throughout this chapter, we make heavy use of the notion of orbifolds from
section 2.3 and mapping class groups [75]. The formulation of equivariant isotopic
tiling theory and its connection with mapping class groups is novel. However,
there is a well-known connection between the Teichmüller space of closed Riemann
surfaces of genus g > 1 and certain isotopy classes of tilings of the hyperbolic plane
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with 4g sided polygons that we will use as inspiration [75]. We will derive
algorithms to enumerate, in theory, all equivariant tilings on a hyperbolic Riemann
surface in its uniformized metric, up to isotopy. Recall that by an equivariant
tiling we mean a tiling together with a compatible symmetry group. Note that this
also produces tilings for higher genus Riemannian surfaces by uniformizing the
metric within its conformal equivalence class by the results of section 2.2,
particularly lemma 2.2.1. These results will facilitate the future development of
the EPINET database (Euclidean patterns in non-Euclidean tilings) [1], the
central resource of the enumeration of Euclidean structure through hyperbolic
tilings. In fact, together with the results of section 6, our methods allow complete
enumerations of symmetric graph embeddings on hyperbolic surfaces such as
TPMS with arbitrary symmetry groups.
This chapter is structured into four main sections which cumulatively build the
connection between equivariant isotopic tiling theory and mapping class groups.
We clarify several smaller questions along the way, building intuition of previous
results in a new context. We begin with section 4.1 (Isotopy classes of tilings)
where we explain how to generalize combinatorial Delaney-Dress tiling theory to
encode isotopically distinct tilings of surfaces in terms of generators of the
symmetry group. Most of the results in this section are conceptual. In the brief
section 4.2 (Outer Automorphisms) we will elucidate the connection between outer
automorphisms and the generators that encode isotopically distinct tilings. Then,
having laid all the groundwork, we will introduce the mapping class group (MCG)
of orbifolds in section 4.3 and prove fundamental results facilitating its application
to tiling theory. In section 4.4, we establish some relations between the space of
equivariant isotopy classes of tilings of an orbifold and that of a finite covering
space. Lastly, in section 4.5, we highlight how some of the algebraic properties of
MCGs relate to the isotopy classes of tilings they correspond to.
As already mentioned, this chapter represents the theoretical foundation for an
enumeration of isotopy classes of tilings on surfaces. The implementation of these
results will be carried out in chapter 6 and are of inherent interest in the natural
sciences. As a result, we will try to offer a more descriptive exposition and point
out different viewpoints and build up intuition where we can. We are only
interested in hyperbolic orbifolds so unless explicitly stated otherwise, we (tacitly)
assume any orbifold to admit a hyperbolic structure. Recall that this can be
checked easily with the help of the cost formula (2.5).

4.1 Isotopy classes of tilings
Delaney-Dress tiling theory provides a systematic approach to the complete
enumeration of combinatorial equivalence classes of tilings in simply connected
spaces. This gives us a description of all combinatorially distinct tilings associated
to an orbifold in terms of combinatorial data. For our purposes, we require an
understanding of the distinct ways in which this combinatorial structure can be
embedded on the orbifold. For example, the stellate orbifolds 2223 and 2224 can
be decorated by a simple combinatorial structure consisting of one edge, however
this simple structure can manifest as an infinite set of distinct ribbon
tilings [71, 72, 189, 188], each commensurate with the gyroid, primitive, and
diamond TPMS.
Our approach really derives from our following crucial observation, which we will
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explain from three different points of view. For any given orbifold symmetry group
Γ in Iso(H2), one can construct the Dirichlet fundamental domain w.r.t. a point
x ∈ H2 as the set of all points whose distance to x is equal to or smaller than the
distance to any copy of x. Theorem 3.3 of [154] states that for every equivariant
equivalence class of tiling with cocompact symmetry group Γ there exists a choice
of x such that the Dirichlet fundamental domain w.r.t. x gives rise to a
representative tiling. There are finitely many such tiling classes [113, 153], and we
find finitely many corresponding points xi in H2 for representatives Ti. Now, every
other member of the equivariant equivalence class of tilings is related to Ti by a
homeomomorphism of H2, by definition. Now choose a set S of geometric
generators for Γ with relations as described in section 2.3, and consider the pair
(S, {Ti}). Any other set of geometric generators satisfying the same relations gives
rise to an isomorphism φ̃ of Γ, which in turn yields a homeomorphism φ of
orbifolds, i.e. of H2, since orbifolds with an appropriate isomorphism of their
fundamental groups are homeomorphic by theorem 2.3.2, see section 2.3.
Therefore, φ(Ti) is also a tiling with symmetry group Γ, which we can view as the
pair (φ̃(S), {φ(Ti)}). In this way, we associate sets of geometric generators of Γ to
fundamental tilings with symmetry group Γ.
An important feature of this formulation is that φ̃ induces a homeomorphism φ of
the orbifold O associated to Γ. If φ is isotopic in O to the identity, then we
identify the tilings (φ̃(S), {φ(Ti)}) with (S, {Ti}) for all i. This gives rise to a finer
type of equivalence between tilings than that of combinatorial tiling theory,
according to the following definition.

Definition 4.1.1. Two equivariant tilings (Ti, G) for i = 1, 2 of a simply connected
metric space X with the same symmetry group G ⊂ Iso(X ) give rise to two graphs
Γ1,Γ2 embedded in X/G. We call the tilings (Ti, G) isotopically (equivariantly)
equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism f of the orbifold O associated to G,
i.e. a homeomorphism of X with fGf−1 = G, with f(Γ1) = Γ2 that is isotopic to
the identity, i.e. there is a path1 of homeomorphisms of O from the identity to f .

It is easy to see that isotopic equivariant tilings have the same D-symbol. Note
that in the definition it is possible that there exists a homeomorphism h of
orbifolds with h(Γ1) = Γ2 that is not isotopic to the identity but the tilings are still
in the same isotopic equivalence class. We will discuss this situation in more detail
in section 5.
The above account of the situation depends crucially on choosing basepoints for
Dirichlet fundamental domains, which is why its practical applicability is
questionable. The problem is that it may happen that some combinatorial classes
of tilings show up as Dirichlet fundamental domains only when choosing the
basepoint for the domain from a set of measure zero, or in certain realizations of
the symmetry group in Iso(H2). The famous Dirichlet hexagon theorem for the
Euclidean plane illsutrates this, as it states that Dirichlet domains yield the
hexagonal tiling in E2 for almost all choices of a free abelian subgroup of rank 2 in
Iso(E2). While not directly applicable to the hyperbolic plane, since in E2 the
Dirichlet fundamental domain of a purely translational subgroup is independent of
the base point, we know of no results regarding the possible placements of base
points and the ensuing combinatorial class of Dirichlet fundamental domain. Note
also that although [154, Theorem 3.3] would guarantee that we can, in theory, find

1See section 4.3 for a definition of the topology on the space of homeomorphisms.
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a representative of all combinatorial equivalence classes of tilings with a given
symmetry group in H2 by choosing base points appropriately and constructing the
corresponding Dirichlet fundamental domains, the statement of the theorem there
is somewhat imprecise. In fact, it is only true that there is some realization of the
symmetry group in question for which a given combinatorial class of fundamental
tiling is realized as a Dirichlet fundamental domain2. On the other hand, efficient
algorithms were recently developed for the computation of Dirichlet fundamental
domains [223]. Computing homeomorphisms is very involved, and we will not
make use of this approach in this thesis and provide a different perspective.
Assume we are given a set of geometric generators S of a symmetry group
Γ ⊂ Iso(H2) with corresponding orbifold O. In particular, this determines a finite
presentation with one global relation of Γ, which coincides with (2.4). From a
D-symbol DS for some fundamental tile-1-transitive tiling with symmetry group Γ,
one can construct a combinatorial representation of a tiling T with D-symbol DS
of a simply connected space X simply by drawing a 2-simplex for a chamber and
adding all other chambers appropriately. This also determines an abstract
presentation of a symmetry group Γ′ in the isomorphism class of symmetry groups
of the class of tilings described by DS. Now, Γ′ is isomorphic to Γ, so we obtain
the Conway symbol of Γ from DS. From the combinatorial tiling representation
for T one can find a (generally nonunique) set of transformations that correspond
to a set S ′ of abstract geometric generators for Γ′, i.e. generators for a hyperbolic
symmetry group without an actual realization in Iso(H2), each of which maps
some subset of the boundary of some fixed tile to a similar subset of a
neighbouring tile. From the fixed tile, one also obtains the Wilkie generators,
introduced in section 2.5, of the corresponding fundamental domain’s associated
group presentation of Γ′. We express these in terms of the abstract geometric
generators in S ′, thus obtaining k transformations {γ′

i}k
i=1, each corresponding to

an edge of a fundamental domain in X under the action of Γ′. Note that, in
applications, it can be useful to first find an expression for a set of geometric
generators in terms of the Wilkie generators, with minimal overall word length.
Using the given set S of geometric generators and the expressions of {γ′

i}k
i=1 in

terms of the generators in S ′, we obtain k transformations {γi}k
i=1 in Γ ⊂ Iso(H2)

corresponding to edge traversals of a fundamental domain in H2 with associated
tiling with D-symbol DS. In particular, there must exist a point z0 ∈ H2 and
copies zi := γiz0 such that Γ applied to a set of non-intersecting (except at z0)
curves from z0 to zi yields the dual tesselation of T , realized in H2.
The choice of z0 is limited to points of some fundamental domain for Γ on which
the Wilkie generators act by crossing over some edge to a neighbouring tile.
Indeed, this boils down to the following observation. In any fundamental tile-1
transitive tiling TF , the Wilkie generators γi are defined as acting on a particular
fundamental tile T0 ∈ TF by edge traversals. We will now show that any other
choice of T0 has a different set of Wilkie generators, thus proving that a set of
Wilkie generators in Iso(H2) for a given tiling uniquely determines which tile of the
tiling they act on by edge traversals. For any other tile T̃ ∈ TF the corresponding
edge traversals are clearly given by γ̃γiγ̃

−1, where T̃ = γ̃T0, which uniquely

2To construct counterexamples to the more general statement, simply consider that the proof in
[154] would imply that a regular (12g − 6)-gon exists as a Dirichlet fundamental domain that
results in a tiling with only degree 3 vertices for every fundamental group of a genus g surface.
This cannot be true.
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determines γ̃. Since nontrivial elements of Γ only commute with powers of
themselves [81, Section 4.5], we find that T0 is indeed uniquely determined.
Moreover, every hyperbolic orbifold group contains at least two translations with
intersecting corresponding invariant axes, as follows from the results in section 3.1,
which often limits the possible locations of z0 in H2. We will say more about this
in section 4.3 below.
Note for the above the following technical details. For any fundamental
tile-1-transitive tiling T with symmetry group Γ, for every tile T ∈ T , there exists
a set S of geometric generators for Γ such that every element of S maps some
subset of the boundary of T to a similar subset of a neighbouring tile. First note
that the statement follows if one finds one tile-1-transitive tiling T for which there
is one tile for which there exists a set of geometric generators like above, because
equivariantly equivalent tilings are related by a symmetry preserving
homeomorphism. To see the existence of one such tiling, simply note that T may
be regarded as an embedded graph G in the associated orbifold’s quotient space O,
as described in section 2.5.2, where we view O as a space with features
corresponding to a set of geometric generators. Clearly, the lift of G is invariant
under elements of Γ that correspond directly to the features in O. Therefore,
cutting O along G produces a disk T that is a fundamental domain for Γ and a tile
of T with the desired properties.
Again, we see that from a set of geometric generators S of Γ and a D-symbol DS,
we obtain a tiling in H2 realizing DS.
The above construction may seem somewhat mysterious, and indeed, it is not clear
how to apply the procedure in practice efficiently. The main message is that given
a set S of geometric generators and a D-symbol of an equivariant equivalence class
of fundamental tile-1-transitive tiling (T ,Γ), we can, in theory, find an expression
for a set of Wilkie generators for the edge traversals of some tile T0 ∈ T in terms of
the elements in S. Now, for any tiling (T1,Γ1) in the same equivariant equivalence
class as (T ,Γ), by construction, the same expression yields the Wilkie generators
of the tile φ(T0), where φ is any homeomorphism of H2 with φ(T1) = T and
Γ1 = φΓφ−1. Note, on the other hand, that there is a lot of ambiguity involved in
finding such expressions.
The above view point, while theoretical, is an improvement over what was known
about constructing tilings with given D-symbols before. As an example, compare
figure 3.7 and the same combinatorial classes of fundamental tile-1-transitive
tilings given in the original source [2]. In the original source, the symmetry group
in Iso(H2) of the tiling is not fixed when enumerating the fundamental tilings, only
its isomorphism class, whereas the generators of the symmetry group in figure 3.7
are fixed.
As a further illustration, consider figure 4.1, which shows tilings with a realization
of the hyperbolic orbifold group G = 2224 as a group of isometries in H2. The
placements of the generators in H2 is indicated in figure 4.1a(vertices 1 to 4
corresponding to the generators 2224, respectively) and allows a fundamental tiling
for the supergroup ⋆2224 simply by considering the convex hull in H2 of the points
1 to 4. Now, there are two ways that a fundamental domain for 2224 can exhibit
the symmetries of ⋆2224. One is obtained by reflecting across the axis through the
points 1 and 4, as indicated in figure 4.1a. The other is obtained by doing the same
across the axis through points 2 and 3, as has been done in figure 4.1b. By the
above discussion, we can combinatorially give a description of the edges belonging
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to the fundamental tiling. In figure 4.1a, consider the rotations corresponding to
the generators r1, ..., r4, with centers c1, ..., c4 ∈ H2. Because the tiling is obtained
by doubling the fundamental tiling of ⋆2224, it is straightforward to see that the
corners/increased symmetry points on the polygon’s boundary correspond
clockwise, starting at c1, to the points c1, c2, c3, c4, r4(c3), r1(c2). This procedure
readily generalizes to arbitrary stellate orbifolds, i.e. those with only rotations for
generators. Given any generators r1, ..., r4 in Iso(H2) for 2224, this description of
edges defines a fundamental tiling, in this case with geodesic edges, regardless of
the generators placement in H2. Similarly, for the fundamental tiling of figure 4.1b,
the edges are given by hyperbolic lines connecting the points 1 to 6 in cyclic order,
which correspond to the points c1, c2, r2(c1), r−1

3 (c4), c3, c4, respectively. Figure 4.1c
illustrates that this relation for the edges still holds in a sheared version of the
fundamental tiling with symmetry group G. Here, the sheared fundamental
domain does not have the additional symmetries of the other two tilings.

(a) A transitive,
fundamental

equivariant tiling of H2

with symmetry group
2224.

(b) Another transitive,
fundamental

equivariant tiling of H2

with symmetry group
2224.

(c) A different placement of
generators, producing a
sheared version of the

fundamental tiling.

Figure 4.1: Fundamental tilings with symmetry group 2224.

The existence of a description of fundamental tile-1-transitive tilings w.r.t. a given
set of geometric generators for the symmetry group can also be seen in a slightly
different, but related way, using newer results on fundamental domains of
symmetry groups in [155]. There, a method is developed to produce all
combinatorial classes of fundamental domains of a given symmetry group in terms
of the geometric features of the associated orbifold. These features correspond to
‘letters’ of the Conway symbol and therefore directly to geometric generators of
the orbifold symmetry group, so the algorithm there can be also be used to yield
descriptions of such tilings purely in terms of the generators in Iso(H2).
We now turn to investigating to what extent the description of a combinatorial
class of tiling in terms of given generators of the symmetry group is unique. Given
a set of geometric generators of Γ in Iso(H2), fix a description of a fundamental
domain tiling in terms of these as above. For any other description, there is a
homeomorphism of H2 that takes one tiling to the other. Using the construction
with Wilkie generators from above, there is a lot of ambiguity in the choice of
which Wilkie generators to choose, so we shall, as a first step, choose one such set
that minimizes overall word length of Wilkie generators in terms of the given
geometric generators.
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Assuming that we fixed a particular way of constructing a tiling with given
D-symbol from a set of geometric generators, there is still a lot of ambiguity
involved in the fundamental tilings. Consider, for instance, how a Dirichlet
fundamental domain changes when varying the basepoint slightly. Even if the
combinatorial class of the fundamental domain is invariant under a change of
basepoint, the resulting tilings will not generally satisfy a strong notion of
equivalence, such as being isometric, since tile shapes change continuously. It turns
out, as we will show in section 4.3 below, that the tilings are uniquely determined
up to equivariant isotopy, i.e. related by a continuous path of homeomorphisms of
H2 that preserve the symmetry group G at every step. Recall that our goal is to
classify equivariant tilings with symmetry group G of a hyperbolic Riemannian
surface S up to a suitable notion of equivalence. By the above, we see that a
natural notion of equivalence of equivariant tilings on S with the same symmetry
group is isotopy in S. In the following, when we refer to tilings as resulting from
decorations of an orbifold O, we mean embedded graphs in O, the underlying
topological space of O.
There is a way to carefully choose only those sets of geometric generators for G
that yield a priori isotopically distinct fundamental tilings of S (see sections 4.2
and 4.4 below). We will see in section 4.4 that these different sets of locations for
generators for G give rise to non-isotopic tilings of S, with some caveats. For
example, the decorations have to be sufficiently complicated.
As an important example that illustrates our approach, consider tiling a genus 3
fundamental polygon of the Riemann surface S in H2, with conformal structure
uniquely determined by the condition that S has hyperbolic symmetry group ⋆246,
which, as a triangle with prescribed angles, carries a unique conformal structure.
There are 7 different versions of the 22222 subgroup that are supergroups of
π1(S) [199], of which some are conjugate in ⋆246. By Hurwitz’ theorem, there is a
smallest (area-wise) possible hyperbolic group G0 that is a supergroup of π1(S)
and all versions of 22222 will be a subgroup of G0 and we see that ⋆246 = G0,
simply because ⋆246 has no hyperbolic supergroups, which can be seen from the
curvature formula (2.5), as the number of orbifolds with smaller area than ⋆246 is
very limited. Each version of 22222 now has to be treated independently of the
others when classifying all isotopy classes of equivariant tilings on S. Indeed, the
fundamental tilings for isomorphic but distinct symmetry groups are generally
non-isotopic as tilings on S (see section 4.4 below). The possible symmetry groups
of tilings on S compatible with the conformal structure on S are thus restricted to
the finitely many groups G that satisfy π1(S) ⊂ G ⊂ G0.

4.2 The Group of Outer Automorphisms
Let G be a hyperbolic orbifold group. The group of all automorphisms of G is
denoted by Aut(G). For example, conjugation by any element g ∈ G induces an
automorphism cg(g̃) := gg̃g−1 for g̃ ∈ G . Such automorphisms are traditionally
called inner automorphisms, and the normal subgroup of all of them is denoted by
Inn(G) := {cg|g ∈ G}. Picturing G as a discrete group of isometries of a
Riemannian manifold M , roughly speaking, after having chosen a fundamental
domain D for G, we can reconstruct M by applying elements of G to D, and M
breaks up into copies of D. Under an inner automorphism of G, the elements of G
that are used to construct M from D translate to instead building M from the
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same pieces in the same way, starting from another copy of D. In view of the
previous section, any fixed method of constructing a tiling from generators will
reproduce the exact same tiling for any set of conjugate generators. For this
reason, we are actually interested in the group of outer automorphisms
Out(G) := Aut(G)/ Inn(G).
We fix a set of geometric generators G1 ⊂ Iso(H2) for G and consider subsets S of
the elements of G ⊂ Iso(H2). We are interested in the following question: When
does S constitute a set of geometric generators for G with the same relators?
Interpreted within the context of group automorphisms, any such set S gives rise
to an automorphism α of G, by associating corresponding generators via α. Since
geometric generators satisfy the same relations, α has a well-defined extension to
all of G, by expressing any g ∈ G as some word in the generators and imposing the
condition that α is a morphism of groups.
In this way, starting from G1, we see that for any other set of generators S, we
have a corresponding element of Out(G), where G1 corresponds to the identity
morphism. Note, however, that we are not interested in the full group of
automorphisms. Instead, we will restrict our attention to the subgroup of
type-preserving automorphisms, as defined in section 2.3. This restriction is
exactly what is needed to ensure that the combinatorics of general tilings are
invariant when given as decorations of the associated orbifold (see theorem 4.3.4
below).
Any tesselation with symmetry group G = π1(O) is clearly invariant under an
inner automorphism of G in the sense that the same combinatorial description to
produce a tiling from generators gives the same isotopy class of tiling for
generators related by an inner automorphism. The converse is also true - the inner
automorphisms of G are the only (type-preserving) automorphisms that leave
invariant every decoration on O. We will prove a version of this statement in
theorem 4.3.4 below. One way to think about this is to look at the relation
between orbifold group elements and curves on the orbifold, which in turn can be
interpreted as decorations lifted to the universal cover. Thus, when a sufficiently
complicated decoration of the fundamental domain is invariant w.r.t. an
(orientation preserving) homeomorphism of the underlying orbifold, the underlying
homeomorphism must be isotopically trivial in the orbifold because it fixes all
curves and therefore orbifold elements. This means that it corresponds to an inner
automorphism of G by theorem 4.3.4 below. In case of noncompact orbifolds, this
statement is only true for geometric automorphisms.

Definition 4.2.1. We call an automorphism α of an orbifold group Γ geometric, if
there exists a homeomorphism f of H2 that is Γ fiber-preserving w.r.t. the
universal covering of the orbifold by H2 (or a totally geodesic subspace thereof in
case of boundaries) and induces α via α(γ) = fγf−1, where γ ∈ Γ ⊂ Iso(H2).
Equivalently, an automorphism is geometric if it is induced by a homeomorphism
of the orbifold associated to Γ.

For an example illustrating the need to define this class of automorphisms, refer to
[75, p. 233], which illustrates that not all automorphisms are geometric in the case
of thrice-punctured sphere. Note that theorem 2.3.2 provides a classification of
geometric automorphisms.
Note that nongeometric automorphisms are not morphisms in the category of
developable orbifolds. Any equivariant tiling corresponds to a decoration of an
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orbifold, and combinatorial equivalence between tilings means that there is a
homemomorphism of H2 that maps the tilings to each other and induces a
homeomorphism of the orbifolds. Such a homeomorphism must map boundary
components to boundary components, cone points to cone points of the same
order, mirror boundaries to similar mirror boundaries, and punctures to punctures.
Therefore, nongeometric automorphisms are not part of combinatorial tiling
theory. It turns out that type-preserving automorphisms are closely related to
geometric automorphisms as we shall see more precisely in theorem 4.3.4.
Summarizing, we are not interested in the full group of outer automorphisms,
because in the general case of orbifolds with boundaries or punctures, the
designation of the type of the generator as a hyperbolic translation or a boundary
hyperbolic transformation is important to us. Note also that while orientation is a
geometric notion, there is an algebraic analogue [233] that captures the intuition of
the geometric notion, so it makes sense for us to talk about the orientation of
automorphisms of an abstractly defined hyperbolic orbifold group, without a
specific realization of an orbifold as a group of isometries in H2. Once expressions
for decorations in terms of geometric generators are known, the original surface
decorating problem reduces to the study of the group of outer automorphisms of a
hyperbolic orbifold symmetry group.

4.2.1 The higher dimensional case
Instead of considering tilings of two-dimensional surfaces, one could ask if the
methods of this chapter also allow for generalizations for a theory of isotopy classes
of tilings for higher dimensional hyperbolic spaces. Delaney-Dress combinatorial
tiling theory works in a similar way for higher dimensional manifolds, again
yielding a classification of combinatorial equivalence classes of tilings [62]. Note
though, that it is much more difficult and in general, as far as we know, an
unresolved issue to ascertain whether or not a given D-symbol actually
corresponds to a tiling of a manifold.
The celeberated Mostow rigidity theorem [174] implies that the deformation space
of finite volume hyperbolic structures on an orbifold of dimension ≥ 3 is a
singleton. Definition 4.1.1 then implies that there can only be one isotopy class of
tiling within an equivariant equivalence class with the same symmetry group G.
Note also that Out(O) is trivial, so any induced isomorphism of G must be trivial.
Also, once we have chosen generators for the symmetry group, there is no way to
obtain other nonconjugate generating sets via an automorphism. As a result, the
theory we develop here is a peculiarity of two-dimensional spaces.

4.3 The Mapping Class Group of an Orbifold
Our goal is to classify all sets of geometric generators for hyperbolic orbifold
groups π1(O) ⊂ Iso(H2) that lead to different tilings when decorated in a fixed
way, according to D-symbols as outlined in section 4.1 above. Moreover, we want
to investigate rigorously in what sense this construction of tilings from generators
gives rise to a unique tiling. We assume some working knowledge of MCGs of
classical surfaces, and postpone an introduction of well-behaved generators to the
next chapter. For an introduction to MCGs of classical surfaces, refer to [75].
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4 Isotopic tiling theory for hyperbolic surfaces

Having laid the groundwork, we introduce the mapping class group (MCG) of
orbifolds and prove fundamental results facilitating its applications to tiling theory.
Let O be a not necessarily orientable hyperbolic 2-orbifold, possibly with finitely
many punctures and some boundary components. Denote by O its underlying
topological surface with weighted marked points at conical singularities of order
equal to the assigned weight. Punctures can be treated as part of O by assigning
the weight label ∞, see section 2.3. Every mirror in O represents part of a
boundary component in O, corresponding to the set of points in its singular locus.
Now, similar to conical singularities, we label the mirror boundary components
according to their type, which is essentially given by its corresponding substring of
the Conway symbol for π1(O). Note, however, that given such a substring of a
symmetry group’s Conway symbol that designates a mirror boundary component,
it is possible to cyclically permute the numbers in the string and, moreover, to
reverse their cyclic ordering in the presence of a crosscap without changing π1(O).
Even without a crosscap in the symmetry group, one may reverse the cyclic orders
for all mirror boundaries simultaneously [47]. Now, given such an equivalence class
of substrings of a Conway symbol with representative ⋆abc...d, place a point
marked by an a on the boundary and continue inserting the points bc...d
counterclockwise on the boundary, producing a labelled boundary.
Finally, we call O together with its labels the labelled underlying surface of O. Let
Σ be the singular locus of O, i.e. the (not necessarily isolated) branch point set of
the covering H2 → H2/π1(O) and denote O0 := O − Σ. Note that O and O0 are
orientable if mirrors are the only orientation reversing features of O. We can
picture O0 as embedded in a surface with usual boundary components in place of
the mirror components.
We consider Hom(O), the group of homeomorphisms of O that leave invariant the
features of O, i.e. do not change the weight assigned to marked points, map
punctures to punctures, other boundary components to other boundary
components and mirrors to mirrors of the same type, i.e. we require the
homeomorphisms to map the marked points on mirror boundaries to marked
points on mirror boundaries with the same label, which guarantees that the
mirrors in-between them get mapped accordingly. Note that we usually assume the
homeomorphisms to preserve the orientation of an orientable orbifold and point
out the distinction only where there is ambiguity. Endowing Hom(O) with the
compact-open topology turns it into a topological group. Denoting by Hom0(O)
the connected component of the identity in Hom(O), we define the mapping class
group (MCG) of the orbifold O as Mod(O) := Hom(O)/Hom0(O). In other words,
Mod(O) is the group of isotopy classes of the homeomorphisms in Hom(O), where
at every step of an allowed isotopy the corresponding map is in Hom(O). Note
that it is possible for an element of Hom(O) to map a mirror boundary component
to itself in a nonisotopically trivial way. For example, when O has a mirror
boundary component labelled by ⋆abcdabcd, then the homeomorphism that twists
the boundary half-way around itself is an element of Hom(O) − Hom0(O). For
boundary components that are not mirrors, in contrast to standard ways of
defining the MCG, for which homeomorphisms are required to fix boundaries
pointwise [75], this means that all homeomorphisms and isotopies can twist around
the boundary. For any [g] ∈ Mod(O) that does not permute boundary
components, there is thus always a representative f ∈ Hom(O) that fixes the
boundary pointwise if g is orientation preserving. See also [67, Theorem 5.6].
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There is thus no difference in how nonmirror boundaries and punctures are treated
topologically. Proposition 3.19 of [75] relates the two ways of defining MCGs for
(orientable) surfaces with boundaries. Note that there are many advantages to
defining MCGs that fix boundaries pointwise. In particular, MCGs of subsurfaces
can be related more easily to subgroups of the MCG of an ambient surface because
one can extend homeomorphisms that fix boundaries.
The following is based mainly on ideas from [160] and [84], whose results we
generalize and make precise. The MCG is usually defined using homotopies
instead of isotopies. For orientable O, [160, Lemma 2] shows that f ∈ Hom(O) is
homotopic in O0 to the identity if and only if it is isotopic in Hom(O) as defined
above. The arguments in the proof are based almost exclusively on results by
Epstein in [67], whose results are also proved for nonorientable surfaces and not
necessarily hyperbolic ones. Now, all ordinary boundary components of O are
disjoint from those with mirrors. Therefore, all homeomorphisms that are
homotopic to the identity on mirror boundary components are treated in the same
way as boundary components but disjointly and Epstein’s proof remains correct
word for word. Thus, we have
Lemma 4.3.1. Let f, g ∈ Hom(O) be such that they are homotopic on mirror
boundary components. Then [f ] = [g] ∈ Mod(O) if and only if f and g are
homotopic in O0.
As this lemma illustrates, mirror boundaries require a slightly different treatment
from the other elements of the MCG. We will see that this is a reoccurring theme
in our investigations.
Let f be a representative of an element of Mod(O) that maps a single mirror
boundary component m to itself nontrivially but is otherwise isotopically trivial,
i.e. is supported in a neighbourhood of m. We postpone a detailed discussion of
other distinguished elements of MCGs until chapter 5, which also includes
definitions of Dehn twists. See also [75] for a general introduction. By definition,
m can be interpreted as a polygon with edges corresponding to mirrors. Then, f
corresponds to a finite number of Dehn twists around m and possibly a reflection,
acting on the constituent mirrors. In O0, m corresponds to a boundary component,
and we can talk about the orientation of this component, given locally in a
suitable neighbourhood of m. For example, a mirror with label ⋆abccba admits a
nontrivial homeomorphism that corresponds to a reflection that reverses the
orientation of the boundary underlying m and therefore the orientation of the
curve λ that goes around m once3. In particular, this homeomorphism of O is
generally not just supported in a small neighbourhood of m, since such an
orientation reversing homeomorphisms map the curve going around m to the
inverse curve in π1(O), which can only leave the global relation invariant if it also
changes other generators for sufficiently complicated orbifolds. The subgroups of
orientation preserving elements of any subgroup of the dihedral group are
well-known to be cyclic. In particular, there exists an element c of Hom(O) that is
supported in a neighbourhood U ⊂ O of m that generates all nontrivial orientation
preserving homeomorphisms of U that leave m invariant as a set. All
homeomorphisms that act trivially on m clearly commute with c.

3Note that on oriented surfaces, the orientation of a boundary curve is commensurate with the ori-
entation of the surface and therefore homeomorphisms that preserve the orientation of boundary
curves must preserve the orientation of the surface. Conversely, homeomorphisms that change
the orientation of boundary curves also change the orientation of the surface.
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Now, it is easy to see that c is nontrivial when interpreted as an element in
Mod(O). By considering curves that touch mirror boundary curves and lift to
curves that cross the corresponding mirror boundaries in the universal covering
space, we also see that all powers of c are generally distinct in Mod(O). Note
though, that there is a smallest4 integer k such that ck corresponds to a Dehn
twist Tλ around m. In particular, Tλ in Mod(O) generally depends on λ and it can
happen that Tλ has finite order, if λ does.
We will henceforth refer to any element in the group generated by c associated to a
mirror boundary as a mirror twist. It is known that MCGs have solvable word
problem and are finitely generated [75], facts which we will say much more about
in subsequent sections. For now, it is sufficient to know that the proof in [75] using
Alexander’s method to locally analyse the action of a homeomorphism that
classical MCGs have solvable word problem generalizes to show that orbifold
MCGs also have solvable word problem. We will discuss much stronger statements
in section 6.2. Now, assume we are given a generating set containing all mirror
twists associated to mirror boundaries and only elements of Mod(O0) otherwise.
Then we shall refer to any homeomorphism that can be expressed without mirror
twists as not containing mirror twists. These form a subgroup F .
As a consequence of lemma 4.3.1, the subgroup of Mod(O) that corresponds to
homeomorphisms that do not include the elements c for the mirror boundary
components, but may permute allowed boundaries, is a finite index subgroup of
the classical MCG Mod(O0) of O0. Note that Mod(O0) can permute all boundary
components and punctures.
To make the following precise, we need to choose base points on every mirror
boundary component and a set of curves with one curve for each mirror base point
that bounces off the base point before going back to the base point in the orbifold,
encircling nothing else. Using these, we can detect whether or not a
homeomorphism that permutes boundary components includes twists or not by
looking at how these curves get mapped to similar curves, and how the base point
changes. Now, if an isotopy class of homeomorphisms f of O not containing mirror
twists permutes the boundary components m1 and m2, each with corresponding
isotopy class of generators of mirror twists c1 and c2 as above, then we see that
f ◦ c1 = c2 ◦ f . This means that the subgroup T of Mod(O) generated by mirror
twists around the mirror boundaries, is normal in Mod(O). Moreover, we find that
the short exact sequence

1 → T → Mod(O) → Mod(O)/T → 1

splits, since clearly F ∩ T = {e} and Mod(O) = FT . Since the twists around the
individual boundaries commute, T is isomorphic to Zs for some s and Mod(O) is a
split extension of a finite index subgroup of the mapping class group of O0.

Different versions of MCGs, including some classes of orbifolds, have received
considerable attention in the literature. As far as we know, the above is the first
instance of a discussion of elements of the MCG of O that act nontrivially on
mirror boundaries. The most general theorem on orbifolds and their MCGs that
we could find is [84], which is not satisfactory for our needs.
The following is based on the ideas of [160], in particular pages 499 − 500. Let
Γ = π1(O), with canonical projection map p : H2 → O = H2/Γ. Consider a

4This is meant as having the smallest absolute value.
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connected component Z of H2 − p−1(Σ), where Σ, as above, denotes the singular
locus of O. Then p : Z → O0 is a non-branched and regular cover of connected
topological spaces. Furthermore, π1(O0) has generators Xi corresponding to curves
around the isolated points of the singular locus. Choose base points z0 and x0 for
Z and O0 such that p(z0) = x0, so we can talk about concrete subgroups of the
fundamental groups involved.
By standard covering space theory (see [100, Proposition 1.39] in particular), the
group of deck transformations Γ̃ of the regular cover p : Z → O0 and π1(O0) are
related by Γ̃ = π1(O0)/π1(Z). Here, we interpret π1(Z) as a (normal) subgroup of
π1(O0) in the usual way, i.e. under the push forward of p♯ as p♯(π1(Z)). Clearly,
π1(Z) equals the normal closure in π(O0) of the elements Xoi

i , where the oi are the
orders of the Xi in O, since these are exactly the relations imposed on the
generators of π1(Z) when passing over to π1(O0) with p. Let f ∈ Hom(O), then,
by definition, f : O0 → O0 preserves the order of branching of p. We therefore have
that f♯(Xoi

i ) ∈ π1(Z). This is exactly the criterion (see [100, prop. 1.33]) for the
map f ◦ p to lift to a continuous map f1 : Z → Z. Similarly, we see that f1 is
actually a homeomorphism.
We will check that f1 can be uniquely extended to the closure of Z in H2 and then,
if necessary by reflections, to a map f ∗ on all of H2 (or a totally geodesic subspace
thereof, depending on whether O has a boundary). Take a sufficiently small
neighbourhood U of one of the punctures in Z. Then f1(U) has infinite cyclic
fundamental group, meaning it is either a punctured disc or an annulus in H2. The
case of the annulus cannot be true, because Z\f1(U) = f1(Z\U) is connected.
Note for this that the annulus cannot have one boundary component be equal to a
boundary component of Z by construction. Thus, f1 permutes the punctures.
Similarly, we see that f1 permutes the boundary components of Z and can thus be
extended to the closure of Z. Then, to obtain f ∗, we impose the reflections across
the boundaries of Z that correspond to mirrors. That this is well-defined follows
from f1 being restricted to preserve the types of mirrors. The extension is unique
and the only ambiguity here stems from lifting f to f1, but two such lifts are
related by a deck transformation in Γ. We obtain an automorphism α of Γ defined
by α(γ) := f ∗γ(f ∗)−1. Note that α is defined only up to conjugation by elements
in Γ. Now, by construction, f ∗ preserves the designated types of elements of Γ,
and is therefore type-preserving.
Below we will need the following theorem, which is proved in [162] for orientable
orbifolds. A similar proof can also be found in [20].

Theorem 4.3.2. Suppose f ∈ Hom(O) and assume that f does not contain any
mirror twists. Then there is a lift f ∗ like above such that the induced
automorphism α is the identity automorphism of π1(O) if and only if f is
homotopic in O0 to the identity mapping.

We will see below in the proof of theorem 4.3.4 that mappings of O that are
homotopic in O0 and on mirror boundaries yield the same automorphism of Γ,
which deals with one direction. The proof of the other direction requires careful
study of the proof in [162]. The proof works in exactly the same way as presented
there, but we need to exchange one of the key ingredients. The following lemma
replaces lemma 1 in [162].

Lemma 4.3.3. Suppose S is a Riemann surface as above (possibly obtained, like
O0, from a surface with features O) and g is a homeomorphism of S. Let α be a
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simple closed curve based at 0 that is disjoint from the boundary. If there exists an
arc c from a point 0 ∈ S to g(0) such that α is homotopic to cg(α)c−1 for all such
α, then g is homotopic in S to the identity.

In [20], the statement of lemma 4.3.3 for orientable, closed surfaces is proved using
hyperbolic geometry of the surface in H2. All of the arguments used there also
work for the surfaces with features that we study, as long as we keep in mind the
following. First, the construction of the lift of a map f in [20, p. 20] has to be
replaced by the construction of f ∗ given above. Secondly, the orbifold fundamental
group π1(O) is generated by based simple closed curves in O0, similar to the
classical case. Note that by isotoping appropriately, we can assume that the
basepoint is fixed under homeomorphisms of O0. Lemma 4.3.1 then yields the
statement of theorem 4.3.2. There is also a discussion of a version of theorem 4.3.2
in [233] in a less general context.
Note also that using the arguments found in [233, p. 152], one can prove that one
obtains orientation-reversing automorphisms of a group by orientation-reversing
lifts of orientation-reversing homeomorphisms.
Let us look at an example. The MCG of a space is often studied by looking at the
action of the homeomorphism classes on isotopy classes of curves. For example, let
O be an orbifold with symmetry group G := π1(O) = 2222a, with a ≥ 2, then
Mod(O) is one of two different types of groups. If a = 2, Mod(O) = Mod(S5), the
usual MCG of the 5-punctured sphere with punctures p1, ..., p5 corresponding to
the fixed points of hyperbolic rotations r1, ..., r5. If a > 2, Mod(O) is the subgroup
of Mod(S5) corresponding to those homeomorphism classes that fix the conical
singularity a. The set of elements of finite order in G is characterisic, i.e. preserved
as a set under automorphisms. If, moreover, an automorphism α : G → G is
type-preserving and orientation preserving (see below for an algebraic definition of
orientation preserving), α(ri) = trjt

−1 for some t ∈ G [233]. It is impossible that
this kind of transformation sends an elliptic transformation to a nontrivial power
of itself. Indeed, assume that rd = trt−1 for some d > 1. Then
rd−1 = trt−1r−1 = [t, r] is elliptic. However, by [81, pp. 191-193], the commutator
of an elliptic transformation with any other transformation cannot be elliptic.
Therefore, mapping an elliptic transformation to a conjugate of a nontrivial power
of itself can never yield an automorphism of the whole orbifold group, even if it
does yield one of the local group. This generalizes an observation made in [71] and
[72], and discussed in more detail in [69], whereby the placement of rotational
centers for generators in certain domains of H2 is prohibited.
As already mentioned, automorphisms of π1(O), where O is an orientable orbifold,
can be assigned an orientation with the expected property that all orientation
preserving automorphisms form a subgroup of index 2 in all automorphisms [233].
Moreover, orientation reversing automorphisms are exactly those automorphisms
that change the left hand side of the global relation (2.7) to a conjugate of its
inverse, whereas orientation preserving automorphisms map it to a conjugate of
itself. We denote with Aut+(π1(O)) the subgroup of orientation and
type-preserving automorphisms, which contains all inner automorphisms, and with
Out+(π1(O)) the corresponding subgroup of outer automorphisms. The
well-known Dehn-Nielsen-Baer theorem [75, Theorem 8.1] can be generalized [160]
to show that

Mod(O) ∼= Out+(π1(O)).
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We will prove the following, in much the same way, by providing an explicit
isomorphism. We use the ideas outlined in a different context in a similar
proof [84] as inspiration.

Theorem 4.3.4. Let O be a nonorientable hyperbolic orbifold, with nonorientable
underlying topological space. Then the MCG Mod(O) defined above is isomorphic
to Outt(π1(O)), the group of type-preserving outer automorphisms. If O is
orientable, possibly containing mirrors, then the MCG Mod(O) is isomorphic to
Out+(π1(O)), the group of orientation and type-preserving automorphisms.

Proof. The orientable case without mirrors was dealt with in [160], so we mostly
focus on the nonorientable case. Define a morphism φ : Mod(O) → Outt(G) by
φ(f)(γ) := f ∗γ(f ∗)−1 for γ ∈ G, where f ∗ is the lift of f defined above. Notice
that the ambiguity of f1 in the construction of f ∗ means that φ is only defined up
to inner automorphisms. Two isotopic maps in Hom(O) yield the same image in
Outt(G), so φ is well-defined on isotopy classes. Indeed, assume that f is isotopic
to the identity. We can further assume that f fixes the base point x0 ∈ O0 [67].
The idea is that an isotopy gives rise to a path of homeomorphisms, which defines
a path of automorphisms. Consider the closed loop λ : [0, 1] → O based at x0 that
corresponds to the path that x0 takes under the given isotopy φt. Then, by
mapping a closed loop l based at x0 to the concatenation of first following λ until
the point φt(x0), then going around the deformed curve φt(l) and back to x0 along
λ we see that because G and therefore its automorphism group is discrete, the
image in G must be constant, so the induced automorphism is inner.
For mirrors, note that it is clear that mirror twists are isotopic if and only if they
induce the same image in Outt(G), because they are defined in terms of homotopy
classes of simple closed curves that touch the mirror boundaries. Firstly, [75,
Sections 1.2.6 and 1.2.7] contains a discussion of how to upgrade homotopies of
simple closed curves and arcs to isotopies. These isotopies can be further upgraded
to smooth isotopies [32], from which [105, Chapter 8, theorem 1.3] yields the result
that we can extend such isotopies to isotopies of the whole surface. Note also that
mirror twists are supported in neighbourhoods of boundaries, and can be applied
appropriately after applying other homeomorphisms first without changing the
result. Note, moreover, that we can apply isotopies to all other homeomorphisms
before applying any isotopies to mirror twists, without changing the result. All in
all, we have that φ is indeed well-defined on isotopy classes of homeomorphisms.
Theorem 2.3.2 states, in particular, that any type-preserving automorphism is
realized geometrically as a homeomorphism of the underlying surface and therefore
φ is surjective.
For injectivity, assuming that f lifts to a homeomorphism f ∗ that induces an inner
automorphism, there is a lift of f ∗ that is the identity automorphism on G. Along
with the above discussion of mirror twists, theorem 4.3.2 concludes the proof.

While theorem 4.3.4 is an important result, it is as of yet unclear how to use this
isomorphism in general for practical purposes. The same proof holds in the
Euclidean case, where the surjectivity of the homomorphism is true for the same
basic reasons that it is true for hyperbolic orbifolds.5

5The only difference is that the theorems on quasi-conformal maps in the proof of theorem 2.3.2
turn into statements about affine maps. These were known much earlier than their respective
hyperbolic counterparts.
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From the proof of theorem 4.3.4 and the fact that geometric automorphisms are
type-preserving, we also obtain the following.

Proposition 4.3.5. For a compact orbifold O without boundary hyperbolic
elements and punctures, every automorphism of π1(O) is realized geometrically, so
the MCG Mod(O) is isomorphic to either the group of all outer automorphisms of
π1(O) or just the orientation preserving ones, depending on whether or not O is
orientable.

Summarizing what this means for tiling theory, recall that we obtain tilings from a
given set of generators of the symmetry group with a fixed method by the previous
section 4.1. We now know that two tilings produced in this way for a fixed method
with a fixed set of generators yield isotopic tilings. This is because the associated
outer automorphism of the symmetry group that fixes the set of generators must
be trivial by theorem 4.3.4. Moreover, if two sets of generators yield the same
tilings regardless of the fixed method for producing the tilings, they will be
conjugate in Γ. The last statement follows simply because if two sets of generators
are distinct and not conjugate, then we can decorate the orbifold’s quotient space
appropriately with closed loops corresponding to generators and see that some of
these must be changed nontrivially when applying a nontrivial element of Mod(O).
Since combinatorial tiling theory is phrased in terms of equivariant tilings, with a
presecribed symmetry group, a natural question is how the isotopy classes of tilings
symmetric w.r.t. one symmetry group behave in relation to similar tilings that are
symmetric w.r.t. to another symmetry group. In particular, it is essential for our
purposes to consider whether it is possible that two isotopically distinct tilings on
O yield isotopically distinct tilings of a finite covering space. For EPINET, it is
important to consider whether or not it is possible that two isotopically distinct
decorations of an orbifold yield isotopically equivalent tilings of the TPMS. It turns
out that this is impossible. In the next section we will study related questions in
some detail, by studying lifts of elements of the MCG to a covering space.

4.4 Lifts of Mapping Class Groups
In an effort to relate the MCGs of some surfaces to the MCGs of covers of the
surface, Birman-Hilden theory was introduced [27, 23]. The idea is the following.
Given a covering map p : S → X of surfaces, one may look at fiber-preserving
homeomorphisms f : S → S that for all x ∈ X map the fibers p−1(x) to p−1(y) for
some y ∈ X. If this is the case, then f induces a homeomorphism on X.
Conversely, if a homeomorphism f on X lifts to a homeomorphism f̃ on S, f̃ must
be fiber-preserving. If for any two fiber-preserving homeomorphisms on S that are
homotopic as maps on S, there is a homotopy passing only through fiber-preserving
homeomorphisms, then we say that p has the Birman-Hilden property. The
importance of this notion is that the MCGs for surfaces are defined through
homotopies and in order to relate the MCGs of both spaces, it is useful to know
when only isotopic homeomorphisms of X lift to isotopic homeomorphisms of S.
As such, Birman-Hilden theory concerns itself with maps induced on X by isotopy
classes of maps on S. This leaves open the question of the existence of a lift of a
representative of an isotopy class of maps. We will also investigate the question of
existence of lifts of homeomorphisms of orbifolds to their covering spaces. It is
known [234, Theorem 11.1] that if p is a finite-sheeted branched regular covering
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map of orbifolds, then p has the Birman-Hilden property. The following discussion
is cast for hyperbolic orbifolds. For an assessment of the Euclidean case, refer to
[234, §9].
Let p : O1 → O be a covering map of orbifolds. As usual, we present the
hyperbolic orbifold O, possibly with punctures and non-empty boundary, as the
quotient of (a totally geodesic subspace of) H2 by Γ, where Γ = π1(O) is a discrete
subgroup of Iso(H2). We have that H2 → H2/Γ is a regular branched cover, where
the branch locus is a (possibly non-discrete) nowhere dense set in O. Similarly, we
have O1 = H2/Γ1 and we naturally have Γ1 ⊂ Γ, with each of these groups acting
as a group of deck transformations on the universal cover, see also section 2.3. We
are only interested in finite covers, which translates to Γ1 having finite index in Γ,
equal to the degree of p. For closed orientable surfaces, it is well-known that any
finite index subgroup of the fundamental group is isomorphic to the fundamental
group of a covering surface, whereas any infinite index subgroup is free [211,
Sections 4.2.2 and 4.3.7]. For a more informal treatment of this fact, refer to [3].
We will start the subsequent discussion with results whose proofs do not, as far as
we know, appear in the literature but can be carried out with well-known methods
in the field.
Homeomorphisms of H2 satisfying fΓf−1 = Γ yield geometric automorphisms of Γ,
by definition. This is equivalent to f inducing a homeomorphism of the orbifold
H2/Γ. On the other hand, any homeomorphism f ∈ Hom(O) of the orbifold
O = H2/Γ lifts to a homeomorphism f̃ of the universal covering space
p : H2 → H2/Γ that is Γ fiber-preserving. To see this, refer to the discussion in the
previous section where we explicitly construct such lifts. Recall, furthermore, that
theorem 4.3.4 implies that geometric automorphisms are exactly those that are
type-preserving.
We note the following.
Corollary 4.4.1. A geometric automorphism of an orbifold group Γ that induces
an automorphism on an orbifold subgroup S ⊂ Γ induces a geometric
automorphism on S.
For the following theorem we will mostly follow the proof of theorem 8.2 in [234],
but produce a stronger result. The proof is similar to our proof of theorem 2.3.2.
Theorem 4.4.2. Let G be the symmetry group of a hyperbolic orbifold O and
G1 ⊂ G a subgroup of finite index. Then a geometric automorphism α of G1 is
induced by a G fiber-preserving homeomorphism of H2 iff α is induced by an
automorphism α̂ of G.
Proof. If α is induced by a G fiber-preserving homeomorphism f , then f induces a
homeomorphism on the orbifold H2/G as well as, by assumption, on H2/G1, and
thus induces an automorphism α̂ of G that stabilizes G1 in G, which proves one
direction.
For the other direction, first consider the situation for the at most index 2
subgroup Ñ ⊂ G that contains only orientation preserving elements. We further
pass to a finite index normal subgroup N ⊂ Ñ of G without torsion elements,
which we can take to be the fundamental group of a possibly punctured and
bordered orientable surface [79, 37, 40].
Now let α be induced by a homeomorphism h of H2 such that
α(n) = h ◦ n ◦ h−1 ∀n ∈ N, which w.l.o.g. can be chosen to be the uniquely
determined extremal quasi-conformal mapping of H2 satisfying this relation.
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Now define for arbitrary g ∈ G

φ = α̂(g)hg−1.

For n ∈ N we obtain

φ(n) = α̂(g)hg−1(n) = α̂(g)h(g−1ng)g−1 = α̂(g)h(g−1ng)g−1

= α̂(g)α(g−1ng)hg−1 = α(n)α̂(g)hg−1 = α(n)φ.

The fourth equality uses g−1ng ∈ N , since N is normal. Now, α(n) and n act as
isometries on H2, hence leave the dilatation of φ invariant, so by the uniqueness of
extremal maps we obtain φ = h and thus α̂(g) = h(g)h−1. Since g was arbitrary, h
preserves G-fibers, which proves the theorem.

The next is a slight generalization of [160, Lemma 11].

Lemma 4.4.3. If some automorphism α of the hyperbolic orbifold group G
induces an automorphism α|H of a finite index subgroup H ⊂ G, then there is only
one extension of α|H to G, i.e. if α|H = idH then α = idG .

Proof. Let g ∈ G. As a finite index subgroup of G, H contains a finite index
subgroup N that is normal in G. Then for any n ∈ N we have
gng−1 = α(gng−1) = α(g)nα(g)−1, i.e. g−1α(g) commutes with every element of N .
Since N is a hyperbolic orbifold group itself, we have g = α(g), because a
nontrivial element in G commutes only with elements of a cyclic subgroup it is
part of [81]. Since g was arbitrary, α = idG.

We now give a short proof of the Birman-Hilden property for general orbifold
groups, which is somewhat different than that in [234].

Proposition 4.4.4. Let S ⊂ G be a finite index subgroup of the hyperbolic orbifold
group G. If a G fiber-preserving homeomorphism φ of H2 is S-fiber isotopic to the
identity, then φ is G-fiber isotopic to the identity.

Proof. By assumption, φ induces an automorphism α of G, which induces idS on
the subgroup S, so by lemma 4.4.3 α = idG, which by theorem 4.3.4 implies that φ
is G-fiber isotopic to the identity.

An important technical consequence of the Birman-Hilden property for isotopic
tiling theory is that two sufficiently complicated tilings that arise from decorations
w.r.t. a non-conjugate pair of sets of generators for the symmetry group Γ with
orbifold O are never isotopic in S, where S is any hyperbolic surface with
symmetry group Γ. Indeed, two sufficiently complicated decorations from a
non-conjugate pair of sets of generators for Γ are isotopically distinct in H2/Γ, so
by theorem 4.3.4 the map in Mod(O) exchanging these decorations must be
nontrivial. Now, by proposition 4.4.4 above, as tilings of the Riemann surface S
that finitely covers H2/Γ, the two tilings, even if they are related by a
homeomorphism of S, cannot be related by an isotopy in S.
Let O1 → O2 be a finite covering of orbifolds, with fundamental groups G1 and G2
respectively, with G1 ⊂ G2. Then a geometric automorphism of G1, induced by a
map f such that fG1f

−1 = G1, is extendable to a geometric automorphism of G2,
i.e. a homeomorphism of O2, iff f satisfies fG2f

−1 = G2. Consider the subgroup
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L ⊂ Hom(O2) of homeomorphisms of O2 that lift to homeomorphisms on O1 and
set A := Hom(O2)/L. Two elements fL, gL ∈ A are equal iff fg−1 ∈ L. This
implies that the induced automorphisms Af , Ag of G2 satisfy Af (G1) = Ag(G1).
Said in another way, there are as many equivalence classes in A as there are
isomorphic versions of G1 in G2 that get exchanged by automorphisms of G2. Now,
Af (G1) has the same index in G2 for all f . Since G2 is finitely generated, there are
only a finite number of subgroups in G2 of a given index, so we obtain the
following.

Proposition 4.4.5. Let O1 → O2 be a finite covering of orbifolds and denote by L
the subgroup of homeomorphisms in Hom(O2) that lift to homeomorhisms of
Hom(O1). Then there are only finitely many homeomorphism classes in
Hom(O2)/L. In particular, there are only finitely many topologically distinct
symmetric graph embeddings into a surface of a given graph.

For the enumeration and analysis of 3D nets that result from hyperbolic tilings
projected onto a TPMS this means that elements of the MCG of orbifolds act on
tilings in a limited way, producing only finitely many different topological types of
embedded graphs from an embedded graph in the surface that gives rise to the
TPMS in a unit cell. Since there is only a finite number of groups that are possible
symmetry groups of a given hyperbolic surface, this also proves that there are only
finitely many topologically distinct ways of symmetrically embedding any graph on
a hyperbolic surface, which is a well known statement.
Before going on to investigate the relationship between the action of the MCG on
tilings of surfaces embedded in R3 to the nets they produce, we prove that the
GLUE and SPLIT operations (as defined in section 2.5.1) work in a similar way in
an enumeration of isotopy classes of tilings.
We start by defining appropriate notation. We denote an equivariant equivalence
class of a tiling by its D-symbol D and a concrete tiling by (T ,Γ), where T is the
set of tiles and Γ is a group of symmetries of T , which may or may not be the
maximal group of symmetries. One can make the isomorphism class of symmetry
groups with symbol D explicit by denoting the equivariant equivalence class by
(D,[Γ]). An isotopy class of tiling is specified by the triple (D, Γ, g), where g is a
specific set of generators of the symmetry group Γ.
Note that given any discrete group Γ′ of isometries, every combinatorial
equivalence classes of tilings with symmetry group Γ ∼= Γ′ has a representative
tiling with symmetry group Γ′. This is an immediate consequence of the
classification of such equivalence classes of tiling using D-symbols and theorem
2.3.2, which guarantees that as soon as we have a realization of a combinatorial
class of tilings with symmetry group Γ′′ ∼= Γ′, there is a homeomorphism of the
tiled space that yields a realization of the same tiling class with symmetry group
Γ′. Moreover, the fact that the GLUE and SPLIT operations are well-defined on
equivariant equivalence classes of tilings has been investigated in [113], which
contains a formulation of SPLIT and GLUE in terms of operations on the
D-symbol. These operations are invertible on combinatorial classes of tilings when
one agrees that for every ambiguity, i.e. where applying a sequence of such
operations to two inequivalent D-symbols yields equivalent D-symbols, we take the
simpler original D-symbol as the unique original D-symbol that gives rise to the
resulting one. This results in a list of invertible operations on combinatorial classes
of fundamental tile-1-transitive tilings that yields an unambiguous enumeration of
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combinatorial equivalence classes of tilings. Here, simpler is meant w.r.t. the
complexity ordering of equivariant equivalence classes from [52].
We are interested in applying GLUE and SPLIT operations to isotopy classes of
tilings. To define GLUE and SPLIT for isotopy classes of tilings, we simply fix one
way of implementing them as operations on some representative tiling inductively.
Since all isotopy classes of tilings within a combinatorial class are related by a
homeomorphism, we get a definition for these operations for any other isotopy
class of tilings in the combinatorial equivalence class. To ensure well-definedness,
whenever applying a sequence of such operations to two inequivalent D-symbols
yields equivalent D-symbols, we choose the tiling corresponding to the isotopy
class in the simpler combinatorial class of tilings to apply further operations to.
We can keep track of the relevant data in terms of the generators inductively,
starting from fundamental tile-1-transitive tilings.
Note, on the other hand, that these operations on isotopy classes depend heavily
on the choices involved. For example, there are two ways to split a square tiling
with symmetry group ◦ by introducing a diagonal. There are two choices,
corresponding to isotopically distinct tilings of the torus that are combinatorially
equivalent. Notice that such an ambiguity will necessarily lead to a symmetry of
some tiling further down the line in the enumeration, in this case when both
diagonals are added to the decoration.
Let (D1, Γ, g1), (D2, Γ, g2) be two distinct isotopy classes of tilings and assume
that after applying the two sequences s1, s2 of GLUE and SPLIT operations we
have that the resulting tilings (D3, Γ, g1) and (D4, Γ, g2), respectively, are
isotopically equivalent. Then we also have that D3 = s1D1 = s2D2 = D4, where we
slightly abuse of notation for the operations s1 and s2.
Assume now that the sequences s1 and s2 of GLUE and SPLIT operations applied
to two combinatorial classes (D1,[Γ]), (D2,[Γ]) of tilings lead to the same
combinatorial tiling class and let T̃ 1, T̃ 2 be tilings with symbols D1, resp. D2 with
symmetry group Γ, which exist by the above comments. Using the definition of
GLUE and SPLIT on isotopy classes of tilings, we have well-defined tilings s1T̃ 1
and s2T̃ 2, which are combinatorially equivalent, both with symmetry group Γ.
Then, there exists a symmetry preserving homeomorphism f with f(s1T̃ 1) = s2T̃ 2.
By definition of GLUE and SPLIT on isotopy classes of tilings, f commutes with
the operations s1 and s2. Therefore, we see that any ambiguity in the enumeration
of combinatorial classes of tilings by GLUE and SPLIT operations also yields an
ambiguity when enumerating isotopy classes.
We summarize the above as follows.

Proposition 4.4.6. Let Γ be an orbifold group and L an exhaustive and
unambiguous list of GLUE and SPLIT operations that yield combinatorially
distinct tilings from fundamental tile-1-transitive equivariant equivalence classes of
tilings with symmetry group isomorphic to Γ. Then L applied to all isotopy classes
of fundamental tile-1-transitive tilings produced from all nonconjugate sets of
geometric generators for Γ yields an exhaustive (but not generally unambiguous)
enumeration of isotopy classes of tilings with symmetry group Γ.

Proposition 4.4.6 is important for enumerative aspects of isotopic tiling theory and
shows, in particular, that it is, in a way, very natural to consider the isotopy
classes of tilings w.r.t. a set of generators for the symmetry group. Note, on the
other hand, that it is possible for two different and nonconjugate sets of generators
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for a symmetry group Γ to produce the same isotopy class of tiling T , meaning
that the list of proposition 4.4.6 is not unambiguous. This happens whenever an
automorphism of the graph in the orbifold quotient space O that gives rise to the
tiling is realized as a homeomorphism of O. We shall see examples of this below, in
chapter 6. Moreover, in such a case, the symmetry of the graph may be broken by
applying further GLUE or SPLIT operations, so that the homeomorphism that led
to an automorphism of the original graph is not an automorphism of the new
graph. As a consequence, the isotopy theory of tilings described in this chapter can
arguably be best described as an isotopy theory of coloured tilings, where each
edge of a tiling is given a different colour, so that they are distinguishable. Note
that when the edges of a tiling are coloured, the enumeration is unambiguous. We
explain this rigorously below in the proof of proposition 4.5.2.
We will show in section 4.5 below that an ambiguity in the enumeration of isotopy
classes of classical tilings from generators is always due to the tiling in question
being symmetric w.r.t. symmetries in a discrete supergroup of Γ. This can be
detected using combinatorial algorithms on the level of the D-symbol.
We can now state an important consequence for enumerating crystallographic nets
in Epinet, which had been a major open question. In the following, we require
some working knowledge of Dehn twists. See section 5.2 for a definition. A
3-periodic graph (G, T ) is a locally finite, connected graph G, equipped with a
faithful action of a free abelian group T of rank 3 such that there are only finitely
many vertex orbits [137]. In this context T is sometimes called an abstract Bravais
lattice, or an abstract P1 symmetry. An isomorphism of 3-periodic graphs is a
graph isomorphism that respects the periodicity, i.e. maps the abstract Bravais
lattices to one another. A 3-periodic graph can abstractly be described by a finite
number of vertex orbits, along with integer vectors corresponding to edges that
connect vertices with themselves and their copies, where the integers represent
translations in some basis of T . For a concrete example of such a presentation,
which we shall refer to as the SYSTRE key of a 3D net, see figures 6.4, 4.2, 4.3
below. We also provide further details for this presentation in section 6.3.
Following [56], we will assume that the first nonzero entry of every row in a
SYSTRE key is a positive integer.
An isomorphism of 3-periodic graphs is realized by a graph isomorphism of the
abstract graphs along with a unimodular matrix with integer entries [56]. The
unimodular matrix maps the translations in one graph to that of the other. Said in
another way, an isomorphism f of 3-periodic graphs Γ1 and Γ2 maps the finitely
many vertex classes of Γ1 to those of Γ2 in a way that preserves the incidence
relation for edges. Furthermore, f(v + s) = f(v) + f ∗(s), where v is a vertex, s a
integer translation vector, and f ∗ is a unimodular matrix. In particular, for two
3-periodic graphs to be isomorphic, in a presentation of the graph in its SYSTRE
key, there has to be a unimodular matrix taking the edge translations from one
presentation to the those of the other.
Assume we are given embeddings of 3-periodic graphs as graphs in R3 that are
invariant under a rank 3 integer lattice that realizes their abstract P1 symmetry.
For two such embedded periodic graphs to be isomorphic means that one is a
result of shearing the other one appropriately (along with a possible reflection).
Following a rather complicated history, it was established using different
approaches [56, 53, 214, 215], that within an isomorphism class of a 3-periodic
graph (G, T ), there exists a unique canonical embedding up to translations into R3
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that realizes T as a group of isometries of E3 generated by 3 linearly independent
translations in a fixed way. This embedding is also known as the equilibrium, or
barycentric placement and minimizes a form of energy. For more details, refer to
[215, 53]. For a more informal treatment, see [56].
Note that the equilibrium placement is only defined for connected, periodic graphs.
However, by the results of section 3, whereby we can add edges to the graph on a
surface to obtain a classical tiling in a canonical way, we also obtain what we shall
refer to as equilibrium placements for nets from more general tilings. We will not
pursue this idea further here.
For a more mathematically motivated approach to equilibrium placements refer
to [215], which also treats higher dimensional crystals. Algorithms to find an
equilibrium placement stemming from the approach in [56, 53] have been
implemented in a program called SYSTRE [54].

Proposition 4.4.7. Let S be a Riemannian surface with a classical tiling. Then
there are infinitely many distinct isomorphism classes of 3-periodic nets produced
from different ways of embedding the tiling on S, through any embedding of the
universal cover S̃ into R3 as a TPMS, i.e. as the universal cover of an isometric
embedding of S into T3.

Proof. We consider the action of homeomorphisms of S on a tiling G. Such a
homeomorphism will not change the abstract graph on S. By assumption, G on S
is a classical tiling, which implies that the tile edges correspond to a 2-cell
embedding of a graph in S, see the discussion at the end of section 2.4. Since this
is a 2-cell embedding, we can contract a spanning tree of the graph and ignore
certain edges and vertices to produce a non-separating graph that is a wedge of
three circles. By splitting the vertex arbitrarily, we produce a non-separating chain
of three simple closed curves in S. By a chain we mean a sequence of curves such
that each curve intersects its neighbour curves in the sequence exactly once and all
others not at all. By [75, Section 1.3.3], any two non-separating chains with the
same number of simple closed curves are related by a homeomorphism of S. We
will now argue that there are enough ways to embed such chains in S to account
for infinitely many 3-periodic nets that result from any embedding of S into T3

such that the lifted surface S̃ in R3 is connected. Note that S̃ being connected
means that there is a hyperbolic translation {ti}3

i=1 of the group of deck
transformations of the fundamental polygon in H2 of S associated to each of the
three independent translations in R3 that preserve S, and that S has genus at least
three, see section 2.4.
We denote with S0 the part of S̃ in a given copy of the unit cell U in R3 and with
S1 the closed surface obtained by gluing the unit cell along translations. We
picture S0 as some (not necessarily minimal) surface in U that has at least one
tube passing through each facet of U . Furthermore, for simplicity, we assume U to
be the unit cube. That these assumptions hold without loss of generality can be
seen in the following way. The embedding of a TPMS as an oriented surface into
T3 is a Heegaard splitting. Indeed, a theorem of Meeks [128] states that a minimal
surface in a three-torus is either totally geodesic or a Heegaard splitting. Now,
TPMS are connected in R3 and therefore must clearly induce Heegaard splittings
of T3. By the results of [31], this Heegaard splitting is unique and all others must
therefore equal an appropriate stabilization of the standard genus 3 Heegaard
splitting, which corresponds to decomposing T3 into two genus 3 handlebodies, one
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being the regular neighbourhood of the graph shown in figure 6.4b, where T3 is
realized as the unit cube in R3 with opposite faces identified.
We can summarize the above to produce from a given classical tiling a graph that
is a non-separating chain Γ′ = α ∪ β ∪ γ with a sequence of three simple closed
curves α, β, γ in S such that in R3 the embedded 3D net has the relatively simple
structure shown in figure 4.2. Here, α, β, γ correspond to the edge class from
vertex 1 to 1, the union of edges from 1 to 2 and 2 to 1, and the edge from 2 to 2,
respectively. Figure 4.4 depicts Γ′ as blue curves on a surface of genus ≥ 3. Note
that can assume the blue curves consituting Γ′ to be given as in the figure by the
topological uniqueness of non-separating chains in S. Now, we can use Dehn

Vertex class of
end points of edge

Translation (x, y, z) for
end point of edge

1 1
1 2
2 1
2 2

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

Figure 4.2: A 3-periodic graph from a particular chain in a triply periodic surface.

twists(see section 5.2 or [75] for a definition) along simple closed curves in S to
change the embedding of the graph Γ′. Furthermore, because of the genus
restriction, there exists a non-separating simple closed curve δ in S that intersects
α exactly once, satisfies δ ∩ β = δ ∩ γ = ∅, and passes only through the top and
bottom facet of U , with translation (0, 0, 1). Similarly, there also exists a closed
non-separating curve ϵ in S that intersects only γ, once, and passes through the
right and left facet of U , with translation (1, 0, 0). Figure 4.4 shows an illustration
of a set of curves satisfying these properties on a genus 3 surface with ϵ ∩ δ = ∅.
The curves marked with x, y, and z around the handles correspond to the the
tubes passing through the faces of the unit cube identified by translations along
the x, y, or z directions, respectively. In particular, the twists Tβ, Tδ and Tϵ

commute. It is straightforward to see that by applying T s
ϵ T

k
δ T

n
β to Γ′, we obtain

the 3D net in figure 4.3.

Vertex class of
end points of edge

Translation (x, y, z) for
end point of edge

1 1
1 2
2 1
2 2

1 −n −k
0 0 0
0 1 0
s −n 1

Figure 4.3: The family of 3-periodic graphs resulting from applying twists to the
graph from table 4.2, with surface embedding corresponding to the blue
curves in figure 4.4.

Recall that if two 3D nets are isomorphic, there exists a unimodular matrix that
maps the translations leading from one vertex to a copy of some vertex located in
a copy of the unit cell. We therefore see that the family of 3D nets in figure 4.3
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α β γ

x

y

z

δϵ

Figure 4.4: An arrangement of curves satisfying the conditions from the proof of
theorem 4.4.7.

contains infinitely many isomorphic classes of 3-periodic graphs, because the
family of determinants of matrices that map the vectors of the net in figure 4.2 to
those of figure 4.3 is unbounded.
To complete the proof, assume that there are only finitely many isomorphism
classes of 3-periodic graphs that result from an embedding of G in the original S
under the action of Hom(S). If we strip all the finitely many possible combinations
of orbits of edges until the result is isotopic in S to a chain of simple closed curves,
we find only finitely many different ones, in contradiction to the analysis of the
situation above.

Note that 4.4.7 only deals with tilings with no reference to a symmetry group
other than the group of deck transformations of the universal cover of the
hyperbolic surface. We leave more detailed investigations for future endeavours.
The contents of this section open up possible investigations into more refined
questions relating to isotopic tiling theory on a hyperbolic Riemannian surface S.
For example, by the results of this section, in particular theorem 4.4.2 and lemma
4.4.3 we see that elements of the MCG that are supported in a particular
subsurface give rise to automorphisms that leave invariant a subset of the
generators. It is well-known that the MCG of any surface has generators that are
supported in subsurfaces [89].
The results furthermore add to the duality of the description of the MCG as a
group of geometric transformations and as a group of algebraic transformations. In
particular, the following important related questions can be examined from
algebraic or geometric points of view.

• Which isotopically distinct tilings with the same symmetry group G are
related by a homeomorphism of S?

• How does an element of the MCG of an orbifold relate to the MCG of a
covering orbifold?

• How does the action of the MCG of a surface on a graph embedding relate to
the resulting entanglement of the graph in an embedding in R3

Note that in most cases these questions do not have a generic answer and depend
on the set up, i.e. the conformal structure on S, its embedding in T3, and the
tiling. Note also, with regards to the last question, that to study ambient isotopy
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classes of knots, it makes sense to introduce the MCG of a handlebody H obtained
by filling in one labyrinth of a TPMS, so that the TPMS becomes its boundary. In
this case, a twist of a curve c around a tube can be isotoped back to c in H.
Pursuing these ideas lies outside the scope of this thesis though, and we leave it for
future work.

4.5 Finite subgroups of the MCG
In this section, we assume all orbifolds are hyperbolic and have no boundary
components, as most of the literature about Teichmüller spaces concerns spaces
without boundary. See [134] for a reference that does include a discussion of the
Teichmüller space of orbifolds with boundary components and some of the
subtleties involved. Also note that by considering the Schottky double and the
associated involution on the resulting surface, as described in section 2.2, many
results on orientable orbifolds without boundary features can be generalized to
include orbifolds with boundary.
Theorem 4.3.4 implies that the MCG essentially does not depend on the orders of
the torsion elements of the orbifold group and as a result, abstract results on
MCGs are sometimes important for applications. Note that in our definition of the
MCG, where homeomorphisms are allowed to change the boundary, surfaces with
boundary do not necessarily have torsion free MCGs, in contrast to the classical
situation [75, Corollary 7.3].
An important technical aspect of the EPINET enumerative project is that some
isotopically distinct tilings of the embedded hyperbolic surface S in question are
related by finite order isometries of the surface that lift to symmetries of R3.
When producing nets in R3, one often only wants one representative of these. A
realization of O as a quotient space of H2 with symmetry group
G := π1(O) ⊂ Iso(H2) induces a metric and conformal structure6 on O. Before
discussing the most general results, we will first explain the set-up and problem.
A representative of f̂ ∈ Mod(O) lifts to a transformation f on H2. Suppose f acts
as an isometry of H2. Clearly, f satisfies fg̃f−1 ∈ G, ∀g̃ ∈ G so, since f is an
isometry, f ∈ N (G), the normalizer of G in Iso(H2). Now, suppose that
f ∈ Iso(H2) acts trivially by conjugation on G. Then, it would have to fix all of
the fixed points on the unit circle at infinity of the hyperbolic translations in G.
Every hyperbolic orbifold sits inside a surface with at least two independent
translations and therefore, h fixes at least 4 points on the unit circle, hence must
be the identity. Therefore, we see that N (G) injects into Aut(G), where G itself
acts as inner automorphisms of G. Now, fGf−1 ⊂ G implies that f preserves G
orbits and therefore f induces an (anti-)conformal automorphism of the quotient
space H2/G. On the other hand, every conformal automorphism of H2/G lifts to
an isometry of H2 by the definition of the conformal structure on H2/G. Clearly, G
itself acts trivially on the space of its orbits. Therefore, we actually get an
isomorphism of groups Iso(H2/G) ≡ N (G)/G. In particular, we see that the
normalizer N (G) is discrete, since Iso(H2/G) is. Moreover, f can be interpreted as
an element of a hyperbolic supergroup of G. Note, however, that different
conformal structures of H2/G can give rise to different towers of supergroups of G.
The condition that f acts as an isometry of H2 depends solely on the conformal

6Note that if O is nonorientable, local coordinate changes are allowed to be antiholomorphic.
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structure induced by the realization of O.
Assume we are given a finite subgroup H ⊂ Mod(O). A natural question is
whether or not there exists a finite group H̃ ⊂ Hom(O) so that the natural
projection Hom(O) → Mod(O) restricts to an isomorphism H̃ → H. This is
known as the Nielsen realization problem in the case where O is a classical surface.
It turns out that the proofs of many special cases of the Nielsen realization
problem generalize directly to our more general setting, as we now explain briefly.
For example, [160, Theorem 9] establishes the positive resolution of the problem
for finite solvable subgroups of orientable MCGs, based entirely on the proof of the
classical theorem.
As another example, the proof in [75, Theorem 7.1] of the Nielsen realization
problem for cyclic subgroups of the MCG of classical surfaces works in the same
way, word for word for our more general surfaces. The essential ingredient is the
contractibility of Teichmüller space, which is also true in our setting [221, Corollary
13.3.7]. The idea for both of these is to find a point in Teichmüller space that is
fixed by the induced action of the periodic MCG element to show the existence of
a metric on O such that f acts as an isometry, in which case its lift to H2 does too.
We do not reproduce the lengthy proof here, since introducing all of the required
further notions would carry us too far astray. To make sense of this idea, one has
to introduce a version of Teichmüller space to orbifolds in terms of complex
structures, see [221, 43] for details, where the latter contains slightly more general
results. The proof actually shows more, namely that for a finite order element f of
the MCG, there is a conformal structure on O, or realization in H2, such that f
acts as a conformal map and therefore as an isometry of H2 after lifting.
With the above in mind, we turn to the general Nielsen realization problem for a
given finite subgroup of Mod(O). The positive resolution of the Nielsen realization
problem for classical surfaces [134] includes a sketch of the proof for orientable
orbifolds and also a sketch for how to generalize the results from orientable surface
to nonorientable ones. We will present a different approach here that naturally
follows from of the results of this chapter and gives a complete proof of the Nielsen
realization problem for our general hyperbolic orbifold groups.
Recall first that a characteristic subgroup C of G is a subgroup that is invariant
under all automorphisms of G. This means that φ(C) ⊂ C ∀φ ∈ Aut(G) and thus
also φ−1(C) ⊂ C, i.e. C ⊂ φ(C) so that any φ ∈ Aut(G) induces an element of
Aut(C). It is well-known that every finite index subgroup of a finitely presented
group contains a finite index subgroup that is characteristic.

Theorem 4.5.1. For a given finite subgroup H ⊂ Mod(O) of a hyperbolic orbifold
O, there is a hyperbolic metric on O s.t. H acts as isometries.

Proof. There is a finite covering of O by a classical surface S̃, by [79, 37, 40]. We
further pass over to a finite index subgroup G of π1(S̃) that is characteristic in
π1(O). Then, since G does not contain torsion elements, it corresponds to the
fundamental group of a classical, possibly punctured surface S. By lemma 4.4.3,
we have an injective morphism ι from Aut(π1(O)) to Aut(π1(S)). Now, by
theorem 4.4.2, a geometric automorphism α of π1(S) is induced by a π1(O)
fiber-preserving homeomorphism of H2 if and only if α is induced by an
automorphism α̂ of π1(O), so, by corollary 4.4.1, the image of a geometric
automorphism under ι is induced by a π1(O) fiber-preserving homeomorphism of
H2. Now, given a path of π1(O) fiber-preserving homeomorphisms of H2 to the
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identity, each homeomorphism in the path induces the identity automorphism on
π1(O) by theorem 4.3.2, and thus defines a homeomorphism of S. Therefore, ι
induces a well-defined morphism ι : Mod(O) → Mod(S). By the Birman-Hilden
property in proposition 4.4.4, ι is again injective and we can interpret Mod(O) and
therefore H as subgroups of Mod(S). In particular, every element of H
corresponds to a π1(O) and π1(S) fiber-preserving homeomorphism. Therefore, the
subgroup G̃ of Mod(S) generated by H and the group of deck transformation of
the covering S → O is finite. The resolution of the classical Nielsen realization
problem in [134] yields that G̃ ⊂ Mod(S) is realized as a group of isometries of
some hyperbolic metric on S. By construction, this hyperbolic metric on S induces
one on O that is invariant under H.

We can also express theorem 4.5.1 as follows. For a finite subgroup H of mapping
classes of an orbifold O, there exists a hyperbolic metric g on O induced by some
realization of π1(O) as a group of isometries in Iso(H2) such that there is a
subgroup H̃ ⊂ Hom(O) so that the projection H̃ → H induced by
Hom(O) → Mod(O) is an isomorphism. Moreover, H̃ acts as isometries on O with
metric g. In particular, the elements of H can be interpreted as elements of a
discrete supergroup of π1(O) in Iso(H2).
The above discussion is important for 3D net enumeration, since the TPMS that
account for physically interesting tilings have finite groups of symmetries that are
induced by orientable ambient isometries in R3 and therefore yield the same 3D
structures. In such applications, the finite order elements of the MCG are the
candidates for transformations one might be interested in disregarding. We will
come back to this problem in section 6. In addition to this, we have the following.

Proposition 4.5.2. The subgroup of Mod(O) that leaves invariant the isotopy
class of a classical equivariant tiling (T , π1(O)) is finite.

Proof. This essentially boils down to an extension of the well-known Alexander’s
trick [75, Lemma 2.1], by which a homeomorphism of the closed disk that is the
identity on the boundary is isotopic to the identity. We can extend this statement
to show that two homeomorphisms f, g that are isotopic on the boundary are
isotopic, as we will briefly explain. At every step of the isotopy of the maps on the
boundary, we have a homeomorphism on the boundary, which by radial extension
yields a homeomorphism of the disk. Then, one checks that the original Alexander
trick implies that any two such extensions e1, e2 of the same map on the boundary
are isotopic in the unit disk. Indeed, since e−1

1 e2 is the identity on the boundary e1
and e2 are isotopic. Therefore, we find an isotopy from f to g.
Now, a classical tiling corresponds to a 2-cell embedding of a graph on any
commensurate surface by the discussion at the end of section 2.4. Therefore, a
homeomorphism that leaves invariant T up to isotopies can be interpreted as a
graph isomorphism of the decoration T on O, where every smallest cycle in T
bounds a disk in the underlying topological space O of O. Now, if a
homeomorphism f leaves invariant all edges of T as sets and does not change their
orientations, then by the above extension of Alexander’s trick, f is isotopically
trivial in every disk bounded by tile edges, and therefore, everywhere on O. Note
that by construction the isotopies within every tile leave every edge invariant as a
set and we easily see that the isotopies on the boundaries can be chosen
inductively for compatibility.
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Therefore, the subgroup of all elements in Mod(O) that leave T invariant can be
interpreted as a group of graph automorphisms of the graph in O that gives rise to
the tiling.

By the resolution of the Nielsen realization problem above, every finite subgroup of
a MCG Mod(O) has an interpretation as a supergroup of π1(O) and therefore
leaves some classical tiling invariant, if we consider the edges of the tiling as
indistinguishable. Conversely, if a tiling T is invariant under a group GT of MCG
elements, then GT is finite and there is a realization of the equivariant equivalence
class of T that is also invariant under the supergroup containing the elements from
GT .
One feature of combinatorial tiling theory is that the graph representing the
D-symbols for an equivariant tiling admits an automorphism exactly when the
tiling admits a larger symmetry group, which can be efficiently checked. By the
results of section 2.5.1, for a fundamental tile-1-transitive equivariant tiling (T , G)
to exhibit the symmetries of H, the tiling has to be a result of gluing copies of tiles
with symmetry group H across edges with the resulting glued tile having a finite
stabilizer subgroup in H. Again by the discussion of GLUE in section 2.5.1, we see
that the stabilizer subgroup of the glued tile must be a cyclic or dihedral group,
greatly reducing the possible symmetries outside of G that T can be invariant
under.
As an example, consider the finite orders of elements of the orientable MCG Mn of
an n-times punctured sphere, which were studied in [90] and [143]. The result is
that m is the order of an element in the MCG if and only if m divides n, n− 1, or
n− 2. Below, we will explain an intricate connection between the MCG Mn and
the braid group that shows that Mn can be generated by the standard generators
of the braid group. Using these generators {σi}n−1

i=1 , any element of finite order in
Mn is conjugate to one of the following [143, Theorem 4.4]:

(σ1σ2 · · · σn−1)k, (σ1σ2 · · ·σn−1σ1)k, or (σ1σ2 · · ·σn−2σ1)k (4.1)

for some integer k. In fact, by the remarks following theorem 4.2 in [143], the
expressions in (4.1) yield finite order elements for arbitrary k. For k = 1, these
elements have orders n, n− 1, and n− 2, respectively.
Using these observations, one can enumerate the cosets giving rise to symmetry
classes of isotopy classes of tilings with rotational symmetry on a given
Riemannian surface S. Also, since any stabilizer subgroup of a particular tiling is
finite, one can achieve an unambiguous enumeration of all isotopy classes of tilings
within a combinatorial equivalence class. We will discuss in section 6.2 theoretical
considerations of computational group theory that guarantee that the enumeration
of cosets is feasible, at least in theory.
For example, the group 22222 has the MCG of a 5 punctured sphere and there is a
finite order element with order 3 that corresponds to the 3-fold rotation in ⋆246
around a 6-fold gyration point. For unambiguous enumerations for isotopy classes
of tilings with symmetry group number 54 in the list in [199], which is isomorphic
to 22222, with the starting generators depicted in figure 6.9(c), it turns out that
the rotation of order 3 around the origin, the only transformation of ⋆246
compatible with group 54, corresponds to the element σ1σ2σ3σ1. In an
enumeration without reference to these ambiguities, this corresponds to tiling
number 287, with the generators and their ordering indicated in figure 6.9(c) and
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the ordering of the elements of the orientable MCG induced by the automatic
structure defined by the group presentation (5.30). We will further discuss
nomenclature of structures in R3 produced from hyperbolic tilings in chapter 6.

4.6 Summary and Implications for Applications
In this chapter, we developed a classification of all isotopically distinct equivariant
tilings of a hyperbolic surface S of finite genus, possibly nonorientable, with
boundary, and punctured. To analyse the situation for a given hyperbolic surface S
we take the following steps. First, we find the smallest (in terms of area) possible
symmetry group of S, which corresponds to a symmetry group G0 of the hyperbolic
fundamental polygon belonging to S. This smallest symmetry group G0 exists as a
consequence of generalizations of the classical Hurwitz theorem [178]. There are
finitely many possible symmetry groups G for tilings such that G0 ⊂ G ⊂ π1(S)
because orbifold groups are finitely generated and these are the only groups that
tilings can be invariant under on S. Given such a G, we choose a starting set of
geometric generators for G. From these generators, we obtain a set of fundamental
tilings with symmetry group G as a decoration of the associated orbifold O. The
decoration is specified up to isotopy by a fixed combinatorial description obtained
from the Delaney-Dress symbol of the tiling. The mapping class group Mod(O) of
O naturally acts on the set of sets of geometric generators. Thus, starting from the
classical Delaney-Dress symbol for the fundamental tiling with the starting set of
generators, one obtains all isotopically distinct fundamental tile-1-transitive
equivariant tilings with symmetry group G by repeated applications of Mod(O).
For each of the resulting tilings, we independently apply the GLUE and SPLIT
operations exactly in the same way as in the classical setting to eventually produce
all isotopy classes of equivariant tilings with symmetry group G. One caveat here
is that in some examples, for example when a fundamental tile for a group
generated entirely by rotations of the same order is obtained by doubling a
fundamental tile for the index 2 supergroup that is generated by reflections, it is
possible to find two different sets of generators that are nonconjugate but whose
fixed method of producing a tiling results in the same isotopy class of tilings. See
figure 5.18 below for a concrete example. In such situations, it is possible that the
isotopy class of tiling associated to a decoration of the orbifold is left invariant by
an element of the MCG. On the other hand, such a situation of ambiguity can only
occur if the decoration corresponding to the tiling is too sparse to detect the
changes the generators undergo. By proposition 4.5.2, the set of elements of the
MCG that leaves invariant an isotopy class of tilings must be finite. Another
consequence of the proof of proposition 4.4.5 is that if we colour the edges of a
classical tiling to distinguish edges, then the MCG acts with trivial stabilizers.
While G0 is the smallest symmetry group commensurate with S, this group
depends entirely on the hyperbolic finite area metric on S. Without reference to
any specific hyperbolic structure, there are many possible chains of subgroups that
yield potential symmetry groups of S. For example, the group ⋆2226 appears as
the smallest fundamental domain of the H surface in [201]. However, this group
does not appear at all as a symmetry group of the P surface in [199], and both
surfaces have genus 3.
An essential ingredient in any assignment of MCG elements to the isotopy classes
of tilings comes from the fact that our MCGs have solvable word problem. One
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way of proving this for our more general surfaces is an extension of the proof in
[75] for closed surfaces, using the Alexander method. We will see other ways of
proving this statement in chapter 6. Therefore, one finds a complete enumeration
of all isotopy classes of tilings on hyperbolic Riemann surfaces by an enumeraton
of MCG elements and their action on sets of generators of the symmetry group.
We pursue this approach to enumerations in the following chapter.
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The aim of this chapter is to present a technique for the enumeration of all
isotopically distinct ways of tiling a hyperbolic surface of finite genus, possibly
nonorientable, with punctures or boundary. This generalizes the enumeration
using Delaney-Dress combinatorial tiling theory of combinatorial classes of tilings
by producing an enumeration of isotopy classes of equivariant tilings. In the
previous chapter, we already saw that different isotopy classes of tilings correspond
to mutually non-conjugate sets of geometric generators for the symmetry group of
the tiling. Furthermore, we saw that the MCG of an orbifold is in one-to-one
correspondence with the set of sets of generators that yield a priori distinct
isotopy classes of tilings. What is missing from this is more than a simple
implementation. It is still unclear how an element of the MCG can be used to
actually produce the isotopy class of tiling it encodes and further a method to
enumerate these elements. Moreover, any such enumeration requires a presentation
of the MCG, often for nonstandard surfaces, so we will derive presentations for
some of these. Keeping in mind our goal of enumerating structures on TPMS, for
simplicity, we shall restrict our attention to isotopy classes of tilings on classical
Riemann surfaces in this section, which means that the orbifolds we consider are
closed. The theory does generalize to more general orbifolds in the same way
though, as we point out along the way.

We derive an action of the mapping class group of the orbifold associated to the
symmetry group of a tiling on the set of sets of geometric generators. We explicitly
give descriptions of certain subgroups of mapping class groups and of tilings as
decorations on orbifolds. Using these we give an array of examples of isotopically
distinct tilings of the hyperbolic plane with symmetries that are commensurate
with the Primitive, Diamond and Gyroid triply-periodic minimal surfaces. We
focus on the case where the symmetry group is generated entirely by rotations,
which is new and, although seemingly simple, already contains many of the germs
of the general problem.

This chapter is structured into three sections which successively build towards the
enumeration of isotopy classes of tilings. In section 5.2, we relate the geometry of
orbifolds to the sets of generators of its group. Section 5.3 then uses the
connection of the semi-pure braid group on the sphere to its MCG to move to an
enumerative setting for tilings with stellate symmetry. This culminates in a
collection of examples in section 5.4 that illustrate the approach.
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5.1 Enumerative aspects of isotopic tiling theory of
Riemann surfaces

By the results of section 4.1, once one specifies a set of geometric generators of Γ,
from a D-symbol one can find a corresponding decoration in terms of a
combinatorial description of vertices and their connectivity that gives rise to a
tiling of H2 with that D-symbol. Other isotopy classes of tilings with the same
D-symbol are a result of changing the set of geometric generators according to the
MCG isomorphism and using the same combinatorial description of the decoration.
Every tiling can be built by successive applications of the GLUE and SPLIT
operations on a given equivariant tiling, starting from tile-1-transitive tilings. A
fundamental tile-1-transitive tiling can be built from any one chosen tile, the
starting tile, by applying elements of the symmetry group, resulting in a
tesselation of the whole space. We will therefore focus on the enumeration of
tile-1-transitive tilings by constructing the decoration of a fundamental domain
that gives rise to the tiling by enforcing the symmetries of the symmetry group.
There are essentially two choices involved in this set-up. The first is a choice of
starting generators of a symmetry group that the MCG then acts on to produce all
other admissible sets. The second is a choice of method to produce a fundamental
domain in H2 from a given set of generators. Note that fixing the method for the
construction is necessary, as there are methods to produce any isotopy class of
tilings from a given set of generators, just as it is possible to construct every
possible tiling with given symmetry group by decorating a single fixed fundamental
domain. Similar to section 4.1, we can, in a first step, restrict ourselves to methods
that yield a minimal total word length description of the Wilkie generators
corresponding to edge traversals across boundaries of the fundamental starting tile
in terms of the given geometric generators. Moreover, we can simplify the situation
by requiring that the given generators act on a subset of the boundary of the
starting tile or its neighbours sharing an edge by mapping some part of it to itself.
This subset of the boundary can consist of one edge, two edges, or a point,
depending on the generators. These choices leave at most a finite number of
methods to produce isotopy classes of fundamental domains from given geometric
generators. In practice, we will make ad-hoc choices of methods to produce a
fundamental domain from a D-symbol that satisfy these conditions.
Given a closed hyperbolic Riemann surface S (such as the genus 3 Riemannian
surface that gives rise to the gyroid surface family), to enumerate all symmetric
embeddings of graphs that lead to tilings with nontrivial symmetry group in S,
one first has to identify all of the hyperbolic symmetry groups of S (or those that
give rise to symmetries of the Riemannian surface one started out with). Since S is
hyperbolic, by Hurwitz’ theorem (or the discussion at the end of the previous
chapter 4.3), there is a biggest symmetry group ΓS that contains every symmetry
of S and whose fundamental domains in H2 have the smallest hyperbolic area
amongst all symmetry groups of S. In case we are working with a Riemannian
surface, we will take ΓS to be the largest symmetry group of this surface, which we
can also view as a discrete subgroup of Iso(H2), see lemma 2.2.1. In practice, we
find all admissible symmetry groups of S by finding all of the finitely many groups
G with T ⊂ G ⊂ ΓS ⊂ Iso(H2), where T is the group of deck transformations of
the universal Riemann cover of the uniformized S by H2. In fact, we will see below
that for our purposes, where S is embedded in R3 as a triply periodic surface, it
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turns out that we can always assume that T is normal in ΓS. Whence, we find all
admissible subgroups by enumerating the finitely many subgroups of ΓS/T and
adding the generators for T .
For the diamond surface, the 131 isomorphism classes of subgroups of the smallest
(area-wise) symmetry group ΓS = ⋆246 have been listed [199] and the fundamental
tile-1-transitive tilings for the Coxeter groups, i.e. those generated purely by
reflections, have been enumerated and projected onto the Diamond TPMS [195].
Note that there is only one combinatorial class of fundamental tile-1-transitive
tilings for Coxeter groups [153, Theorem 1.1], with a unique isotopy class, by
theorem 4.3.4. Eventually, our goal is an enumeration of 3D structures that result
from symmetric tilings of TPMS. Therefore, using results from section 2.4 on the
existence of lifts of intrinsic symmetries of TPMS, we see that can disregard
subgroups of ⋆246 that are conjugate by an element of ⋆246 in the case of the
primitive and diamond surfaces, as these symmetries lift to isometries of R3. In
case of the gyroid, we need to construct all tilings that are related by some mirror
symmetry of ⋆246, as such a symmetry does not lift to an ambient isometry of R3.
See section 2.4 for a detailed discussion. On the other hand, for the enumeration of
isotopy classes of equivariant tilings on those TPMS, one also needs to account for
conjugate but distinct subgroups of symmetry groups ⋆246.
For a general hyperbolic symmetry group G, combinatorial tiling theory states
that there are only a finite number of fundamental tile-1-transitive equivariant
equivalence classes of tilings. Each of these combinatorial classes can be
enumerated as Delaney-Dress symbols for tilings [61]. In our setting, this
translates to there only being a finite number of isotopically distinct fundamental
tile-1-transitive tilings that arise from a fixed set of generators given as isometries
of a hyperbolic group in Iso(H2), subsequently also referred to as the placements of
the generators. We will derive ways to enumerate the possible placements for
generators of G in section 5.2 starting from some given set along with an action of
Outt(G) on the sets of generators. In the remainder of this section, we will
concentrate on finding a nice starting set of generators for the symmetry group of
a tiling.
Intuitively, we want to start with generators that act on the boundary of a given
tile and lead to a tiling in H2 with minimal total edge length, or minimal shearing.
Note that the minimization procedure above for the construction of a
combinatorial class of fundamental domain from given geometric generators and
that for finding a starting set of generators below cut down the possible choices of
starting point for an enumeration to a finite number. If there is more than one
choice left, we pick any one. We describe a heuristic method to find a starting set
of generators for a tiling of some surface that is similar to minimizing the total
edge length of the tiling on the surface. The approach is based on the the fact that
there are only finitely many isotopy classes of curves on an orbifold with
hyperbolic metric of length smaller than a given bound. In theory, it is therefore
possible to choose a minimal representative out of the collection of curves that cut
the orbifold into a disk that gives rise to a tile-1-transitive tiling.
Let

T ⊂ G ⊂ ΓS ⊂ Iso(H2) (5.1)

be NEC groups, with T the realization in Iso(H2) as deck transformations of the
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fundamental group of a closed Riemann surface M and ΓS its smallest (area-wise)
symmetry supergroup. Then there is a fundamental domain FG for G produced by
gluing copies of a fundamental domain of ΓS with an induced set of geometric
generators for G from those of ΓS, acting on the boundary of FG. For FΓS

, we
choose a least-sheared representative. For T , we take a geodesical fundamental
polygon p in H2 that is least sheared. The idea is that it contains large portions of
the fundamental domains FG. The group T is generated by pairwise edge
identifications of p. Note that there might be different but isomorphic versions of
T satisfying T ⊂ ΓS, with each acting on the same polygon p, related to different
but isomorphic versions of T as a subgroup of ΓS, obtained from different edge
identifications. See figure 2.2b for an example, where the mirror symmetries of the
group ⋆246 result in an identification of more edges of the dodecagon than the
pairwise edge identifications that result from the deck transformations of the
covering through the hyperbolic plane would imply.
On the other hand, the conformal structure on M uniquely determines a group
T ⊂ Iso(H2) of deck transformations up to conjugation by isometries of H2, of any
Riemann covering H2 → M . Indeed, by the universal property of universal
Riemann coverings, two such coverings of M with covering maps c1, c2 are
biconformally equivalent via a mapping f such that c1 ◦ f = c2. Thus, for every
covering transformation d1 of c1, we have that d2 := f−1d1f is a deck
transformation of c2 by virtue of

c2 ◦ d2 = (c1 ◦ f)(d2) = c1 ◦ d1 ◦ f = c1 ◦ f = c2.

Now, biconformal maps of H2 are exactly the isometries of H2. A similar argument
holds for non-orientable surfaces with a (anti-)conformal structure.
For such a group T of deck transformations, i.e. those corresponding to π1(M),
where M gives rise to a unit cell of the TPMS through an embedding into T3 as
described in section 2.4, we have that T ⊂ ΓS is normal, as we will now sketch.
The group T of hyperbolic translations corresponds to a group T̃ of Euclidean
translations in R3 when conformally embedding M into T3 as a minimal surface.
Similarly to section 2.4 we assume that the lattice of the lifted surface M̃ ⊂ R3 of
M ⊂ T3 is the natural lattice for M̃, which contains a unit cell for M̃ . Said in
another way, we assume that the embedding of M into T3 does not lift to a cover
of T3 and that M is orientable. In particular, if M̃ is invariant under a Euclidean
translation t, then t ∈ T̃ .
In R3, we can assume that ΓS is realized as a group Γ̃S of Euclidean motions that
preserve M̃ for some conformal minimal immersion of M̃ into R3, by the discussion
in section 2.4.2. Note that it may be necessary to transition to another immersion
of M as a minimal surface and its induced immersion in R3 if ΓS contains
orientation reversing transformations. In particular, we see that if f ∈ Γ̃S and
t ∈ T̃ , then ftf−1(M̃) = M̃ . Now, ftf−1 is a translation when t is1 and therefore,
ftf−1 ∈ T̃ . Hence, T̃ is normal in Γ̃S. Now, any translation in T̃ is a result of a
deck transformation in T , and thus we see that the group T of deck
transformations of the covering H2 → M is normal in ΓS.
For the genus 3 surface M corresponding to the gyroid family of TPMS,
represented by the covering illustrated in figure 2.2b, the above discussion implies

1It is well-known (and easy to see using proposition 2.1.1), that if r is a reflection or rotation and
tv a translation by the vector v, rtvr−1 = tr(v).
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that T is the group generated by the translations that identify opposite edges of
the dodecagon.
We obtain a placement Q of a set of geometric generators for any G satisfying
(5.1), induced by a set of geometric generators for ΓS by requiring that elements of
Q act on the boundary of FG by mapping a subset of it to some subset if the
boundary. One such set of generators will be our starting point and serve as a
reference frame. See figures 5.12a and 5.13a for an illustration of a fundamental
polygon for a genus 3 hyperbolic surface along with a unique (up to conjugation)
such starting set of generators for the symmetry group G = 2233 and G = 2224,
respectively. In both cases, the fundamental domain admits a mirror symmetry,
which maps the generators to other generators of the group. In case of 2233, the
generators are mapped to themselves nontrivially, while in the case of 2224, the
generators are mapped to other elements under this reflection. In both cases, the
fundamental domains are a result of gluing together copies of the uniquely
determined (up to isometry) fundamental triangle for the ⋆246 symmetry group.
For 2233, the index 2 supergroup 2 ⋆ 33 is generated by the elements of 2233 and
the reflection symmetry of the fundamental domain. For 2224, it is the index 2
supergroup ⋆2224. Both groups are subgroups of ⋆246.
In more complicated cases, with many such choices, we choose some starting set of
generators minimizing the infimum of the length of the circumference of a fixed
fundamental tile in H2 constructed in a fixed way, again with generators acting on
its boundary. Note that if we choose a minimally sheared version of p in H2 to
begin with, these two methods of finding a starting set agree where they overlap.
Summarizing, the idea is simply to use a least-sheared version of a tiling on M
resulting from a fixed construction as a starting point.
A phenomenon related to the ambiguity of the starting set of generators and
illustrated by the examples above occurs when some equivariant tiling of H2 with
symmetry group G exhibits symmetries that are not elements of G. For example,
when a surface S admits a symmetry group R generated solely by rotations. A
fundamental domain that admits a reflectional symmetry for R is obtained by
mirroring the fundamental domain of the Coxeter supergroup of R that is
generated solely by reflections. Note that there is only a single isotopy class of
fundamental tile-1-transitive tiling for G ⊂ Iso(H2) when G is a Coxeter group by
theorem 4.3.4. The emergence of such ‘accidental’ symmetries is a result of
combinatorial tiling theory being cast in terms of equivariant tilings, where some
symmetry group of a tiling must be specified, possibly without being the full group
of symmetries of the tiling. These accidental symmetries may easily be broken by
adding extra edges to the tiles, but because of their existence, some tilings are
invariant w.r.t. a change of generators and associated decoration of the orbifold.
We will see examples of this in section 5.4 below. Notice that the emerging
symmetries do not have to be part of the isometry group of M, the tiled surface.
The possible ambiguities in the description of isotopy classes of classical tilings
with the MCG of their symmetry group relate to finite subgroups of the MCG, as
discussed in section 4.5.
As explained above, the question that will occupy most of this chapter investigates
the ways that we can choose a set of geometric generators for a symmetry group.
Apart from the choice of starting set of generators, which we discussed above, this
question can be answered in a less concrete setting, where the symmetry group G
is given abstractly as described in section 2.3, with standard presentation, where G
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is any group of isometries on M. Any decoration on the abstract orbifold can then
be interpreted as a tiling of the surface M , possibly with ribbon tiles in H2,
depending on the decoration.

5.2 Relating the Geometry of Orbifolds to the Sets of
Generators of its Group

The aim of this section is to explain how the MCG acts on the sets of geometric
generators for the symmetry group of a tiling. For an elaborate account of related
work within the same circle of ideas that we use as inspiration, see [232].

5.2.1 The MCG isomorphism
The set of sets of generators of Γ that is relevant for producing isotopically distinct
tilings of a Riemann surface M with symmetry group Γ is in one-to-one
correspondence to the orbifold MCG by theorem 4.3.4; we refer to this bijection as
the MCG isomorphism. Just knowing that such an abstract correspondence exists
is insufficient for applications though, hence we begin by making the definition of
the MCG isomorphism more suitable to our purposes. In order to explain the
isomorphism concretely, we use the notation for the generators and group relations
of the standard presentation of an orbifold given in section 2.3.
We will describe the MCG isomorphism by relating the action of certain
generators of the MCG on curves to the resulting group elements in the orbifold
fundamental group Γ, using the interpretation of group elements in Γ as homotopy
classes of curves in the associated orbifold O. For a more detailed discussion of
curves on orbifolds, their homotopy classes and how they relate to Γ, see [47] for
an informal treatment and [196] for a detailed and rigorous assessment. The main
point, already touched upon in earlier chapters, is that one can interpret elements
of the symmetry group Γ of the orbifold as homotopy classes of lifts of closed
curves in the labelled quotient space O = H2/Γ that avoids the singular locus of O.
Moreover, to, aside from the choice of lift of the base point in fibers, ensure that
the lifts of such curves is uniquely determined by the curve in O, one needs to
agree that curves that touch a mirror boundary in O must lift to a path that
crosses over the mirror in the covering space. In this way, homotopy classes of
based curves in O determine elements of Γ by their lifts to H2 with chosen base
point. Note, however, that the homotopies allowed for orbifolds are different from
the classical case, as discussed in chapter 3. We have the following classical result
for covering spaces, which we will briefly revisit in the orbifold case.
Let f be a homeomorphism of a surface S with base point p, which lifts to a
homeomorphism f̃ of the universal covering space and fix a base point p̃ in the
fiber above p. Denote the deck transformation corresponding to the closed curve α,
with homotopy class [α] ∈ π1(S, p), by δ[α],p, and the homomorphism f induces on
the fundamental group by f∗. We then have the relation

f̃ ◦ δ[α],p ◦ f̃−1 = δf∗([α]),f(p). (5.2)

Indeed, first recall that a deck transformation of a classical covering space is
determined uniquely by where it sends a single point of the path-connected
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covering space. Now, by construction of f̃ along lifted curves, δf∗([α]),f(p) sends f̃(p̃)
to f̃(δ[α],p(p̃)), which is exactly what the left hand side of (5.2) does. This also
explains the relation of the MCG isomorphism in its form in theorem 4.3.4 to the
isomorphism given in the formulation of the classical Dehn–Nielsen–Baer
theorem [75, Theorem 8.1]. The statement (5.2) is also true for the more general
case of branched covering spaces that we consider, since in the above we only used
that deck transformations are uniquely determined by where they map a single
point. For points that are not preimages of the branch point set, this is also true
for orbifold coverings, with the same reasoning [100, Proposition 1.34].
The above suggests a method to construct the automorphisms of Γ that are the
images of homeomorphisms of O explicitly. First interpret a set of geometric
generators of Γ as homotopy classes of closed orbipaths in the orbifold disjoint
from the singular locus. One can now simply draw pictures of these generators as
curves in O, look at how these are changed by some homeomorphism, or more
generally a set of generators of the MCG, and read off the new word representing
the resulting path. Doing this for all generators defines an induced automorphism
of Γ and, in particular, a new generating set. It is essential to get the loops and
their orientations right, so that after cutting O along these one obtains the
standard global group relation (2.4), which we shall write as Π = 1. See figure 5.1,
for an illustration of such curves on orientable surfaces. Compare this picture with
figure 5.2a), which shows the surface cut open along the set of curves in figure 5.1
for a genus 3 surface, where S1 and S2 can represent boundary components,
punctures, or mirrors.

. . .

. . .

Y1

Sn S1
X1

X2 Y2 X3 Y3 Xg

Yg

Figure 5.1: Closed curves on surfaces Sg of genus g ≤ 3 that generate π1(Sg) such
that cutting along the curves produces a disk, yielding the global relation
(2.4).

Different presentations of the fundamental group correspond to a different set of
generators in the orbifold and different representations of automorphisms. In case
one is interested in other presentations, the results have to be translated to the
presentation of interest.
Before we continue, it is worth pointing out that one could, in theory, also attempt
to use the method described in [165] to try to find an algebraic representation of
some MCGs as a set of operations on the sets of generators of Γ. Moreover, the
related but simpler algorithm in [48] finds a generating set of algebraic operations,
but without relations. However, we are interested in a presentation for general
MCGs that also captures our intuition of what a complexity ordering for
decorations on surfaces might look like. For this, geometric generators for the
MCG are important. For example, the MCG of a classical surface can be generated
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a

b

ab

c

d

c

d
e f

e

f

S2

S1

(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: (a) A surface of genus 3, cut open into a disk along the curves of figure
5.1. (b) Another way of cutting a genus 3 surface into a disk, corre-
sponding to the presentation of the fundamental dodecagon giving rise
to the gyroid family of TPMS as the embedding of a genus 3 surface into
the three-torus.

by as few as two torsion elements [142], which is not very illuminating for our
purposes. Also, the method in [165] is very involved and most probably results in a
presentation that is too complicated for most computational algorithms to handle.
In fact, no explicit presentation has been derived from these methods [75, p. 130].
Note that computational group theory packages in computer algebra programs
available today such as GAP can only solve relatively simple problems. For
example, even the word problem for the classical MCG for genus-3 surfaces using
well-known presentations is computationally too involved to comprehensively solve
for the Knuth-Bendix program for GAP, despite it being well-known that the word
problem is solvable [75, Theorem 4.2]. We will say more about this in section 6.3.
Last but not least, the geometric generators of the MCG that we will use relate to
the twisting of the decoration around handles of the Riemann surface covering,
making it easier to relate them to the entanglement of the graphs produced, a fact
which we made use of in the proof of proposition 4.4.7.

5.2.2 The action of the MCG on sets of generators
Before we present a concrete form of the MCG isomorphism, we note that the
MCGs of interest to us are somewhat nonstandard. They are generalizations of
classical MCGs but even when they are subgroups of classical MCGs, when the
orbifold in question does not have mirror symmetries, to the best of our
knowledge, their presentations are not treated in the literature. We present an
example illustrating the situation, which will turn out to be one of the backbones
of most of our examples. This is the case where the orbifold is stellate, the only
features it contains being gyration points. This restriction means that
topologically, O is a sphere with some singular points. Note, however, that fixing a
presentation of the symmetry group Γ gives O more structure than simply what its
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5.2 Relating the Geometry of Orbifolds to the Sets of Generators of its Group

topology implies. In particular, the orders of gyration points is fixed and gyration
points have neighbours, corresponding to the neighbouring factors in Π = 1, the
global group relation (2.7) of Γ.
First assume that all rotations are of the same order. For any instance of xixk in Π
define Φ(xi) := xixkx

−1
i , Φ(xk) := xi and Φ(xj) := xj for j ̸= k, i and ΠΦ as the

word where all xj are replaced by Φ(xj). We see that ΠΦ = Π. So, as long as the
involved rotations xi, xk are of the same order, Φ induces an automorphism of Γ.
This automorphism is called a half-twist. It is well-known that this automorphism
corresponds directly to the action of the standard generators of the Braid group
Bn on the word Π, which also serves as a definition for Bn [145]. The presentation
of the braid group with these generators is given by [12, 30]

Bn = ⟨σ1, ..., σn−1|[σi, σj] = 1 |i− j| > 1,
σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1⟩.

(5.3)

Note that there are three other major ways to define the braid group [75, Chapter
9], and the different perspectives yield different insights into their structure.
Stellate orbifolds are topologically spheres with marked points, leading to
phenomena such as the existence of Dirac braids [175] for braids on the sphere.
The presentation of the orientable MCG Mod(Sn) of the sphere Sn with n marked
points is again classical and given in [75, p. 128] as

Mod(Sn) = ⟨σ1, ..., σn−1|[σi, σj] = 1 |i− j| > 1,
σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1,

(σ1 · · ·σn−1)n = 1,
(σ1 · · ·σn−1σn−1 · · ·σ1) = 1⟩.

(5.4)

We will come back to discuss the relationship between the braid group and MCGs
in more detail below in section 5.3, where we derive group presentations of certain
subgroups. The link between braid groups and MCGs on surfaces extends to more
general surface braid groups and MCGs of more complicated surfaces [26], see also
the short exact sequence (5.24) below.
We now explain how to find automorphisms realizing general permutations using
half-twists, which is useful for applying the presentation (5.30) below to stellate
symmetry groups. Assume now that not all gyration points are of the same order.
The above action of the generators of the braid group does not make sense for
elements xi, xk that are not of the same order. Instead, we have to consider
appropriate subgroups of the braid group that only account for allowed
permutations, and these correspond to subgroups of the MCG of finite index.
Indeed, there is a well-known [75] short exact sequence induced by the action of
Mod(O) on marked points of O:

1 → PMod(O) → Mod(O) → Σn → 1, (5.5)

where Σn is the symmetric group on n elements and PMod is the pure mapping
class group of transformations that fix all marked points. Note that (5.5) is valid
for both only the orientation preserving transformations as well as the full MCG.
The problem of finding appropriate subgroups realizing only allowed permutations
could be solved geometrically, starting with the fact that Dehn twists around
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essential2 closed loops generate the orientable pure MCG of closed orientable
surfaces. Then a decomposition of a permutation into transpositions of only
neighbouring gyration points yields half twists for exchanging two arbitrary
marked points. In cyclic notation for permutations, after having decomposed
cycles into a product of transpositions, one readily verifies that
(a, b) = (a, a+ 1)−1(a+ 1, b)(a, a+ 1) gives an inductive procedure to decompose
transpositions in this way. Squaring the corresponding half twist yields the Dehn
twist along a simple closed loop around the two points involved. Taking those half
twists that correspond to allowed permutations along with all Dehn twists
generated by the remaining half twists yields a generating set for such subgroups
of the MCG. With these generators, the Reidemeister-Schreier process [156,
Section 2.4] can be used to find a presentation.
The situation can be further simplified by using the known presentation of the
pure braid group PBn, which we can define here as the subgroup of Bn consisting
of those elements that maps every generator in Π to a conjugate of itself. This
subgroup of the braid group is generated by the elements [12]

ai,j = (σj−1σj−2 · · ·σi+1)σ2
i (σj−1 · · · σi+1)−1, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. (5.6)

Regardless of the subgroup of interest, the pure mapping class group that the pure
braid group corresponds to will always be contained in it as a finite index
subgroup.
The action of the braid group on stellate orbifold symmetry groups discussed
above can also be derived in a different way that illustrates our approach, by
analysing the effect of a geometrically defined half-twist on curves in O that
represent generators of Γ. From a more geometric point of view, half-twists can be
defined as elements of the MCG that interchange the positions of two marked
points and square to a Dehn twist along a curve around the two marked
points [75]. Figure 5.3 shows the derivation of the representation in Out(π1(O)) of
a half-twist around two neighbouring marked points, showing its effect on two
curves corresponding to adjacent group elements of the symmetry group. It is easy
to see that geometrically, two half twists around the same two gyration points
yields a Dehn twist, around a curve encircling the two gyration points. The
ordering of the gyration points in figure 5.3a is a result of requiring the standard
presentation of the orbifold; see also figure 5.1.

S2 S1. . .Sn

(a)

S1 S2. . .Sn

(b)

Figure 5.3: (a) Curves representing group elements and the half-twist, indicated in
red. (b) The resulting curves after twisting.

2Recall that a closed curve in a surface is called essential if it is not homotopic into the neigh-
bourhood of a single, possibly marked, point.
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5.2 Relating the Geometry of Orbifolds to the Sets of Generators of its Group

More precisely, the half twists of figure 5.3 around S1 and S2 take the form⎧⎨⎩S1 ↦→ S1S2S
−1
1 ,

S2 ↦→ S1.
(5.7)

Figure 5.4 shows the effect of a half twist and its inverse on the starting set of
generators with a fixed D-symbol for a tiling with symmetry group 2224.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.4: The effect of two inverse half twists on the isotopy class of tilings with
symmetry group 2224 (a) Starting set of generators with a tiling com-
mensurate with the fundamental dodecagon for the P, D and gyroid
TPMS shown in green. (b) A twisted tiling, commensurate with the
same dodecagon. (c) The tiling with inverse twist.

We define Dehn twists next. Consider the annulus A = S1 × [0, 1] with orientation
induced from a standard embedding into the plane with standard orientation. We
can define this embedding by A ∋ (θ, ρ) ↦→ (θ, ρ+ 1) ∈ R2, where we use polar
coordinates for R2. Then, a right Dehn twist T along A is the homeomorphism of A
defined by (θ, ρ) ↦→ (θ − 2πρ, ρ). For a surface S, we can define twists along simple
closed two-sided curves by considering orientation preserving homeomorphisms of
a regular neighbourhood U of such a curve α to A, twisting in A, and mapping the
resulting neighbourhood back to the surface. Note first that the orientation of the
regular neighbourhood U is either that induced by an orientation of S, or, in case
S is non-orientable, by the orientation of the curve. By the topological uniqueness
of regular neighbourhoods of two-sided curves, the isotopy class of T does not
depend on any choices made in the definition and also only on the isotopy class of
α. There are other equivalent definitions of Dehn twists [75, Chapter 3]. Note that
for orientable surfaces the orientation of a curve α itself does not play a role when
defining what a right Dehn twist along α is. See figure 5.5 for two illustrations of a
Dehn twist. Dehn twists around simple closed curves are important because they
generate the orientable MCG of classical surfaces [75]. We first consider an
example illustrating the action of a Dehn twist. Let S5 be the five-times punctured
sphere and consider the pure MCG PMod(S5) ⊂ Mod(S5) of classes of orientable
homeomorphisms that fix all punctures, with π1(S5) generated by the
transformations {ej}5

i=1 associated to the punctures. It is well known that
PMod(S5) is generated by Dehn twists around some essential simple closed
curves [75]. After stereographic projection, we picture all punctures as lying in an
ordered row and consider the set {ti}s

i=1 of Dehn twists around the set of curves
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5 Enumerating isotopy classes of tilings

(a) Twist on an annulus. (b) Twist on a cylinder.

Figure 5.5: Two views on the effect of a right Dehn twist around the red curve
applied to the green curve.

{ci}s
i=1. We take the curves ci to be given by those that enclose exactly two

consecutive points, and s = 4. These generate the pure MCG [75]. The curves ci

now enclose punctures (pk)k∈Ki
with Ki ⊂ {1, ..., 5}, which in π1(S5) corresponds

to Ai := Πj∈Ki
ej. We then define φ : {ti}s

i=1 → Out(π1(S5)) by taking φ(ti) to be
the automorphism that fixes each ej for j /∈ Ki and sends ej to AiejA

−1
i for j ∈ Ki.

We are now in a position to define the action on the generators of very common
elements and generators in MCGs. It is well-known that the pure MCG of a
surface without marked points is generated by Dehn twists in the orientable
case [75]. In the nonorientable case, one additionally needs what are called
boundary or crosscap slides [149, 141].
Dehn twists along essential separating simple closed curves are the most
straightforward to handle and it is helpful to have an expression for such a general
class of MCG elements, but there are also subtleties one has to be wary of. Similar
to the above example we treat features that are adjacent in the left hand side of
(2.7) differently than ones that are not. We then have a natural geometric
interpretation of Dehn twists along separating simple curves that go around a
chain of adjacent elements. A Dehn twist tc along a curve c that encloses a chain
of neighbouring features, say β1, ..., βk, in that order, corresponds to the
automorphism of Γ induced by

γ ↦→

⎧⎨⎩(β1 · · · βk)γ(β1 · · · βk)−1 γ is inside c,
γ otherwise,

(5.8)

where γ is any of the generators of Γ described in section 2.3. There is some
leeway in the choice of which side is the inside of a given curve, but it is easy to
see that this choice corresponds to a conjugation of the resulting automorphism.
Note that this works for Dehn twists along curves that solely enclose neighbouring
points and boundaries, whereas handles and crosscaps need a different treatment.
The problem is that for nonseparating curves, one cannot define the interior. As
mentioned above, the MCG of a classical surface has a convenient finite set of
generating Dehn twists along special closed curves, illustrated in figure 5.10, and
we shall derive expressions for these twists below. One readily checks that the
algebraic transformation in (5.7) squares to the right Dehn twist (5.8) around the
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two involved marked points.
We now know how to represent simple Dehn twists and half twists around
neighbouring gyration points (or punctures, or boundary components) of the same
order as automorphisms of π1(O). The rest of the section deals with more
complicated generators for more complicated orbifolds.
We start with the action of an orientation reversing homeomorphism on an
orientable orbifold. Figure 5.6 shows the situation for a genus 2 surface with two
marked points, or boundary components. From this, one derives the automorphism
in (5.9), which gives the corresponding automorphism for a general orientable
orbifold with global relation of the form S1S2 · · ·Sn[a1, b1] · · · [ag, bg] = 1, where
both g = 0 and n = 0 are allowed. It is straightforward to verify that the resulting
transformation R defined by⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

Si ↦→ S−1
n S−1

n−1 · · ·S−1
i+1S

−1
i Si+1 · · ·Sn,

aj ↦→ bg−j+1,

bj ↦→ ag−j+1.

(5.9)

defines an automorphism. Note that the order of R is two, maps each boundary
component to a conjugate of itself, and thus defines an orientation reversing
homeomorphism and automorphism for all orientable orbifolds.
Furthermore, it is easy to see that the tile-1-transitive tiling corresponding to the
set of closed curves on a classical surface that gives rise to the standard
presentation of its fundamental group is invariant under this automorphism. The
existence of an orientation reversing homeomorphism of order 2 means that, for
any orientable orbifold, the short exact sequence

1 → Mod(O) → Mod±(O) → Z/2Z → 1 (5.10)

splits, where Mod±(O) denotes the full MCG. Note that this means that the
presentation of a MCG of an orientable orbifold is essentially determined by a
presentation of the classes of orientation preserving transformations. To obtain a
presentation of Mod±(O) from one of Mod(O) first add a generator for the
transformation R in (5.9) with order 2 to the generators and relators of Mod(O).
Then, add relators corresponding to conjugation by R of each other generator,
where the action of conjugation can be derived from (5.9).
In case one of the Si generators in (5.9) represents the connecting generator of a
mirror boundary, the transformation has to be adjusted slightly for each such
mirror, since the curves touching the mirror boundaries are also transformed under
the orientation reversing homeomorphism. We present an example explaining the
general situation. The homeomorphism illustrated in figure 5.6 changes the
direction of travel around the mirror boundary of the curves in O corresponding to
the mirror generators. For a boundary component ⋆abc with connecting generator
λ, we obtain, locally, ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

a ↦→ λ−1aλ,

b ↦→ λ−1bλ,

c ↦→ λ−1cλ,

c̃ ↦→ c = λc̃λ−1,

λ ↦→ λ−1.

(5.11)
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Similar to the discussion in section 2.3, c̃ corresponds to the curve, that bounces
off the same mirror as c, but travels around the mirror boundary the other way.
Furthermore, in case the mirror boundary component admits an extra symmetry,
as for example in the case ⋆2442, the reflection above can appear slightly
differently, since a mirror might be mapped to another one, with straightforward
adjustments. Note that any homeomorphism corresponding to the automorphism
defined by (5.11) generally cannot just be supported in a small neighbourhood of
the mirror boundary component, as it necessarily reverses the orientation of the
boundary curve that encircles the mirror, as already pointed out in section 4.3. In
order for (5.11) to yield an automorphism of the symmetry group in the general
case, it needs to be combined with the transformation of the connecting generator
in (5.9).

a

bc

d

c

d a

b

S1

S2
−→

d

cb

a

b

a d

c

S1

S2

Figure 5.6: An orientation reversing homeomorphism on an orientable orbifold, cor-
responding to a reflection across the red line, illustrating the general
situation.

In case of an orbifold with a nonorientable quotient space, we do not need an
orientation reversing transformation like above as a generator, by theorem 4.3.4.
We now turn to finding the action of the MCG on the geometric generators of
π1(O) for a nonorientable orbifold O with crosscaps. For a general reference on the
MCG of nonorientable surfaces that also includes the definition of the generators
of the MCG that we will consider, see [141], and [213] and the references contained
therein. It was proved in [141] that additionally to Dehn twists along two-sided
curves (recall that Dehn-twists are only well-defined for such curves), crosscap
slides and boundary slides are needed to generate the MCG of a nonorientable
surface. Although there is as far as we are aware as-of-yet no known presentation
for the MCG of a general nonorientable surface in terms of these generators, these
generators are very natural, cannot be easily deconstructed any further into
simpler constituent geometric transformations of other types and are supported in
very small subsurfaces. We will additionally also look at crosscap transpositions.
See figure 5.7 for an illustration of both a crosscap transposition and crosscap
slide. Roughly speaking, crosscap and boundary slides correspond to sliding the
crosscap, resp. boundary along a one-sided loop. We again refer to [141] for more
details. The form all of these transformations take are derived, like above, from
the geometric picture of the surface O with a set of curves such that cutting the
surface along these curves yields a planar polygon with identifications of edges to
produce the global relation of the standard presentation of π1(O). Such a set of
curves for orbifolds is described in section 2.3. The homeomorphism of the surface
is applied to the set of these curves, and the result read off. It is well-known that
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Figure 5.7: The effect on the dashed curve of a crosscap transposition on the left
and a crosscap slide on the right. The homeomorphism is supported in
the Kleinbottle K with one boundary component ∂K.

starting from any presentation of the fundamental group of a surface, one can cut
and glue the surface suitably to obtain the standard presentation [232]. In the
pictures, we focus on the part of the surface where the homeomorphism under
consideration is non-trivial.
Let ζ be a two sided loop that passes through two neighbouring crosscaps
represented by their deck transformations in H2, A and B, and encircles no other
features. Let α be the curve associated with A. A crosscap transposition Uα,ζ is
supported in a neighbourhood of ζ ∪ α, which is a Klein bottle K with one
boundary component, see figure 5.8a, and has the following representation as an
automorphism, where all other generators are constant.

(A,B) ↦→ (B, (B2)−1AB2) (5.12)

The Dehn twist Tζ has the representation

(A,B) ↦→ (AB−1A−1, AB2). (5.13)

The crosscap slide Yα,ζ = Uα,ζTζ is represented by

(A,B) ↦→ (AB2, (AB2)−1B−1(AB2)). (5.14)

We exemplify the derivations of the above equations by drawing the picture for
(5.13) in figure 5.8, with figure 5.8b showing the result of the twisting, from which
(5.13) can be read off. Note that outside the shown neighbourhood, the
transformation is the identity. It is straightforward to check that these
transformation yield automorphisms of Γ and that they satisfy

Y 2
α,ζ = U2

α,ζ = T∂K .

We thus found an algebraic proof of this well-known geometric relation from [149].
Now, a boundary slide SA in a nonorientable surface that has a boundary or
puncture P neighbouring the cross cap A is represented by

(P,A) ↦→ ((PA)P−1(PA)−1, PA), (5.15)

which again is readily seen to induce an automorphism and again comes from
drawing a picture with curves. Note again that with our definition of homotopies
of surfaces and the MCG, boundaries behave exactly like punctures and like
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marked (gyration) points. In particular, the half-twist generators for the MCG we
discussed in the context of gyration points and punctures are also the generators in
case we have (mirror) boundaries. Note, though, that individual mirror
components are also transformed, in the same way as the corresponding connecting
generators corresponding to curves encircling the mirror boundary components, as
(5.16) below illustrates. Also, the boundary slide of a nonorientable orbifold for
the case of a mirror boundary component also reverses the orientation of the curve
around the boundary and therefore uses a version of the transformation (5.11) for
the transformation of the individual mirrors of the boundary component. We again
use the example that led to (5.11) to illustrate the general situation. If P in (5.15)
represents a curve around a mirror boundary component ⋆abc, then we have⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

a ↦→ (PA)P−1aP (PA)−1,

b ↦→ (PA)P−1bP (PA)−1,

c ↦→ (PA)P−1cP (PA)−1,

c̃ ↦→ (PA)c(PA)−1 = SA(P )−1SA(c)SA(P ),
(P,A) ↦→ ((PA)P−1(PA)−1, PA).

(5.16)

A B

ζ

∂K

(a) The Kleinbottle K with
boundary and two-sided curve
ζ.

A B

ζ

∂K

(b) The resulting curves, in red and
blue, after twisting right around
ζ.

Figure 5.8: Dehn twists around two sided curves in nonorientable surfaces

For a more detailed discussion of crosscap transpositions and slides, as well as
other aspects of the MCG for nonorientable surfaces, refer to [150, 213, 187, 147].
Note that boundary and crosscap slides for non-neighbouring features are a result
of combining transpositions of boundaries and crosscaps appropriately, similar to
the discussion above following (5.5). For a presentation of the MCG of a class of
nonorientable surfaces with punctures in terms of the generators discussed here,
refer to [186].
In the orientable case, following [25] and [24], we use the same approach of trying
to find representations of generators corresponding to sliding singular points or
boundaries around the fix-point free features, i.e. handles and their associated
translations. Note that the pictures one has to draw quickly become rather
involved, which is why we only focus on geometric generators here, for which the
standard relation (2.7) for the orbifold groups limits the ways of choosing the
curves that represent the orbifold group elements. We work with the curves
depicted in figure 5.1.
Just like in the nonorientable case, we will focus on building representations of
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more general geometric generators from simpler transformations that are supported
in smaller subsurfaces. There are different prominent sets of generators with
different properties. We will focus on the Dehn twists around the closed curves
depicted in figure 5.10, known as Lickorish generators, along with point-pushes as
defined in [24]. Gervais’ presentation is another promising presentation [89]. After
some experimentation with the two presentations with GAP [86], a programming
language well-suited to studying problems in group theory, and KBMAG [109], we
found that the Lickorish set of generators seems to be easier to handle in practice.
Assume that Π has a subword of the form S[X, Y ]. Then, moving S around Y
corresponds to the situation of figure 5.9. Figure 5.9b shows the effect on the blue
curve of pushing S around the red curve.

. . .

Y

X . . .S

(a) Curves representing group
elements (blue, green, cyan),
and both available pushes,
indicated in red and violet.

. . .

. . .S

(b) The effect on S of twisting
around the red curve.

Figure 5.9: Point pushes in orientable surfaces

Ultimately, we find that we can write the point push around of S around Y as⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
S ↦→ SY −1SY S−1

X ↦→ SY −1S−1Y XS−1

Y ↦→ SY S−1.

(5.17)

A similar picture for a twist around X yields⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
S ↦→ SXSX−1S−1

X ↦→ SXS−1

Y ↦→ Y S−1.

(5.18)

We see that Y and X are mapped to hyperbolic transformations in both cases.
Notice that in both (5.17) and (5.18) ‘forgetting’ that S is a feature yields the
trivial automorphism.
Assume now that Π has a subword of the form [a1, b1][a2, b2]. This is part of a
classical surface. Figure 5.10 shows the so-called Lickorish’s generatos for the
MCG of a classical surface [149]. In Lickorish’s generators for the MCG of a
classical surface, there are two twists per handle that leave each commutator
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Figure 5.10: Curves corresponding to Lickorish’s generators for the MCG of a closed
surface of genus g.

relation invariant on its own, corresponding to the twists around ai,mi in figure
5.10. In figure 5.9a, these are the twist around the curves around X and Y ,
respectively. As automorphisms, these are given by, respectively,⎧⎨⎩ai ↦→ ai

bi ↦→ biai,
(5.19)

and ⎧⎨⎩ai ↦→ aib
−1
i

bi ↦→ bi,
(5.20)

for i = 1, 2. The more complicated twist amongst the Lickorish generators, namely
the ck in figure 5.10, mingles two adjacent handles. We have to treat the case
k = 1 separately from the others, as illustrated by figure 5.1. Figure 5.11 shows
the curves c1 and c2 on a genus 3 surface, cut open into a disk along the curves of
the standard presentation, shown in figure 5.1. We obtain⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

a1 ↦→ a1,

b1 ↦→ a2b
−1
2 a−1

2 b1a1,

a2 ↦→ a2b
−1
2 a−1

2 b1a1b
−1
1 a2,

b2 ↦→ b2,

(5.21)

for the twist along c1. Assuming that Π has a subword of the form [ai, bi][ai+1, bi+1]
for i > 1, we define γi := ai+1b

−1
i+1a

−1
i+1biai and find that the twist along ci for i > 1

takes the form ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
ai ↦→ aiγ

−1
i ,

bi ↦→ γibi,

ai+1 ↦→ γiai+1,

bi+1 ↦→ bi+1.

(5.22)

Lastly, we need a way to represent a point push around a handle that is not
neighbouring the pushed point. Half-twists can be applied to change the ordering
of the singular points and boundary components, crosscap transpositions achieve
the same for crosscaps, so we are only missing a ‘transposition of handles.’ For two
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a

b
ab
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d

c

d
e f
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f

c1

(a) The curve c1 of Lickorish’s genera-
tors

a

b
ab

c

d

c

d
e f

e

fc2

(b) The curve c2 of Lickorish’s genera-
tors

Figure 5.11: Curves correpsonding to Lickorish’s generators in figure 5.10, for a genus
3 surface, cut along curves of the standard presentation of figure 5.1.

neighbouring handles [a1, b1][a2, b2] like above, such a transformation can easily be
verified to be given by ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

a1 ↦→ [a1, b1]a2[a1, b1]−1,

b1 ↦→ [a1, b1]b2[a1, b1]−1,

a2 ↦→ a1,

b2 ↦→ b1.

(5.23)

Since this is an automorphism of the surface group of a classical surface, the
classical Dehn–Nielsen–Baer theorem [75] implies that there is a homeomorphism
inducing this transformation on the fundamental group.
With the generators and their action on sets of generators of an orbifold
fundamental group derived in this section, the presentation of any MCG can be
readily translated into the form they take as automorphisms of π1(O). We will see
how to accomplish this for stellate orbifolds in the next section, where we first
derive a group presentation of a class of MCGs.

5.3 The semi-pure mapping class group on the sphere
In this section we will derive presentations for the stellate MCGs to produce the
tilings in the next section and look at braid groups Bn and their connection to
MCGs. We will employ slightly non-standard presentations of braid groups and
certain subgroups. See [12] and [30] for the mathematical foundations of braid
groups. We will assume in the following that n ≥ 3. Note that virtually all
references for the braid group in the literature are algebraically influenced and as
such do not follow functional notation and if interpreted as maps need to be read
from left to right. We follow this tradition, so implementations of the results in
this chapter must be translated to functional notation.

Definition 5.3.1. Given a partition P of n ∈ N, we define the semi-pure braid
group SPBP of type P to be the subgroup of the braid group Bn that under the
canonical morphism to the symmetric group Σn yields only permutations that
respect the partition of n, i.e. only permute elements within each set in the
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5 Enumerating isotopy classes of tilings

partition. We similarly define semi-pure surface braid groups and the semi-pure
mapping class group Mod(SP) of a surface S with n marked points as the subgroup
of the MCG that fixes the partition P of the marked points.

While seemingly not well-known, the semi-pure braid group of the plane was
studied in [161]. We examine concrete presentations of these groups below.
The braid group is important to us for the following reasons. There is a
well-known short exact sequence that relates the braid group of an orientable
surface S to the MCG of S and an n-times punctured version of S, which we
denote with S∗. This sequence is known as the Birman exact sequence [75,
Theorem 9.1] and, as long as π1(Hom+(S)) = 1, reads

1 → π1(C(S, n)) → Mod+(S∗) → Mod+(S) → 1, (5.24)

where C(S, n) is the configuration space of n distinct, unordered points in S and
the MCGs involved stem from orientable homeomorphisms. The braid group Bn is
isomorphic to π1(C(C, n)) [75, Section 9.1.2] and the short exact sequence (5.24)
generalizes to the situation of semi-pure braid groups and the semi-pure MCG,
with the same proof. One can use (5.24) to obtain a presentation of Mod(SP) from
one of the braid group for a large class of surfaces. There is also a similar short
exact sequence for nonorientable surfaces [217, Section 7]. From now on, we
restrict to the case where Mod(SP) denotes the semi-pure mapping class group on
the sphere, as this is the relevant case for stellate orbifolds.
Classical surfaces with negative Euler characteristic satisfy
π1(Hom+(S)) = 1 [96, 97, 98]. However, stellate orbifolds do not obey (5.24), as
the orbifolds underlying topological space is the sphere S2 and therefore
π1(Hom+(S2)) = Z/2Z [208].
The standard presentation of Bn [12] is phrased in terms of the generators σi.
Each σi crosses the strand in position i in front of the strand in position i+ 1. In
order to find a presentation of the spherical braid group Bn(S2), we need to
append the relation

X := σ1...σn−1σn−1...σ1 = id (5.25)

to the presentation of Bn in terms of the generators σi [74, 231].
Consider the element

z := (σ1 · · ·σn−1)n ∈ Bn. (5.26)

The infinite cyclic center of the pure braid group PBn and of Bn is generated by z
[12]. Taking the interpretation of Bn as the MCG of the n-times punctured disc
with the additional restriction that the classes of homeomorphisms fix the
boundary pointwise, one sees that geometrically, z corresponds to the Dehn twist
around the boundary. Following equation (9.1) and figure 9.6 of [75], adding the
relation z = id to the relations of Bn(S2) turns this group into the corresponding
MCG of the sphere Mod(Sn) with n identical conical singularities.
We will use both the notion of the braid group as the fundamental group of a
configuration space as well as that on the MCG of homeomorphisms of a disc with
marked points fixing the boundary in the following [75]. For semi-pure Braid
groups on the sphere, it is important to find an expression for the nontrivial extra
relations resulting from the topology of the sphere in terms of generators of the
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pure Braid group. This is possible because z and X belong to the subgroup of
pure braids. We start with how to express z in terms of the ai,j from (5.6). Using
the interpretation of the braid group as the fundamental group of a configuration
space on n points [75, Chapter 9], we have

z = (a1,2a1,3 · · · a1,n) · · · (an−2,n−1an−2,n)(an−1,n). (5.27)

We will pursue the same line of reasoning for the relation X = id . The original
proof in [74] that X = id suffices as an extra relation for the full braid group on
the sphere hinges on the existence of twists that transforms the analogous relations
for the other braids into this one. In terms of the pure braid group, however, we
must add back in the missing relations and express them in terms of the pure
generators. There are n such relations, and each has an interpretation as the braid
where the i-th strand passes over all n− i strands to its right, turning back to pass
underneath all strands until the first one, and back over the first i− 1 back to
where it started. See [175, p. 194] for an illustration. The first factor in the
expression is ai,i+1...ai,n. The second factor, for similar reasons, is given by
ai−1,iai−2,i...a1,i and we obtain

ai,i+1...ai,nai−1,iai−2,i...a1,i (5.28)

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n as a set of equations corresponding to the relation for X in (5.25).
This explains how to write the relation corresponding to X in terms of n relations
on the generators of the pure braid group. We shall denote the MCGs obtained
from a partition P by Mod(SP).
We now list all conjugacy classes of stellate groups that are subgroups of ⋆246 and
contain the translations associated to the genus 3 polygon, which represents the
unit cells of the gyroid, primitive and diamond TPMS using the list of
commensurate subgroups in [199]. From now on, we restrict our attention to the
orientable MCG for simplicity. A further simplification comes from the fact that
the thrice-punctured sphere S3 has trivial pure MCG [75], so the only nontrivial
elements stem from permutations of the points and every permutation is clearly
realized as an orientation preserving homeomorphism. We therefore have

Mod(S3) ∼= Σ3. (5.29)

We obtain the following list in table 5.1 of relevant MCGs. Note that the
generator of Z2 in the table is in both cases a half-twist about the two gyration
points of the same order.
In principle, the ordering of the gyration points does not matter in determining the
isomorphism class of the orbifold group. However, choosing generators does pin
down one particular presentation, which determines the ordering of the gyration
points up to cyclic permutations. The representation of a half twist involving two
non-adjacent points is more complicated than (5.7), but can be readily computed
using the decomposition of a permutation into adjacent transpositions from section
5.2.
A presentation of the subgroup of Bn consisting of exactly those elements that
leave invariant a partition P of n of the form (1...h1)(h1 + 1...h2)...(hm−1 + 1...hm)
was derived in [161], following an application of the Reidemeister-Schreier method
to glean presentations for subgroups from a presentation of the group. After
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Orbifold O Mapping Class Group Mod(O)
246 Trivial
266 Z2
344 Z2
2223 Mod(S3,1)
2224 Mod(S3,1)
2226 Mod(S3,1)
2233 Mod(S2,2)
2244 Mod(S2,2)
2266 Mod(S2,2)
4444 Mod(S4)
22222 Mod(S5)
22223 Mod(S4,1)
222222 Mod(S6)

22222222 Mod(S8)

Table 5.1: The 14 mapping class groups of stellate orbifolds of symmetry groups of
the gyroid, primitive, and diamond surfaces.

reexamining theorem 4, the most general theorem in the paper, we find that there,
i can equal j for the generators Ahihj+1. Also, the braid relations in equation (2.2)
have to be replaced by the usual ones as applicable. Furthermore, in the indexing
of (2.2), i can equal hj+1 − 2. Lastly, equation (2.9) needs to be replaced by the
equation below. The resulting rather lengthy presentation of the subgroup Bn,P of
braids that leave invariant the partition P of n in terms of the generators σi and
the artin generators ai,j of the pure braid group from (5.6) is as follows.
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5.3 The semi-pure mapping class group on the sphere

Theorem 5.3.2. Let P be a partition of n of the form (1...h1)(h1 +1...h2)...(hm−1 +
1...hm). Then, adding the extra relations (5.27) and (5.28) to the presentation (5.30)
below yields a presentation of the semi-pure MCG Mod(SP) for stellate orbifolds.

Generators
σi, i ̸= ht, 1 ≤ t < m, ahi,hj+1, 1 ≤ i ≤ j < m

Relations
σiσj = σjσi if |i− j| ≥ 2,
σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1, if hj < i ≤ hj+1 − 2,
ahi,hj+1σk = σkahi,hj+1 if hi − 1 ̸= k ̸= hj + 1,
ahi,hj+1ahk,hm+1 = ahk,hm+1ahi,hj+1

if hj < hk or if hi < hk < hm < hj,

ahi,hj+1(σhj+1ahi,hj+1σhj+1) = (σhj+1ahi,hj+1σhj+1)ahi,hj+1 if hj + 1 ̸= hj+1,

ahi,hj+1(σhi−1ahi,hj+1σhi−1) = (σhi−1ahi,hj+1σhi−1)ahi,hj+1 if hi − 1 ̸= hi−1,

(σhi−1ahi,hj+1σ
−1
hi−1)(σhj+1ahi,hj+1σ

−1
hj+1) =

(σhj+1ahi,hj+1σ
−1
hj+1)(σhi−1ahi,hj+1σ

−1
hi−1) (5.30)

if both hi − 1 ̸= hi−1 and hj + 1 ̸= hj+1,

(σhi−1ahi,hj+1σ
−1
hi−1)ahi,hk+1 = ahi,hk+1(σhi−1ahi,hj+1σ

−1
hi−1)

if both hj < hk and hi − 1 ̸= hi−1,

ahk,hj+1(σhj+1ahi,hj+1σ
−1
hj+1) = (σhj+1ahi,hj+1σ

−1
hj+1)ahk,hj+1

if both hi < hk and hj + 1 ̸= hj+1,
ahi,hj

ahi,hk+1ahj ,hk+1 = ahi,hk+1ahj ,hk+1ahi,hj
,

ahi,hj
ahi,hk+1ahj ,hk+1 = ahj ,hk+1ahi,hj

ahi,hk+1,

(ahi,hj
ahi,hj+1a

−1
hi,hj

)(σhj+1ahk,hj+1σ
−1
hj+1) =

(σhj+1ahk,hj+1σ
−1
hj+1)(ahi,hj

ahi,hj+1a
−1
hi,hj

)
if both hi < hk and hj + 1 ̸= hj+1

(ahi,hj
ahi,hk+1a

−1
hi,hj

)ahj ,hl+1 = ahj ,hl+1(ahi,hj
ahi,hk+1a

−1
hi,hj

) if hj ≤ hk < hl.

In the last four equations, whenever hj ̸= hj−1 + 1, i.e., when the symbols ahi,hj
are

not generator of Bn,P , we must replace the ahi,hj
by their expression in terms of

the σi and ahi,hj+1. We find the following relations for the pure generators ai,j.
Here, ai,j corresponds to the Dehn twist around the simple curve that encircles the
marked points i and j (from the point of view of viewing the braid group as the
MCG of a disk, with boundary fixed pointwise [75]). We observe that

ai,j = σj−1...σxai,xσ
−1
x ...σ−1

j−1 (5.31)

for x < j. Similarly, we establish

ax,j = σ−1
x ...σ−1

z−1az,jσz−1...σx (5.32)

for j > z > x. Note, again, the technical but very important detail touched upon
above that concerns the algebraic braid group given in terms of abstract group
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5 Enumerating isotopy classes of tilings

elements, whose multiplication is read from left to right, whereas the MCG
elements act from right to left. This leads to (σ1...σi)−1 acting as T−1

σ1 ...T
−1
σi

, where
the Tσj

are the associated twists in the MCG of a disc corresponding to the twists
σj in the braid group.
Lastly, to find a presentation for a semi-pure Braid group we assumed that the
elements of the same type are grouped together as in the partition of n above in
(5.30). If this is not the case, then we must conjugate all elements of the semi-pure
braid group with a braid b that maps to an element in the symmetric group
realizing the appropriate partition from the one at hand. The ordering of the
points within a part in the partition is arbitrary. The element b is then decomposed
into neighbouring transpositions as explained in section 5.2 for which (5.7) gives
the representation as an automorphism. For the presentation of the MCG for
stellate orbifolds, one has to add the extra relations (5.27) and (5.28) to (5.30).

5.4 Tilings with Stellate Symmetry Groups in ⋆246
This section is dedicated to the explicit construction of tilings of H2 that are
commensurate with the candidate TPMS. Using the computer programming
language GAP and in particular the Knuth-Bendix package KBMAG, we have
succesfully implemented the results above for general semi-pure MCGs for stellate
orbifolds to produce a list of MCG elements ordered by word length from a
presentation of the MCG. This represents the basis of our enumerations. We will
analyse the involved algorithms in more detail in section 6.2. Together with how
the generators of the MCG act on the generators of the symmetry group as derived
in section 5.2, we produced a list of sets of generators of the symmetry group in
Iso(H2), starting from a chosen starting set of generators. Then, from the
placements of generators, we derived decorations of the corresponding orbifold to
produce hyperbolic tilings. All of the pictures we produce here yield tilings of the
gyroid, diamond and primitive surfaces. Here, we only give their presentations as
tilings of H2 and leave the construction of the resulting structures in R3 for the
following chapters. The sequence of pictures of tilings were produced using
MATLAB and are part of an exhaustive enumeration of isotopy classes of tilings
with a given compatible symmetry group. We concentrate on the most challenging
cases and highlight some of the subtleties one encounters on the way.
We first note several observations that we made while experimenting with the
program and different presentations for MCGs. For the full MCG of the genus 3
surface, there is a presentation known as the Gervais presentation [89], appealing
for applciations because its generators are symmetric and supported in small
subsurfaces. Unfortunately, the presentation is too complicated for the
Knuth-Bendix package to directly solve, even when tweaking the parameters. Both
the manual [109] and [110] discuss some of the difficulties when working with the
semi-algorithm. One of the biggest challenges is that sometimes small changes in
parameters can lead to very different results. Nevertheless, keeping in mind that
for the enumeration of 3D structures, it is sometimes necessary to enumerate
cosets of the MCG w.r.t. some finite, geometric group, the Knuth-Bendix package
seems like the best option. We discuss this in more detail in section 6.2.
In practice, we focus exclusively on decorations given by piece-wise geodesics on
the orbifold in its induced metric from H2, i.e. curves whose lifts are piece-wise
geodesics in any classical surface that is a finite covering. Any other tiling can be
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isotoped to produce such a decoration of the orbifold. It is well known [75] that
within an isotopy class of closed curves or those with fixed endpoints, we can find
a geodesic representative and also that geodesics are in minimal position3. For
some tilings, one has to insert additional points not at vertices at which we allow
breaks of geodesics (see section 6.3 for examples). Viewing tilings as piece-wise
geodesic decorations on metric orbifolds lets us specify any tiling by a finite
number of points along with an adjacency matrix specifying which points are
neighbours, which is helpful for implementations. This leads to a data structure
similar to other known structures for symmetric tilings, such as that for periodic
structures in CGAL [219].
Figure 5.12 shows isotopically distinct fundamental tilings with the same
realization of the symmetry group 2233 and the same D-symbol. The tilings are
drawn in their lifted versions on the hyperbolic plane and fit onto the genus-3
Riemann surface S obtained by identifying opposite edges of the dodecagon in
green, with fundamental group π1(S) a subgroup of ⋆246, such that π1(S) is
normal. Of all the MCGs in table 5.1, 2233 and 2266 represent the most
complicated cases as the presentation of the MCG uses most of the theoretical
results introduced in the earlier sections. On the other hand, groups like 22222
turn out to be particularly simple, using only (5.4), (5.7) and the arrangements of
the group elements in a fundamental tiling. Figure 5.13 shows isotopically distinct
fundamental tilings with symmetry group 2224 and the same combinatorial
structure. Figures 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16 show isomorphic symmetry groups (in this
case 22222) that produce isotopically distinct tilings. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show
isotopically distinct sets of tilings with the same D-symbol, whereas figure 5.16
shows a further set, with a different D-symbol, of mutually combinatorially
equivalent tilings. Figure 5.15 shows how the degree of distortion of the initial
hexagonal fundamental domain increases as one steps through the enumeration.
Notice that the starting placement of every set of geometric generators is induced
by doubling a fundamental domain for the Coxeter supergroup of the stellate
group, except for that of Figure 5.16a. The fundamental domain and the starting
set there yield a minimally sheared domain as a starting point for the enumeration,
but the combinatorial class of the tiling w.r.t. which we found a suitable starting
set of generators is different, illustrating that while we can narrow down the choice
of starting set to a finite number, there is no unique canonical choice.
We shall now consider ambiguities that can arise in the enumeration. Figure 5.17a
shows a tiling with symmetry group 4444. Observe that there are 6 symmetry
elements acting on the boundary of each tile in the associated combinatorial class
of tilings. The situation is somewhat special because one has different,
nonconjugate choices of generators acting on the fundamental tile that all lead to
the same group presentation. The result of this can be seen when comparing
figures 5.18a and 5.17b, which show the same tiling resulting from a different set of
nonconjugate generators that correspond to different elements of the MCG.
Comparing the numbering of symmetry elements in the same tiles in figures 5.17b
and 5.18b, one sees that each set belongs to a different set of generators for 4444
acting on the fundamental tile’s boundary, each satisfying the group relation (2.7).
There are two important view points to consider here. Firstly, the tilings only
appear to be the same because the decoration of the orbifold, the embedded graph,

3This means that two geodesics that are closed or have fixed endpoints minimize their intersection
number amongst their homotopy classes of curves (with fixed endpoints).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.12: Isotopically distinct fundamental tilings with symmetry group 2233 and
the same D-symbol. All tilings fit onto the genus-3 surface obtained
by identifying opposite edges of the dodecagon in green in figure 5.12a.
Starting from the left, which shows a simplest starting tiling, the tilings
to the right are a result of ‘twisting’ the tiling, and are the 20th and
40th tilings in our enumeration, respectively. Figure 5.12a shows the
placements of the generators, figure 5.12b shows the boundary of the
fundamental tile on which the generators act in green.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.13: Isotopically distinct fundamental tilings with symmetry group 2224 and
equivalent combinatorial structure. They are numbers 1, 20 and 40 in
our enumeration, respectively. All tilings are commensurate with the
genus-3 dodecagon from figure 5.12a.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.14: Isotopically distinct fundamental tilings of the symmetry group 22222
(no. 76 in [199]) in one realization, with the same D-symbol. (a) shows
the placements of the starting generators, with increasingly complicated
shearing (nos 20 and 40 in our enumeration) to the right. All tilings
are commensurate with the genus-3 dodecagon from figure 5.12a.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.15: Isotopically distinct fundamental tilings of the symmetry group 22222
(no. 77 in [199]) and the same D-symbol. (a) shows the placements of
the starting generators, with increasingly complicated shearing (nos 20
and 40 in our enumeration) to the right. All tilings are commensurate
with the genus-3 dodecagon from figure 5.12a.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.16: Isotopically distinct fundamental tilings of the symmetry group 22222
(no. 54 in [199]) and the same D-symbol in a different realization than
both figures 5.14 and 5.15. (a) shows the placements of the starting
generators, with increasingly complicated shearing (nos 20 and 40 in
our enumeration) to the right. All tilings are commensurate with the
genus-3 dodecagon from figure 5.12a.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.17: Isotopically distinct fundamental tilings of the symmetry group 4444
and the same D-symbol. (a) shows the placements of the starting gen-
erators, with increasingly complicated shearing (nos 20 and 41 in our
enumeration) to the right. All tilings are commensurate with the genus-
3 dodecagon from figure 5.12a.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.18: Tiling no. 40 with symmetry 4444. Image (a) shows a different place-
ment of generators than Figure 5.17b with the same D-symbol. The
result is two identical tilings, where the placements of the generators
here are a permutation of the generators in the other tiling. The num-
bering of symmetry elements on the same tile is shown in (b), after
conjugation by rotation around the indicated symmetry point. The
decoration is too simple to detect the differences, so the tilings show
up as the same.

is not complicated enough. A marking of, say, point 1 would result in a different
tiling. This is in line with the general theory developed in section 4.3, which states
that any MCG element changes some sufficiently complicated decoration of the
orbifold. In fact, one readily verifies that the transformation from figure 5.17a to
5.17b corresponds to interchanging generators 1 and 4, and 2 and 3.
We encounter another example of the situation of the last paragraph when dealing
with orbifolds such as 266. The MCG is isomorphic to Z2 and generated by a
half-twist around the two 6-fold rotation centers which corresponds to simply
permuting the two rotation centers. For example, the effect of this on an
embedded graph with a marking of the first of two neighbouring 6-fold rotation
centers would transfer this marking (and any others) onto the second, while
leaving the rest of the decoration invariant. As such, a tiling of 266 with the same
types of edges for both 6-fold rotational centers is invariant under such a
transformation. This can not occur when considering only the pure MCG, where
the rotational centers are never interchanged and treated as different. This results
in a unique isotopy class of tilings corresponding to a fixed decoration of the
orbifold with different placements for the generators. However, there is a
noteworthy drawback to doing this, which we illustrate with a concrete example of
a tiling with 2224 symmetry in figure 5.19. Both figure 5.19a and 5.19b show a
fundamental tiling derived from the same abstract decoration of the orbifold with
different placements for the generators in H2. Exchanging the positions of
generators 1 and 3 takes the first tiling into the second. Restricting to the pure
MCG means that one cannot go from the tiling in figure 5.19a to that in figure
5.19b. Instead, one could expand the number of fundamental tilings from given
generators to include more than a single representative out of each combinatorial
class. Note, though, that doing so will lead to an ambiguity in the enumeration of
tilings later on in the enumeration. Indeed, adding an edge from generator 2 to 3
in figures 5.19a and 5.19b leads to the same tiling.
In practice, a close examination of the combinatorial description of the curves on
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.19: Isotopically distinct fundamental tilings with symmetry group 2224 and
same D-symbol. The two images show the interchanging of generators
1 and 3, which yields an isotopically distinct tilings with the same
combinatorial structure.

the orbifold often reveals when we are in such a situation of ambiguity. In general,
as mentioned in section 4.5, all ambiguities ae a result of an automorphism of the
graph representing the D-symbol. In figure 5.18, the decorations are a result of
connecting the generators with geodesics in order. Such as decoration on an
orbifold with only same order gyration points will always lead to the same situation
of having multiple sets of generators around one fundamental tile that lead to the
same group presentation and therefore an ambiguity for the MCG acting on
tilings. To remove ambiguities in the enumeration, we examine the structure of the
decoration on the orbifold and determine its symmetry w.r.t. a change of the
positions of the generators. Then, identifying the MCG transformation that leads
to this situation and looking at cosets w.r.t. this transformation eliminates any
ambiguities. See figure 5.15a for another example of a fundamental tiling where we
can predict that the same kind of ambiguity will happen.
Note, again, that it may well be of interest to chemists to not eliminate this
ambiguity when looking at structures with symmetrically distinct constituent
parts, where edges are coloured (as in figure 1.2) and therefore the ambiguities
above would show up as tilings with a different colouring of the edges.

5.5 Summary and Outlook
In this chapter, we described a method to produce all isotopy classes of tilings of a
hyperbolic surface starting from a set of geometric generators for the symmetry
group of a tiling and given a construction recipe for the tiling in terms of the
generators. Fundamental tile transitive tilings provide a natural starting point for
an enumeration. The combinatorial types of such tilings are encoded using
D-symbols. These in turn yield decorations of the orbifold associated to the
hyperbolic symmetry group from the positions of the generators in H2, i.e. their
manifestation as isometries of H2, or, said in another way, representations of their
symmetry groups in Iso(H2). The action of the MCG on sets of generators yields
all possible placements for tilings of the generators for a particular symmetry
group. The action of prominent generators of all possible MCGs of hyperbolic
symmetry groups was derived under the correspondence of (type-preserving) outer
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automorphisms of the symmetry group and the MCG.
Subsequently, the results were used in section 5.4 to illustrate the general approach
to a systematic enumeration of isotopy classes of tilings by producing an
enumeration of fundamental tile-1-transitive tilings related to symmetry groups
generated by rotational symmetries. The importance of the class of examples
comes from the fact that the associated tilings all fit onto the genus-3 Riemann
surface that constitutes the diamond, primitive, and gyroid minimal surfaces, with
hyperbolic structure induced by the hyperbolic orbifold group ⋆246.
In the next chapter, we will produce and further investigate the topological types
of the resulting structures in R3 from the embedding of the genus-3 hyperbolic
surface as the unit cell of a triply-periodic minimal surface.
In such a systematic enumeration, the search for specific physical properties of the
resulting structures provides a natural framework for the synthesis of novel
materials. Such physical properties are often a result of entanglement, motivating
a more detailed scrutiny of the relation between the action of the MCG of the
symmetry group on decorations of orbifolds and the action of the MCG of the
Riemann surface on the resulting graph of the surface.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from
tilings of TPMS

The aim of this chapter is to use the results of the previous chapters to produce
nets in R3 from tilings of the hyperbolic plane H2. To ensure wide interest in the
nets we can produce, we will not limit our investigation to nets arising from
classical tilings but also illustrate how to include structures produced from ribbon
tilings. Chapters 4 and 5 deal with the enumeration of isotopy classes of classical
tilings on the basis of combinatorial tiling theory, while chapter 3 extends
combinatorial tiling theory to yield a classification of more general ribbon tilings,
including unbounded tiles and tiles with nondisklike topology. One of the focuses
of this chapter will be the marriage of these two ideas. We will explain how the
two can be combined to yield an extended theory of isotopy classes of generalized
tilings on hyperbolic surfaces that allows for an enumeration of such classes. Just
like in previous chapters, we focus our attention on tilings of the genus 3
hyperbolic surface associated to TPMS in the gyroid family.
This chapter is structured into four main sections. First, in section 6.1, we discuss
some of the most useful methods to analyse nets in R3. There is a large tie-in to
other areas of science, as many tools are designed to be useful to material scientists
and chemists, in particular crystallographers. Secondly, in section 6.2, we discuss
the background in computational group theory that not only gives rise to the
algorithms we use for the enumeration, but also discusses the theoretical
considerations necessary to ensure that the enumeration is complete and
unambiguous in many cases. In section 6.3, we discuss our streamlined approach
to the enumeration of structures in R3 from tilings in H2, which we have
implemented for the case of tilings of the genus 3 hyperbolic surface that gives rise
to the gyroid, primitive and diamond TPMS. In section 6.4, we are finally in a
position to use our methods to construct tilings of TPMS and their corresponding
associated structures in R3. We will construct nets in R3 derived from hyperbolic
tilings for a class of symmetry groups, which has, to the best of our knowledge, up
until now not been amenable to other enumeration methods. To illustrate the
value of our approach, we will also produce structures that include a class not
often investigated in the literature, namely, interpenetrating nets.

6.1 Investigating nets in R3

There are no known tools available for a complete classification of entangled nets
in R3 up to ambient isotopy. On the other hand, mathematicians and chemists
have implemented many methods that find certain properties of nets, drawing
from various different areas of mathematics, including knot theory on the three
torus and graph theory, physics and chemistry, including density functional theory,
electrodynamics, and crystallography. We will focus on a few recent approaches.
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A recent algorithm that tries to find an energy minimizing configuration of a graph
in the three torus is PB-SONO [71, 73]. Briefly, the idea of the algorithm is to
tighten graphs of fixed thickness in the three torus, i.e. after discretizing
appropriately, to let the thickened edges shrink in length as far as possible without
creating overlaps. Note that it is likely, as suggested by numerical evidence [192]
for knots in R3, that the resulting ideal form of the knot has less 3D symmetries
than other conformations of the same knot. Moreover, the ideal form of a general
multicomponent net as found by the algorithm is not unique in general(Stephen
Hyde, private communication).
Arguably the most comprehesive computational tool available for the analysis of
nets in R3 is the TOPOSPRO package [28, 29]. TOPOSPRO offers several
methods for the analysis of crystal structures. TOPOSPRO can find the
underlying topology of most 3-periodic nets by finding a canonical representative
net embedding, similar to SYSTRE. Additionally, TOPOSPRO also takes into
consideration the ambient isotopy class of a net. The idea is to view the finitely
many cycles in the net in a unit cell as individual knots, and to study the linking
number of disjoint cycles to get an estimate of the entangling of a net. If the found
collection of values differ, we can conclude that the nets in question are not
ambiently isotopic in the three-torus. However, because it focusses on the linking
number, there are certain kinds of entanglement that TOPOSPRO fails to identify,
such as ravels, which are graphs that are entangled, but such that they contain no
knotted or links cycles [38]. As far as we know, TOPOSPRO is the only readily
available tool to study the ambient isotopy classes of periodic nets.
Focussing more on symmetries, recently a group theoretical approach has been
suggested to study interpenetrating nets [14], based on the symmetries of the
constituent nets. Note that the symmetries of components of interpenetrating nets
are easily derived from our construction technique, because they correspond to
their symmetries in the hyperbolic plane. Where possible, we will use SYSTRE to
to broadly classify the 3D nets by their topology.

6.2 Computational group theory and coset
enumeration

This section will explain basic notions from computational group theory that are
of interest to us. While the concepts and results are very important for our
applications, a detailed treatment of all concepts involved is beyond the scope of
this thesis. We will instead concentrate on the essentials, and give only the most
relevant definitions. For an excellent introduction to the subject, refer to [110] and
the references included therein, or the more comprehensive treatment in [68]. We
will use known results to prove that the MCGs defined in section 4.3 have
algorithmically favorable properties. The central result of this section is that the
computational group theory that we employ for applications can, at least in theory
in many cases, be used to obtain complete and unambiguous enumerations of
isotopy classes of (ribbon) tilings on hyperbolic surfaces by coset enumeration on
MCGs. To establish this, we need deep results on the structure of MCGs, some of
their subgroups, and the notion of automatic structures on groups. We conclude
the section with comments on experiments using algorithms that leads to
conjecture 6.2.4, that essentially states that a complete and unambiguous
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enumeration of tilings is always possible. The conjecture is, as far we know,
believed to be true by many experts in the field. We know about it from Derek
Holt (private communication).
We are interested in computational group theory for multiple reasons. Not only do
we enumerate 3D structures essentially in terms of an ordered list of elements in a
MCG, but we also make use of more general algorithms to enumerate cosets of
MCGs w.r.t. certain subgroups. Sometimes, geometric considerations will imply
that certain tilings of a TPMS are related by an ambient isotopy of R3, or that a
particular decoration of the orbifold that gives rise to a tiling is invariant under
some elements of the MCG. The importance of coset enumeration for us is that it
allows us to deal with situations where we want to disregard certain elements of
the MCG in an enumeration of isotopy classes of tilings.
It is well-known that there are finitely presented groups with undecidable word
problem [34], meaning that there cannot exist an algorithm that computes a unique
normal form for an element of such a group in terms of a given set of generators.
Since, by the universal property of free groups, every group has an interpretation
as an appropriate set of cosets of the free group w.r.t. to some normal subgroup,
coset enumeration is also undecidable in general. For word-hyperbolic (also:
Gromov-hyperbolic) groups in the sense of Gromov [92], which are essentially
groups that act cocompactly on some hyperbolic space [35, theorem 3.6] and
include our hyperbolic orbifold symmetry groups and many others, the situation is
much better. To understand the set-up, we need to introduce several notions.
Let G be a group, generated by a finite set A ⊂ G, and from now on assume that
A is closed under taking inverses. We denote the set of words over the alphabet A
by A∗ :=

∞⋃︁
k=0

Ak and call a word a ∈ A∗ geodesic if it is a word of minimal length in
the set of all words that represent the same element in G. For words g, h in A∗, we
shall sometimes write, for emphasis, g ∼G h to indicate that they are equal in G.
We denote the length of g ∈ G by |a| when a is a geodesic representative for g,
defining what is known as a word norm | · |. Note that any given g ∈ G may have
several representatives in A∗ that are geodesic words. A subset L of A∗ is called a
language for G if for every g ∈ G there is at least one representative word in L. We
call L a normal form for G if L contains precisely one representative word for
every element in G. By extension, we shall also call L the normal form for (a set
of) tilings generated by G. For us, the most important example of a language is
that of the shortlex normal form, but we shall also make use of more general
geodesic languages, where every word is geodesic.
To define the shortlex normal form, we need to define shortlex orderings. The
starting point is any total ordering < of the letters A. Then, for u, v ∈ A∗ with
u = a1 · · · an and v = ã1 · · · ãm, where {ai}n

i=1, {ãi}m
i=1 ⊂ A, we define, by slight

abuse of notation, u < v if either

• n < m, or

• n = m and for some k ∈ {1, ..., n}, ai = ãi ∀i < k and ak < ãk.

The shortlex normal form for a group consists of the smallest representative words
in A∗ for every element of G, according to the shortlex ordering. We shall also
write u(i) for the starting i factors of u, i.e. u(i) = a1 · · · ai if i ≤ n and u(i) = u
otherwise.
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For our purposes of enumerations of tilings, the shortlex ordering is very
convenient, as it vaguely captures our intuition of a complexity ordering of
structures according to how often we ‘twist’ them. Moreover, because such an
ordering only makes sense when our alphabet includes inverses for every letter it
contains, a shortlex ordering for groups treats generators and their inverses on an
equal footing.
For G, consider its Cayley graph Γ(G,A) w.r.t. the generating set A with only one
representative for each pair of inverses in A, with unit edge lengths. Observe that
Γ(G,A) is naturally a length space and denote its distance by d. Words in A∗ can
now also be interpreted as paths in Γ(G,A) and it is easy to see that geodesic
words correspond to geodesic paths.
To define what automatic structures are, which are one of our main tools in the
computation of normal forms for tilings, we need the notion of regular languages
and finite state automatons, as they appear in the well-known Chomsky hierarchy
of models of computation. For definitions, refer to any entry level textbook on
computer science, or [110].
An automatic structure for a group G = ⟨A⟩, with A like above, is a regular
language L for G over A such that there exists a constant K with the property
that for all v, w ∈ L with d(v, w) = |v−1w| ≤ 1, d(v(i), w(i)) ≤ K for all i ≥ 1. This
condition on v, w is expressed by saying that v and w K-fellow travel. See [110] for
variations of this concept that also lead to the notion of biautomatic groups. A
biautomatic group is an automatic group w.r.t. the generating set A, with the
additional requirement that, if v, w ∈ L with wv−1 ∼G a ∈ A, then av and w
K-fellow travel. While biautomatic groups are automatic, it is unknown whether or
not the converse is true [110].These notions do not depend on the finite generating
set A of G [68, Theorems 2.4.1 and 7.33], so we shall call a group G (bi)automatic
if it admits a generating set A w.r.t. which it is (bi)automatic. Note that a finite
generating set always exists for automatic groups, by [110, Theorem 5.2.13].
It is known that if a group admits a (bi)automatic structure, then it also admits a
(bi)automatic structure such that the language is in normal form [110, Theorem
5.2.7]. Moreover, the uniqueness is induced by any shortlex ordering on A∗.
Unfortunately, however, a given group can be automatic w.r.t. some generating set
A without being geodesically automatic w.r.t. A [68, Section 3.5]. Whether or not
every automatic group admits a geodesic or shortlex automatic structure is an
open problem [110, 5.3.2].
Automatic groups are important because of their generality and because they are
especially amenable to algorithms, as finite state automata are sufficient for their
description [110, Theorem 5.2.3]. Moreover, their word problem is solvable in
quadratic time [110, Corollary 5.2.12], with even better performance for groups
with generating sets w.r.t. which they are biautomatic [68]. Lastly, they have
favorable closure properties. For example, [68, Theorem 4.1.4] states that finite
index subgroups and finite extensions of automatic groups are themselves
automatic. Algorithms for automatic groups have been implemented in KBMAG,
a package for the programming language GAP. The algorithm attempts to produce
a shortlex automatic structure for a group with a given presentation, using the set
of generators given in the presentation. A description of the algorithm can be
found in [110, Section 5.4].
Word-hyperbolic groups are biautomatic w.r.t. the language containing all
geodesic words and shortlex biautomatic, for any shortlex ordering for any finite
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generating set [9, 110]. Moreover, word-hyperbolic groups include hyperbolic
orbifold groups that act cocompactly on H2 and therefore all symmetry groups of
TPMS. Using KBMAG, we implemented an algorithm that creates tilings from the
action of a group on a starting fundamental domain unambiguously. While this
also provides an efficient way to produce tilings, it is mostly important for us
because we use it in our algorithm that produces a net in R3 from a tiling in H2,
which we will outline below in section 6.3.
Geometrically finite hyperbolic groups are proved to admit a geodesic biautomatic
structure in [177], a result generalized subsequently in [11, Theorems 1.5, 7.7] to
groups that are hyperbolic relative to subgroups with biautomatic structures. We
will not worry about the exact definitions of these concepts here, for which we
refer to [110, Theorem 6.3.6]. The importance of these results is that they imply
that our general orbifold symmetry groups have a geodesic biautomatic structure,
since they are geometrically finite [196, Section 12.4].
While MCGs of classical orientable surfaces are not word-hyperbolic, they are
weakly relatively hyperbolic w.r.t. to some subgroups (see [164] for definitions).
Moreover, it is proven in [173], resp. [95], that MCGs of orientable punctured
surfaces admit an automatic resp. biautomatic structure. Suppose that H is a
finite index subgroup of G. Then, H is automatic if and only if G is and,
moreover, a biautomatic structure on G induces one on H [68, Theorem 4.1.4].
Assume now that the orbifolds in question do not have mirror symmetries. The
short exact sequence (5.5) implies that the MCGs are finite index subgroups of
classical mapping class groups of surfaces with punctures. Note also that the
boundary components are treated exactly like punctures. If we can prove that
nonorientable MCGs without mirror boundaries admit a biautomatic structure
then we will have shown the following.

Theorem 6.2.1. The MCGs of orbifolds without mirror boundaries admit a
biautomatic structure.

To see that this is indeed the case, consider the orientable double covering O of a
nonorientable orbifold Õ. Homeomorphisms of Õ lift to homeomorphisms of the
double cover. There is an order 2 orientation reversing homeomorphism r of O
that exchanges the two sheets of the covering and Õ = O/⟨r⟩. One has the exact
sequence

1 → ⟨r⟩ → N (⟨r⟩) → Mod(Õ) → 1, (6.1)

where N (H) ⊂ G denotes the normalizer of a subgroup H ⊂ G [95]. Using
proposition 4.3, also in [95], we see that Mod(Õ) is quasi-isometric to an
undistorted subgroup of Mod(O) and moreover contained in a bounded
neighbourhood of N (⟨r⟩). Therefore, it is itself undistorted in Mod(O).
Note that theorem 6.2.1 remains valid as stated for some classes of orbifolds with
mirror boundaries. For example, it applies to orbifolds with only one mirror
boundary and cone point, as the MCGs of these are finite extensions of the MCGs
of the orbifold with a boundary in place of the mirror boundary component.
The method in [95] to show the existence of a biautomatic structure on MCGs has
the additional feature of being constructive, so allows, in theory, a direct
implementation. However, it is not clear how to efficiently implement all steps in
the construction. Moreover, we actually need slightly stronger results, as we will
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explain after briefly discussing some of the relevant theory behind extensions of
automatic groups.
It is proved in [36]1 that if N is a finitely generated abelian group or a
word-hyperbolic group and H is asynchronously combable, then any split
extension G of Q by N is also asynchronously combable. We refer to [68, Section
7] for a rigorous definition of asynchronous combings, which also incudes examples
of asynchronously automatic but not automatic groups. We use it to refer to a
class of groups that has favorable properties and lends itself well to algorithmic
computations. In the following, we trace some of the steps needed to conclude that
MCGs of orbifolds with mirror boundaries, which by the results of section 4.3 are
split extensions of MCGs of orbifolds without mirrors, have favorable properties.
Note that in essence, a combing is an automatic structure, with one important
difference that makes combings more general: Whether synchronous or not, a
combing is a language in the same way that automatic structures are, without the
regularity assumption on the language. Note that [36] at first defines asynchronous
combings somewhat more restrictive than [68], but the closing remarks outline a
generalization than includes the case of [68]. Furthermore, as already remarked in
[91, P. 133], the construction used in the proof of the theorem is inherently about
asynchronous combings and the proof generalizes to yield usual synchronous
combings on split extensions if and only if G has a subgroup of finite index that is
the direct product of synchronously combable groups. By the slight generalization
of these results of [36] in [91, Proposition 4.5], the language of the semidirect
product G is the concatenation of the languages for the constituent parts N and
Q. Since regular languages are closed under concatenation, the results there show
that in fact G inherits an asynchronous automatic structure from such structures
on the constituent parts.
Summarizing, the above shows that if G is a semidirect product of either a
word-hyperbolic group, or a finitely generated abelian group, and an automatic
group, then G admits an asychronously automatic structure. We know of no
results that generalize these findings to biautomatic structures. Note that the
semidirect product of an automatic group H with a finite group is a supergroup of
finite index, and therefore automatic.
Recall from chapter 3 that, roughly speaking, we classified ribbon tilings up to
equivariant equivalence by edge deletions that lead to unbounded tiles or tiles with
nontrivial topology. In chapter 4, we showed that changing the generators of a
symmetry group G leads to different isotopy classes of tilings, for sufficiently
complicated decorations of the associated orbifold O’s topological space that
induce the tilings. Now, when a decoration and associated tiling R is invariant
under a change of the generators, then there is an element of the MCG that acts
trivially on the decoration. The set of all such elements that leave invariant R is
the stabilizer subgroup MR ⊂ Mod(O), and is finite for classical tilings by
proposition 4.5.2. Figure 6.1 shows an example of a ribbon tiling decoration
invariant under a particular element of the MCG as a result of the decoration
being mapped to itself, even though the placements of the generators involved in
the decoration themselves do change.
By the results of section 3.2, if two ribbon tilings of H2(or E2) with the same
symmetry group G have the same coloured D-symbol, they are equivariantly
equivalent, i.e. related by a homeomorphism of H2 that induces an automorphism

1Note that this paper uses the opposite convention of ours, and calls G an extension of N by Q.
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(a) Fundamental tiling of
2224. Any edge that
crosses a green curve is
subject to removal.

(b) Isotopically distinct
fundamental tiling
with same combinato-
rial structure as (a).
Any edge that crosses
a green curve is subject
to removal.

(c) The same ribbon tiling
results from removing
the edges indicated in
(a) and (b).

Figure 6.1: Distinct isotopy classes of fundamental tilings with symmetry group 2224
sharing the same associated ribbon tiling.

of G. Furthermore, by the results of section 4.3, Mod(O) acts transitively on the
set of isotopy classes of equivariant ribbon tiles with given symmetry group and
combinatorial structure. This implies that the set E = Mod(O)/MR leads to a
complete unambiguous enumeration starting from R of all ribbon tilings with
symmetry group G and the combinatorics of R. Notice that the idea of the
construction is essentially the same as that of a presentation of a homogeneous
space as a quotient of closed Lie groups.2
What this means for us is that in order to produce an unambiguous enumeration
of isotopy classes of ribbon tilings, we need to enumerate cosets of MCGs w.r.t.
subgroups that can occur as stabilizers of ribbon tiles. It turns out that this is
possible in many cases, but we need to introduce a few additional concepts from
[88].
First we define quasiconvexity, which, for word-hyperbolic groups, was introduced
by Gromov [92]. Let L ⊂ A∗ be a language for a group G = ⟨A⟩. We call a
subgroup H ⊂ G L-quasiconvex if there is a constant k ≥ 0 such that if w ∈ L
satisfies w ∼G h ∈ H, then w viewed as a path in the Cayley graph Γ(G,A) like
above lies in a k-neighbourhood of H. Now, theorem [88, Theorem 2.2] states that
if L is a regular language for G, a subgroup H ⊂ G is L-quasiconvex if and only if
the subset L′ ⊂ L of words that map onto H is a regular language for H. Using
this and the fact that in L-quasiconvex subgroups of G are finitely generated [88,
Proposition 2.3], one can prove theorem 3.1 of [88] that says that if L is a
(bi)automatic structure for G and H is L-quasiconvex, then H is (bi)automatic.
Note that this notion of quasiconvexity depends on a particular language L for G.
We recall the notion of undistorted subgroups of a finitely generated group. Given
generating sets A′ and A of G′ and G, respectively, where G′ ⊂ G is a subgroup
and A is an extension of A′, there are word norms || on G and ||′ on G′, making
the Cayley graphs G′ and G into metric spaces. We call G′ undistorted if the
inclusion G′ → G is a quasi-isometric embedding, i.e., if there exists a constant k

2For a classical introduction to these concepts, refer to [19].
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such that |g|′ ≤ k|g| for all g ∈ G′. Notice that any finite subgroup of G is
necessarily undistorted and also that any finite index subgroup H of an
undistorted subgroup is itself undistorted. For the latter fact, just note that if the
distance of points in G to H cannot become arbitrarily large because for every
element in G is an element of one of the finitely many (left) cosets
{giH}s

i=1 ⊂ G/H. Therefore, every point in G is a bounded distance away from H,
corresponding to the maximal word length of the gi.
Now let H ⊂ G be an undistorted subgroup w.r.t. to some finite set h of
generators. By corollary 8.3 of [75], the quasi-isometry class of metric Cayley
graphs of finitely generated groups does not depend on the finite set of generators
and the identity map on G realizes this quasi-isometry. Therefore, Γ(H, h) is
quasi-isometric to Γ(H, h′) for any other finite set of generators, by the identity
map on H.
Now, collecting the above results, for a subgroup H ⊂ G to be undistorted means
that geodesics connecting h1 and h2 in Γ(H, h) map to quasi-geodesics connecting
the same points in Γ(G, g). If G is automatic, one can find a uniform bound on the
size of a neighbourhood of a geodesic in Γ(G, g) that contains this quasi-geodesic
by using the fellow travelling property inductively. Therefore, we see that
L-quasiconvexity for L the language of geodesic words means that there is a finite
generating set A for G such that H is undistorted in G. If this is the case, then H
inherits a (bi)automatic structure from G, as this is true for quasiconvex
subgroups.
In [95, Theorem 2], it is proved that the MCGs of essential subsurfaces are
undistorted in the MCG of the original surface. An essential subsurface of S is a
bordered surface S0 embedded in S as a closed subset that satisfies the following
two requirements.

• The homomorphism π1(S0) → π1(S) induced by the inclusion is injective.

• Each boundary component of S0 is an essential simple closed curve in S, i.e.
a simple closed curve neither contractible nor freely homotopic into a
neighbourhood of a puncture.

Now, colour the boundaries of S0 that are not boundary components of S red and
define Mod0(S0) similarly to Mod(S), but with the additional requirement that
homeomorphisms fix the red boundary components pointwise. Then, Mod0(S0) can
be identified with the subgroup of Mod(S) of all elements that fix S−S0 pointwise.
Recall from section 2.5.2 that any ribbon tile in a tiling with symmetry group G
without mirrors/reflections gives rise to a graph on the quotient space O := H2/G.
To list the possible stabilizer subgroups M ⊂ G of a ribbon tile, observe that it
came from a classical tiling and that each deleted edge corresponds to an element
of M and G, and therefore to a closed curve in O, by section 2.3 and 4.3. These
closed curves can be pictured as intersecting at some base point in the interior of
O, as a subgraph of the 1-skeleton of the dual tiling. Consider, for simplicity, a
tile-1-transitive ribbon tiling T and the bordered subsurface S0 of O that is a
(small) regular neighbourhood of the closed curves belonging to deleted edges that
generate M and contains no parts of non-deleted edges and also no further
elements of the singular locus of O than those that were associated to the deleted
edges. We want to avoid creating boundaries for S0 that, in O, are freely
homotopic into a neighbourhood of a puncture. Every time this situation arises,
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we cap such a boundary component with a punctured disc. Then S0 is connected
and satisfies property 1 and 2 of essential subsurfaces above.
Now, clearly Mod0(S0) is contained in the stabilizer subgroup MR ⊂ Mod(S) of T .
Consider the case where there is an element of the stabilizer of T not in Mod0(S0)
and first observe that S − S0 is a bordered surface. Consider a regular
neighbourhood U of a component of the edge graph Γ of T in S − S0. If a
homemorphism f fixes Γ, with edge orientations, then we can asssume it is the
identity on ∂U . Notice that ∂U is isotopic to a boundary component B of S0, by
construction. Therefore, A := S − (S0 ∪ U) is an annulus and the orientable MCG
Mod(A) is generated by a Dehn twist T around a component of ∂A [75]. Clearly,
T induces the same Dehn twist in Mod(S) as the Dehn twist around B does.
Therefore, if f fixes Γ, with orientations, f is isotopic to an element of Mod(S0).
By the previous paragraph, the stabilizer subgroup in Mod(S) of the ribbon tiling
with stabilizer group M is equal to a finite extension of Mod0(S0).
We sum up the above discussion as follows.

Proposition 6.2.2. For every equivariant tiling T with symmetry group
G = π1(O) without mirrors, the stabilizer subgroup MR in Mod(O) of T is
quasiconvex.

We present an example of the above construction of S0. Consider the tiling with
symmetry group 2223 in figure 6.2, where we illustrate the idea in the universal
cover H2. Figure 6.2a shows a fundamental tiling with the locations of the
generators of the group on the boundary of one tile, the starting tile, D. Figure
6.2b shows, in red, closed curves in the quotient space corresponding to edge
deletions. The picture is slightly incorrect because of the red curve from the center
of the starting tile to the point of the singular locus marked with a 3, which should
really represent a slightly moved closed curve in the quotient space that avoids this
point. The point of this is that we want to focus on what happens around the
origin, marked with a 4. One sees that a regular neighbourhood of the red graph
would contain a boundary component violating the assumptions of an essential
subsurface. Capping the boundary component around the origin with a punctured
disc essentially leads to the situation in figure 6.2c, which illustrates our procedure
of finding an essential subsurface with a MCG that corresponds to the stabilizer
subgroup in the MCG Mod(2223) of the ribbon tile created when deleting the blue
edges from the tiling in figure 6.2a that cross the red edges. Notice that the red
graph in figure 6.2b corresponds to the Cayley graph of the stabilizer subgroup of
the ribbon tile resulting from the edge deletions w.r.t. the edge traversals as a set
of generators.
There are similar notions to automaticity in groups for cosets, again depending on
finite state automata [111]. Of these notions, we will note one which allows for
generalizations of algorithms to compute shortlex automatic on groups [110]. See
also [110, Section 8.2] for more details on the following. Let G be a group with
generating set ⟨A⟩ and corresponding metric Cayley graph (Γ := Γ(X,A), dΓ), let
H be a subgroup and L a regular language. Suppose L contains a representative of
each (right) coset Hg of H in G and moreover, ∃ a constant K such that if
v, w ∈ L and h ∈ H satisfy dΓ(v, hw) ≤ 1, then dΓ(v(i), hw(i)) ≤ K for all i ≥ 1.
Then we say that the pair (G,H) is strongly coset automatic. This notion does not
depend on the finite generating set A and is at least as strong as related notions of
automatic coset systems, but the exact relationship between different notions is an
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(a) Fundamental
tile-1-transitive
tiling with symmetry
group 2223 and
generators around
starting tile
labelled in order.

(b) Red edges
corresponding to
closed curves in the
quotient space
representing
elements of 2223
that correspond to
edge traversals.

(c) Ribbon tiling with
stabilizer subgroup
23∞ along with
embedded graph in
red, whose regular
neighbourhood
gives rise to an
essential subsurface
of the underlying
space of 2223.

Figure 6.2: Ribbon tilings and essential subsurfaces

open problem. For strongly coset automatic pairs (G,H), there exists an
automatic coset system, which is a certain automaton that makes possible an
efficient coset enumeration in quadratic time. One of the central results concerning
automatic coset structures is the following.
Theorem 6.2.3 ([110, Theorem 8.2.8]). If H is a quasiconvex subgroup of a
word-hyperbolic group G, then (G,H) is strongly shortlex coset automatic w.r.t.
any finite generating set A of G.
A very general semi-algorithm that, given a shortlex automatic structure on G,
tries to find shortlex coset automatic structures for a pair (G,H), where H ⊂ G is
a subgroup, has been implemented in KBMAG [109]. This algorithm is the basis of
our creation and enumeration of structures in R3 from tilings in H2. KBMAG
actually offers two approaches to the solving the problem. One that derives from
automatic structures, and another, which relies on the same assumptions on the
groups involved, but tries to derive a confluent rewriting system for words
representing elements of a group and also relies heavily on the fellow travelling
property. The second can actually be used as part of an attempt to find a shortlex
automatic structure. See [110] and the references included therein for many more
details and a description of the algorithm.
Our own investigations showed that coset enumeration of MCGs w.r.t. a
quasiconvex subgroup seemed to work reasonably well. From private
communication with Derek Holt, it seems that experts in the field also believe that
theorem 6.2.3 is just a special case of a much stronger statement. This leads us to
tentatively conjecture the following.
Conjecture 6.2.4. If G is an automatic group and H is a finitely generated
undistorted subgroup, then it is always possible to construct a coset automatic
structure for H in G.
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A few remarks are in order. Investigations into conjectures of this nature are made
difficult by the fact that the only general algorithms available to study problems of
this nature are those in KBMAG. These work only for shortlex automatic
structures of the supergroup G, and, as mentioned above, it is unknown how much
of a restriction this is. By our discussion of the relationship between braid groups
and MCGs in section 5.3, a natural starting point for such investigations for MCGs
are the braid groups, which are geodesically biautomatic, by [51], where it is shown
that all Garside groups(see the paper for definitions) are geodesically biautomatic
w.r.t. their Garside generators. See [110, Section 1.10.6] for a definition of these
generators. However, researchers working with Derek Holt have not yet succeeded
in general in finding coset automatic structures for braid groups. This agrees with
our own observations, that to make the algorithms work, one often has to fine tune
the parameters on a case-by-case basis. Even then, there are some examples that
we have not been able to complete successful runs of the algorithm with. For the
braid groups, on the other hand, as mentioned above, the algorithms used to
investigate this problem use shortlex automatic structures, and therefore using
Garside generators for the braid groups is natural. However, there are n! − 1
Garside generators for the braid group Bn on n strands [110, Section 1.10.6], which
means that computations quickly become very involved for large n and it becomes
unclear whether the algorithm fails or the parameters just need to be tuned better.
We encountered similar difficulties in almost all of our investigations. However,
even in cases where the algorithms of KBMAG do not terminate succesfully, they
return a list of words, corresponding to a subset of a language for the group G, but
the words are not guaranteed to be in normal form. With a little experimentation,
it is relatively simple to generate a list of millions of words.

The theoretical results from this section show that it is, at least in many cases,
possible to achieve a complete and unambiguous enumeration of isotopy classes of
tilings of hyperbolic surfaces. Moreover, it is possible to get rid of symmetrically
related tilings by quotienting the MCG of the symmetry group of a tiling by a
(necessarily finite) group of isometries of the tesselated surface and to enumerate
the resulting set of cosets. On the other hand, it is unknown whether or not the
algorithms in KBMAG can always accomplish this enumeration, because, for one,
as mentioned above, it is unknown whether automatic structures can be improved
to be shortlex automatic structures. We found that in experiments, the algorithms
in KBMAG work well, at least in simple cases. However, in the case of the MCG
of a genus 3 surface in the so-called Gervais presentation [89], a rather complicated
presentation whose generators are rather symmetric, even after prolonged
experimenting, we failed to get the algorithms to successfully solve,
comprehensively, even the word problem. This means that, although the algorithm
outputs a list of non-equivalent words, thee words are not guaranteed to be in
normal form. This has implications for devising a universal naming scheme for the
structures we produce.

In the next section, we discuss the implementation of our algorithms and some of
theory behind computations. We also discuss some numerical issues.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

6.3 Nets in R3 from tilings in H2- algorithmic aspects
and implementation

This section will explain how to, in practice, obtain a net in R3 from a tiling in H2

that represents a tiling of a minimal surface. For this, we make heavy use of
complex analysis, including Schwarz-Christoffel maps and numerical techniques
involved in their computation, minimal surface theory, and parts of the
computational group theory introduced in the previous section. For this we
implemented a programm that takes any tiling of the genus 3 fundamental
dodecagon in H2 and produces 4 surface embeddings, one for each of the diamond
and primitve TPMS, and two for the two covering maps of the gyroid. Similar
ideas and some of the aspects of this appear in [195] and have been heavily
discussed with the authors of that paper during several research stays at the ANU.
We have also implemented a programm that, given the tiling of a TPMS as a
hyperbolic tiling after uniformization, can be used together with SYSTRE [54] to
yield the topological type of the net in R3, without projecting the tiling onto the
surface first, but at the expense of the information regarding entanglement of the
net in R3. A similar technique also appears elsewhere [188, Appendix A]. The
advantage of our approach is that it yields more information, relating to the
entangling of produced structures. The eventual goal of our implementations is a
set of programs in MATLAB that can be made accessible to anyone contributing
to the EPINET project, as the methods of this thesis become available to widen
the scope of EPINET considerably.
We conclude this section by discussing some of the limitations of our methods in
their current implementation, which arise mainly from numerical problems.

6.3.1 Parametrizations

TPMS, like all nonplanar minimal surfaces, admit a local description by their
Weierstrass parametrization (2.8) [59], as introduced in section 2.4. Recall that
this is a parametrization defined on a simply connected domain U ⊂ C that
depends on a function F : U → C and an angle.
In the derivation of (6.2) in [59, Theorem 2], it is shown that the domain U of the
Weierstrass parametrizaton is actually the range of the holomorphic Gauss map
defined on an open set on the surface where it is invertible, with subsequent
stereographic projection. Therefore, the Weierstrass parametrization is a priori
only defined in regions of C that do not contain a branch point of the Gauss map,
which, by [170, Corollary 2.1] correspond exactly to the flat points of the minimal
surface. Also, symmetries of the minimal surface give rise to symmetries of the
Gauss map and therefore one can investigate minimal surfaces by the possible
symmetries of the Gauss map, which correspond to tilings of the sphere. This idea
was pursued in [77] to find the Weierstrass function of the relatively simple P,D,G
family from a given distribution of branch points with orders on the sphere to be
given by

F(ω) = (1 − 14ω4 + ω8)− 1
2 (6.2)
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(a) A schwarz triangle tiling of the
sphere with symmetry group ⋆234.

(b) The schwarz triangle tiling from (a)
after stereographic projection to C.
Modified image from [69].

Figure 6.3: Two views of the Schwarz triangle tiling associated with the symmetries
of the Gauss map for the P, D, G TPMS. The union of the two shaded
regions is a fundamental domain for 234, describing the symmetries of the
gyroid, each on its own is one for ⋆234, corresponding to the symmetries
of the other two embedded members of the family.

for the P, D and G family, with Bonnet angles of [205]

π

2 , 0, 0.66348297070153488148269719809981, (6.3)

respectively. Recall from section 2.4 that the P,D,G family of TPMS has genus 3
in T3 and therefore the Gauss map is a two-fold covering of the sphere in every
unit cell. Thus, the symmetries of the Gauss map give rise to a nontrivial
tesellation of the sphere with 48 triangles, see figure 6.3, from the ⋆246 tiling of the
genus 3 dodecagon with 96 triangles from figure 2.2.
The grey region in C in figure 6.3 gets mapped to a triangle patch on the TPMS
by the Weierstrass parametrization, where the paths in the integration are
confined to the simply connected grey region. For the gyroid, the union of the grey
and the orange region is the domain for the parametrization of the asymmetric
surface patch. In [170], the locations of the branch points are varied to construct a
whole family of genus 3 TPMS, some of which also appear in [78]. See also
[225, 42] for mathematical investigations into some of the other deformation modes
studied numerically in [78].
By analytic continuation, (2.8) also defines a parametrization of the global minimal
surface, with parameter domain a Riemann surface. We will make this description
more explicit. By section 2.4, the intrinsic symmetries of TPMS almost always lift
to ambient symmetries, and the orientable symmetries always do. Our strategy is
to use the Weierstrass parametrization to obtain a patch of the surface that is an
asymmetric domain of the surface for the group of liftable symmetries and to then
impose the lifted symmetries of the intrinsic one to obtain the whole surface (or a
unit cell) in R3. Imposing the symmetries of the Gauss map on the domain yields
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

a parametrization of a unit cell of the TPMS. This process corresponds to analytic
continuation, as the symmetries used in the construction are analytic maps.
Recall from section 2.4 that the Riemann surface that gives rise to a genus g TPMS
has a complex structure as a (g − 1)-sheeted covering space of the sphere through
the Gauss map of the TPMS. Since the symmetries of the surface correspond to
hyperbolic isometries, there is a region in H2 that is the fundamental domain of
some discrete hyperbolic group of isometries. Now assume one starts off with a
fundamental polygon p in H2 of some hyperbolic surface along with a Weierstrass
parametrization given on a spherical patch. The hyperbolic surface will be the
uniformized version of a Riemannian surface embedded in R3 as the part of some
TPMS inside a unit cell, which we shall denote by p̃. The spherical patch will
correspond to a hyperbolic patch in p in H2, according to the orders and locations
of branch points of the Gauss map, i.e. flat points of the TPMS. In order to get a
map from p in H2 to p̃ in R3, we must therefore deform the hyperbolic patch into
the spherical one. To obtain the map from p to p̃ as the holomorphic covering, to
ensure analyticity in the interior of the patches, we have to use Schwarz-Christoffel
maps for the deformation of the hyperbolic patch to the spherical one.
Schwarz-Christoffel mappings (SC maps) are biholomorphic maps from the upper
half-plane U := {z ∈ C| Im(z) > 0} onto the interior of a simple polygon. Note
that existence of such maps to arbitrary simple polygons is guaranteed by the
Riemann mapping theorem. These maps have a long history in complex analysis
and there are many investigations in the literature into extensions of related
numerical and analytic methods, see [10, 18] and the references included therein
for some examples and [65] for an introduction. Note that generalizations of
classical SC maps to maps from U to polygons bounded by spherical arcs also have
a long history and are part of modern treatments of the problem.
Before discussing determining SC maps, we need to show that this method
actually produces a holomorphic covering map from H2 to the TPMS. Using two
SC maps, the first the inverse of a SC map from U to the hyperbolic patch and the
other a SC map from U to the spherical patch, we see that the composed map
from the hyperbolic patch to the spherical one is holomorphic in the interior of the
patch. Since the Gauss map is holomorphic, we only need to worry about the
boundaries. First of all, by a theorem of Caratheodory [193], the extension to the
boundary {z ∈ C| Im(z) = 0} of a SC map is continuous. By imposing the
symmetries to glue patches of the domain and range together, we readily see that
the resulting map is holomorphic either by using the Schwarz reflection principle or
the Riemann removable singularity theorem.
For implementations of construction principles of such covering maps, note that we
can easily transform the Poincaré disk model for H2 to an upper half plane model
using the biholomorphic map

Ψ(z) = i
1 + z

1 − z
, with inverse (6.4)

Ψ−1(w) = w − i

w + i
, (6.5)

which maps the triple of points (−1,−i, 1) on the boundary of the unit disk to
(0, 1,∞) on the ‘boundary’ of U . The numerical implementation of algorithms for
SC maps are very involved. Recently, new tools from discrete differential geometry
have started to become available for them [66]. The best readily available
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implemented method for finding SC maps, as far as we know, is the
Schwarz-Christoffel toolbox for MATLAB [63, 64]. Unfortunately, these methods
quickly break down numerically, even for our relatively simple example of TPMS,
where the hyperbolic patch is given by a triangle. The hope is that the new ideas
surrounding SC maps will lead to better implementations in the near future that
works in a fully automated way for other families of TPMS. For our
implementation, we also had to exploit the structure of the hyperbolic tiling
associated to the hyperbolic ⋆246 triangle patch to get another interpretation of
our first SC map, which we will explain now.
One of the problems with classical methods for the computation of our SC maps
such as the MATLAB toolbox is that they are designed for SC maps onto
polygonal domains in the plane, i.e. domains with piece-wise linear boundaries,
whereas our examples have circular arcs. We will approximate the circular arcs by
piece-wise linear arcs, but for this to work we need the vertices to correspond to
their actual values in the SC map.
Following [99], the SC map from U to the ⋆246 hyperbolic triangle such that
(0, 1,∞) gets mapped to the vertices of the triangle can be expressed as a quotient
of hypergeometric functions, solutions of the hypergeometric differential equation,
with appropriate normalization. We will not reproduce the lengthy formulas and
calculations here. Because the evaluation of hypergeometric functions is
numerically unstable [172] and because we are really interested in the inverse SC
map, which the MATLAB toolbox readily supplies, we only evaluate the actual SC
map with hypergeometric functions at certain points in U and on the real axis.
The inverse of the resulting map is translated, using (6.4), to a map from the ⋆246
triangle to the unit disk. Then, it is post-composed with a second SC map from
the unit disk to the ⋆234 spherical triangle, to yield the sought-far map from the
hyperbolic to the spherical triangle. The metric distortion of the triangles using
this map is analysed in [33].
Although having a conformal map that realises the deformation of the triangles is
nice for many applications, depending on where ones interests lie, it is of course
also possible to simply use any deformation of one domain into the other. Also,
note that another way of implementing the covering map from H2 to the TPMS is
through discrete conformal maps that give a discrete analogue of the conformal
map we approximated above. We would expect such an implementation to yield a
solution to the problem for more general classes of TPMS. As far as we know, SC
maps have not been extensively investigated with the tools of discrete differential
geometry. Circle packing algorithms provide another way to approximate the
conformal map through discrete conformal versions [210].

6.3.2 Topology of a connected net
Now, suppose we were only interested in the isomorphism class in R3 of embedded
periodic graphs as defined when in the discussion leading up to proposition 4.4.7 in
section 4.4. This amounts to disregarding the entangling of the net as strands are
allowed to pass through each other within a fixed unit cell. In this setting a
natural goal is to produce the canonical placement of the graph in R3 for a given
graph on the TPMS. To do this, we do not have to use the elaborate methods from
above. Instead, we will use the program SYSTRE [54] to find the placement.
What SYSTRE needs as input is a finite set of vertices in a fixed unit cell together
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Vertex class of
end points of edge

Translation (x, y, z) for
end point of edge

1 1
1 1
1 1

0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1

(a) Example of the data structure of a 3-
periodic graph.

(b) The canonical placement in R3

in red for the graph in (a).

Figure 6.4: SYSTRE key for a graph in (a) and canonical placement of the periodic
graph in the unit cube in (b).

with edges that connect to the vertices or symmetric copies of them. It turns out
that the necessary input data for the graph on the TPMS can be read off the tiling
in H2, as we will now explain.
The data structure for SYSTRE consists of a line for every edge, together with two
numbers representing the numbers in the list of equivalence classes of vertices that
the edge connects to, along with the translation in R3 taking the initial unit cell to
the copy of it that contains the representative of the class of the endpoint the edge
connects to in R3. For example, the graph in figure 6.4a is the 3-periodic graph
consisting of one vertex that connects to a copy of itself in a neighbouring copy of
the unit cell with three edges, see figure 6.4b.
The covering π̃ : H2 → S, where S is the uniformized version of the surface
embedded in the torus T3 to produce the part of a TPMS M inside a unit cell, can
be extended to a map π : H2 → M , by lifting the surface S to E3. This means that
the deck transformation in π1(S), corresponding to translations of the fundamental
polygon p in H2 representing S with appropriate side identifications lift to
Euclidean translations in R3 acting on the unit cell. In other words, we have a
well-defined morphism f : π1(s) → Iso(E3) with image only containing
translations. In particular, we can assume that any curve crossing over a particular
boundary arc of p will have an associated curve crossing over the corresponding
face of the unit cell in the TPMS.
Given any tiling on M , the associated lifted tiling in H2 has a vertex in p for every
vertex orbit of the tiling. To find the SYSTRE key for the corresponding net in
R3, one can, for every vertex v in p, for every edge e emanating from v, find the
hyperbolic deck transformation t ∈ π1(S) that maps to the copy of p that contains
the copy of the vertex ṽ ∈ p that e ends at. Then, we write t as a word w in the
generators of π1(S) corresponding to edge traversals of p and map these generators
to the Euclidean translations in R3 that they map to under the covering map of
the TPMS. We obtain a word w̃ with letters corresponding to the Euclidean
translations acting on the unit cell of the TPMS. These finally yield the SYSTRE
key for the edge e as the indices of v and ṽ as well as the translational vector
which describes the translation w̃. Note that special care needs to be taken at
vertices on the boundary of p, where for every paired edge and vertex of p, we need
to make an arbitrary choice as to which single representative we declare as being
part of the surface. In practice, there are two natural ways to find the
transformation t. First, one can follow the edge traversals of any edge, with each
such traversal corresponding to a deck transformation in H2 that gets mapped to
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(a) A unit cell of the primitive (P) sur-
face.

(b) Translations in R3 and their associ-
ated hyperbolic translations.

Figure 6.5: Translations of the P surface in R3 associated to crossing over edges of
the fundamental dodecagon in H2.

one in R3. The second is to find the designatory word for the copy of the polygon
that contains the vertex an edge ends at. We implemented the first one as it can
be carried out in any one copy of the fundamental polygon in H2. Morever, it gives
more information about the nets, as we keep track of which edge we crossed over
to get to which copy of the fundamental domain in H2. Additionally, to find a
word for the translations, even in low genus, we have to enumerate words of π1(S)
up to a certain word length. However, we expect the number of words with at
most a given word length to increase exponentially [13], so this list of words
quickly becomes difficult to handle for algorithms. Note that H2 is not tiled
uniformly in all directions and one sometimes needs long words to reach copies of
the fundamental domain that are not far apart, distance-wise. See figure 6.5 for an
illustration of the algorithm for the primitive (P) surface, depicting the
translations in R3 that correspond to the hyperbolic translations that coincide
with edge traversals of the fundamental dodecagon. Figures 6.7b, 6.6b, and 6.7a
show the Euclidean transformations corresponding to edge traversals of the
fundamental dodecagon, for the Diamond and the two distinct gyroid embeddings.
For an image of a section of the D-surface, see figure 2.2.
The method described above yields a description of the isomorphism classes of
3–periodic graphs that results from the TPMS graph embedding by finding the
canonical representative through its SYSTRE key. For some examples, the
SYSTRE algorithm yields a canonical placement for nets where neither distinct
vertices occupy the same location in an equilibrium placement, nor where distinct
edges intersect in the equilibrium placement at a non-vertex point. Additionally,
the algorithm is only able to find a canonical form for connected, i.e.
single-component nets. However, because we can augment ribbon tilings on TPMS
to become classical tilings by the results of section 3, we could also use SYSTRE
to produce a canonical placement for the augmented tiling, delete the added edges,
to obtain what we refer to as the canonical placement for the multiple component
net. A rigorous analysis of 3D nets lie outside the scope of this thesis though, and
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(a) Two copies of the unit cell of the gy-
roid.

(b) Translations in R3 and their associ-
ated hyperbolic translations.

Figure 6.6: Translations of the gyroid in R3 associated to crossing over edges of the
fundamental dodecagon in H2. We shall refer to this embedding as the
first embedding of the gyroid into R3.

(a) Translations in R3 and their associ-
ated hyperbolic translations, for the
second gyroid embedding.

(b) Translations in R3 and their associ-
ated hyperbolic translations, for the
diamond surface.

Figure 6.7: Translations of (a),the second embedding of the gyroid in R3, and (b),
the D surface, associated to crossing over edges of the fundamental do-
decagon in H2.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.8: Two examples of tilings that cannot be transformed into tilings entirely
made up of geodesics, with breaks occuring only at vertices. Tilings from
the EPINET database [1].

we leave such questions for future endeavours.

6.3.3 Presentation of tilings
The tilings in H2 themselves can also be represented in a natural way, by just
giving certain points coordinates and connecting these with geodesics. A geodesic
representative of a tiling is an isotopic tiling in which all edges are given by
geodesics. Edges of any tiling of S in H2 connect vertices to (copies of) vertices in
H2 and fixing the vertices we can assume, by homotopies fixing the end points,
that the edges are uniquely given by geodesics in S [75, Section 1.2.7]. Note, on the
other hand, that it is possible that choosing the unique geodesic representative of
each edge while keeping the vertices fixed may result in a topologically inequivalent
tiling. A look at structures already enumerated in EPINET reveals that examples
of such tilings have already appeared, see figure 6.8. On the other hand, we have:

Proposition 6.3.1. Assume that for an isotopy class of tilings T , there is a
representative tiling V with only convex tiles. Then V is a geodesic representative.
Moreover, any isotopy class of fundamental tile-1-transitive tilings with symmetry
group Γ has a geodesic representative.

Proof. For every vertex of the tiling, by applying a Moebius transform to the tiling
in H2 that sends the vertex to the origin in the Poincaré model, we see that the
edges are given by line segments through the origin. This establishes the first
statement.
For the second statement, recall from section 2.5.2 that the structure of the graph
G of a fundamental tiling in the orbifold O associated to Γ consists of a set of αg
curves (α = 2 if O is orientable and α = 1 otherwise), where g is the genus of the
underlying topological space O of O along with an embedding of a tree into a
topological disk in O. By applying an appropriate isotopy, we can assume that the
tree is embedded into a hyperbolic disk in which we can further straighten edges
after marking the vertices as fixed points on O without creating intersections.
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Then, since geodesics are in minimal position, when applying an isotopy that turns
each edge of the original graph G into a geodesic, one does not create extra
intersections.

Proposition 6.3.1 suggests a data structure for fundamental tile-1-transitive tilings
similar to that of SYSTRE. We can reconstruct any such tiling from the locations
of the vertices of some tile in the tiling along with a matrix specifying the
connectivity of these vertices. This structure is very similar to that of .poly or .obj
files, frequently used in geometry processing. Since all isotopy classes of tiling can
be constructed from fundamental tile-1-transitive tilings, by the discussion at the
end of section 4.1, we have a candidate for the data structure of general tilings,
extending that for D-symbols from [52].

6.3.4 Theoretical considerations for Enumerations
The classification of generalized tilings in chapter 3 uses an extension of
Delaney-Dress tiling theory and its associated D-symbols to encode a classical
tiling with an extra type of edge, namely, edges removed from the original tiling
the D-symbol represents, to produce more general ribbon tilings. Succinctly, we
interpret the tiling as a result of a graph C embedded in O = H2/Γ. When
removing a subset of edges from the tiling, we really mean removing a subset of
edges of C to obtain CR. Subsequently lifting CR yields a new tiling of H2. We
avoid dangling edges in CR by also removing them, i.e. those edges whose
endpoints are vertices of valency 1 that are not at a branch point of the covering
H2 → O.
What we want to accomplish is to combine istopic tiling theory with ribbon tilings
to produce an enumeration of isotopy classes of generalized tilings on hyperbolic
surfaces. Given all of our preparation in the preceeding sections, our approach is
straightforward. Note that one could achieve an exhaustive enumeration of such
isotopy classes by simply following the procedure of finding all isotopy classes of
classical tilings and deleting edges to eventually yield all generalized tilings. The
obvious problem we have to deal with is the fact that we end up constructing the
same generalized tiling time and again during the enumeration. For an example,
see figure 6.1, where two different isotopy classes of fundamental tilings sharing the
same D-symbol yield the same isotopy class of ribbon tiling.
Since the MCG acts transitively on isotopy classes of tilings with a given
symmetry group and the same combinatorial structure, after identifying the
stabilizer subgroup of a ribbon tiling R, i.e., the subgroup MR ⊂ Mod(O) of
elements that leave invariant the isotopy class of R, the set E = Mod(O)/MR leads
to a complete unambiguous enumeration of all isotopy classes of equivariant ribbon
tilings, starting from R. The problem of the enumeration thus becomes identifying
the stabilizer subgroup MR of the ribbon tiling R.
We look at an implication of our enumerative procedure in a different context. Let
M be a closed Riemann surface S. Further, let C be a single curve embedded in S,
along a meridian within a handle. In the Lickorish generating set of Dehn twists
along a set of curves K as given in figure 5.10, or [148, 75], C is parallel to a one
these curves and there is another unique curve C1 that intersects C once. It is only
the Dehn twist along C1 that changes the decoration associated to C, where all
others are part of the stabilizer of C1, so MR is generated by all Dehn twists along
curves in K\C1. For any surface S, there is thus a way to enumerate all isotopy
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classes of embeddings of the circle S1. If S is an embedded surface in R3, we can
interpret this set as the set of all framed curves that embed into S with a given
orientation. As such, the enumeration of C(S) encompasses all framed knots that
embed in S. However, for example, the twist of a single strand of a curve along a
meridian of a handle produces a knot in the same ambient isotopy class as the
untwisted knot by pulling taut the knot appropriately. As physical knots, however,
the ambient isotopy class does change during a twist, as the tightened version of
the rope used to model the knot conserves a writhe coming from the twist. Said in
another way, the Reidemeister type 1 move that corresponds to changing the
writhe by 1 is considered as a move that changes the ambient isotopy class of a
physical knot. The other Reidemeister moves stay invariant. It is also well-known
that for physical knots, one needs to introduce a new Reidemeister type 1 move
that cancels out consecutive loops of opposite writhes. Combinatorial physical knot
theory is phrased using these so-called Kirby moves instead of the Reidemeister
moves for conventional knot theory. For an introduction to combinatorial knot
theory in terms of Reidemeister moves, refer to [197]. For an introduction to Kirby
moves and the resulting calculus for framed links, refer to [135].
In particular, in this set-up, our methods allow for an unambiguous enumeration of
physical knots embedded on an embedded surface (in R3). For the torus T0,
Mod(T0)/MR encompasses all framed torus knots, and for higher genera
generalizations of these.
Consider the following two cases. The first case is when the stabilizer subgroup H
of the ribbon tile that results from the edge deletion is generated by geometric
generators of Γ that also lie in H. This occurs, for example, if the edge deletion
leaves branch points of the covering H2 → H2/Γ without an incident edge. In the
other extreme, the ribbon tiling in figure 6.1 is generated by the composition of
two two-fold rotations, meaning that H is generated solely by non-generator
elements of Γ. The general situation is of course a mixture of these two, i.e. where
there exists an element in H that is not a product of generators of Γ that are also
in H. In both situations, elements in MR induce an automorphism of H and leave
the rest of the tiling invariant. It is usually easier to deal with the first case.
Suppose we are in the second situation and after deleting an edge, no generator of
Γ is in H. For example, a decoration consisting of one geodesic connecting two
gyration points will always be invariant under a Dehn half-twist along these two
points, since a Dehn half-twist changes the position of one of the generators with
its image under the other generator A and connects the new position to A with a
geodesic. Thus, the original geodesic shows up as the symmetric image of the new
geodesic. Figure 6.1 again provides an example of this for two-fold gyration points,
where the half-twist generates the stabilizer subgroup in the MCG of the tiling.
All of the above provides us with enough information to systematically enumerate
different classes of ribbon tilings unambiguously. The next section gives
implementation details

6.3.5 Technical considerations
We conclude this section by pointing out some technical details we have not
touched upon yet that were important in the implementation of our algorithms as
well as briefly discuss our implementations. This section will also explain the data
structure and holds no further relevance to the rest of the thesis.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

A consequence of using GAP and KBMAG for the analysis of the word problem in
groups is that the words in the generators representing group elements is output as
words in the generators with their given names, in concatenated form, with
brackets and exponents. To make sense of this list to use in MATLAB or other
programs, we converted the words into expanded forms using list comprehension in
Python. The file format of the output by our Python program is json (JavaScript
Object Notation), which is compatible with a wide range of programs.
Experiments with our programs also showed the need to implement a symbolic
computation as an option for a variable precision accuracy of the output, as
opposed to doing all computations using double precision, particularly for more
intricate graphs. This led to an extended running time, which we further
optimized by parallelizing the computations.
When producing pictures, the edges of all tilings are drawn as late as possible in
our implementation, meaning the tilings are represented as a list of vertices along
with an adjacency matrix. The edges are eventually filled in as geodesics. Any
tiling output by our program is produced by copying a decoration of a single
fundamental domain of the symmetry group according to a list of words
representing elements of the symmetry group, where each element corresponds to a
different copy of the fundamental domain. Most edges are not actually drawn,
because they would appear too close to the edge of the unit circle to be seen, and
certainly not in the genus 3 dodecagon (see figure 2.2b). For this, we implement a
condition on how spread out the vertices inside a copy of a fundamental domain
for the symmetry group is, where a copy of a fundamental domain with only
vertices that are very close together (w.r.t. the Euclidean distance between them)
is not decorated.
To produce the labelled quotient graph [44] representing a 3-periodic net, where
each edge is labelled by its lattice translation vector, from a tiling in H2, the first
step is to get rid of everything outside of a chosen copy p of a fundamental domain
of the ◦ ◦ ◦ group of deck transformations of the genus 3 Riemann surface that
represents the TPMS. We then introduce artificial vertices of degree 2 whereever
an edge meets the edge of p. The quotient graph that would result from embedding
the graph in the TPMS is constructed by appropriately adding labelled edges and
vertices. For this, note that when drawing the tiling in H2, sometimes, for
efficiency, edges are drawn twice and vertices are drawn multiple times. In the
quotient graph, however, it is important to get rid of such duplicates. For this, we
use that edges are uniquely determined by their endpoints and check for duplicates
there. This whole process in total is rather inefficient and not very robust
numerically. As explained above, the same computation could be carried out by
checking which copy of p contains vertices that connect to vertices in p,
sidestepping a lot of these complications. However, this presents other problems
concerning the uniformity of how space is tiled using p. Using different samplings
of the geodesic edges sometimes improves the robustness of this approach.
For the mapping of p onto the TPMS, the tiling in H2 with edges is drawn and
then disassembled into its constituent components in p, the ⋆246 triangles for
which SC maps yield a parametrization of the surface. Each of these is mapped
onto a TPMS surface patch in R3 by applying appropriate rigid motions in E3. For
these, we optimize the position of one fixed starting ⋆246 triangle t from which the
others are produced by applying rigid motions. We start with some embedding of t
into R3 and minimize gaps and self-intersections over affine transformations of t,
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where we require that the symmetries of the TPMS are a result of the standard
realization of the space group that gives rise to the symmetries of the surface. For
a list of these, refer to [129]. Now, to produce more than simply a point cloud, we
give the resulting curves the structure of a .poly file, with vertices and adjacencies
that encode straight lines between the vertices.
We are finally in a position to start producing structures using implementations of
the algorithms and data structures described in this section. We will do this for a
class of symmetry groups in the next section.

6.4 Isotopy classes of tilings and their nets in R3

This section will be dedicated to producing nets in R3 from tilings in H2 that give
rise to surface tilings of TPMS. We discuss some of their structural properties and,
where applicable, we use SYSTRE to identify the topology, i.e. the
homeomorphism class of the 3-periodic nets we produce, using the method
described in the previous section 6.3. The techniques developed in this thesis can
be used for more general symmetry groups, as explained in the previous sections.
However, it is very difficult to implement a fully automated way to produce tilings
from generators of arbitrary symmetry groups. We will concentrate on stellate
symmetry groups, listed in table 5.1, which have not been explored previously. A
systematic and comprehensive investigation of all of the 3-D structures arising
from our techniques lies outside the scope of this thesis. We will concentrate on
illustrating how our techniques can be used to produce and investigate 3-periodic
nets by presenting a range of examples. This is in contrast to an automated way of
analysing the produced structures, in search for specific properties. Such a
procedure could potentially analyse the hundreds of thousands of structures
produced with our techniques in search for specific structural features. On the
other hand, such an automated analysis would necessarily depend on the focus of
the investigation. We leave such endeavours for future research.
We illustrate our enumeration with the symmetry group given by 22222, and
concentrate on the orientable MCG Mod+(S5). We do this partly because it has
not been investigated in the past, in contrast to many simpler commensurate
symmetry groups for the gyroid family, and partly because the structure of the
MCG is rich enough to produce infinitely many isotopy classes of tilings on the
TPMS admitting these symmetries. Moreover, there is a wealth of ribbon tilings
with symmetry group 22222, as we shall see. This symmetry group appears 3
times in the list in [199] as a subgroup of ⋆246 which contains the group ◦ ◦ ◦ that
corresponds to the unit cell of the P , D and G surfaces. We will henceforth refer
to these groups by their number in the list: 54, 76, and 77. Note, for example, that
the reflection in ⋆246 for the symmetry group 54 that gives rise to inequivalent
tilings of the gyroid by section 2.4 has a natural interpretation as an orientation
reversing automorphism of the symmetry group 54, so by projecting our tilings
onto the gyroid through its two embeddings we account for the whole MCG of 54.
For the groups 76, the reflections map to conjugate subgroups of ⋆246 [199, Fig.
5]. It turns out there are 12 combinatorially distinct fundamental domains for
22222 [1]. With some work, we can extract a description of the decoration of the
quotient space that gives rise to a simple representative of each of these from the
D-symbol, starting from given generators, as described in section 4.1. For this,
since in the stellate case geometric generators have to be a subset of points of
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

increased symmetry on the boundary of a fundamental tile-1-transitive tile, there
are few choices and finding such a description is straightforward. A vertex of the
starting tile at a point that does not get mapped to the singular locus of the
orbifold under the canonical projection can be chosen at random, with few
restrictions, as long as the symmetries are imposed. This leads to the tilings in
figure 6.9 for the symmetry group no. 54. Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show the same
fundamental tiling with the two other symmetry groups 76 and 77. All of these fit
onto the genus 3 dodecagon that gives rise to the gyroid family.
The same set of generators of each of the groups acts on part of the boundary of
each of the fundamental domains. Recall from section 4.1 that this is a result of a
simplification of the description of the edges of fundamental domains in terms of
the given generators. When enumerating 3D structures, we would like to disregard
the elements that correspond to a rotation by 2π/3 around the origin in H2, to
avoid ambiguities after embedding the tilings onto the TPMS in R3. This is in
contrast to possible symmetries of the individual fundamental tilings themselves.
For example, the tilings in figures 5.16(c), 5.14(f), and 5.15(f) clearly admit an
extra reflection, which corresponds to an element of a supergroup. We can, with a
little work, find the relevant elements in terms of our generators when a
classification of finite groups of a MCG is known. As discussed in section 4.5, this
is the case for all stellate orbifolds.
Some tilings of H2 are invariant under a reflection of the ⋆246 supergroup, which
means that there is only one 3D net obtained through its two surface embeddings
into the gyroid. Of the fundamental tilings in figures 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11, these are
the tilings in figures 6.9(c), 6.10(f), and 6.11(f), respectively.
Using the method described in section 6.3 we produce nets in R3 for the primitive,
diamond, and gyroid surfaces. A few remarks are in order. First of all, the
numerical procedures used in approximating the SC maps used in the map to R3

take a long time to process3 in order to produce smooth embeddings. Reasons for
this include the crowding phenomenon [65] and that the hypergeometric function
used in the exact solutions to the problem (see section 6.3) does not behave well
numerically in the vicinity of branch points. The following pictures of nets in R3

were produced using a compromise: We approximate the solutions to the map
from a domain in H2 to R3 by C1 functions within every ⋆246 triangle of the
dodecagon. This means that there will generally be kinks on the boundaries of
triangles. We also produce some pictures using the slower, smooth method.
Different approaches using discrete conformal maps will be the subject of a future
project, that optimizes the algorithms described here to potentially produce
millions of structures. Experiments show that scaling the unit disk would already
help the robustness of our implementations. Another way to produce nets in R3

from tilings would be discrete conformal maps, as explained in 6.3.
For the above reasons, the graphs on the surfaces constructed below do not always
appear smooth. It is a highly nontrivial problem to depict complicated graphs in
R3 in a 2D projection in a way that reveals their 3D structure. After prolonged
experimentation, we offer a gallery with different viewpoints. We project all graphs
onto transparent versions of the surfaces they project to. Further, the graphs
thickness and hue vary with the distance to the viewer, and become thinner and
lighter as the distance increases. It is still very hard to understand the structure of
the net in many pictures, so in case of the diamond surface, we cut out a piece of

3On a laptop, using multiple threads running parallel, but missing the GPU.
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6.4 Isotopy classes of tilings and their nets in R3

(a) Combinatorial tiling
class QS53.

(b) Combinatorial tiling
class QS54.

(c) Combinatorial tiling
class QS55.

(d) Combinatorial tiling
class QS56.

(e) Combinatorial tiling
class QS57.

(f) Combinatorial tiling
class QS58.

(g) Combinatorial tiling
class QS59.

(h) Combinatorial tiling
class QS60.

(i) Combinatorial tiling
class QS61.

(j) Tiling class S62. (k) Combinatorial tiling
class QS63.

(l) Combinatorial tiling
class QS64.

Figure 6.9: The different combinatorial classes of fundamental tile-1-transitive
tilings with symmetry group 54, isomorphic to 22222. Each tiling is
derived from the generators shown in (c). The naming QSn is that used
in the epinet database [2]. Further information about these tilings in-
cluding a particular representation of their D-symbols is accessible at
epinet.anu.edu.au/QSn.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) Combinatorial tiling
class QS53.

(b) Combinatorial tiling
class QS54.

(c) Combinatorial tiling
class QS55.

(d) Combinatorial tiling
class QS56.

(e) Combinatorial tiling
class QS57.

(f) Combinatorial tiling
class QS58.

(g) Combinatorial tiling
class QS59.

(h) Combinatorial tiling
class QS60.

(i) Combinatorial tiling
class QS61.

(j) Combinatorial tiling
class QS62.

(k) Combinatorial tiling
class QS63.

(l) Combinatorial tiling
class QS64.

Figure 6.10: The different combinatorial classes of fundamental tile-1-transitive
tilings with symmetry group 76, isomorphic to 22222. Each tiling is
derived from the generators shown in (f). The naming QSn is that
used in the epinet database [2]. Further information about the tilings
including a particular representation of their D-symbols is accessible at
epinet.anu.edu.au/QSn.
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6.4 Isotopy classes of tilings and their nets in R3

(a) Combinatorial tiling
class QS53.

(b) Combinatorial tiling
class QS54.

(c) Combinatorial tiling
class QS55.

(d) Combinatorial tiling
class QS56.

(e) Combinatorial tiling
class QS57.

(f) Combinatorial tiling
class QS58.

(g) Combinatorial tiling
class QS59.

(h) Combinatorial tiling
class QS60.

(i) Combinatorial tiling
class QS61.

(j) Combinatorial tiling
class QS62.

(k) Combinatorial tiling
class QS63.

(l) Combinatorial tiling
class QS64.

Figure 6.11: The different combinatorial classes of fundamental tile-1-transitive
tilings with symmetry group 77, isomorphic to 22222. Each tiling is
derived from the generators shown in (f). The naming QSn is that
used in the epinet database [2]. Further information about the tilings,
including a particular representation of their D-symbols, is accessible
at epinet.anu.edu.au/QSn.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.12: Nets on the primitive surface in a unit cell, corresponding to the tilings
in figure 6.9, the first isoptopy class in our enumeration, with symmetry
group 54.

the surface with graph embedding that makes it easier to see how the nets behaves
locally, but harder to visualize how they fill space. We also show some versions of
these nets as they fill out larger regions of R3, without the surface; see figure 6.65.
In the following, we collect the information about the topology of nets resulting
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6.4 Isotopy classes of tilings and their nets in R3

Symmetry group no. Primitive Diamond Gyroid
54 Pnnn Fddd Ibca

76 Ccca Ibca Fddd
77 P422 I4122 I4122

Figure 6.13: Correspondence between two-dimensional orbifold symmetry groups
and three-dimensional euclidean space groups on the P, D and G sur-
faces

from hyperbolic tilings. Most of the structures presented here are not recognized
by SYSTRE, which collates structures with known structures in the RCSR
database. Moreover, SYTRE keeps track of the structures already analysed in one
session. We will use this to distinguish the topologies of the nets we produce. Note
that SYSTRE outputs more information about the net topology and its canonical
embedding than we present here. As an example, the SYSTRE key that is output
by our program for the first three nets in figure 6.12 are shown in figure 6.14
The ideal space group of the resulting nets, i.e. the maximal possible space group
of a conformation of the net, has to be a supergroup of the group of lifted
symmetries of the orbifold group on the surface, as explained in section 2.4. We
have the following correspondence [125] illustrated in figure 6.13. Whenever we
give space groups of nets do not correspond to those listed in figure 6.13, then
there are further symmetries of the net in R3 realized in its canonical placement,
or there are collisions of vertices or edges [56]. When experimenting with different,
isotopically more complicated tilings and their resulting nets in R3, we encounter
situations where the vertices collide in an equilibrium placement.
Before presenting nets in R3, we need to fix the notation. We give a designation to
the nets we produce that identifies them as resulting from our enumeration, where
no other name is known. For example, P-54-63-10, is the net produced from the
embedding, on the primitive surface, of the tiling in the combinatorial class QS63
with symmetry group 54 and isotopy class number 10. Other surface names we use
are D, G1, and G2, for the diamond and the first and second embedding of the
gyroid into R3, respectively. Where SYSTRE recognises the topology, we give that
name.
The gallery of nets we show is meant as an illustration of the power of the new
tools we have at our disposable for the construction of symmetric structures such
as nets in R3. Figures 6.15, 6.16, 6.17, and 6.18 show the topological types of nets
in R3 resulting from embedding the fundamental tile-1-transitive tilings with
symmetry group 54 shown in figure 6.9 in their simplest isotopy class and on the
TPMS in figures 6.12, 6.27, 6.28 and 6.29, repsectively. Figures 6.19, 6.20, 6.21,
and 6.22 show same the topological information for the tilings in figure 6.10, with
symmetry group 76, shown on the TPMS in figures 6.30, 6.31, 6.32 and 6.33,
repsectively. Figures 6.23, 6.24, 6.25, and 6.26 show same the topological
information for the tilings in figure 6.11, with symmetry group 77, shown on the
TPMS in figures 6.34, 6.35, 6.36 and 6.37, repsectively. The analysis was done
with SYSTRE and is in many cases sufficient to show that we find a variety of
structures that are new, or, at least, new to the RCSR database [4].
By the analysis of SYTRE, most of the structures we produce are new to RCSR.
This does not necessarily mean that these structures have not been discovered
previously, because there are many databases of topological structures of 3D nets.
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1 3 0 -1 0
2 3 0 0 0
3 1 0 0 0
4 1 0 0 1
1 3 1 -1 0
1 3 1 0 0
1 4 0 -1 -1
4 2 0 -1 0
4 2 0 0 0
4 2 1 -1 0
3 2 0 1 0
1 4 0 1 -1
4 2 1 0 0

(a)

1 2 0 0 0
2 3 0 0 0
3 5 0 -1 0
4 1 0 0 0
1 5 0 0 0
6 2 0 0 0
3 5 1 -1 0
2 1 1 0 0
3 6 0 -1 0
7 8 0 -1 1
4 6 0 0 1
7 5 0 -1 0
3 8 0 -1 0
7 4 0 -1 0
5 4 0 1 0
2 8 0 0 0
8 6 0 1 0
7 8 -1 -1 1
1 7 0 0 0
6 4 1 0 -1

(b)

1 2 0 0 0
2 3 0 0 0
3 4 -1 0 0
4 5 1 0 0
5 1 0 0 0
5 2 0 1 0
2 3 0 -1 -1
3 4 0 0 1
4 1 0 0 0
1 5 1 -1 0
4 6 1 -1 0
7 8 0 -1 0
7 3 0 0 0
2 6 0 -1 0
6 2 -1 1 1
6 7 -1 1 0
4 6 1 0 -1
8 3 0 0 0
6 8 0 0 0
7 8 1 0 0

(c)

Figure 6.14: The SYSTRE key of the nets in figure 6.12(a)-(c), with the first two
columns specifying, in every row, the start and end points of edges
across the translation given by the three columns to the right.

Subgroup
of ⋆246

Combinatorial
tiling class Comments

Ideal
Crystallographic

group

# vertex
orbits

# edge
orbits

54 53 new Cmmm 2 4
54 new Immm 1 4
55 new P42/nnm 2 3
56 new Pnnn 2 5
57 new Pnnn 2 5
58 new Pnnn 3 4
59 new Pnnn 2 6
60 new P42/nnm 3 4
61 new Pnnn 3 5
62 new Pnnn 3 6
63 new Pnnn 3 6
64 new Pnnn 3 7

Figure 6.15: Topological data of 3-periodic nets in R3 from hyperbolic tilings on the
primitive surface. Isotopy class no. 1 in our enumeration, correspond-
ing to the tilings in figure 6.9 and nets in figure 6.12.
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Subgroup
of ⋆246

Combinatorial
tiling class Comments

Ideal
Crystallographic

group

# vertex
orbits

# edge
orbits

54 53 new Fddd 3 4
54 new Fddd 1 5
55 new I41/amd 2 3
56 new Fddd 2 5
57 new Fddd 2 5
58 new Fddd 3 4
59 new Fddd 2 6
60 new I41/amd 3 4
61 new Fddd 3 5
62 new Fddd 3 6
63 new Fddd 3 6
64 new Fddd 3 7

Figure 6.16: Topological data of 3-periodic nets in R3 from hyperbolic tilings on the
diamond surface. Isotopy class no. 1 in our enumeration, correspond-
ing to the tilings in figure 6.9 and nets in figure 6.27.

However, comparing the structures we produced to others found using other
methods lies outside the scope of this thesis and may prove to be a main focus of
investigations into EPINET in the future.
Among these nets, there are several with favorable properties. To name just a few
examples, P-54-63-1, G1-77-53-1 and P76-58-1 seem like feasible targets for further
investigations, as they are very symmetric and have favourable properties in their
canonical embeddings. For example, the shortest non-bonded distance between
vertices is significantly larger than the shortest bonded distance. The assumption
that this leads to chemical structures that are energetically favoured has been a
paradigm for crystallographers for a long time. More recently, however, this belief
has been called into question (Stephen Hyde, private communication). Note also
that amongst the topological structures of the arising nets from its two
embeddings into the gyroid, there are several distinct topologies that arise from
the same hyperbolic tiling, illustrating that there cannot exist a lift of a mirror
symmetry in ⋆246 to an ambient isometry in R3.
To get an idea of the effect applying elements of the MCG to these tilings we
discuss the nets produced from the tilings in figures 6.38, 6.39, and 6.40, which
show the effect of the element number 10 in our enumeration of Mod(22222) on the
fundamental tilings of figures 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11, respectively. Note that for an
unambiguous enumeration of all isotopy classes of these tilings, the symmetries of
each of these fundamental tilings would have to be inspected individually. Recall,
on the other hand, that an element of the MCG that leaves a tiling invariant must
correspond to an element of a supergroup of the original symmetry group, and this
can be detected on the level of the D-symbol as symmetries of the graph. We
ignored any possible ambiguities for the fundamental tilings. Instead, using the
description of finite order elements of MCGs for stellate orbifolds, we take cosets
w.r.t. the element of the MCG that generates the 3-fold rotation around the
origin, which lifts to an orientation preserving Euclidean isometry, by section 2.4.
For group 54, this corresponds to the element σ1σ2σ3σ1 of the MCG. See also
section 4.5 for a description of finite order elements of MCGs for stellate orbifolds.
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Subgroup
of ⋆246

Combinatorial
tiling class Comments

Ideal
Crystallographic

group

# vertex
orbits

# edge
orbits

54 53 new P4/nbm 1 2
54 new Ibca 1 5
55 new Cmma 2 4
56 new Ibca 2 5
57 new Ibca 2 5
58 new Ibca 3 4
59 new Ibca 2 6
60 new Ibca 3 5
61 new Ibca 3 5
62 new Ibca 3 6
63 new Ibca 3 6
64 new Ibca 3 7

Figure 6.17: Topological data of 3-periodic nets in R3 from hyperbolic tilings on the
gyroid surface, through its first embedding. Isotopy class no. 1 in
our enumeration, corresponding to the tilings in figure 6.9 and nets in
figure 6.28.

Subgroup
of ⋆246

Combinatorial
tiling class Comments

Ideal
Crystallographic

group

# vertex
orbits

# edge
orbits

54 53 bcu Im3̄m 1 1
54 gan Ia3̄d 1 2
55 G1-54-55-1 Cmma 2 4
56 new Ibca 2 5
57 new Ibca 2 5
58 new Cmma 3 4
59 Ibca 2 6
60 G1-54-60-1 Ibca 3 5
61 new Cmma 3 5
62 new Ibca 3 6
63 new Ibca 3 6
64 new I41/acd 2 4

Figure 6.18: Topological data of 3-periodic nets in R3 from hyperbolic tilings on the
gyroid surface, through its second embedding. Isotopy class no. 1 in
our enumeration, corresponding to the tilings in figure 6.9 and nets in
figure 6.29.
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Subgroup
of ⋆246

Combinatorial
tiling class Comments

Ideal
Crystallographic

group

# vertex
orbits

# edge
orbits

76 53 bcu Im3̄m 1 1
54 new P42/nmc 1 3
55 new Fmmm 2 4
56 new Ccca 2 5
57 new Ccca 2 5
58 new Fmmm 3 4
59 new Ccca 2 6
60 new Fmmm 3 5
61 new Ccca 3 5
62 new Ccca 3 6
63 new Ccca 3 6
64 new Ccca 3 7

Figure 6.19: Topological data of 3-periodic nets in R3 from hyperbolic tilings on the
primitive surface. Isotopy class no. 1 in our enumeration, correspond-
ing to the tilings in figure 6.10 and nets in figure 6.30.

Subgroup
of ⋆246

Combinatorial
tiling class Comments

Ideal
Crystallographic

group

# vertex
orbits

# edge
orbits

76 53 bcu Im-3m 1 1
54 gan Ia-3d 1 2
55 G1-54-55-1 Cmma 2 4
56 G2-54-56-1 Ibca 2 5
57 G1-54-57-1 Ibca 2 5
58 G2-54-58-1 Cmma 3 4
59 G2-54-59-1 Ibca 2 6
60 G1-54-60-1 Ibca 3 4
61 G2-54-61-1 Cmma 3 5
62 G2-54-62-1 Ibca 3 6
63 G2-54-63-1 Ibca 3 6
64 G2-54-64-1 I41/acd 2 4

Figure 6.20: Topological data of 3-periodic nets in R3 from hyperbolic tilings on the
diamond surface. Isotopy class no. 1 in our enumeration, correspond-
ing to the tilings in figure 6.10 and nets in figure 6.31.
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Subgroup
of ⋆246

Combinatorial
tiling class Comments

Ideal
Crystallographic

group

# vertex
orbits

# edge
orbits

76 53 D-54-53-1 Fddd 1 4
54 D-54-54-1 Fddd 1 5
55 D-54-55-1 I41/amd 2 3
56 D-54-56-1 Fddd 2 5
57 D-54-57-1 Fddd 2 5
58 D-54-58-1 Fddd 3 4
59 D-54-59-1 Fddd 2 6
60 D-54-60-1 I41/amd 3 4
61 D-54-61-1 Fddd 3 5
62 D-54-62-1 Fddd 3 6
63 D-54-63-1 Fddd 3 6
64 D-54-64-1 Fddd 3 7

Figure 6.21: Topological data of 3-periodic nets in R3 from hyperbolic tilings on the
gyroid surface, through its first embedding. Isotopy class no. 1 in
our enumeration, corresponding to the tilings in figure 6.10 and nets in
figure 6.32.

Subgroup
of ⋆246

Combinatorial
tiling class Comments

Ideal
Crystallographic

group

# vertex
orbits

# edge
orbits

76 53 D-54-53-1 Fddd 1 4
54 D-54-54-1 Fddd 1 5
55 new Fddd 2 4
56 new Fddd 2 5
57 new Fddd 2 5
58 D-54-58-1 Fddd 3 5
59 new Fddd 2 6
60 new Fddd 3 5
61 new Fddd 3 5
62 new Fddd 3 6
63 new Fddd 3 6
64 new Fddd 3 7

Figure 6.22: Topological data of 3-periodic nets in R3 from hyperbolic tilings on the
gyroid surface, through its second embedding. Isotopy class no. 1 in
our enumeration, corresponding to the tilings in figure 6.10 and nets in
figure 6.33.
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Subgroup
of ⋆246

Combinatorial
tiling class Comments

Ideal
Crystallographic

group

# vertex
orbits

# edge
orbits

77 53 new C222 2 5
54 P-54-54-1 Immm 1 4
55 new P422 2 4
56 P-54-54-1 Pnnn 2 5
57 new P422 2 5
58 sod Im3̄m 1 1
59 P-54-59-1 Pnnn 2 6
60 new P422 3 4
61 P-54-61-1 Pnnn 3 5
62 new P422 3 6
63 new I422 2 3
64 P-54-64-1 Pnnn 3 7

Figure 6.23: Topological data of 3-periodic nets in R3 from hyperbolic tilings on the
primitive surface. Isotopy class no. 1 in our enumeration, correspond-
ing to the tilings in figure 6.11 and nets in figure 6.34.

Subgroup
of ⋆246

Combinatorial
tiling class Comments

Ideal
Crystallographic

group

# vertex
orbits

# edge
orbits

77 53 new I4122 1 4
54 D-54-54-1 Fddd 1 5
55 new I4122 2 4
56 D-54-56-1 Fddd 2 5
57 new I4122 2 5
58 nbo s Im-3m 3 4
59 D-54-59-1 Fddd 2 6
60 new I41/amd 3 4
61 D-54-61-1 Fddd 3 5
62 new I4122 3 6
63 new I41/amd 2 3
64 D-54-64-1 Fddd 3 7

Figure 6.24: Topological data of 3-periodic nets in R3 from hyperbolic tilings on the
diamond surface. Isotopy class no. 1 in our enumeration, correspond-
ing to the tilings in figure 6.11 and nets in figure 6.35.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

Subgroup
of ⋆246

Combinatorial
tiling class Comments

Ideal
Crystallographic

group

# vertex
orbits

# edge
orbits

77 53 new I4122 1 4
54 G1-54-54-1 Ibca 1 5
55 new I4122 2 4
56 G1-54-56-1 Ibca 2 5
57 new I4122 2 5
58 lcs Ia-3d 1 1
59 G1-54-59-1 Ibca 2 6
60 new I4122 3 5
61 G1-54-61-1 Ibca 3 5
62 new I4122 3 6
63 new I4122 3 6
64 G1-54-64-1 Ibca 3 7

Figure 6.25: Topological data of 3-periodic nets in R3 from hyperbolic tilings on the
gyroid surface, through its first embedding. Isotopy class no. 1 in
our enumeration, corresponding to the tilings in figure 6.11 and nets in
figure 6.36.

Subgroup
of ⋆246

Combinatorial
tiling class Comments

Ideal
Crystallographic

group

# vertex
orbits

# edge
orbits

77 53 new I4122 1 4
54 D-54-54-1 Fddd 1 5
55 new I4122 2 4
56 new I4122 2 5
57 new I4122 2 5
58 lcs Ia3̄d 1 1
59 new I4122 2 6
60 new I4122 3 5
61 new I4122 3 5
62 new I4122 3 6
63 G1-76-63-1 I4122 3 6
64 new I4122 3 7

Figure 6.26: Topological data of 3-periodic nets in R3 from hyperbolic tilings on the
gyroid surface, through its second embedding. Isotopy class no. 1 in
our enumeration, corresponding to the tilings in figure 6.11 and nets in
figure 6.37.
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6.4 Isotopy classes of tilings and their nets in R3

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.27: Nets on the diamond surface in a unit cell, corresponding to the tilings
in figure 6.9, the first isoptopy class in our enumeration, with symmetry
group 54.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.28: Nets on the gyroid surface in a unit cell, corresponding to one of the
two embeddings of the tilings in figure 6.9, the first isoptopy class in
our enumeration, with symmetry group 54.
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6.4 Isotopy classes of tilings and their nets in R3

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.29: Nets on the gyroid surface in a unit cell, corresponding to the second of
the two embeddings of the tilings in figure 6.9, the first isoptopy class
in our enumeration, with symmetry group 54.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.30: Nets on the primitive surface in a unit cell, corresponding to the tilings
in figure 6.10, the first isoptopy class in our enumeration, with symme-
try group 76.
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6.4 Isotopy classes of tilings and their nets in R3

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.31: Nets on the diamond surface in a unit cell, corresponding to the tilings
in figure 6.10, the first isoptopy class in our enumeration, with symme-
try group 76.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.32: Nets on the gyroid surface in a unit cell, corresponding to one of the
two embeddings of the tilings in figure 6.10, the first isoptopy class in
our enumeration, with symmetry group 76.
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6.4 Isotopy classes of tilings and their nets in R3

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.33: Nets on the gyroid surface in a unit cell, corresponding to the second
of the two embeddings of the tilings in figure 6.10, the first isoptopy
class in our enumeration, with symmetry group 76.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.34: Nets on the primitive surface in a unit cell, corresponding to the tilings
in figure 6.11, the first isoptopy class in our enumeration, with symme-
try group 77.
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6.4 Isotopy classes of tilings and their nets in R3

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.35: Nets on the diamond surface in a unit cell, corresponding to the tilings
in figure 6.11, the first isoptopy class in our enumeration, with symme-
try group 77.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.36: Nets on the gyroid surface in a unit cell, corresponding to one of the
two embeddings of the tilings in figure 6.11, the first isoptopy class in
our enumeration, with symmetry group 77.
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6.4 Isotopy classes of tilings and their nets in R3

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.37: Nets on the gyroid surface in a unit cell, corresponding to the second
of the two embeddings of the tilings in figure 6.11, the first isoptopy
class in our enumeration, with symmetry group 77.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

This is only relevant for group 54, since this element is not part of the MCG for
the groups 76, and 77, since it maps these groups to a conjugate subgroup. In
general, the subgroup relations in [199] help in identifying which elements of the
symmetry group ⋆246 map generators of the symmetry group in question to itself.
We project the tilings in figure 6.38 onto the three TPMS. The result is shown in
figures 6.45, 6.46, 6.47 and 6.48. We add the topological data to these nets in
figures 6.41, 6.42, 6.43, and 6.44, respectively.
We illustrated in the above how our methods give rise to a plethora of entangled
nets in R3. Many of these are topologically distinct, and, using proposition 4.4.7 as
inspiration, we predict an infinite number of topologies for nets from any given
fundamental tiling with 22222 symmetry group through enumerations of their
isotopy classes. Questions such as these will be subject of further investigations in
the future. Note that an analysis of the first few hundred structures produced with
our methods has revealed that the above trend continues, in the sense that most
nets that show up are new.
Further projects will include tying in SYSTRE with the automated construction
process illustrated above. Producing many structures is useful, but investigations
into the multitude of structures that arise from our enumeration should be
automated as much as possible. Before we project ribbon tiling onto TPMS to
produce multiple component entangled nets in section 6.6, we turn to briefly
discuss another TPMS, the H surface, which also shares many favorable properties
with the gyroid family [207]. Some of the aspects of enumerating symmetric tilings
on the H surface are somewhat different than the related process in the gyroid
family, which is why we comment on some of the adjustments that need to be
made.

6.5 The hexagonal H-surface
By the results of section 2.4, our approach to enumerations of nets in R3 through
hyperbolic tilings works for any TPMS. Although the gyroid and its associated
surfaces are the most prominent in the natural sciences, the hexagonal H-surface
also shares many of its favorable geometric properties [206, 207]. In particular, the
H-surface is also rather symmetric, with symmetries again corresponding to a
hyperbolic orbfold symmetry group, in this case ⋆2226. We again see that
◦ ◦ ◦ ⊂ ⋆2226, i.e. the H-surface has genus 3. The finitely many commensurate
symmetry groups G with ◦ ◦ ◦ ⊂ G ⊂ ⋆2226 that are possible symmetry groups of
tilings were enumerated in [201]. By [77], the adjoint surface to the H-surface is
not embedded. On the other hand, Lidin [152] discovered an associate surface to
the H-surface, now known as the Lidinoid, which was subsequently proved to be
the unique embedded member of the family of associated surfaces [93, 225]. Like
the gyroid, the Lidinoid contains neither straight lines nor planar symmetries.
Similarly to our discussion in section 2.4 of the gyroid, we see that the Lidinoid is
isometric to the H-surface, but only the orientation preserving in-surface
symmetries lift to ambient isometries of R3. In the following, we focus on the
H-surface and again illustrate how our methods give rise to nets in R3 from any
isotopy class of hyperbolic tilings commensurate with the symmetries of ⋆2226.
This highlights an additional feature of our approach, namely that many of the
methods used for the gyroid family can be applied almost directly to the H
surface. For example, both surface families admit the symmetry group 22223, and
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6.5 The hexagonal H-surface

(a) Combinatorial tiling
class QS53.

(b) Combinatorial tiling
class QS54.

(c) Combinatorial tiling
class QS55.

(d) Combinatorial tiling
class QS56.

(e) Combinatorial tiling
class QS57.

(f) Combinatorial tiling
class QS58.

(g) Combinatorial tiling
class QS59.

(h) Combinatorial tiling
class QS60.

(i) Combinatorial tiling
class QS61.

(j) Combinatorial tiling
class QS62.

(k) Combinatorial tiling
class QS63.

(l) Combinatorial tiling
class QS64.

Figure 6.38: The different combinatorial classes of fundamental tile-1-transitive
tilings with symmetry group 54, isomorphic to 22222. The tilings were
twisted ten times.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) Combinatorial tiling
class QS53.

(b) Combinatorial tiling
class QS54.

(c) Combinatorial tiling
class QS55.

(d) Combinatorial tiling
class QS56.

(e) Combinatorial tiling
class QS57.

(f) Combinatorial tiling
class QS58.

(g) Combinatorial tiling
class QS59.

(h) Combinatorial tiling
class QS60.

(i) Combinatorial tiling
class QS61.

(j) Combinatorial tiling
class QS62.

(k) Combinatorial tiling
class QS63.

(l) Combinatorial tiling
class QS64.

Figure 6.39: The different combinatorial classes of fundamental tile-1-transitive
tilings with symmetry group 76, isomorphic to 22222. The tilings were
twisted ten times.
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6.5 The hexagonal H-surface

(a) Combinatorial tiling
class QS53.

(b) Combinatorial tiling
class QS54.

(c) Combinatorial tiling
class QS55.

(d) Combinatorial tiling
class QS56.

(e) Combinatorial tiling
class QS57.

(f) Combinatorial tiling
class QS58.

(g) Combinatorial tiling
class QS59.

(h) Combinatorial tiling
class QS60.

(i) Combinatorial tiling
class QS61.

(j) Combinatorial tiling
class QS62.

(k) Combinatorial tiling
class QS63.

(l) Combinatorial tiling
class QS64.

Figure 6.40: The different combinatorial classes of fundamental tile-1-transitive
tilings with symmetry group 77, isomorphic to 22222. The tilings were
twisted ten times.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

Subgroup
of ⋆246

Combinatorial
tiling class Comments

Ideal
Crystallographic

group

# vertex
orbits

# edge
orbits

54 53 new C222 2 5
54 new Pnnn 1 5
55 new Pnnn 2 4
56 new Pnnn 2 5
57 new Pnnn 2 5
58 new Pnnn 3 4
59 new Pnnn 2 6
60 new Pnnn 3 5
61 new Pnnn 3 5
62 new Pnnn 3 6
63 new Pnnn 3 6
64 new Pnnn 3 7

Figure 6.41: Topological data of 3-periodic nets in R3 from hyperbolic tilings on the
primitive surface. Isotopy class no. 10 in our enumeration, corre-
sponding to the tilings in figure 6.38.

Subgroup
of ⋆246

Combinatorial
tiling class Comments

Ideal
Crystallographic

group

# vertex
orbits

# edge
orbits

54 53 new Fddd 1 4
54 new Fddd 1 5
55 new Fddd 2 4
56 new Fddd 2 5
57 new Fddd 2 5
58 new Fddd 3 4
59 new Fddd 2 6
60 new Fddd 3 5
61 new Fddd 3 5
62 new Fddd 3 6
63 new Fddd 3 6
64 new Fddd 3 7

Figure 6.42: Topological data of 3-periodic nets in R3 from hyperbolic tilings on the
diamond surface. Isotopy class no. 10 in our enumeration, correspond-
ing to the tilings in figure 6.38.
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6.5 The hexagonal H-surface

Subgroup
of ⋆246

Combinatorial
tiling class Comments

Ideal
Crystallographic

group

# vertex
orbits

# edge
orbits

54 53 new Ibca 1 4
54 new Ibca 1 5
55 new Ibca 2 4
56 new Ibca 2 5
57 new Ibca 2 5
58 new Ibca 3 4
59 new Ibca 2 6
60 new Ibca 3 5
61 new Ibca 3 5
62 new Ibca 3 6
63 new Ibca 3 6
64 new Ibca 3 7

Figure 6.43: Topological data of 3-periodic nets in R3 from hyperbolic tilings on the
gyroid surface, through its first embedding. Isotopy class no. 10 in
our enumeration, corresponding to the tilings in figure 6.38.

Subgroup
of ⋆246

Combinatorial
tiling class Comments

Ideal
Crystallographic

group

# vertex
orbits

# edge
orbits

54 53 new Ibca 1 4
54 new I41/acd 1 3
55 G1-54-55-10 Ibca 2 4
56 new Ibca 2 5
57 G1-54-57-10 Ibca 2 5
58 new Ibca 3 4
59 new Ibca 2 6
60 new Ibca 3 5
61 new Ibca 3 5
62 new Ibca 3 6
63 new Ibca 3 6
64 new I41/acd 2 4

Figure 6.44: Topological data of 3-periodic nets in R3 from hyperbolic tilings on the
gyroid surface, through its second embedding. Isotopy class no. 10 in
our enumeration, corresponding to the tilings in figure 6.38.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.45: Nets on the primitive surface in a unit cell, corresponding to the tilings
in figure 6.38, with symmetry group 54.
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6.5 The hexagonal H-surface

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.46: Nets on the diamond surface in a unit cell, corresponding to the tilings
in figure 6.38, with symmetry group 54.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.47: Nets on the gyroid surface in a unit cell, corresponding to one of the
two embeddings of the tilings in figure 6.38, with symmetry group 54.
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6.5 The hexagonal H-surface

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.48: Nets on the gyroid surface in a unit cell, corresponding to the second of
the two embeddings of the tilings in figure 6.38, with symmetry group
54.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

the only difference in the enumeration of isotopy classes of tilings with that
symmetry group for the two family of surfaces is the covering map and the starting
generators that the MCG acts on. On the other hand, the covering map for the
H-surface presents considerably more difficulty than that of the gyroid family.
Recall that for the construction of the covering map of the gyroid, we made use of
Schwarz-Christoffel maps and known results on hypergeometric functions. In case
of the H surface, the simply connected domain for which the Weierstrass
parametrization gives the covering map by H2 is the ⋆2226 quadrilateral. In
contrast to triangles, such as the ⋆246 domain for the gyroid family, quadrilaterals
are not determined up to symmetry by the values of their angles and, accordingly,
up to isometry, there is a one-parameter family of quadrilaterals with ⋆2226
symmetry. Each of these has a different conformal structure, so when embedding
the patch into R3 as part of the H-surface, fixing the space group determines the
parameter. It turns out that rather than approximating an actual
Schwarz-Christoffel map in this more complicated situation, we can save a lot of
time by implementing a non-conformal deformation of the ⋆2226 domain to the
domain of the Weierstrass parametrization.
The Weierstrass function is derived similarly to that of the gyroid family in [77]:

F(ω) =
(︂
ω − (A3 − A−3)ω4 + ω7

)︂− 1
2 , (6.6)

with a Bonnet angle of π
2 for the H-surface, and 1.120672422 + π

2 for the
Lidinoid [152], where [224] provides slightly more accuracy. The parameter A
corresponds directly to the x-coordinate of the branch point on the edge of the grey
shaded region in figure 6.49(a), which illustrates the domain for the Weierstrass
parametrization. For the parametrization, we first divide the ⋆2226 quadrilateral
into two triangles, with angles π/6, α, and β and angles π/2 − β, π/2 − α, and
π/2, respectively. Because the two triangles share an edge, we obtain [123]

cos(α) =
√︄

1 − 13
16 cos2(β) −

√
3

4 cos(β).

Using this relation, we construct a ⋆2226 quadrilateral from two triangles like
above, that can be deformed into the grey shaded region of figure 6.49 with a given
parameter A, while minimally deforming the edge that gets mapped to the edge in
the grey region connecting the two red branch points. Hyperbolic trigonometric
identities [196] yield the condition

2 tanh−1(A) = cosh−1
(︄

cos(β) + cos(π/6) cos(α)
sin(π/6) sin(α)

)︄
,

which is a regular problem and can be solved by MATLAB’s optimization
methods. Furthermore, with a little work, using the presentation of the space
group of the H-surface in [125], we find the optimal value for the parameter A in
(6.6) by reducing self-intersections of the H-surface as A ≈ 0.7071.
There are 37 combinatorial fundamental domains for the symmetry group 22223,
QS80-QS116 [1]. We treat only one of these, corresponding to the equivariant
equivalence class QS99, and we present several isotopy classes of tilings figures 6.50
and their corresponding nets in figure 6.51.
The above short excursion to other TPMS illustrates that that our methods also
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6.5 The hexagonal H-surface

(a) The branch point distribution of the
Gauss map of the H surface family,
after stereographic projection. The
solid lines represent mirror
symmetries of the Gauss map, the
red points represent order-1 branch
points, the grey region a smallest
asymmetric domain with ⋆223
symmetry, and the union of the two
shaded regions a domain with 223
symmetry. Note the existence of
another order-1 branch point at
infinity. Modified image from [77].

(b) The translations of the H-surface in
R3 as they correspond to deck
transformations of the genus 3
surface. For more information on the
group deck transformations in H2 of
the genus 3 surface, which is normal
in ⋆2226, refer to [201]. To map the
surface to R3, we deform the orange
and grey shaded regions into those of
(a).

Figure 6.49: The domain for the Weierstrass parametrization of the H surface and
its associates in C, shown in (a). Part (b) shows the translations in
R3 that arise from the deck transformations of the underlying genus 3
surface through the covering map of the surface by H2.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) Tiling number 1. (b) Tiling number 2. (c) Tiling number 3.

(d) Tiling number 4. (e) Tiling number 5. (f) Tiling number 6.

(g) Tiling number 7. (h) Tiling number 8. (i) Tiling number 9.

(j) Tiling number 10. (k) Tiling number 100. (l) Tiling number 500.

Figure 6.50: Tilings commensurate with the H-surface, with symmetry group 22223.
Each is in the combinatorial class QS99, but are isotopically distinct.
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6.5 The hexagonal H-surface

(a) Tiling number 1. (b) Tiling number 2. (c) Tiling number 3.

(d) Tiling number 4. (e) Tiling number 5. (f) Tiling number 6.

(g) Tiling number 7. (h) Tiling number 8. (i) Tiling number 9.

(j) Tiling number 10. (k) Tiling number 100. (l) Tiling number 500.

Figure 6.51: Tilings commensurate with the H-surface, with symmetry group 22223.
Each is in the combinatorial class QS99, but are isotopically distinct.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

provide a stable approach to the construction of tilings for more complicated
TPMS.
The next section will illustrate how ribbon tilings on TPMS lead to nets with
multiple components.
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6.6 Interpenetrating nets from ribbon tilings

6.6 Interpenetrating nets from ribbon tilings

We now consider ribbon tilings associated to the symmetry groups 54, 76, and 77
investigated in the previous section. We first enumerate the equivariant
equivalence classes of tile-1-transitive tilings using the results from chapter 3.
Recall that our classification of such classes depends on removing edges from all
fundamental tile-1-transitive tilings and keeping those that are combinatorially
distinct. While for general ribbon tiling we introduced the coloured D-symbol that
exactly classifies when ribbon tilings are combinatorially equivalent, its
computation is best tackled algorithmically. Through private communication with
Olaf Delgado-Friedrichs and Vanessa Robins, an implementation of this can be
best be achieved through extensions of existing algorithms for determining
isomorphy among classical D-symbols. We leave the implementation of such an
algorithm for a future collaboration. Instead, here, we use the observations in
section 3.3 that show that the situation is much simpler for tile-1-transitive ribbon
tilings. By considering the decorations of the 22222 orbifold induced by the
fundamental tile-1-transitive tilings from, say, figure 6.9, it is straightforward to
show that there are only 5 distinct ribbon tilings with at least two edge orbits,
which are listed in figures 6.52, 6.53 and 6.54 for the symmetry groups 54, 76, and
77, respectively. We will concentrate on these and on the action of cosets of the
orientable MCG on these ribbon tilings. This section will conclude this thesis.
The sets of ribbon tilings in figures 6.52, 6.53 and 6.54comprise the basis for an
enumeration of isotopy classes of ribbon tilings. Note, though, that this choice is
an arbitrary choice amongst finitely many equally suitable choices, a reoccuring
theme in our enumeration. Simply consider removing the other two edges from the
fundamental tiling in figure 6.9(a) than in the construction of figure 6.52(a), to
produce a combinatorially equivalent, but isotopically distinct tiling.
We investigate the stabilizers in the MCG of these ribbon tilings, whose
equivariant equivalence class we shall denote by (22222)i, for i ∈ {1, ..., 5}. To
avoid confusion, we shall refer to these stabilizer subgroups as MCG stabilizers.
For the enumeration of isotopy classes, we specify the symmetry group as a
subgroup of ⋆246. For example, (54)2 − 1 is used to denote the first isotopy class of
the second combinatorial class of ribbon tiling with symmetry group 54, i.e. the
tiling in figure 6.52(b). For simplicity, we assume that the decoration on the
orbifold is coloured and thus ignore finitely many possible additional symmetries of
the decoration. We obtain that the MCG stabilizer of (22222)1 is generated by the
half-twists around the generators of the stabilizer subgroup. Since these are not
neighbouring given the ordering of the generators indicated in figure 6.9(c) and we
again use the standard generators {σi}4

i=1 for Mod(22222), we need to to conjugate
σ4 by σ3 to obtain the stabilizer. For (22222)2, we obtain σ3 for the generator of
the MCG stabilizer. The MCG stabilizer of (22222)3 is less obvious, and we will
work with ⟨σ1⟩, which leaves out at most finitely ambiguities. Indeed, it is easy to
see that the decoration that leads to the ribbon tiling includes a single isolated
edge connecting the two gyration points that are exchanged by σ1. Note that the
tiling is also invariant under an additional reflection that we will ignore here. An
extension of this reasoning for (22222)4, where the decoration is made up of single
edges that connect gyrations points, leads to the MCG stabilizer ⟨σ1, σ

−1
3 σ4σ3⟩.

Lastly, we obtain ⟨σ1⟩ for the MCG stabilizer of (22222)5.

The resulting coset enumeration produces thousands of structures in a short time.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) Ribbon tiling with sta-
bilizer subgroup 22∞
resulting from delet-
ing two edge orbits
from the tiling in figure
6.9(a).

(b) Ribbon tiling with sta-
bilizer subgroup 22∞
resulting from delet-
ing two edge orbits
from the tiling in figure
6.9(b).

(c) Ribbon tiling with sta-
bilizer subgroup ∞∞
resulting from deleting
one edge orbit from the
tiling in figure 6.9(c).

(d) Ribbon tiling with sta-
bilizer subgroup 2∞∞
resulting from delet-
ing two edge orbits
from the tiling in figure
6.9(c).

(e) Ribbon tiling with sta-
bilizer subgroup ∞∞
resulting from deleting
one edge orbit from the
tiling in figure 6.9(d).

(f) Ribbon tiling with sta-
bilizer subgroup ∞∞
resulting from delet-
ing one edge orbits
from the tiling in figure
6.9(l). This tiling cor-
responds to the tiling in
figure (e).

Figure 6.52: The different tile-1-transitive ribbon tilings with symmetry group 54,
isomorphic to 22222. Figure (e) shows an ambiguity in the enumeration,
illustrating how the number of distinct ribbon tilings drops to 5, from
the original 12 combinatorially distinct fundamental tilings in figure
6.9.
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6.6 Interpenetrating nets from ribbon tilings

(a) Ribbon tiling with sta-
bilizer subgroup 22∞
resulting from delet-
ing two edge orbits
from the tiling in figure
6.10(a).

(b) Ribbon tiling with sta-
bilizer subgroup 22∞
resulting from delet-
ing two edge orbits
from the tiling in figure
6.10(b).

(c) Ribbon tiling with sta-
bilizer subgroup ∞∞
resulting from deleting
one edge orbit from the
tiling in figure 6.10(c).

(d) Ribbon tiling with sta-
bilizer subgroup 2∞∞
resulting from delet-
ing two edge orbits
from the tiling in figure
6.10(c).

(e) Ribbon tiling with sta-
bilizer subgroup ∞∞
resulting from deleting
one edge orbit from the
tiling in figure 6.10(d).

Figure 6.53: The different tile-1-transitive ribbon tilings with symmetry group 76,
isomorphic to 22222.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) Ribbon tiling with sta-
bilizer subgroup 22∞
resulting from delet-
ing two edge orbits
from the tiling in figure
6.11(a).

(b) Ribbon tiling with sta-
bilizer subgroup 22∞
resulting from delet-
ing two edge orbits
from the tiling in figure
6.11(b).

(c) Ribbon tiling with sta-
bilizer subgroup ∞∞
resulting from deleting
one edge orbit from the
tiling in figure 6.11(c).

(d) Ribbon tiling with sta-
bilizer subgroup 2∞∞
resulting from delet-
ing two edge orbits
from the tiling in figure
6.11(c).

(e) Ribbon tiling with sta-
bilizer subgroup ∞∞
resulting from deleting
one edge orbit from the
tiling in figure 6.11(d).

Figure 6.54: The different tile-1-transitive ribbon tilings with symmetry group 77,
isomorphic to 22222.
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6.6 Interpenetrating nets from ribbon tilings

However, giving a visual representation and computing the topologies of these
takes a lot longer. We present the simplest isotopy classes of these ribbon tilings as
hyperbolic tilings, with symmetry groups 54, 76, and 77. This also illustrates a
convenient by-product of our approach: Once we have obtained a (coset)
enumeration of MCG classes representing isotopically distinct tilings, the same list
can be used for all isomorphic groups.
As we did with the fundamental tile-1-transitive tilings in the previous section, we
can map the tilings in figures 6.55, 6.56, and 6.57 onto the gyroid family of TPMS.
We will do this for the primitive and diamond surfaces and record the net
topologies in figures 6.61 and 6.62. Our notation for the structures produced here,
when SYSTRE recognizes the topology, uses that name, and when it does not, we
give the nets a designation similar to that of the previous section. For example,
P − (54)2 − 1(1) refers to the second combinatorial class of (tile-1-transitive)
ribbon tilings with symmetry group 54, in its first isotopy class, projected onto the
primitive surface. The last part, (1) refers to the first component of this structure.
Since the ordering of components is arbitrary, we provide more information to
explain which component is under investigation, when needed.
In the above, the 2-periodic nets from isotopy class 1, 7 and 8 have the same
topology, which we call (54)2 − 1(1), according to our naming scheme. Note that
(54)2 − 1(1) is a two-periodic structure. The number of connected components in
R3 is easy to compute with the help of tools such as TOPOS. Note that the net
P − (54)2 − 10 has collisions in its canonical embedding. An interesting observation
is that the structure lig, which in our enumeration shows up as D − (54)2 − 2, has
only one component in R3, although P − (54)2 − 2 has two components.
The above illustrates how our enumerative process yields a variety of structures.
We end our investigations by presenting a gallery of nets produced with our
methods. The structures range from separating into layers to being increasingly
entangled, as the isotopy classes become more complicated. For the sake of
completeness, we also show some more isotopy classes of the other classes of ribbon
tilings of figures 6.52, 6.53, 6.54.
Figure 6.67 and 6.69 show examples of the ribbon tiling classes (22222)3 and
(22222)5 and discuss the topology of the resulting nets.
Note, for example, that the non-filamentous constituent nets of P − 77 − 3 − 6(2)
have collisions between next-nearest neighbours and are not supported in SYSTRE.
The rest of this thesis will show some more tilings and resulting structures in R3.
Figure 6.70 shows the first 6 isotopy classes related to the ribbon tiling shown in
figure 6.54(d), (22222)4, with symmetry group 77. Because of the structure of the
decoration and the orbifold 22222, these result in links in the three torus, shown in
figures 6.71, 6.72, 6.73, and 6.74.
Lastly, to conclude this chapter and the illustration of our enumeration, we show
some more nets in R3 in figures 6.75, 6.76, 6.77 and 6.78, from the ribbon tilings in
figure 6.55, with symmetry group 54. Similarly, figures 6.79, 6.80, 6.81 and 6.82
show nets in R3 from the ribbon tilings in figure 6.56, with symmetry group 76.
Moreover, figures 6.83, 6.84, 6.85 and 6.86 show nets in R3 from the ribbon tilings
in figure 6.57, with symmetry group 77. The figures show the tilings with the two
edge orbits coloured in violet and green.
All in all, we propose that the variety of structures exhibited in this section,
produced from even the simplest cases in our enumeration are convincing in
showing that the enumerative procedure and theory developed here yields a rich
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

(g) Isotopy class no. 7. (h) Isotopy class no. 8. (i) Isotopy class no. 9.

(j) Isotopy class no. 10. (k) Isotopy class no. 11. (l) Isotopy class no. 12.

Figure 6.55: The first 12 isotopy classes of tile-1-transitive ribbon tilings in the com-
binatorial class (22222)1, with symmetry group 54, isomorphic to 22222.
The two edge orbits are are colored differently.
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6.6 Interpenetrating nets from ribbon tilings

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

(g) Isotopy class no. 7. (h) Isotopy class no. 8. (i) Isotopy class no. 9.

(j) Isotopy class no. 10. (k) Isotopy class no. 11. (l) Isotopy class no. 12.

Figure 6.56: The first 12 isotopy classes of tile-1-transitive ribbon tilings in the com-
binatorial class (22222)1, with symmetry group 76, isomorphic to 22222.
The two edge orbits are colored differently.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

(g) Isotopy class no. 7. (h) Isotopy class no. 8. (i) Isotopy class no. 9.

(j) Isotopy class no. 10. (k) Isotopy class no. 11. (l) Isotopy class no. 12.

Figure 6.57: The first 12 isotopy classes of tile-1-transitive ribbon tilings in the com-
binatorial class (22222)1, with symmetry group 77, isomorphic to 22222.
The two edge orbits are are colored differently.
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6.6 Interpenetrating nets from ribbon tilings

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

(g) Isotopy class no. 7. (h) Isotopy class no. 8. (i) Isotopy class no. 9.

(j) Isotopy class no. 10. (k) Isotopy class no. 11. (l) Isotopy class no. 12.

Figure 6.58: The first 12 isotopy classes of tile-1-transitive ribbon tilings in the com-
binatorial class (22222)2, with symmetry group 54, isomorphic to 22222.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

(g) Isotopy class no. 7. (h) Isotopy class no. 8. (i) Isotopy class no. 9.

(j) Isotopy class no. 10. (k) Isotopy class no. 11. (l) Isotopy class no. 12.

Figure 6.59: The first 12 isotopy classes of tile-1-transitive ribbon tilings in the com-
binatorial class (22222)2, with symmetry group 76, isomorphic to 22222.
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6.6 Interpenetrating nets from ribbon tilings

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

(g) Isotopy class no. 7. (h) Isotopy class no. 8. (i) Isotopy class no. 9.

(j) Isotopy class no. 10. (k) Isotopy class no. 11. (l) Isotopy class no. 12.

Figure 6.60: The first 12 isotopy classes of tile-1-transitive ribbon tilings in the com-
binatorial class (22222)2, with symmetry group 77, isomorphic to 22222.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

Isotopic
tiling class Comments

Ideal
Crystallographic

groups

No. of
components in R3

1 2 copies of new 2-periodic nets , in layers p6mm, p6mm ∞
2 2 copies of dia-f I41/amd 2
3 2 copies of utq Fddd 2
4 2 copies of utq Fddd 2
5 dia-f I41/amd 2
6 dia-f I41/amd 2
7 2 copies of 2-periodic nets p6mm, p6mm ∞
8 2 copies of 2-periodic nets p6mm, p6mm ∞
9 2 copies of dia-f I41/amd 2
10 2 copies of ths I41/amd 2
11 2 copies of 2-periodic nets Ibca 2
12 2 copies of lig I41/amd 2

Figure 6.61: Topological data of 3-periodic nets in R3 from the hyperbolic ribbon
tiling class (22222)2 on the primitive surface, with symmetry group
54. The nets are shown in figures 6.63; the corresponding tilings in
figure 6.58.

Isotopic
tiling class Comments

Ideal
Crystallographic

groups

No. of
components in R3

1 2 copies of ths I41/amd ∞
2 lig I41/amd 1
3 2 copies of dia-f I41/amd 2
4 2 copies of dia-f Fddd 2
5 2 copies of lig I41/amd 2
6 2 copies of utq I41/amd 2
7 2 copies of P − (54)2 − 1(1) p6mm, p6mm ∞
8 2 copies of P − (54)2 − 1(1) p6mm, p6mm ∞
9 2 copies of utq I41/amd 2
10 2 copies of new 2-periodic structure p4mm ∞
11 2 copies of P − (54)2 − 1(1) p6mm, p6mm ∞
12 2 copies of dia-f I41/amd 2

Figure 6.62: Topological data of 3-periodic nets in R3 from the hyperbolic ribbon
tiling class (22222)2 on the diamond surface, with symmetry group 54.
The nets are shown in figures 6.64; the corresponding tilings in figure
6.58.
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6.6 Interpenetrating nets from ribbon tilings

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

(g) Isotopy class no. 7. (h) Isotopy class no. 8. (i) Isotopy class no. 9.

(j) Isotopy class no. 10. (k) Isotopy class no. 11. (l) Isotopy class no. 12.

Figure 6.63: Nets in R3 from the first 12 isotopy classes of tilings in the combinatorial
class (22222)2 shown in figure 6.58, viewed on a section of the primitive
surface.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

(g) Isotopy class no. 7. (h) Isotopy class no. 8. (i) Isotopy class no. 9.

(j) Isotopy class no. 10. (k) Isotopy class no. 11. (l) Isotopy class no. 12.

Figure 6.64: Nets in R3 from the first 12 isotopy classes of tilings in the combinatorial
class (22222)2 shown in figure 6.58, viewed on a section of the diamond
surface.
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6.6 Interpenetrating nets from ribbon tilings

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

(g) Isotopy class no. 7. (h) Isotopy class no. 8. (i) Isotopy class no. 9.

(j) Isotopy class no. 10. (k) Isotopy class no. 11. (l) Isotopy class no. 12.

Figure 6.65: Nets in R3 from the first 12 isotopy classes of tilings in the combinatorial
class (22222)2 with symmetry group 54 shown in figure 6.58.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

Figure 6.66: A ribbon tiling with combinatorial class (22222)3 and symmetry group
77, corresponding to isotopy class number 6.

(a) The tiling from (a), on the gyroid
surface, in its first embedding.

This net has filamentous
components, and two

symmetrically distinct copies of
the unc net, with ideal space

group P4322.

(b) The tiling from (a), on the gyroid
surface, in its second embedding.

This net has filamentous
components, and two further

distinct net components in a unit
cell, both unlisted 2-periodic nets

with ideal space group pm.

(c) The tiling from (a), on the
primitive surface. Other than the
filamentous components, this net

consists of two topologically
equivalent 2-periodic components
in the three torus, each new to
RCSR, each with ideal space

group C222.

(d) The tiling from (a), on the
diamond surface. This net has

filamentous components, and an
srs component, with ideal space

group I4132.

Figure 6.67: Nets in R3 on TPMS from ribbon tiling (22222)3 with symmetry
group 77 and isotopy class number 3.
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6.6 Interpenetrating nets from ribbon tilings

Figure 6.68: A ribbon tiling with combinatorial class (22222)5 and symmetry group
76, corresponding to isotopy class number 5.

(a) The tiling from (a), on the gyroid
surface, in its first embedding.
This net has two symmetrically
distinct components. One is a

filament, the other topologically
utq, with ideal space group Fddd.

(b) The tiling from (a), on the gyroid
surface, in its second embedding.
Topologically, the components of
this net are equivalent to that of

(b).

(c) The tiling from (a), on the
primitive surface. The resulting

net has infinitely many
components in R3, apart from the
filaments in violet. These consist
of two topologically equivalent
2-periodic components in the

three torus, each new to RCSR,
with ideal space group c2mm.

(d) The tiling from (a), on the
diamond surface. This net has
violet filaments and infinitely

many green components in R3,
which consist of two topologically
equivalent 2-periodic components
in the three torus, each new to
RCSR, with collisions in their

canonical embedding. The ideal
space group is p4mm.

Figure 6.69: Nets in R3 on TPMS from ribbon tiling (22222)5 with symmetry
group 76 and tiling isotopy class number 5.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

Figure 6.70: The first 6 isotopy classes of tile-1-transitive ribbon tilings in the combi-
natorial class (22222)4, with symmetry group 77, isomorphic to 22222.

and promising method for an automated way of producing symmetric structures in
R3.
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6.6 Interpenetrating nets from ribbon tilings

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

Figure 6.71: Nets in R3 from the first 6 isotopy classes of tilings in the combinatorial
class (22222)4 shown in figure 6.70, shown on a section of the primitive
surface. These correspond to links in the three torus.

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

Figure 6.72: Nets in R3 from the first 6 isotopy classes of tilings in the combinatorial
class (22222)4 shown in figure 6.70, shown on a section of the diamond
surface.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

Figure 6.73: Nets in R3 from the first 6 isotopy classes of tilings in the combinatorial
class (22222)4 shown in figure 6.70, shown on a section of the gyroid
surface, in its first embedding.

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

Figure 6.74: Nets in R3 from the first 6 isotopy classes of tilings in the combinatorial
class (22222)4 shown in figure 6.70, shown on a section of the gyroid
surface, in its second embedding.
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6.6 Interpenetrating nets from ribbon tilings

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

(g) Isotopy class no. 7. (h) Isotopy class no. 8. (i) Isotopy class no. 9.

(j) Isotopy class no. 10. (k) Isotopy class no. 11. (l) Isotopy class no. 12.

Figure 6.75: Nets in R3 from the first 12 isotopy classes of tilings in the combinatorial
class (22222)1, with symmetry group 54, shown in figure 6.55, viewed
on a section of the primitive surface.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

(g) Isotopy class no. 7. (h) Isotopy class no. 8. (i) Isotopy class no. 9.

(j) Isotopy class no. 10. (k) Isotopy class no. 11. (l) Isotopy class no. 12.

Figure 6.76: Nets in R3 from the first 12 isotopy classes of tilings in the combinatorial
class (22222)1, with symmetry group 54, shown in figure 6.55, viewed
on a section of the diamond surface.
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6.6 Interpenetrating nets from ribbon tilings

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.77: Nets on the gyroid surface in a unit cell, corresponding to the first of
the two embeddings of the first 12 isotopy classes of the tile-1-transitive
ribbon tilings in figure 6.55, in the combinatorial class (22222)1, with
symmetry group 54.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.78: Nets on the gyroid surface in a unit cell, corresponding to the second of
the two embeddings of the first 12 isotopy classes of the tile-1-transitive
ribbon tilings in figure 6.55, in the combinatorial class (22222)1, with
symmetry group 54.
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6.6 Interpenetrating nets from ribbon tilings

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

(g) Isotopy class no. 7. (h) Isotopy class no. 8. (i) Isotopy class no. 9.

(j) Isotopy class no. 10. (k) Isotopy class no. 11. (l) Isotopy class no. 12.

Figure 6.79: Nets in R3 from the first 12 isotopy classes of tilings in the combinatorial
class (22222)1, with symmetry group 76, shown in figure 6.56, viewed
on a section of the primitive surface.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

(g) Isotopy class no. 7. (h) Isotopy class no. 8. (i) Isotopy class no. 9.

(j) Isotopy class no. 10. (k) Isotopy class no. 11. (l) Isotopy class no. 12.

Figure 6.80: Nets in R3 from the first 12 isotopy classes of tilings in the combinatorial
class (22222)1, with symmetry group 76, shown in figure 6.56, viewed
on a section of the diamond surface.
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6.6 Interpenetrating nets from ribbon tilings

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 6.81: Nets on the gyroid surface in a unit cell, corresponding to the second
embeddings of the 12 isotopically simplest tilings in figure 6.56, of class
(22222)1, with symmetry group 76.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) Isotopy class no. 10. (k) Isotopy class no. 11. (l) Isotopy class no. 12.

Figure 6.82: Nets on the gyroid surface in a unit cell, corresponding to the second
embeddings of the 12 isotopically simplest tilings in figure 6.56, of class
(22222)1, with symmetry group 76.
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6.6 Interpenetrating nets from ribbon tilings

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

(g) Isotopy class no. 7. (h) Isotopy class no. 8. (i) Isotopy class no. 9.

(j) Isotopy class no. 10. (k) Isotopy class no. 11. (l) Isotopy class no. 12.

Figure 6.83: Nets in R3 from the first 12 isotopy classes of tilings in the combinatorial
class (22222)1, with symmetry group 77, shown in figure 6.57, viewed
on a section of the primitive surface.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

(g) Isotopy class no. 7. (h) Isotopy class no. 8. (i) Isotopy class no. 9.

(j) Isotopy class no. 10. (k) Isotopy class no. 11. (l) Isotopy class no. 12.

Figure 6.84: Nets in R3 from the first 12 isotopy classes of tilings in the combinatorial
class (22222)1, with symmetry group 77, shown in figure 6.57, viewed
on a section of the diamond surface.
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6.6 Interpenetrating nets from ribbon tilings

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

(g) Isotopy class no. 7. (h) Isotopy class no. 8. (i) Isotopy class no. 9.

(j) Isotopy class no. 10. (k) Isotopy class no. 11. (l) Isotopy class no. 12.

Figure 6.85: Nets on the gyroid surface in a unit cell, corresponding to one of the
two embeddings of the tilings in figure 6.57, of class (22222)1, with
symmetry group 77.
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6 Enumerating structures in R3 from tilings of TPMS

(a) Isotopy class no. 1. (b) Isotopy class no. 2. (c) Isotopy class no. 3.

(d) Isotopy class no. 4. (e) Isotopy class no. 5. (f) Isotopy class no. 6.

(g) Isotopy class no. 7. (h) Isotopy class no. 8. (i) Isotopy class no. 9.

(j) Isotopy class no. 10. (k) Isotopy class no. 11. (l) Isotopy class no. 12.

Figure 6.86: Nets on the gyroid surface in a unit cell, corresponding to the second
embeddings of the 12 isotopically simplest tilings in figure 6.57, of class
(22222)1, with symmetry group 77.
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6.7 Conclusion and Outlook

6.7 Conclusion and Outlook

In this thesis, we devised a theory of isotopy classes of graphs embedded
symmetrically on a hyperbolic surface, possibly punctured, nonorientable, and
with boundary. One of the defining features of our theory is the use of mapping
class groups for orbifolds, which is novel in this generality and in our context. We
showed that there are infinitely many symmetric embeddings of most graphs with
given symmetry group on hyperbolic surfaces and that all but finitely many of
these are equivalent as embeddings on the hyperbolic surface of finite topology.
Moreover, we showed that there are infinitely many inequivalent nets produced in
R3 from one topological equivalence class of graph embeddings on a hyperbolic
surface that gives rise to a triply periodic minimal surface. Isotopic tiling theory is
cast as a generalization of combinatorial tiling theory and therefore retains many
of its useful features, including the usefulness of GLUE and SPLIT operations and
the combinatorial setting in which both are cast. We described how the theory can
be used for an enumeration of representative tilings within each isotopy class, and
illustrated the approach with a range of examples, as well as resolve the theory
behind more complicated examples. We moreover derived a number of
presentations of mapping class groups for orbifolds and established the foundations
from which other similar presentations can be found. To ensure wide interest in
the possible structures we can produce, and to have tools at our disposal with
which to analyse ribbon tilings on surfaces, we generalized classical combinatorial
tiling theory to cover the case of tiles that are unbounded or have non-disk-like
topology. Using these results, we presented a catalogue of examples of tilings with
symmetry groups commensurate with the family of triply periodic minimal
surfaces associated to the gyroid, primitive and diamond surfaces. We also showed
how our methods work for more general surfaces.
From the isotopy classes of ribbon tilings, we constructed an array of
multi-component interpenetrating nets in R3 with the help of their surface
embeddings, for which we found a presentation in terms of approximations to
Schwarz-Christoffel maps and via analytic continuation. Note that nets with
multiple components frequently arise during the synthesis of chemical
frameworks [17, 179]. A novel feature of our construction of nets in R3 is that it is
handled by algorithms with minimal manual input - a starting set of generators for
the symmetry group of the tiling, a presentation of the mapping class group, a
presentation of the decoration that gives rise to the tiling in terms of the
generators, an (ideal) polygonal region p of H2 that gives rise to the covering of the
minimal surface by the hyperbolic plane, and a partition of p into symmetrically
related, simply connected domains for which there is a known Weierstrass
parametrization of the minimal surface. The structures produced in this thesis are
distinct from most other enumeration techniques in that we do not just enumerate
structures with different topology, but also enumerate different entanglings of the
produced structures. Since entangling properties are relevant in the natural
sciences, our techniques and the produced structures may provide new insights into
the entanglement of soft matter molecules. Note that entangled molecules have
also been the target of synthesis [85].
At the end, we notice that we are actually just at the beginning. We now have the
tools at our disposal to greatly expand the scope of EPINET. Not only can we
theoretically enumerate all embeddings of any given graph on a given triply
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periodic minimal surface with given symmetry group, or more generally any
hyperbolic surface, we have a certain amount of control on the ambiguity of the
enumeration. If conjecture 6.2.4 is true, then we could derive an unambiguous
enumeration for all classes of graphs using existing computational group theory
packages. A comprehensive treatment of 3D nets from fundamental tilings with
stellate symmetry groups will be the subject of an upcoming publication.
Similarly, a forthcoming publication will treat the class of ribbon tilings we
investigated in chapter 6 as well as related tilings. An efficient and automated
enumeration of tilings with more general symmetry groups is left for future
projects. Moreover, investigations into the entanglement and topology of the
resulting nets in R3 will also occupy much of the focus of future endeavours
relating to the EPINET project, for which our techniques and the theory
developed here will serve to be vital. We note that while we have focussed
exclusively on applications of our methods to hyperbolic tilings and resulting nets
in R3, our approach is not limited to these applications. In fact, the author plans
on investigating possible ties to music theory.
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